
THE PARMENIDES:

 

PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE,

CEPHALUS, PYTHODORUS.

ADIMANTUS, SOCRATES,

ANTlPHON, ZENO,

GLAUCO, PARMENIDES.

SCENE, the CERAMICUS '.

WHEN We arrived at Athens from Clazomenia, the place of our abode,

we fortumtely met with Adimantus and Glaucus in the forum: and Adi*

mantus, taking me by the hand, I am glad to ſee you (ſays he), Cephalus;

and iſ you are in want of any thing here, in which we are able to affist you,

I beg you would inform me. Upon which I replied, I came for this very

purpoſe, as being indigent of your aſſistance. Tell me, then (ſays he), what

you are in want of. And I replied, What was your brother's name? for I

do not remember: as he was almost a child when I first came here from

Clazomenia ; and, ſince that circumstance took place, a great length of time

has intervened. But his father's name was, l think, Pyrilampes. Entirely

ſo (ſays he), and my brother's name was Antiphon. But what is it you

principally inquire after? I replied, Theſe my fellow-citizens are very phi

loſophic, and have heard that this Antiphou was frequently preſent with

one Pythodorus, the familiar of Zeno, and that he treaſured in his memory

the diſcourlcs which Socrates, Zeno, and Parmenides had with each other,

and which had frequently been heard by Pythodorus. You ſpeak the truth

_' See the introduction.

(ſays
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(ſays he). Theſe diſcourſes, therefore (ſays l), wc are deſirous to hear. But

this (ſays he) is no difficult matter to accompliſh: for the young man has

made them the ſubject of vehement meditation; and now with his grand

father, who bears the ſame name as himſelf, very much applies himſelf to

equestrian affairs. But if it is neceſſary, we will go to him: for he just

now went from hence home; and dwells very near, in Melita. After

we had thus ſpoke, we proceeded to the houſe of Antiphon; and found him

at home, giving a certain bridle to a copperſmith, to be furniſhed in a pro

per manner. But as ſoon as the ſmith was gone, and the brothers had told

him the cauſe of our arrival, Antiphon knew me, in conſequence of my

former journey to this place, and very kindly ſaluted me: and upon our

begging him to relate the diſcourſes, at ſirst he ſeemed unwilling to comply

(for he ſaid it was a very operoſe undertaking); but afterwards, however,

he gratified our request. Antiphon, therefore, ſaid that Pythodorus related

that Zeno and Parmenides once came to celebrate the great Panathenaza:

that Parmenides was very much advanced in years, extremely hoary, but of

a beautiful and venerable aſpect, and about ſixty-five years of age; but that

Zeno was nearly forty years old, was very tall and graeeful to the view, and

was reported to be the boſom friend of Parmenides. He likewiſe ſaid that

he met with them, together with Pythodorus, in the Ceramicus, beyond the

walls; where alſo Socrates came, and many others with him, deſiring to

hear the writings of Zeno, for then for the first time they became acquainted

with his writings: but that Socrates at that time was very young. That,

in conſequence of this, Zeno himſelf read to them. And I'ythodorus further

related that it happened Parmenides was gone out; and that but a ſmall

part of the diſcourſe remained unfiniſhed, when he himſelf entered, together

with Parmenides and Aristotle, who was one of the thirty Athenians. That,

in conſequence ofthis, he heard but a little at, that time; but that he had

oſten before heard the whole diſcourſe from cho.

He further added, that Socrates, upon hearing the latter part of cho's

diſcourſe, entreated him to repeat the first hypotheſis of his first diſcourſe;

and that, when he had repeated it, Socrates iaid-How is it you aſſerr, O

Zeno, that if beings are many, it is requiſite that the ſame things ſhould be

both ſimilar and diſſimilar? But that this is impoſſible. For neither can

things diſſimilar be ſimilar, nor things ſimilar be diſſimilar. ls not this

what
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what you aſſert? Zeno anſwered, lt is. If, therefore, it is impoſſible that

diſſimilars ſhould he ſimilar, and ſimilars diſſimilar, is it not impoſſible that

many things ſhould have a ſubſistencc ? For, if there were many, they would

ſuffer impoſſibilities. Is it not then the ſole intention of your diſcourſes to

evince, by contesting through all things, that t/ie man] has no ſubfistence?

And do you not conſider each of your diſcourſes as an argument in ſupport

oſ this opinion; and ſo think that you have produced as many arguments as

you have compoſed diſcourſes, to ſhow that t/le many is not? Is not this

what you ſay, or dol not rightly understand you? Upon which Zeno replied,

Yon perceive excellently well the meaning of the whole book. That So

crates then ſaid, I perceive, O Parmcuides, that this Zeno does not only wiſh

to connect himſelf in the bands of friendſhip with you, but to agree with

you likewiſe in ſentiments concerning the doctrincs of the preſent diſcourſe.

For Zeno, in a certain reſpect, has written the ſame as yourſelf; though, by

changing certain particulars, he endeavours to deceive us into an opinion

that his aſſertions are different from yours. For you in your poems aſſert

that the univerſe is one; and you produCc beautiful and excellent arguments

in ſupport of this opinion : but Zeno 3 that t/zc many is not, and delivers

many and mighty arguments in defeno. of this aſſertion. As, therefore, you

aſſert that t/ze one is, and he, that l/ze many has no ſubſistence; and each

ſpeaks in ſuch a manner as to diſagrec totally aCCOrding to appearance from

one another, though you both nearly aſſert the ſame; on this account it

is that your diſcourſes ſeem to be above our comprehenſion. That Zeno

ſaid-Indeed, Socrates, ſo it is: but you do not perfectly apprehend the

truth of my writings; though, like Laconic dogs, you excellently purſue

and trace the meaning of the aſſertions. But this in the first place is con

ccaled from you, that this diſcourſe is not in every reſpect ſo vencrable,

that it was compoſed, as you ſay, for the purpoſe of concealing its real

doctrines from men, as if eſſecting a thing of great importance: yet you

have ſpoken ſomething of that which happens to be the caſe. But indeed

the truth of the matter is this: Theſe writings were compoſed ſor the

purpoſe of affording a certain aſſistance to the doctrine of Parmenides,

against thoſe who endeavour to defame it by attempting to ſhow that if Ille

one is many, ridiculous conſcqnenccs must attend ſuch an opinion ; and that

things contrary to the aſſertion must enſue. This writing, therefore, con

tradicts
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tradicts thoſe who ſay that the many is, and oppoſes this and many other

opinions; as it is deſirous to evince that the hypotheſis which defends the

ſubſistence of the man) is attended with more ridiculous conſequences than

that which vindicates the ſubſistence of ilze one, if both are ſufficiently ex

amined. You are ignorant, therefore, Socrates, that this diſcourſe, which

was compoſed by me when a youth, through the love of contention, and

which was privately taken from me, ſo that I was not able to conſult whe

ther or not it ſhould be iſſued into the light-you are ignorant, I ſay, that

it was not written through that deſire of renown which belongs to a more

advanced period of life, but through a juvenile deſire of contention: though,

as I have ſaid, you do not conjecture amiſs. I admit it (ſays Socrates); and

I think the caſe is just as you have stated it. But ſatisfy me in the following

particulars. Do you think that there is a certain form of ſimilitude, itſelf

ſubſisting from itſelf? And another which is contrary to this, and is that

which is diſſimilar? But that you and me, and other things which we call

many, participate of theſe two? And that ſuch things as participate of

ſimilitude become ſimilar, ſo far as they participate? But thoſe which

participate of diſſimilitude become diſſimilar? And that thoſe which par-.

ticipate of both become both ? But if all things participate of both,

which are contrary to each other, and become ſimilar and diſſimilar to

each other through participating of both, is there any thing wonderful in

the caſe? For, if any one ſhould ſhow that ſimilars themſelves become diffi

milar, or diſſimilars ſimilar, I ſhould think it would be a prodigy: but if he

evinces that ſuch things as participate both theſe ſuffer likewiſe both theſe,

it does not appear to me, O Zeno, that there would be any thing abſurd in

the caſe; nor again, if any one ſhould evince t/mt all thing: are one, through

their participating of t/ze one, and at the ſame time many, through their par

ticipating multitude. But I ſhould very much wonder if any one ſhould

ſhow that that which is one is many, and that the marry is one ; and in a ſimilar

manner concerning all the reſt: for, doubtleſs, he would produce a proper

ſubject of admiration, who ſhould evince that bOth genera and ſpecies ſuffer

theſe contrary affections. But what occaſion of wonder would there be,

ſhould any one ſhow that] myſelf am both one and man] .9 and ſhonld prove

his aſſertion by ſaying, when he wiſhes to aſſert that l am many, that the

parts on the right hand of me are different from thoſe on the left, the ante.

no:
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rior from the posterior, and in like manner the upward from the downward

parts (for I think thatI participate of multitudc): but when he deſires to

ſhow that I am one, ſhould ſay, that as we arc ſeven in number, I am one

man, and participate of the one P ſo that he would by this means evince the

truth of both theſe aſſertions. lf any one, therefore, ſhould endeavour to

ſhow that stones, wood, and all ſuch particulars, arc both mony and one, we

ſhould ſay that he cxhibits to our view ſuch things as are mon/r and one, but

that he does not aſſert that the one is mony, nor the many' one' ; nor ſpeak of

any thing wonderful, but aſſcrts that which is confcſſcd by all men. But if

any one ſhould, in the ſirst place, distribute the forms of things, concerning

which I have just been ſpeaking, fcparating them cſlſſcntiall)v apart from each

other, ſuch as ſimili/nde and dſſ/ni/zſilmh', multitude and the one, and the rest

of this kind, and ſhould afterwards ſhow himſelf able to mingle and ſeparate

them in themſelves, l ſhould be astoniſhed (lays he), O Zeno, in a wonder

ful manner. But it appears to me that we ſhould strenuouſly labour in the

investigation of theſe particulars: yet I ſhould be much astoniſhed if any onc

could folve this doubt, which is ſo profoundly invoh'cd in ſpecies; ſo as to

be able no lcſs clearly to explain this affair in the forms which are appre

hended by the reaſoning power, than in thoſe belonging to viſible objects,

and which you have already diſcuſſed.

Pythodorus ſaid, that when Socrates had thus ſpoken, he thought that

Parmcnidcs and Zeno ſeemed to be indignant at the ſeveral particulars or'

Socrates's diſcourſe ; but that they bestowed the greatest attention on what

he ſaid, and frequently looking at each other ſmiled, as wondering at So

crates: and that, in conſequence of his ceaſing to ſpeak, Parmenides ſaid

llow worthy, O Socrates, of admiration is your ardour in the purſuit of

liberal difciplincs! Tell me, therefore, have you ſeparated, as you ſay, cer

tain ſpecies apart by themſelves, and likewiſe the participants of theſe ſpecies

apart? And does there appear to you to be a certain ſimi/zct/uz/e ſeparate

from that ſimi/ilude which We poſſeſs, and a certain one and man), and all

ſuch other particulars, which you have juſt now heard mentioned by Zeno?

That Socrates ſiiid, So it appears to me. And (that Parmenides ſaid) does

it allo zippcar to you, that there is a Ccl'titlll ſpecies or form ofjtfflire, itſelf

iiihſitiing by itſelf; likewiſe of [n'ot/ty and the good, and every thing of this

kind? That Socrates ſaid, It does. And likewiſe of all ſuch things as we

rot. nt. G are
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are compoſed from: ſo that there is a certain form of man ', or oft/lie, or

water? That Socrates anſwercd--l have often been in doubt, O Parme

nides, concerning theſe; whether it is neceſſary to ſpeak of them in the lizme

manner as of the former particulars, or in a different manner. And do you

doubt, O Socrates, whether it is neceſſary to lay that there is a certain form of

every ſuch particular as may appear to be ridiculous, l mean hair 3, Clay,

and mud, or any thing elſe which is vile and abject ; and that theſe forms

are different from the particulars with which we are converſant? That

Socrates ſaid, I do not by any means think that the forms ofthefe can be

' It is neceſſary, ſays Proclus, that immovable cauſes of all things which have a perpetual ſub

ſistence in the univerſe ſhould preſubſist in the intellect of the fabricator of the world : for the

immutable is preſent with theſe, thr0ugh the eternal power oſ cauſes. Hence, of man ſo far as

man, and of every individual form in animals and in plants, there are intellectual cauſes; and

the progreſſion of all things from thence is not immediately into theſe material genera. For it

was not lawful for intellectual, eternal, and immaterial cauſes to generate material particulars,

which have a various ſubſisteuce; ſince every progreſſion is effected through ſimilitude; and prior

to things which are ſeparated from their cauſe as mueh as poſſible, ſuch things as are conjoined

with, and are more clearly aſſtmilated to, it, must have a fubſistence. From man therefore,

or the ideal man in the demiurgic intellect, there will be, in the first place, a certain celestial

man; afterwards an empyrean, an a'e'rial, and an aquatic man; and, in the laſt place, this ter

restrial man. All this ſeries of form is perpetunl, (the ſubjection proceeding into that which is

more partial,) being ſuſpended from an intellcctual unity, which is called man itſelf. There is

alſo another ſeries from bar/2- itſhl , from lion ilſrl , and in a ſimilar manner of all animals and

plants- Thus, too, there is a fountain and unity of all fire, and a fountain of all mun

dane water. And that theſe monads are more partial than thoſe before mentioned, viz. than

beauty, ſimilitude, justice, &e. is evident; and it is alſo clear that the fountain, or idea, of all

the ſeries of man is the most partial of all the forms that are participated by mundane natures.

1 We have already obſerved in the Introduction to this dialogue, and ſhall largely prove in the

Additional Notes, that there are ideas alone oft/nivt'ſa/ eſſenccs, and of ſuch things as contribute

to the perfection of theſe : for 'be good, tln- rff/Ilizrl, and (lu- perpetual, eminently pertain to forms;

the ſirst of theſe being derived from the firſt cauſe, the ſecond from the highest being, and the

third from eternity. From theſe three elements, therefore, we may define what things are gene

rated according to a paradigmatie intellectual cauſe, and what things ſubſist indeed from other

principles, but not acuordiug to an intelletltual paradigm. Of hair, therefore, becauſe it is a

part, there can be no idea; nor of clay, becauſe it is an indefinitc mixture of two elements,

earth and water, and is not generated according to a phyſical reaſon, or productive principle; ſince

there are ten thouſand other thing< which we combine for the various purpoſes of life, and which

are the works of art, and not of nature. Nor is there any idea of mud, becauſe there are no

ideas of tlegeneratiens, detriments, and evils, which either ariſe from a eonllnencc of divulfcd

cauſes, or from cur actions and paffions.

6 different
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different from thoſe which are the objects of our inſpection: but is it not

vehemently abſurd to think that there is a certain ſorm ofthele? For this

has formerly disturbed me, whether or not ſomething oſ this kind does not

take place about every thing: but, after having been fixed for ſome time in

this opinion, I have hastily ulthdrav-'n myſelf and fled away; fearing lest,

falling into a certain abyſs of trifles, I ſhould utterly periſh and be lost; but,

returning from thence, I have ſeriouſly applied myſelf to conſider thoſe par

ticulars, to which, as we have juſt now aſſerted, forms belong. That Par

menides then ſaid, You are as yet but a young man i, O Socrates, and

Philoſophy has not yet received you into her embraces: for, in my opinion,

when you are received by her, you will not deſpiſe any oſ theſe particulars:

but now, on account of your juvenile age, you regard the opinions of

men.

Tell me, then, does it appear to you, as you ſay, that there are certain

forms, of which other things participating ' retain the appellations; as, for

instance,

' Parmenides, as Proclusjuſlly obſerves, in correcting this conception of Socrates, reproves in

what he now ſays thoſe who Conſider theſe little and vile particulars as without a cauſe. For

every'thing which is generated, as Timzeus ſ.1ys, is neceſſarily generated from ſome cauſe, ſince

it is perfectly impoſſible that it ſhould be generated without a cauſe, There is nothing, therefore,

ſo diſhonourable and vilc which does not participate of 'In good, and thence derive its generation.

Since, even though you ſhould ſpeak of matter, you will find that this is good; though of evil

itſelf, you will find that this alſo participatcs of 21 certain good, and is no otherwiſe able to ſubſist

than as coloured with, and receiving a portion of, a certain good. But the opinions of men are

aſhamed to ſuſpend from a divine cauſe things ſmall and vile, looking to the nature of the latter,

and not to the power of the former; and not conſidering that, being generative of greater things,

it is much more ſo of ſuch as are leſs, as the Athenian gueſt ſays in the Laws. True philoſo

phers, however, ſuſpending every thing in the world both great and ſmall from providence, ſee

nothing diſhonourable, nothing deſpicable in the dwelling of Jupiter; but they perceive all things

good, ſo far as they ſubſist from providence, and beautiful, ſo far as generated according to a di

vine cauſe.

3 The diſcourſe of Parmcnides, ſays Proclus is perfective oſ, evolves and elevates, the concep

tions of Socrates; praiſing, indeed, his unperverted eonceptions, but perfecting ſuch as are im

perfect, and distinctly unfolding ſuch as are confuſed. But as there are four problems concern

ing ill-cas, as we have obſerved in the lntroduction, with reſpect to their ſubſistence Parmenides

excites Socrates, in order to learn whether he ſuſpends all things from a formal principle, or

whether he knew another cauſe more antient than this; and his reproof of Socrates was in con

ſequence of looking to this first cauſe. He proceeds, therefore, ſupcrnally from the most totaz

a z forms,
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instance, that ſuch things as participate ofſim/lilm/e areſimi/afr; of mag

mtm/e l, great; and that the participants of [unruly and justice arc beamſ/ill

and

forms, rhrcuph the more partial, and ſuch as are most indixidurd, to ſuch things as do not ſubſist

according to an inttllcctual form, but OTigllltstC from the monad of all btings, or, in other words,

being itſelf. Hence truly proceeding as fur as to the last of things, and ſuſpcnding all things

from a paternal cauſe, and perfecting the conceptions of Socrates concerning theſe, he proceeds

to the third problem, or the manner in which ideas are participated, again extending obstetric aid.

For the mode of the diſcourſe is every where mnicutic or obilctric, and does not confute, and

is pirastic, or explorntive, but not vindicative. It diſſcrs, howwcr, ſo far as at one time it pro

ceeds from on high as far as to the last of things, and at another recurs downwards to aſſertions

adapted to divine cauſes', according to each of theſe forms perfecting and elevating Socrates,

and distinctly unfolding his conceptions reſpecting theſe particulars. Such, then, is the mode of

the diſcourſe, calling forth ſpontancous conceptions, accurately cxpnnding ſuch as arc imperfect,

and elevating thoſe that are able to follow them z truly imitating' the paternul cauſe, which from

the ſummit of all beings preſerves, perfects, and draws upwards all things by the unknown powers

which he contains. Let us now proceed to conſider the mode in which forms or ideas are parti

cipated, following the dirinc Proclus as our leader in this arduous invt-lligation.

The participatiuns of intellectual forms are allimilatcd lo the rcprefcntations in a mirror;

for as, in theſe, bribilurle and pg/itian cauſe the image oſ the perſon to he ſeen in the mirror; ſo,

the nptittlde of matter extending itſelf as it were to the Arriſmer of the univerſe, and to the in

exhauſiiblc abundance which he contains, is ſillcd from him with forms. The participations

are alſo aſſimilated to the impreſſions in wax. For ideas impart a certain vcſligc and impreſſion

of themſelves; and neither is this impreſſion the ſame with the ſcal by which it was produced,

as neither is the form merged in matter the fame with the immatcrial and divine form from

which it originated. But this latter niodc diſſers from the former ſo far as it indicates a certain

pnſſwc property in the recipient; for the mirror does not exhibit paffivity ſenſibly, as the wax

does in the latter inſtance. Hence ſome of the Platonic philoſophers, conſidering matter :lS im

paſſivc in the participation of forms, aſſimilate it to a mirror, but call forms images and rcprc

ſentations. Others again, conſidering matter as paſlivc, ſay, that it is impreſſ-ed like the wax

by the ſea), and call forms thepqffiam of matter.

Forms alſo are ſaid to be like the ſimilitudes of icons, whether cſſcctcd by the painter's, or zhc

plallic, or any other art. For theſe forms, being faſhioned by a divine artiſiccr, :irc ſ.iid to be

ſimilar to divine forms; and hence lhc whole ſenſible order is called the icon oſ the imclligiblc.

But this aſſertion differs from the former, ſo far as this ſeparated; the maker from ihc exemplar;

but

' Aſagnitz/du here, as Proclus well obſerves, is not ſuch ns that of which geometriciins ſpeak 3

for they denominate whatever poſſeſſes interval magnitude, whether it be line, ſuperſicics, or ſolid.

But Plato does not denominate the form which is the cauſe of crery interval, magnitude, but that

which according to every genus iniparts irmylmilmry to things.
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and That Socrates replied, Entirely ſo. Does not every thing which

participates either participate the whole form, or only a part of it? Or cau

there

but thoſe produce the analogy from conſidering both as one. And ſuch are the modes according

to which material forms have been ſaid to ſubſist with relation to ſuch as are divine.

It must, however, be obſerved, that each of theſe is imperfect conſidered by itſelf, and incz

pable of repreſenting to our intellectual conceptions the whole truth reſpecting this participation.

For, in the ſrrll place, conſider, as to the mirror, that the countenance beheld in it turns itſelf

towards the mirror, while, on the contrary, an intellectual cauſe beholds itſelf, and does not

direct its viſion to outward objects. If, too, the mirror appears to poſſeſs a communication of

ſomething, but in reality does not, (for the rays are reflected back to the eountenance,) it is

evident that this alſo is foreign from the participation of divine forms; for, as they are perfectly

incorporcal, nothing can be ſeparated from them and distributed into matter.

In the ſecond place, if we conſider the impreſſions in wax, we ſhall find, that both that which

impreſſes externally impreſſes, and that which is paſſwc to the impreffion is externally paſſrve;

but form pervadcs through the whole of the ſubject matter, and operates internally. For na

ture faſhions body inwardly, and not externally like art. And above all, in this instance, that

which is participated approximates to that which participates. But it is requiſite that divine

forms ſhould be exempt from all things, and not be mingled with any thing of a different

nature.

ln the third place, let us conſider the analogy from icons, and we ſhall find this alſo deficient.

For, in the ſirst place, forms faſhion the whole of the ſubject matter by which they are received,

and this by an internal energy: and, in the next place, the exemplar and the maker are here ſepa

rated from each other. Thus, the figure which is painted does not produce its likeneſs on the

canvaſs, even though the painter ſhould paint a reſemblance of himſelf; for it is the ſoul which

operates, and not the external figure, which is the exemplar, nor does that which makes, qffl

mi/ale that which is produced to itſelf; for it is ſoul which makes, and that which is produced

is thc reſemblance of external form. But divine forms are at the ſame time paradigmalic and

demiurgic of their reſemblances: for they have no ſimilitude to the impreſſions in wax, but poſſeſs

an eflicacious offence, and a power affimilative of things fecondary to themſelves.

No one of theſe modes, therefore, is of itſelf ſufficient to repreſent the true manner in which

divine forms are participated. But, perhaps, if we can diſcover the most proper mode of par

ticipation, we ſhall fee how each of theſe touches on the truth, at the ſame time that it falls ſhort

of the whole characteristic.

It is requiſite, therefore, in order to this participation, to conſider as the cauſes by which it

is effected, the cfficacious power of primary and divine forms, and the deſire and aptitude of

the natures which thence derive their formationa For neither is the ſabricative and efficacious

power of forms alone ſufficient to produce participation; for they are every where ſimilarly

preſent, but are not ſimilarly pni'ticiputed by all things. Nor is the deſire and aptitude of the

participants ſufficient without the productive energy of forms; for deſire and aptitude are of

themſelves imperfect. The proliſicneſſtnce, therefore, of the demiurgic intellect exerts an

. eflicaciou'
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there be any other mode oſ participation beſides theſe? That Socrates ſaid,

How can there be? Does it then appear to you that the whole form ' is

one

efficacious energy, which the ſubject nature of ſenſibles receives. But, in cſſecting this participa

tion, it neither makes uſe oſimpulſions, for it is incorporea'z not of any indeſinite impetus, as

we do, for it is impaflive; nor oſ any prOjcctile force, ſor it is perfect; but it operates by its

very eſſcnce. Hence, that which is generated is an image oſ its maker, intellection there con

curring with eſſencc: ſo that, according as he intellcctually perceives, he fabricates -, and, accord

ing as he ſabricates, intellectually perceives. Hence, too, that which is generated is alway:

generated by him 3 for, in eſſential productions, that which is generated is every where conſub

ſistent with its maker. In conſequence of this, in things ſubſiſling according to time, form, in

'beſudden, ſupervenes its ſubject matter, whatever has been effected previous to its preſence alone

removing the impediments to its reception. For, 'bestad-'1 imitates according to 'be now, the

at-once-collected and eternal generation oſ all things through the aptitude oſ the recipient.

If, again, we deſire to ſee what it is which connects demiurgic power with the aptitude oſ re

cipients, we ſhall find it is goodneſs itſelf, this being the cauſe of all poſſible union. For, parti

cipations proceed to mundane cauſes through a deſire oſ good; and dcmiurgic forms, through

goodneſs, make their progreſſions into ſecondary natures, imitating the inexhaustible and exube

rant fountain of all good, which, through its own tranſcendent goodneſs, gives ſubſiſtence to

all the divine orders, if it be lawful ſo to ſpeak. We have therefore theſe three cauſes oſ the

participation oſ forms, the one goodneſs of the Father of all things; the demiurgic power oſ

forms, and the aptitude oſ the natures which receive the illuminations of forms. But, partici

pation ſubſisting according to theſe cauſes, we may perceive how it is poſſible to affimnntc it to

repreſentations in a mirror, and to reflection. For aptitude and deſire, which are imparted to ſen

ſible natures from on high, become the cauſes of their being again converted to the ſources whence

they Were derived. This participation too may, after another manner, be aſſimilated to astal.

For the effieacious power of divine cauſes imparts a vg/Ir'ge of ideas to ſenſibles, and apparent

impreſſions from unapparent forms. For we have ſaid that the demiurgic cauſe unites both

theſe together. But he who produces an icon effects ſomething oſ this kind. For in a certain

reſpect he congregates the ſubject and the paradigm; ſince, when this is accompliſhed, he pro

duces an impreſſion ſimilar to the exemplar. So that theſe modes, in a certain reſpect, touch

upon the truth. But it is by no means wonderful if each is found to he deficient. For the re

cipients oſ ideas are partible and ſenſible; and the characteristic peculiarity of theſe unapparcnt

and divine cauſes cannot be eircumſcribed by the nothingneſs of corporeal natures.

' He who inveſiigates whole and part, not corporeally, but in ſuch a manner as is adapted to

intelligible and immaterial forms, will perceive that every ſenſible nature participates both of the

whole and the part of its paradigm. For, as that has the relation oſ a cauſe, but ſenſible: are

from a cauſe, and effects can by no means receive the whole power oſ their cauſes, hence, ſen

ſibles do not participate of the whole form. For, where can that which is ſenſible receive the

intellectual lives and powers oſ form? Where can the uniform and impartible nature oſ idea

ſubſifl: in matter? Becauſe however, ſen'ſibles preſerve the idiom according to which 'be jtz/l

m
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one in each individual of many things .? Or what other opinion have you

on this ſubject? That then Socrates ſaid, What hinders, O Parmenides,

but

in the intelligible world is called tlnjzſſ, or the beautiful lb: beautyul ; through this again they

may be ſnid to participate of wholes, and not of parts. Thus, for instance, the idiom of rlye [vau

tfful is every whcre and in all things ; but in one place it is intellectually, and in another mate

rially preſent. And it is evident that the participations of more perfect natures are more abun

dant than of thoſe more remote from perfection; and that ſome things participate according to

many, and others according to a ſeW, powers. For, let lb: beautiful i{ſc_/fbe an intillectxml vital

firm the raiſe ffflmmdry. Form, therefore, and t/mt which i: ff-cti-ue qfſjmmztry, are preſent to

every thing beautiful: ſor this was the idiom of i/Je beautiful it_'ſi'lſ3 ſo that every thing partici

pates oſ its whole idiom. But the intellectual nature of 'In beautiful is not preſent to all beauty,

but to that which belongs to ſoul: for the beauty in this is uniform. Nor, again, is its vital

nature preſent to all beauty, but to that which is celestial; but theſhlmdaur of beauty is ſeen in

gold, and in certain ſtones. Some things, therefore, participate of the intellectual and vital.

nature of t/Je beautiful; others oſ its vital ſeparate from its intellectua] nature; and others parti

eipate of its idiom alone. More irnmaterial natures, likewiſe, receive more of its powers than

material natures. Things ſeeondary, therefore, participate both the wholes and parts of their

proper paradigms. And in this manner it is proper to ſpeak to thoſe who are able to look to the

incorporeal cſſcnce of forms. But to thoſe who are of opinion that the participation is corpo

real, we must ſay, that ſcnfibles are incapable of participating either the wholes or parts of

ideas, which Parmenidcs evinces, leading Socrates to the diſcovery of the most proper mode of

the participation of forms, and, in the first place, that they are not participated according to the

whole; for this was the first thing to be ſhown. And Socrates ſays, that nothing hinders the

participation of the whole form. But Parmenides reprobates the poſition infer-'ing that one and

the ſame thing will be in many things ſeparate fr0m each other, and ſo the thing itſelf will be

ſeparate from itſelf, which is of all things the moſt abſurd. For iſ a finger, or any thing elſe

which ſubſiſts in other things, whether it be a corporeal part or power, ſhould be in many things

ſeparate from each other, it would alſo be ſeparate from itſelf. For a corporeal power being in a

ſubject will thus belong to ſubjects, and be ſeparate from itſelf, ſince it will be both in one and

many. And, with reſpect to a body, it is impoſſible that the whole of it ſhould be in this place,

and at the ſame time in another. For it cannot be denied, that many bodies may be in one place

when the bodies conſist of pure immaterial light, ſuch as thoſe of the ſpheres in which the planets

are carried, but it is impoſſible for the ſame body to be at the ſame time in many places. And

hence it is impoſſible for a whole to be in many ſubjects corporeally.

But, ſays Proclus, iſ you wiſh to perceive the accuracy of Plato's dicticn in a manner adapted

to theological ſpeculation, divide the words, and ſay as follows:-Since forms first ſubſist in the

pnradigm of intelligibles, as we learn in the Timxus, each of the first forms will be one, and being,

and a 'lb'lU/E. And being ſuch, it is impoſſible for the ſame thing to be in many things ſeparate

from each other, and at once, except in an exempt manner; ſo as to be both every where and

no where, and, being preſent with all things without time, to be unmingled with them. For

* every
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but that it ſhould be one? As it is, therefore, one and the ſame in things

many and ſeparate from each other, the whole will be at the ſame titne one,

and ſo itſelf will be ſeparate from itſelf. That Socrates ſaid, It Would not

be ſo: but just as if this form was day 1, this being one and t/zcſame, is col

lectively preſent in many places, and yet is not any thing the more ſeparate

from itſelf; in the ſame manner, every form may be at once one and flieſame

in all. That Parmenides then ſaid, You have made, O Socrates, one and

the ſame thing to be collectively preſent in many places, in a very pleaſant

manner; just as if, covering many men with a veil, you ſhould ſay that there

is one 'w/yolr, together with Me man), Do you not think that you would

make an aſſertion of this kind? That Socrates ſaid, Perhaps ſo. Will,

therefore, the whole veil ſubſist together with each man, or a different part

of it with each individual? A different part only. That Parmenides ſaid,

Theſe forms then, O Socrates, are diviſible 2, and their participants par

ticipate only parts oſ them: and hence there will no longer be one whole

form in each individual, but only one part of each form. So indeed it

every divine ſorm, being in itſelf, is alſo preſent with others. And thoſe natures which are inca

pable of being at the ſame time in many things, derive this inability from not being in themſelves:

for that which is ſomething belonging to one thing is not capable oſ belonging to another.

' That Socrates, ſays Proclus, derived his example of day from the diſcourſe of cho, is evi
dent. For Zeno, wiſhing to evince how the many participate of a certain onſſe, and are not de

stitute oſ the one, though they ſhould be most remotely ſeparated from each other, ſays in this

very diſcourſe, that whiteneſs, being one, is preſent both to us and the antipodes, in the ſame

manner as day and night. 'On in? r' Tov tnvwvoe M'yov 'ſo wander-ma ſharpe, Jaw' txen/o; 'rup dun-mal

Box/Mysva; daw; 'ra 7ro)\>.a MEYZXE' 'nt-0; svog, 'at owl w-riv rpnpa waſ, nqv disa'r'vm 'ropFw'raTm aſſ, aMnAm,

(I'Z'E' U 79) aurzu ho'ſfld may OUF'ZV "V AEIIXOTWTG WZPUWZ! Xa' itſ-All' 'tal 'rats amatomv, BWNF EUpPOl'HV 'tal T?"

nueyav. Parmenides, however, corrects Socrates, as no longer preſetving, by the example oſ day,

form one and the ſame 5 but as introducing the partible instead of the impartihle, and that which

is One, and at the ſame time not one, instead of one; ſuch as is whiteneſs with us and the anti.

podes. For the intention of Zeno's diſcourſe was not to aſcend to ſeparate form, but to lead his

auditors 'to that form which ſubſists with, and is inſeparable from, the many.

3 Every thing ſenſible is a multitude which has an adventitious one, but form is a certain one

comprehending multitude uniſormly. For in divine natures progreffion begins from the one,

and from hyparxis; ſince, iſ multitude ſubſists prior to the one, the one will be adventitions.

From theſe things alſo, ſays Proclus, you may understand how fables aſſert that ll'lch are certain

diviſions and lacerations of the Gods, when they are diviſibly participated by ſccondary natures,

which distribute the impartible cauſes oſ things partible preſubſisting in the Gods. For thev

diviſion is not in reality of the divinities, but of theſe ſecondary natures, about them.

' ſeems.
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ſeems. Are you then willing to aſſert that one form is in reality divided,

and that nevertheleſs it is still one? That Socrates ſaid, By no means.

For ſee (ſaid Parmenides), whether upon dividing magnitude ' itſelf, it

would not be abſurd that each of the many things which are great, ſhould

be great by a part of magnitude leſs than magnitude itſelf? Entirely ſo, ſaid

Socrates.

1 Parmenidcs, ſays Proelus, wiſhing to ſhow the abſurdity of admitting that a formal eflence i'

partible, diſcourſes concerning magnitude, equality, and parvitude, becauſe each of theſe is

beheld about quantity. But quantity has not by any means a part the ſame with the whole, in

the ſame manner as a part of quality appears to preſcrve the ſame power with the whole; whence

alſo a part of' fire is indeed diminiſhed according to quantity, but according to quality preſervea

the nature of fire. In magnitude, therefore, equality, and parvitude, he very properly confutes

thoſe who ſay that ſorms are partible. For, iſ thoſc forms which eſpecially appear to be partible,

becauſe they introduce with themſelves the conception of quantity, cannot be diviſible, by a much

greater reaſon other forms must be impartible, which do not introduce together with themſelves.

ſuch a conception; ſuch as are the just itſelf, the beautiful itſelf, the ſimilar itſelf, and the diſ

ſimilar itſelf, which Parmenitles co-ordinating with magnitude itſelf inquires how they are par

ticipated by ſenſibles. About theſe, therefore, which appear to be quantities, he very properly

forms the demonſtration, and, in the first place, about magnimde. For, let magnitude be cor

poreally diviſible. The part, therefore, will be leſs than the whole; and, iſ this be the caſe, the

whole will be greater than the part. So that, if ſenſible magnitude receiving a part of magnitude

in the intelligible world, i. e. of magnitude itſelf, becomes great, this very thing is called great

from receiving that which is ſmaller: for a part of magnitude itſelf is leſs and ſmaller. But it is

ſuppoſed that things which participate of 'be great are great, and that things which participate of

theſinall are ſmall.

Let us however conſider magnitude itſelf by itſelf, apart ſrom corporeal diviſion. Do we not,

therefore, ſay that it has multitude, and is not one alone? But, if it has multitude, ſhall we ſay

that each of its parts is magnitude itſelf, or that each is leſs than the whole, but is by no meane

ſmall? For, iſa part is magnitude itſelf, in no reſpect leſs than the whole, there will be a pro

greſſion to infinity; lincc this will not only be the caſe with this part, but alſo with its parts, and

the parts oſ its parts, the parts always being the ſame with the wholes. But if magnitude ha'

not magnitudes as its parts, the whole will conſist from parts unndnptcd to it. It is neceſſary,

therefore, that the parts as it were of magnitude itſelf ſhould be magnitudes, according with the

whole, but yet not that which the whole is. For the part of ſire is fire, but the power ofthe

whole is greater than that oſ the part; and neither does the whole conſist from cold parts, nor is

each part of equal strength with the whole. Hence we muſt conceive that magnitude itſelf he'

twofold powers, one of which inſerts tranſcendency in incorporeals with reſpect to incorporeals;

for in theſe there is a certain magnitude, and the other in bodies with reſpect to bodies. So

that, though form poſſeſſes abundance of power, yet it does not depart from its proper idiom in

the multitude of the powers which it contains. By ſpeculating intellectually in this manner'

parts and wholes in ideas, we ſhall avoid the abſurdities with which Parmenides ſhows the ſpecu

lation of them in a corporeal manner is attended.

VOL. In. a But
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But what then? Can that which participates a part of equal 1 itſelf, he

equal to any thing by this its part of equality, which is leſs than equal itſelf?

* 1 Magnitua'e' ilſiff is the ſource of trnnſccndency and exempt perfection to all things, whether

ſuch tranſcendency and perfection be intellcctual, or vital, or ſubſisting with interval. But the

equal is the cauſe of harmony and analogy to all things: for from equality, as we ſhall ſhow in

the Additional Notes to the Timteus, all the mediums are derived, as well thoſe belonging to the

ſoul and ſuch as are phyſical, as thoſe that are mathematical ; and the end of it is friendſhip and

union. Since therefore the demiurgus, in adorning the univetſe, employed all the mediums, and

the arithmetical, gcometrical, and harmonic bonds proceeding from theſe, it may be ſafely in

ferred that the one intellectual cauſe of theſe, which generates and adorns them, is this demiurgic

equality. For, as the monad which ſubſills in the demiurgus gives ſubſtſtence to every natural

number, ſo the equality which is there, generates all the mediums or middles which are here ;

ſince alſo the equality which is contained in our dianob'tic part generates the mathematical

mediums. But, if this bethe caſe in images, much more in intellectual forms is equality the

prolific ſource of all the variety of mediums which proceed about the world. Equality, there

ſore, is the cauſe of theſe to all mundane ixatures. lt is likewiſe the ſupplier of co-ordination to

beings; just as magnitude is the cauſe of exempt perfection, and par-vilude of eſſential ſubjection.

It appears, indeed, that all beings are adorned from this triad of forms, as they impart tran

ſcendency to ſuperior natures, ſubjection to ſuclt as are inferior, and a communion of the ſame

ſeries to ſuch as are co-ordinate. And it is evident that the perpetually indiſſoluble ſeries of

wholes are generated according to this triad. For every ſeries requires theſe three, viz. inm

ſcmdmty, to-rrdi/mlim and ſhiy'eflim. So that, if there are certain progreſſions of every form from

on high, as far as to the last of things, vand which, together with communion, preſerve the di

stinction between things ſecond and first, they are perfected through this triad.

Let us now ſee how Parmenhles confutes thoſe who think that ſenſible equals participate parts

of equality itſelf corporeally. For, if any ſenſible particular thus partieipates a part of equality,

it is evident that it participates of ſomething leſs than the whole. But, if this be the caſe, that

which participates of the leſſer is no longer leſſer, but equal. It ought not however to be ſo;

ſince it is agreed that forms give the appellations of themſelves to ſenſibles. Hence that which

participates of the leſſer muſt not be called equal, but leſſer; nor must that which participates of

the equal be called leſſer, but equal; nor that which partieipates of the greater be denominated

equal or leſſer, but greater. If, therefore, wc direct our view to equality itſelf as an incorporeal

eſſenee, we must ſay that being one it contains in itſelf the cauſes of all equalities, viz. of the

' equality in weights, in corporeal maſſes, in multitudes, in dignitics and in generations; ſo that

each of ſuch-like particulars, which are all-various, is a certain equal, poſſeſſing a power and

dignity ſubordinate to the whole. Since every form, therefore, Feneratcs all the idioms of the

powers which it contains, it follows that there are many equalities comprehended under one

equality. Nor ought we to wonder if all equalities, being ſubordinate to their comprehending

unity, ſuffer this through the participation of parvitude itſelf. For all forms communicate with

all; and magnitude itſelſ, ſo far as it poſſeſſes a leſſcr power than other forms, participates of par

vitude. Parvitude itſelf alſo, ſo far as it ſurpaſſcs other forms, participates of magnitude itſelf;

while in the mean time every form is participated by ſenſibles ſo far as it is that which it is, and

' not ſo far as it communicates with others.

9 ' lt
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It is impoſſible. But ſome one of us must poſſeſs a part of this ſmall

quantity ; and that which is finall itſc/ 1 will be greater than this, this ſmall

quantity'

' Parvitudc itſclſ may be conſidered as that which is the ſource of ſubjection in all forms, or

it may be ſaid to be that which ſupplies impartibility, connected continuity, and a power which

converges to the ſame in every form. For through this ſouls are able to proceed from a life

extended with body and ſenſe to a more impartible form of life. Through this alſo bodies are

compreſſcd and connectcdly contained in their indiviſible cauſes 3 the whole world is one, and

poſſeſſes the whole of its life converging in one thing, the middle', and from this the poles and

centres, and all impartible fections, and contacts of circles, are derived. But the preſent diſcourſe

evinces that it is impoſſible for ſenſiblcs to participate a part of parvitudc corporeally. For, if

parvitudc itſelf had a certain part, it would be greater than its part -, ſince a part oſ the ſmall, ſo

far as it is a part, must be ſmaller than the whole: ſo that the ſmall will evidently be greater than

its proper part, which is ſmaller than it. But it is impoſſible that the ſmall ſimply conſidered

ſhould be greater. For we now conſider parvitudc itſelf by itſelſ, without any connection with

magnitude. And ſuch is the abſut'dity attending thoſe that divide parvitude when ſuch diviſion

is conſidered in the form itſelf. But we may alſo investigzttc another abſurdity which takes

place in the participants of parvitude, and which is as follows: If we divide the ſmall itſelf,

ſince the part of it is, as has been' ſhown, ſmaller than the whole, it is evident that the thing,

to which thc part taken away from the whole of flieſmall is added, will become greater by this

addition, and not ſmaller. Hencc parvitudc must not be divided.

We may alſo, ſays Proclus, interpret the preſent paſſage in the ſame manner as our aſſociate

Pericles. For, to whatever the part taken away from the ſmall is added, this must neceſſarily

become greater; but, by adding to that ſame thing the remaining part oſ the ſmall thus divided,

the whole thing will become ſmall, and not greater than it was before: for the form was ſmall

from the beginning. It is abſurd, therefore, to think that the ſmall can be divided. Proclus

adds, that the preſent paſſage to ſome appeared ſo difficult, that they conſidered it as ſpurious.

The words of Panncnides however, by introducing certain ablations and additions, evince that

the participation which he reprobates is corporeal. _

But we may aſſert in common, ſays Proclus, reſpecting theſe three forms, magnitude, parri

tudc, and equality, or rather concerning all forms at once, that they are impartible, and are

allotted an incorporeal eſſcnce. For every thing corporeal, being bounded according to interval,

cannot after the ſame manner be preſent to things greater and leſſer; but the equal, the greater,

the leſſer, and, in a ſimilar manner, every other form are preſent to their participants, whatever

interval they may poſſeſs. All forms, therefore, arc without interval. For the ſame reaſon they

are alſo establiſhed above all place, ſince without impediment they are every where preſent to

their participants. But things which ſubſiſt in place are naturally destitute of this unimpeded

preſence: for it is llnPOffiblC that they can be participated by all things which are arranged in

different phers. In like manner, forms are entirely expanded above all time: for they are

preſent untcmporally and collectitcly to all things; ſince generations themſelves are certain pre

parations which precede the participations oſ forms. And generations indeed ſubſist in time, but

H 2 forms
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quantity being a part ofſmall iſſ/ ; and thus ſmall itſelf will be that which,

is greater : but that to which this part which was taken away is added, will

become ſmaller, and not greater than it was before. That Socrates ſaid

This cannot take place. But after what manneri then, O Socrates, can

individuals

forms give the participations of themſelves to generated natures, in an instant, impartibly, with

out being in any reſpect indigent of temporal extention. Let not, therefore, any one transfer

from participants to the things participated, either time, or local comprehenſion, or corporeal

diviſion; nor let him, in ſhort, understand in forms either corporeal compoſitions or ſcparations.

For theſe things are very remote from the immaterial ſimplicity of forms, and from the purity of

an impartible eſſence which is contained in eternity.

' The whole form of theſe words, ſays ProclUS, is excitative and maieutic of the conceptions

of Socrates. Hence Parmenides does nor add, like one who contends for victory in diſputation,

" ſenſibles, therefore, do not participate_ of forms," but he excites Socrates, and calls forth his

intellect to the diſcovery of the most proper mode of plrticipation. But we havealready obſerved'

that whole and part are not to be conſidered corporeally, but in a manner. accommodated to.

immaterial and intellectual cſſences. Senſibles, therefore, participate both the whole and the

parts of form. For, ſo far as the idiom of every form proceeds in its participants as far as to the'

last of them, the participation is that of a whole; but, ſo far as things ſecondary do not receive

all the power of their cauſes, the participation i' of parts. Hence the more elevated of parti

eipants receive more powers of the paradigm z but the more ſubordinate, fewer. So that, if there

are men in other parts of the univerſe better than us, theſe, being nearer the idea of man, will

have a greater communion with it, and according to a greater number of powers. Hence the

celestial lion is intellectual, but the ſublunary irrational: for the former is nearer to the idea of

lion than the latter. The idiom indeed of idea pervades as far as to mortal natures; and hence

things ſublunary ſympathize with things celestial. For one form, and communion aceotding to

this, produce the fympathy. The moon alſo, ſays Proclus, as beheld. in the heavens is a divinity;

but the lunar form, which is beheld here in stones, preſerves alſo a power appropriate to the

lunar order, ſince it increafes and deercaſcs in conformity to the changes of the moon. Thus, one

idiom proceeds from on high as far as to the last- of things, and it is evident that it proceeds

through mediums. For, iſ there is this one form both in Gods and stones, much prior to its

being preſent with the latter must it ſubſist in the middle genera, ſuch as damans, or other

animals. For certain ſeries pervade from the intellectual Gods to the heavens, and again from

the heavens into generation or the ſublunary realms, being changed according to each of the

elements, and ſubſiding as far as to earth. But of theſe ſeries the higher parts participate in a

greater, but the lower in a leflEr degree *, one idiom being extended to all the parts, which makes

the whole ſeries one.

Again, after another manner, we may ſay that ſenſible: participate both of the whole and' ol

the parts of form. They participate of the whole, ſo far as the fabrication of form is impartible:

whence alſo the ſame whole is every where preſent to all things, ſubſisting from itſelf in the firſl

place, and afterwards filling the eſſence of its participants with its proper power. But they par

4 ticipat<
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individuals participate of forms, if they are neither able to participate ac

cording to parts, nor according to wholes? That Socrates ſaid, It does not

appear to me, by Jupiter, to be in any reſpect an eaſy matter to define a

circumstance of this kind. But what will you ſay to this? To what?

I think that you conſider every form as one 1, on this account; becauſe,

ſince a certain multitude of particulars ſeems to you to be great, there may

perhaps appear to him who ſurveys them all to be one idea, from whence you

think

ticipate of the parts of form, ſo far as they do-not participate of form itſelf, but of its images ;

and images are parts of their proper paradigms. For image i's to its paradigm, as a part to the

whole. And if any one, admitting this expoſition, examines what has been already delivered

concerning ideas, none of thoſe impoſſibilities will follow, which ſome of the antients have

conſidered as the inevitable conſequences of the doctrine of ideas. For, will it any longer be

impoſſible that the ſame thing ſhould be in all things, if we admit that an immaterial and intel

lect'ual form ſubſisting in itſelf, and requiring no ſeat nor place, is equally preſent to all things

which are able to participate it ? Will it be impoſſible that eſſentially impartible form, and which

pre-ſubſists as one, ſhould be divided in its participants and ſustain a Titanic divulſiou ? And'

how is it not most true that what participates of magnitude itſelf participates of the leſſer ? For

magnitude in the participant, being diviſible, is the image of magnitude itſelf; but the image is

leſs than the paradigm by a certain part. In like manner, that which we call equal in ſenſibles

is leſs than the power of the equal itſelf, and is nothing more than the image of perfection; but

the equal itſelf is greater than this, ſo far as it is more perfect in power.' In ſhort, with reſpect

to each of theſe three forms, ſince they are exempt from their participants, meaſure their eſſence,

and impart the cauſe of ſubjection to them -, according to exempt tranſcendency, each employs

magnitude itſelf', according to a meaſuring power, the equal itſelf; and according to the gift of

ſubjection, parvitude itſelf. All, therefore, cn-operate with each other in the gifts which they

impart to ſecontlary natures. For, if magnitude itſelf imparts a power which extends to all

things, but parvitudc impartibility, they are connaſcent with each other; ſince then pervadingc

more impartibly to a great number of particulars, they are impartible in a greater degree 2- and

both are in a greater degree equal, by being eſpecially the meaſures both of themſelves and

others. There is nothing, therefore, abſurd, nothing impoſſible, if whole and part are conſidered.

in a manner adapted to the nature of forms z but all things follow appropriately to the hypotheſis.

Whence alſo Parmenidcs appears continually to aſk Socrates, how ſenſibles participate of, and

how whole and part are to be ſurveyed in, forms, elevating him to the most true conceptions

concerning ideas.

' From what has been already delivered (ſays Proclus) it is ſufficiently evident that forms are

not participntcd in a corporeal manner; whence we may infer that neither do they fabricate
corporeally, nor operate by impulſion, like vthe motions oſ bodies. But if this be the caſe, it icts

evident that the order of ſorms is incorporeal. ln the Sophista, therefore, it is ſhown that tri:

on: is incorporeal ; for, if it were body, it u ould require ſomething'elſe to unite its parts. But it

is here ſhown that true being and intcl/cctun/ſarmr have an impartible ſublistence: and in the Laws,.

that
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think them to be one great thing. That then Socrates ſaid, Yon ſpeak the

truth. But what iſ you conſider the great 1 igſhl , and other things which

are

thatſhul: are incorporeal through their ſelf-motive hypostaſis. Theſe, however, are the three

orders prior to ſenſibles, viz. the order of ſhu/r, the order of intellect/tal zffir/ter, and the order of

unities, the immediate progeny of 'be one.

But here Parmenides aſcends to a more perfect hypotheſis concerning ideas, viz. whether ſen

ſibles participate of ideas as of phyſical reaſons or productive principles, which are coordinatc and

connaſcent with their participants, but are at the ſame time incorporeal : for the doubt prior to

this conſidered the participation of idcas as corporeal. Parmenides, therefore, aſcends to a cer

tain incorporeal reaſon, which, looking to things, we must deſine to be phyſical, and must aſſert,

that the mode of participation is indeed incorporeal, but poſſeſſes ſomething common with its

participants. For if, together with incorporeal participation, we alſo conſider the things partici

pated as perfectly exempt from their participants, there wiil no longer any doubt remain con

cerning the participation ; ſince theſe two things produce the doubt, the corporeal mode of being

Preſent, and the poſſeſſion of ſomething common between ideas and their participants, to which

Socrates looking in the Phtedo ſays, that it is dubious whether participation is the preſſ-'ice of

forms, as in the preceding inquiry, whether ſenſiblcs participate of the whole of form, or only of

a part; or whether it is n0t a being preſent. This ſecond inquiry, therefore, conſiders form as

in its participants, and as coordinate with them. For phyſical reaſons and natures are arranged

above bodies and the apparent order of forms; but at the ſame time they verge to bodies, and do

not '

' Ideas must be conſidered as exempt and ſeparate from, and as generative of, the many; and

the tranſitions from things which are ſeparated muſt be made, not through privations, but through

forms, and in forms, till we arrive at ſelf-ſubſistent and first natures. For how, through things

indeſinite and formleſs, can we arrive at form and bound ? Aſcending, indeed, from things ma

terial to ſpermatic reaſons, we ſhall find ſomething common in them, but which is imperfect;

and proceeding from theſe to cauſes ſubſiſling in ſoul, we ſhall perceive that the effective power

of theſe is temporal. But if we run back to forms which are truly ſo called, we ſhall find that

there is nOthing common between theſe and ſcnſrbles. For theſe true forms are perfect, and

their energy is incorporeal and eternal, and is above all generation. For the characteristics of all

generation ate the imperfect from itſelf, the partible, the temporal, from which forms being

purified, they are liberated from all ſenſiblcs, and poſſeſs nothing in common with them; ſo that

it is no longer poſſible to make a tranſition to any Other ſomething common. As, therefore, ſays

Proclus, we obſerved in commenting on the former doubt, that forms are preſent with their par

ticipants through that which they impart, and are not preſent through their ſeparate hypostaſis ;

ſo, with reſpect to this ſecond doubt, we ſay, that forms communicate with their participqnts, and

do not communicate. They communicate by illuminating them from themſelves, but do not

communicate, in conſequence of being unmingled with the illuminated natures. So that a cer

tain ſimilitude to them is divulſed, not from forms themſelves, but from the illuminations pro

ceeding from them. Hence, through theſe they are ſaid to communicate after a certain manner

'with ſenſibles; not as in things ſynonymous, but as in things ſecond and first.
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are great, in the ſame manner, with the eye of the ſoul, will not 'again a.

certain ſomething which is great appear to you, through which all theſe

neceſſarily

not connect them excmptly. Hence, alſo, phyſical reaſons are entirely coordinated with ſenſihle

forms. But Parmenidcs himſelf clearly teaches how we aſccnd to phyſical reaſons; ſince we

recur from things common in particulars to the proximate cauſe of them, which is entirely phy

ſical form. For, perceiving many things that are great, and one idea extending to all theſe, we

conceive that there is a certain ſomething great which is common to the magnitude in particulars.

But that the diſcourſe is about phyſical form, and a tranſition from ſenſibles to this form, is evi

dent, as Proclus justly obſerves, frOm Parmenides employing ſuch expreſſions as To otwflar, 'ro dais',

'to do'n', 'To n-yn, and the like, which could not be employed about things which are objects of

ſcience, but are only adapted to phyſical concerns. ln like manner we must ſay, with reſpect to

men, that we ſee many men, and one idea extending to all of them, the man in particulars.

Whence we think that one man pre-ſubſists in the reaſons or productive principles of nature,

generative of the apparent man, and that thus the many participate of the one, as of phyſical

reaſon-proceeding into matter; ſuch reaſon or form not being ſeparate from matter, but reſem

bling a ſeal verging to the wax, imprcſſmg in it the form which it contains, and cauſing it to be

adapted to the whole oſ the inſerted form.- As the proximate tranſition, therefore, is from bodies

to natures, Parmenides evinccs that phyſical reaſons fall ſhort of the perfection of ideas, which is

primary and unmingled with its participants.

From hence it may he inferred, that, as form is that primarily which the multitude under it is

ſecondarily, it neither communicates with this multitude according to name alone, nor is ſynony

mous with it; and that it is not neceſſary again to investigate that which is common to form and

its depending multitude. When, therefore, we conſider the one in every form, we ought not to

investigate it either doxaſlically or dianoijtically : for theſe knowledges are not connatc with in

tellectual monads, which neither belong to the objects of opinion, nor to thoſe of the dianoitic

part, as we learn from the ſixth book of the Republic. But it is fit that we ſhould ſurvey the

ſimple and uniform cſſence of forms through intellectual intuition. Nor must we conceive that

the one in theſe ſubſists according to compoſition from the many, or by an abstraction from par

ticulars: for the intellectual number of forms proceeds from the good and the one, and does not

depart from a union and alliance adapted to the cauſe which gave it ſubſiflence. Hence, Socrates

in the Philebus, at-one time calls idcns unities, and at another time monadr. For, conſidered

with relation to 'Ire one, they are manadr, becauſe each is a multitude, ſince it is a certain being,

life, and intellectttal form', but conſidered with relation to their productions, and the ſeries to

which they give ſubſiſience, they are zmitiu; for things posterior to them are multiplied, and from

their impartible eſſence become partihle. If, therefore, that which is characterized by unity in

forms is exempt from the many, it is evident that the knowledge of intellect, which is profoundly

one, is ſufficient to the apprehenſion of the one of forms. Whether, therefore, there isa multi

tude of participants, it does not multiply the unity of that which is participated; or, whether

there are diſſerences oſ parts in the participants, the impartible nature of forms is preſerved im

mutable; or, whether there is tempoſition in that which participates, the ſimplicit-y of intej

lectual
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neceſſarily ſeem to be great ? It ſeems ſo. Hence, another form of magni

tude will become apparent, beſides magnitude and its participants: and

beſides

lectualſorms remains eternally the ſame. For they are neither connumerated with their effects,

nor do they give completion to their eſſence; ſince, if they ſubſisted in their productions, they

could not be beheld as the principle oſ them, and as their prolific cauſe. For, in ſhort, every

thing which is ſomething belonging to another cannot be a cauſe, ſimply conſidered; ſince every

true cauſe is exempt from its effects, and is establiſhed in itſelf and from itſelf, ſeparate from its

participants. He, therefore, who is willing to paſs from theſe ſcnſibles, and every way divided

natures, to forms themſelves, must permit intellect instead of opinion to be the leader of the

way, and must contemplate every form uncoordinated and unmingled with objects of ſenſe;

neitherrconceiving that they poſſeſs any habitude with ſenſibles, nor ſurveying any common defi

nition of eſſcnce between them and the many, nor, in ſhort, any coordination of participants

and the things which are participated. But he who uſes opinion in this tranſition, and appre

hends forms mingled with ſenſibles, and connumerated with material reaſons, will ſcarcely aſcend

as far as to nature, and the phyſical order of fotms: whence, again, he must after theſe con

templnte other more total monads, and this to infinity, till, arriving at intellectual boundaries

themſelves, he 'beholds in theſe ſelf-ſubſisting, most ſimple, and eternal natures, the deſinite

derivation of forms. Parmenides, therefore, gradually evinces that primary arc expanded

above diviſible forms, and all that is mingled and eonnumerated with theſe, and this according

to a wonderful tranſcendency of nature.

And here, what Socrates obſerves in the thdo reſpecting the participation of ſorms, is wor

thy of admiration 2 for he there ſays, that he cannot yet strenuouſly affirm whether it is requiſite

'to call this participation preſence, or communion, or any thing elſe beſides theſe. For, from the first

doubt, it may be evinced that it is impoſſible for the participation to be prest/m, ſince neither the

whole, not certain parts of them, are able to be preſent with their participants. But, from this

ſecond dou'bt, we may confute thoſe who contend that the participation is communion. lf, there

fore, there is any thing common to ideas and their participants, there will be a tranſition ad

'infinitum from the participants of that which is common to that which is common z and hence

this latter doubt is different from the former. For the former was, that form is preſent with its

participants, and is ſomething belonging to them; but the latter, that form is different from its

participant, but poſſeſſes an abundant communion with it. Hence, in the former, the argument

proceeds from the inability of form being preſent, either according to the whole or a part of

itſelf; but, in the latter, it no longer proceeds in a ſimilar manner, but, from that which is com

mon in form and its participant, again aſcends to ſomething elſe which is more common than the

one form, and the many by which it is participated, He alone, therefore, can aſſign a fcicntiſic

reaſon concerning the participation of forms, who takes away that which is corporeal in their

being preſent, and removes that which is common from an incorporeal eſſcnce. For thus ideas

will be incorporeally preſent with their participants, but will not be ſubdued by one relation to

wards them; that they may be every where, through their incorporeal nature) find "0 Where) in'

conſequence of being exempt from their participants. For a communion with participants takes

away
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beſides all theſe another magnitude, through which all theſe become great;

ſo that each of your forms will no longer be one thing, but an infinite mul

titude.

away exempt tranſcendency. For it is requiſite, indeed, that there ſhould he communion, yet

not as of things coordinate, but only ſo far as participants are ſuſpended from ideas; but ideas

are perfectly exempt from their participants. Corporeal preſence, however, obſcures a preſence

every way impartible. Bodies therefore, are things incapable of being wholly in many things;

but eſſentially incorporeal natures are wholly preſent to things which are able to participate

them; or, rather, they are not preſent to their participants, but their participants are preſent to

them. And this is what Socrates obſcurely ſignifies in the thzdo, when he ſays, ** whether pre

ſence, or communion, or any thing elſe may be the cauſe of the participation of forms." Forms,

therefore, must not be admitted to be the progcny and bloſſoms of matter, as they were ſaid to

be by the Stoics ; nor must it be granted that they conſist from a comixture of ſimple elements;

nor that they have the ſame eſſcnce with ſpermatic reaſons. For all theſe things evince their
ſubſistence to be corporeal, imperfect, and diviſible. Whence, then,ſſon ſuch an hypotheſis, is

perfection derived to things imperfect ? Whence union to things every way diffipated? Whence

is a never-ſailing cſſcnce preſent with things perpetually generated, unleſs the incorporeal and

all-perfect order of forms has a fubſistence prior to theſe? Others again, of the antients, ſay'

Proclus, aſ red that which is common in particulars as the cauſe of the permanency in forms:

for man gen 'tes man, and the ſimilar is produced from the ſimilar. They ought, however, at

the ſame time o have directed their attention to that which gives ſubſistence to what is common

in particular . for, as we have before obſerved, true cauſes are exempt from their effects. That

which is c- nmon, thereforc, in particulars, may be aſſimilated to one and the ſame ſeal which

is imprell'cd in many pieces of wax, and which remains the ſame, without ſailing, while the pieces

of wax are changed. What, then, is it which proximately impreſſes this ſeal in the wax ? For

matter is analogous to the wax, the fenſible man to the type, and that which is Common in par.

ticulars, and verges to things, to the ring itſelf. What elſe, then, can we aſſign as the cauſe of

this, than nature proceeding through matter, and thus giving form to that which is ſenſible, by

her own inherent reaſons 3 Soul, therefore, will thus be analogous to the hand which uſes the

ring, ſince ſoul is the leader of nature; that which ranks as a whole of the whole of nature, and

that which is partial oſ a partial nature. But intellect will be analogous to the ſoul which im

preſſes the wax through the hand and the ring 3 which intellect fills that which is ſenſible through

ſoul and the natt'rre of forms, and is itſelf the true Porus *, generative of the reaſons which

flow, as far as to matter. It is not neceſſary, therefore, to stop at the things common in parti

culars, but we ſhould investigate the cauſes of them. For why do men participate of this peculiar

ſomething which is common, but another animal of a different ſomething common, except

through unappurent reaſons ? For nature is the one mother of all things; but what are the cauſes

of definite ſimilitudes? And why do we ſay the generation is according to nature when man is

from man, unleſs there is a reaſon oſ men in nature, according to which all ſcnſible men ſubſist?

For it is not becauſe that which is_produced is an animal, ſince iſ it were a lion that was pro

* See the ſpeech oſ Diotima in the Banquet.

v0L. Ill. 1 duced
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titude. But that upon this Socrates replied, Perhaps, O Parmenides, each

of theſe forms is nothing more than an intellectual conception ', which

ought

duced from a man, it would be a natural animal indeed, but would no longer be according to

nature, becauſe it would not be generated according to a proper reaſon. It is neceſſary, therefore,

that there ſhould be another cauſe of ſimilars prior to ſimilars; and hence it is neceſſary to recur'

from the things common in particulars to the one cauſe which proximately gives ſubſiſtence to ſen

ſibles, and to which Parmenides himſelf leads us. That he does not, however, think it proper

that we ſhould ſiop at this cauſe, he manifeſls from what follows. For if, looking to theſe things

which are common, we wiſh, beginning from theſe, to faſhion ideas, in conſequence of recur

ring in a ſimilar manner to them from all things, we ſhall be in want not only of things of which

there are ideas, but alſo of thoſe of which there are not, ſuch as of things contrary to nature, of

things artificial, of things uneſſential, and of ſuch as have no ſubſiſlence, ſuch as an animal min

gled from a goat and stag, (rgaytmpagh or an animal mingled from a horſe and centaur, (immun

wzupog) 3 for there are alſo things common in theſe, and thus we ſhall establiſh ideas of non-entities.

To which we may add, that we must likewiſe admit that there are ideas of infinities, as of irra

tional lines, and the ratios in numbers: for both theſe are infinite. and of both there are things

common. If, therefore, we faſhion certain ideas from theſe, we ſhall often make inſinities,

though it is requiſite that ideas ſhould be leſs numerous than their participants, the participants

of each, at the ſame time, being many. Very properly. therefore, does Parmenides direct the

mode of tranſition to ideas, as not being ſcientiſic, if it proceeds from the things common in ſen

ſibles; for it will always he poſſible to conceive different things common, and thus to proceed ad

infinitum. But this is evident from the words that immediately follow.

' The fourth problem concerning ideas is here conſidered, viz. what kind of beings they are,

or in other words, where they ſubſist, whether in ſouls, or prior to ſouls. Socrates, therefore,

being ſeparated by Parmenides from phyſical forms, calls idea a conception belonging to the ſoul,

(va-um tþuxmvv), and defines the place of it to be ſoul. For the form in ſoul is one and incorporeal;

and this dogma is not attended with the former difficulties. For this form is exempt from the

many, and is not co-ordinate with them like the forms in matter, in conſequence of being allotted

a ſublistence in ſoul. There is likewiſe nothing common between this form and the many; nor

s it either according to the whole, or a part of itſelf, in its participants, ſo that it may be ſhown

to be ſeparate from itſelf, or to have a partible ſublistcnce. Socrates, therefore, by adopting this

dogma, avoids the above-mentioned doubts. But, ſays Proclus, when Socrates calls idea a ran

reptitm (vow/la), we must not think that he aſſerts it to be that which is the object of intellectual

viſion, gro voou/zsvcv) in the ſame manner as we call that which is apprehendcd by ſenſe ſenſible

(in maflmwt 'paper ro ry awflnm 'mar-ran; but that intelligence itſelf understanding form, is here called

a conception; being ſo denominated as a certain theorem and dogma ingcnerated in ſouls, about

dogmatized and deiform concerns. (On-m ran/ax Myoprvov tip; Stupnua n nal Town rv rim; duxai; E'Y'Yn'o

ptvov my: 'my doypa-nfoprmv ma Isoude-w TFZ'YMTDV)- This conception, therefore, he ſays is ingrmmtrd

in ſouls, through the word ingenerattd, (c711v5v9m), manifcsting that it does not ſubſist in them tffin

tial/1. And this is that form of posterior origin (To W'trpoyzve; Mrs), which ſome of the followers

4. of
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ought not to ſubſist any where but in the ſoul; and iſ this be the caſe, each

will be one: and the conſequences just now mentioned will not enſue. That

Parmenides

of Aristotle, and most of the moderns, ſo much celebrate, but which is entirely different from that

reaſon or form which abides eſſentially in ſouls, and does not derive its ſubſistence from an

abflraction from ſenſibles. Looking to this eſſential reaſon we ſay, that the foul is all forms, and '

is the place of forms, not in capacity only, but in that kind of energy, through which we call one

ſkilled in geometry a geometrician in energy, even when he does not geometrize, and which

Aristotle accurately calls the prior form of being in energy. This, therefore, which is denomi

nated a conception, as of posterior origin, is very properly ſaid to be different from the eſſential

reaſon of the ſoul: for it is more obſcure than the many in ſenſibles, as being posterior and not

prior to them. But the eſſential reaſon or form of the ſoul is more perfect, becauſe the concep

tion of posterior origin, or in modern language, abstract idea, has a leſs eſſence than the many,

but the eſſential form more.

That it is not, however, proper to stop at conceptions of posterior origin, i. e. notions gained

by an abſtraction from ſenfible particulars, but that we ſhould proceed to thoſe eſſential reaſons

which are allotted a perpetual ſubſistence within the ſoul, is evident to thoſe who are able to ſur

vey the nature of things. For, whence is man able to collect into one by reaſoning the percep

tions of many ſenſes, and to conſider one and the ſame unapparent form prior to things apparent,

and ſeparated from each other; but no other animal that we are acquainted with, furveys this

ſomething common, for neither does it poſſeſs a rational eſſence, but alone employs ſenſe, and

appetite, and imagination? Whence, then, do rational ſouls generate theſe univerſals, and

recur from the ſenſes to that which is the object of opinion ? lt is becauſe they eſſentially poſſeſs

the gnostically productive principles of things: for, as nature poſſeſſes a power productive of

ſenſibles, by containing reaſons, or productive principles, and faſhions, and connects ſenfibles, ſo

as by the inward eye to form the external, and in a ſimilar manner the finger, and every other

particular; ſo he who has a commOn conception of theſe, by previouſly poſſeſſing the reaſons of

things, beholds that which each poſſeſſes in common. For he does not receive this common

ſomething from ſcnſibles; ſince that which is received from ſenſibles is a phantaſm, and not the

object of opinion. lt likewiſe remains within ſuch as it was received from the beginning, that it

may not be falſe, and a non-entity, but does not become more perfect and venerable, nor does

it originate from any thing elſe than the ſoul. Indeed, it must not be admitted that nature in

generating generates by natural reaſons and meaſures, but that ſoul in generating does not

generate by animastic reaſons and cauſes. But iſ matter poſſeſſes that which is common in the

many, and this ſomething common is eſſential, and more eſſence than individuals; for this is

perpetual, but each of thoſe is corruptible, and they derive their very being from this, ſince it is

through form that every thing partzikcs of cſſence,--if this be the caſe, and ſoul alone poſſeſſcs

things common which are of posterior origin (Dnrpoynn xotva), do we not make the ſoul more

ignoble than matter? For the form which is merged in matter will be more perfect and more

eſſence than that which rcſides in the ſoul; ſince the latter is of posterior origin, but the former is

perpetual, and the one is after, but the other generative and counective of the many. To which we

may add, that a common phantaſm in the ſoul derives its ſubfiſience from a ſurvey of that which is

1 2 common
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ſaid, WVhat then? is each of theſe conczyztiom 1 one, but at the ſame time a

conception of nothing? That Socrates ſaid, This is impoſſible. It is a

conception, therefore, of ſomething? Certainly. Of being or of non-being?

Of being. Will it not be ofv one particular thing, which that conception

understands as one certain idea in all things? Undoubtedly. But now

will not that which is understood to be one, be a form always the ſame in

all'

commOn in particulars. Hence it tends to this; for every thing adheres to its principle, and is ſaid

to be nothing elſe than a predicate; ſo that its very eſſence is to be predicatcd of the many.

Further ſtill: the univerſal in the many is leſs than each of the many, for by certain additions

and accidents it is ſurpaſſed by every individual. But that which is of posterior origin (i. e.

univerſal abstractcd from particulars) comprehends each of the many. Hence it is predicated of

each of theſe; and that which is particular is contained in the whole of this univerſal. For this

ſomething common, or abstract idea, is pot only predicated of that ſomething common in an

individual, but likewiſe of the whole ſubject. How then can it thence derive its ſubſiſtenee, and

be completed from that which is common in the many ? For, if from the many themſelves,

where do we ſee infinite men, of all which we predicatc the ſame thing? And if from that which'

is common in the many, whence is it that this abstract idea is more comprehenſive than its

cauſe? Hence it has a different origin, and receives from another form this power which is

comprehenſive of every individual; and of this form the ahstract idea which ſubſiſis in opinion is

an image, the inward cauſe being excited from things apparent. To which we may add, that all

demonstration, as Aristotle has ſhown in his Last Analytics, is from things prior, more honourable,

and more univerſal. How, therefore, is univerſal more honourable, if it is of poſlerior origin?

For, in things of posterior origin, that which is more univerſal is more uneſſential 3 whence ſpecies

is more eſſence than genius. The rules, therefore, concerning the most true tlemonflration must

be ſubverted, if we alone place in the ſoul univerſals of posterior origin : for theſe are not more

excellent than, nor are the cauſes oſ, nor are naturally prior to, particulars. Iſ, therefore, theſe

things are abſurd, it is neceſſary that eſſential reaſons ſhould ſubſist in the ſoul prior to univerſnls,

which are produced by an abstraction from ſenſibles. And theſe reaſons or productive powers are

indeed always exerted, and are always eflicaeious in divine ſouls, and in the more excellent orders

of beings; but in us they are ſometimes dormant, and ſometimes in energy.

' From the things common in particulars, it is neceſſary to recur to phyſical form, which is

proximate to theſe; and after this to the reaſon or form in the ſoul which is of poſlerior origin,

or which derives it ſubſistence from an abstraction from ſenſibles, and is a conception ingenerated

in the ſoul. But when we have arrived thus far, it is requiſitc to paſs on to the conception of

the eſſential reaſon of the ſoul, and from this to make a tranſition to being itſelf, to which alſo

Socrates is now led through the obstetric arguments of Parmenides. As in intellect, therefore,

that which understands, intelligence, and the intelligible, are united to each other, and in

tellectual conception every where pertains to the intelligible, it is evident that the intelligible is

prior to intellectual conception, in which intelligible, the reaſon in the ſoul being firmly fixed,

is a noEma, or intellectual conception. Hence, we must not ſlop in aſcending from one form to

another,
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all things? This ſeems to be neceſſary. That Parmenides then ſaid, But

what, is it not neceſſary, ſince other things participate of forms, that each

ſhould be compoſed from intellectual correeptions * ; and thus all of them

be

another, till we arrive at true beings, or, in other words, intelligibles. For though we ſhall find

that intellect and intelligibles are connately united to each other, yet intellect is a plenitude of

forms according to the intelligible which it contains- And as we unite intellect and the in

telligible to each other, ſo we ſhould conſider intelligibles to be the ſame with beings. For

intellect being in itſelf, and intellectually perceiving itſelf, is at the fame time full oſ intelligibles.

And, as among ſenſibles, whatever is apparently one, is in reality amultitude z ſo' in intelligibles,

intellectual conception and being, which are two things, are profoundly abſorbed in unity.

' If all things participate of forms, but all things do not participate of intellectual conceptions,

forms or ideae will not primarily be intellectual conceptions. For- one of theſe three things must:

happen, either that things which participate of intellectual conceptions do not participate of

intellcction, or that forms are not intcllectual conceptions,v or vthat things which are destitute of

intelligence do not participate of forms, of which three the first and last are perfectly abſurd. For

every thing which participates of intellectual conception, understands intellectually, ſince the word

noZma manifests intelligence; and things deprived of intelligence participate of forms; for in

animate natures participate -0f the equal, the leſſer, and the greater, which are forms. Ideas,

therefore, are not intellectual conceptions, nor are they eſſentiallized in intellections, but in

intelligibles. We must aſcend, therefore, from things partible to the impartiblc reaſons of

nature, which do not intellectually perceive the things prior to themſelves: for nature is not

only deprived of intelligence, but is alſo irrational and destitute of phantaſy. In the next place,

we must riſe from theſe to the intelligibles which are proximately placed above phyſical forms,

and are the energies of the intellective ſ0ul, accmding to the poſition of Socrates concerning

them : for he ſays, that they arc ingenerated in the ſoul, and are nOEmata, as being intellections

of the ſoul. But from theſe we must aſcend to true intelligibles: for theſe are able to be the

cauſes of all things which have a formal ſubſistence, but this cannot be aſſerted of ſuch things as

are intellectual conceptions only.

Here, however, as Proclus well obſerves, it is worth while to enquire, why, ſince all things ſub

ſist intellectually in intellect, all ſenſible natures in conſequence of participating forms do not

intellectually cnergize? and why, ſince all things there poſſeſs life, all things that are aſſimilated

to them do not live P The anſwer is, that the progreſſion of beings gradually ſubſiding from the

first to the last of things, obſcures the participations of wholes and all-perfect eſſences. Demiur

gie energy alſo pervading through all things, gives ſubſistenee to all things, according to different

meaſures of eſſence ; and beſides this, all things do not ſimilarly participate of the ſame form. For

ſome things participate of it in a greater, and others in a leſſer degree; and ſ0me things are

aſſimilated to form according to one power, others according to two, and others according to

many powers. YVhence alſo there are certain ſeries which beginning ſupernally extend as far as

to things beneath. Thus, for instance, ſays Proclus, the form of the moon is beheld first of all in

thc Gods according to that which is characterizcd by 'be on: and the good in form; for all thinge

are.
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be endued with intellection ? Or will you aſſert that though they' are intel

lectual conceptions, yet they understand nothing? But that Socrates ſaid,

This is by no means rational. But, O Parmenides, the affair appears to me

to take place, in the most eminent degree, as follows: t/zat tlxeſhformr are

gstabIzſi/Z'ed/zaradzgmr', a: it were, in nature ,- but that other firing: are qffi'm'

lated

are deiſied from Me good, as Socrates ſays in the ſixth book of the Republic, through the light of i

truth. This form is alſo beheld in angels, according to that which is intellectual in form; and

in daemons, according to the dianoEtic energy. lt is likewiſe beheld in animals which are no

longer able to imitate it intellectually, but vitally. Hence, the Egyptian Apis, and the lunar

fiſh, and many'other animals, differently imitate the celestial form of the moon. And this form1

is beheld in the last place in ſtones; ſo that there is a certain stone ſuſpended from this form, and

which ſustains augmentations and diminutions, together with the moon in the heavens, though

it is deprived of life. It must not, therefore, be ſuppoſed that all things receive all the powers

of forms, but, together with proper ſubjection, ſome things receive a greater, and others a leſſer,

number of theſe; while that alone which is the idiom of the participated form, and according to

which it differs from other forms, is neceſſarily ſeen in all its participants. To which we may

add, that the participation being different, the ſubordinate idioms of forms firſt deſert the parti-'

cipants, and afterwards thoſe that are more total than theſe; but thoſe idioms which are primary,

and are particularly allied to the one, are ſimilarly apparent in all the productions of form. For

every form is an: and a multitude, the multitude not giving ſubſistence to the one according to

compoſition, but the one producing the many idioms of the form. Form, therefore, nniformly it,

and liver, and izztellectzmlly mergizer; but with reſpect to its progeny, ſome participate of all

theſe, others of more or leſs of them, and others of one idiom alone. Since alſo in forms them

ſelves, their intellectual nature is derived from the first intellect, their life from imparticipable,

or the first life, their being from the first being, and tbr am which they contain from the unity

which is beyond beings.

* Socrates, ſays Proclus, being led by the obstetrication of Parmenides to the intelligible eſſence

of forms, thinks that here eſpecially, the order and the mode of the participation of forms ſhould

be invcstigated; aſſerting, indeed, that forms themſelves are establiſhed in nature, but that other

things are generated as their reſemblances. Having, therefore, thus explored the order of forms, he

at the ſame time introduces the mode of participation, and diſſolves the former doubts, that he

may not be compelled to ſay that ſenſibles participate either of the whole or a part of form, or

that forms are coordinate with ſenſibles. For a paradigm is not preſent with its image, nor co

ordinate with it. The participation, therefore, is through ſimilitudez which Socrates intro

duces, calling forms paradigms, but their participants reſemblances. And ſo confident is he in

theſe aſſertions, that he who before ſwore that it was not eaſy to define what the participation of

forms is, now ſays that the mode of participation is eminently apparent to him. But he is thus

affected through his acuteneſs, and the power of Parmcnides perfecting his ſpontaneous concep

tions concerning divine naturcs; by which it is alſo evident that the manner of what is ſaid is

maieutic, orgobſtetric, and not contending for victory (na-'a'rwvmwsh For it WOUld not Other"

wiſe
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lated to the/2', and are their reſemblance: : a'na' that the participation tffformr

by other things, is nothing more than an qffimilation to thgſhflrmr. If any
i thing,

wife advance Socrates, and perpetually perfect his conceptions. For the end of obstetrication

is the evocation of inward knowledge, but of contention, victory. If, therefore, Socrates by

every doubt advances, and is perfected, and distinctly evolves his conceptions concerning primary

forms, we must ſay that he is rather obstetrieared than vanquiſhed by Parm'enides.

This being premiſed, let us ſee how the hypotheſis of Socrates approximates to the truth, but

does not yet poſſeſs the perfect. For he is right in apprehending that forms are intellectual and

truly paradigms, and in deſining their idiom, by aſſerting that they are g/Inhlzſhcd; and further

still, in admitting that other things are aſſrmilated'to them. For the stable and a perpetual ſame

neſs of fubſistence are the idioms of eternally energizing forms. For, in the Politicus, it is ſaid

that a ſubſistence according to the ſame, and after the ſame manner, belongs only to the most

divine of all things ; and the Eleatean guest, in the Sophista, defines the being establiſhed (ro ſwarm)

to be nothing elſe than a ſubſistence according to the ſame, and after the ſame manner. If, there.

fore, Socrates alſo ſays, that forms are g/Iahli/lvcd, but things establiſhed ſubſist according to the

ſame and after the ſame manner, and things which thus ſubſist are the most divine of all things,

it is evident that forms will be most divine. Hence, they will no longer be the conceptions of

ſouls, but will be exempt from every thing of this kind. Theſe things, therefore, are rightly

aſſerted; and Socrates_alſo very properly admits union in forms prior to multitude. For the

words in nature (Ev 'ry own) manifest the one enad or unity of forms. It is uſual indeed with

Plato to give the appellation of nature to intelligibles. For Socrates, in the Philebus, ſays, that

a royal intellect, and a royal ſoul, ſubſist in the nature of Jupiter', and Timaeus ſays, " the nature

of animal itſelf being eternal," ſignifying by 'mf/lrt the monad of intelligible ideas. Such, there

fore, is that which is now called nature, viz. the one unity and comprehenſion of intelligible

forms. And thus far, as we have ſaid, Socrates is right. .

However, as he only attributes a paradigmatic idiom to ideas, and does not aſſert that they

alſo perfect, guard, and unite, in this reſpect he will appear to have yet imperfectly apprehended

the theory concerning them. For every form is not only the paradigm of ſenſibles, but alſo gives

ſubſistence to them; ſince if it were alone paradigmatic, another nature would be requiſite, in

order to produce and aſſrmilate ſcnſibles to forms, which would thus remain ſluggiſh and un

þmoved, without any eſſrcacious power, and reſembling impreſſions in wax. Forms, therefore,

produce and generate their images: for it would be abſurd that the reaſons in nature ſhould

poſſeſs a certain effective power, but that intelligible forms ſhould be deprived of it. Hence,

every divine form is not only paradigmatic, but alſo pain-nal, and is by its very eſſence a cauſe

generativc of the many. It is alſoptzſhfliw : for it leads ſenſibles from the imperfect to the per

fect, ſills up their indigence, and brings matter, which is all things in capacity, to become that

in energy which it was in capacity, prior to its becoming ſpeciſic. Fortns, therefore, contain

in themſelves this perfective power. But do they not alſo poſſeſs a gtmra'ia" po\ver? For whence

is the order of the univerſe indiſſoluble, except from forms? Whence thoſe stable reaſons, and

which preſcrvc the one ſympathy of wholes inſtangible, through which the world abides for ever

perfect,
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thing, therefore, becomes ſimilar ' to a form, can it be poſſible that the form

ſhould not be ſimilar to the affimilated, ſo far as the affimilated nature is

rendered

perfect, without the deſertion of any ſorm, except from stable cauſes? Again, the diviſible and

diffipated nature oſ bodies is no otherwiſe compreſſed and car/'lected than by impartible power.

For body is of itſelf diviſible, and requires the connective power of forms. But, if union precedcs

this connection, ſor every thing connective must previouſly be one and undivided, form will not

only be generative, and poſſeſs a guarding and perſectiw power, but it will alſo be connectſ-ne and

unific of all ſecondary natures. Socrates, therefore, ſhould not only have ſaid that form is apara

digm, but ſhould alſo have added, that it cmmctr, guardr, andþe'fictr the things aſſimilatcd ; which

'Timaeus alſo teaching us, ſays, that the world was generated pnſrct and indſſi/ublt through the

qffimilatian to all-perfect animal itſelf.

' Socrates, as we have before obſerved, was not accurate in aſſerting that ideas are paradigms

alone, ſince they alſo generate, perfect, and guard ſenſibles; and that ſenſibles are reſemblances

alone of ideas, ſince they are generated and guarded by them, and thence derive all their per

fection and duration. This being the caſe, Parmcnides, in a truly divine manner, grants that

forms are establiſhed as paradigms in nature; but Socrates having introduced ſimilitude, and a

participation according to ſimilitude, in order to ſolve the first doubts concerning the participa

tion of forms, Parmenides being deſirous to indicate the primary and total cauſe of paradigm

and its exemption from all habitude to its reſemblances, ſhows, that iſ ſenſible is ſimilar to intel

ligible form, it is not requiſite that the habitude ſhould reciprocate, and that the intelligible

ſhould be ſimilar to the ſenſible form, lest, prior to two things ſimilar to each other, we ſhould

again investigate ſome other form, the cauſe of ſimilitude to both: for things ſimilar to each other

entirely participate a certain ſomething which is the ſame, and through this ſomething ſame

which is in them they are ſaid to be ſimilar. Hence, if it be granted that the participant and

that which is participated are ſimilar, or, in other words, the paradigm and its reſemblance, there

will be prior to theſe ſomething elſe which affimilates them, and this will be the caſe ad inſinitum.

To avoid this inconvenience, Socrates ſhould have ſaid that the ſimilar is twofold, the one being

ſimilar conjoined with the ſimilar, the Other being as a ſubject ſimilar to its nrchetypc; and the

one being beheld in the ſamencſs oſ a certain one ratio, but the other not only poſſeſſing ſameneſs,

but at the ſame time difference, when it is ſimilar in ſuch a manner as to poſſeſs the ſame ſorm

from, but not together with, it,v And thus much may be ſaid logically and doubtingly.

But if w: direct our attention to the many orders of forms, we ſhall find the profundity which

they contain. For there are phyſical forms prior to ſenſibles, the forms in ſoul prior to thoſe, and

intellectual forms preceding thoſe in ſoul 3. but there are no longer others prior to theſe. lntcl

lectual forms, therefore, are paradigms alone, and are by no means ſimilar to the things postcrior

to theſe; but the forms in ſoul are both paradigms and images. And ſo far as they are images,

both theſe ſorms themſelves, and the things posterior to them, are ſimilar to each other, as de

riving their ſubſistence from the ſame intellectual forms. This is alſo the caſe with phyſical

forms, which are ſimilar to ſenſibles, ſo ſar as both are images of the forms which are above

them. But thoſe forms which are alone paradigms, are no longer ſimilar to their images: ſor

things
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rendered ſimilar to the form? Or can any reaſon be aſſigned why ſimilar

ſhould not be ſimilar to ſimilar? There cannot. Is there not, therefore, a

mighty neceſſity that the ſimilar to ſimilar ſhould participate of one and the

ſame form? It is neceſſary. But will not that through the participation of

which ſimilars become ſimilars be form itſelf? Entirely ſo. Nothing,

therefore, can be ſimilar to a ſbrm, nor aform to any other. For in this

caſe anotherſhrm will always appear beſides ſome particularſorm: and if

this again ſhould become ſimilar to another, another would be required; and

a new form would never ceaſe to take place, as long as anyform becomes

ſimilar to its participant. You ſpeak most truly. Hence, then, other

things do not participate ofſormr through ſimilitude ' ; but it is neceſſary to

ſeek after ſomething elſe through which they participate. So it ſeems.

That

things are ſimilar through a participation of a certain ſameneſs z but paradigmatic forms partici

pate of nothing, ſince they rank as the first of things.

We may alſo ſay, ſpeaking thcologically, that there is one order of forms in the mundane in

tellect, another in the demiurgic intellect, and another ſubſisting between theſe, viz. in partici

pated but ſupermundane intellect, or, in other words, in an intellect conſubſistent indeed with

ſoul, but unconnectcd with body, and binding the forms in the mundane intellect with that in

tellect which is not conſubſiſtent with ſoul, and is therefore called imparticipable. To thoſe,

therefore, who begin downwards, we may ſay that the intellectual forms in the world and in

ſoul are ſimilar to each other, ſo far as all theſe are ſecondary to the aſſimilative or fupermundane

intellects, and are as it were ſisters to each other. But to thoſe who recur to itpparticipable in

tellect, this can no longer be ſaid. For the aſſimilative order has a middle fubſistence; and hence

it aſſimilates ſenſibles which are ſubordinate to it to intellectual forms, but not, vice verſa, intel

lectuals to fcnſibles. For it is not lawful that what is ſecondary ſhould impart any thing to that

which is primary, nor that what is primary ſhould receive any thing from what is ſecondary.

That Parmenides, therefore, might indicate to Socrates theſe paradigms, which are indeed in

tellectual, but establiſhed in imparticipable intellect prior to affimilative intellects, he ſhows him

that it is not proper that the habitude of forms to fenſibles ſhould reciprocate: for this pertains to

things ſecondary to an aſſimilative cauſe.

1 Parmenides justly inſers that ſcnſiblcs do not participate of all forms through the ſimilar; for

this is effected through another more principal cauſe, viz. the uniting cauſe of wholes. The

eſlicacious power of forms alſo, in conjunction with the aptitude of ſenſibles, mu't be conſidered

as together giving completion to the fabrication oſ the univerſe. The aſſimilative genus of forms,

therefore, which are denominated by theologiſls ſupermundane, are able to connect and conjoin

mundane cauſes with their participants. This genus alſo connects according to a medium first

intellectual forms and their participants, imparting to ſecondary natures a habitude to theſe

forms 3 but the uniting cauſe of wholes, or in other words t/Je one, connects ſupernally, and with

VOL. Ill. I: exempt
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That Parmenides then ſaid, Do you ſee, O Socrates, how great a doubt

ariſes, if any one defines forms as having an eſſential ſubſiſience by themſelves?

I do very much ſo. Know, then, that you do not apprehend what dubious '

conſequences are produced, by placing every individual form of beings ſepa

rate from its participauts. But that Socrates find, How do you mean? That

Parmenides anſwered, There are many other doubts', indeed, but this is

_ the

exempttranſccndency, intelligible forms with ſenſibles. It may alſo be truly aſſerted that the third

cauſe of ſimilitude is the aptitude of the recipicnt. For, in conſequence of this being in capacity

What form is in energy, that which is generated becomes ſimilar to form. So that the three

cauſes of affimilation are the ſubject matter, that which eollects together the things perfecting

and perfected, and that which ſubſiſis between theſe, and binds the extremes in union. What

is aſſerted, therefore, is in a certain reſpect true. For iſ we investigatc the one most principal

cauſe of participation, we must not ſay that it is ſimilitude, but a cauſe ſuperior to both intellcctual

and intelligible forms.

' Parmenides here indicates the eſſence oſ divine forms, which is uncircumſctibcd, and inca

pable oſ being narrated by our conceptions. For the diſcourſe is, indeed, dubious to thoſe who

undertake to define accurately their eſſence, order, and power, to behold where they first ſubſist,

and how they proceed; what the divineidioms are which they receive; how they are participated

by the last of things, and what the ſeries are to which they give ſubſistcnce', with ſuch other

particulars of a more theological nature as the ſpeculation of them may afford. And theſe things,

indeed, Parmenides indicates, but Socrates has not yet touched upon the doubts concerning them.

For Parmenides was willing, not only beginning downwards to define the order of divine forms,

but alſo beginning from on high to behold their idiom. For he has already ſpoken concerning

phyſical forms, and ſuch as are ſimply intellectual, and concerning thoſe that arc properly intel

lectual. Something alſo will be ſaid concerning thoſe that are called intelligible and at the ſame

time intellectual 3 and, in the last place, concerning thoſe that are alone intelligible. But how

he ſpeaks concerning theſe, ſays Proclus, and that his diſcourſe is under the pretext of doubting,

is already evident to the more ſagacious, and follows from what has been ſaid. _

4 That the diſcourſe concerning ideas, ſays Proclus, is full oſ very numerous and most difficult

doubts, is evident from the infinite aſſertions or' thoſe posterior to Plato, ſome of which regard

the ſubverſion, and others the admiſſion, oſ ideas. And thoſc that admit their ſubſistencc think

differently reſpecting their eſſcnce; concerning the particulars of which there are ideas, the

mode of participation, and other all-various problems with which the ſpeculation of them is at

tended. Parmenidcs, however, does not attend to the multitude of doubts, nor does he deſcend

to'their infinite length, but, in two oſ the greatest, comprehends all thc ſubſequent investi ration

concerning them; through which doubts it appears that forms are neither apprehcntled and

known by us, nor have any knowledge of, nor providentially energize about, ſenſibles; though,

through this we eſpecially embrace a formal eſſence, that, as being ourſelves intellcctual, we may

energize about it, and may contemplate in it the providential cauſes oſ wholes. But, iſ ideas are

not
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the greatest: if any one ſhould aſſert that it is not properſormr ſhould be

known, iſ they are ſuch as we have ſaid they ought to be, it is impoſſible to

demonstrate

not known by us, it is alſo vain to ſay that they have any ſubſistence; for we do not even know

that they are, iſ we are ignorant of their nature, and are, in ſhort, incapable of apprehending

them, and do not poſſeſs from our own eſſence that which is preparatory to the ſpeculation of

them. Such, then, are the doubts, both of which happen through the exempt eſſence of forms,

which exemption we conſider ſo tranſcendent as to have no communication with ſecondary

natures. For that Which thus ſubſists is foreign from us, and is neither known by, nor is gnoſiie

of, us. But, iſ the exempt nature oſ forms, together with tranſcendency, is alſo preſent to all

things, our knowledge of them will be preſerved, and they will poſſeſs a formal knowledge of

ſecandary natures. For iſ they are every where preſent to all things, we may then be able to

meet with them, by only making ourſelves adapted to the reception of them. And iſ they adorn

all things, they comprehend intellectually the cauſe of the things adorned. It is neceſſary, there

fore, that thoſe who wiſh to guard theſe dogmas, ſhould conſider forms as tmſhaken and exempt,

and pervading through all things. And here alſo we may ſee how this accords with the unre

strained nature of forms: for neither does that which is demiurgic in them poſſeſs any habitude

to things ſecondary, nor is their unrestrained and exempt nature ſuch as to be incommunicable

with, and foreign from, ſenſibles.

But here the divine conception of Plato is truly admirable, which previouſly ſubverts through

theſe doubts all the confuſed and atheisticzil ſuſpicion concerning divine forms; imitating in this

reſpect intellect itſelf, which, prior to the ſhadowy ſubſisteuce oſ evils, gave ſubſistence to ſub

vertive powers. That it is not proper, thereſore, to make that which is generative in forms poſ

ſeſſing any habitude to that which is generated, or that which is paradigmatic to conſist in verging

to that which is governed, Parmenides has ſufficiently ſhown in what has been already delivered.

For all habitude requires another collective and connecting cauſe, ſo that, prior to forms, there

will be another form conjoining both through ſimilitude z ſince habitude is oſ the ſimilar, with re

lation to the ſimilar. But that the exempt nature oſ forms is not ſluggiſh and without providen

tial energy, and is not foreign from things ſecondary, Parmenides indicates through theſe doubts.

For, perhaps, ſome one, alone looking to the unrestrained nature of forms, may ſay that they

neither know their participants, nor are known by us. Hence, he leads Socrates to an animad

verſion of the mode oſ the exempt power oſ divine forms. And how, indeed, he collects that

ſcnſiblcs are not known by them, will be afterwards maniſest to us; but he wiſhes, first of all, to

evince that we are not able to know them, aſſuming, for' this purpoſe, in a manner perfectly

divine, that the ſcience which we poſſeſs pertains to human objects of ſcientific knowledge, but

that divine ſcicncc belongs to ſuch as are divine. And this, indeed, appears to deprive us of the

knowledge of divine natures. It is, however, truc in a certain reſpect, and not accarding to one

mode, but after one manner when philoſophically, and after another when theologically, conſi;

dered. For let the ſcience which is with us pertain to our objects of ſcientific knowledge; but

what prevents ſuch objects from being images of divine natures? And why may we not know

divine natures through thcm, in the ſame manner as the Pythagoreans, perceiving the images of

K 2 the
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demonfirate that he who aſſerts this is deceived, unleſs he who doubts is

ſkilled in a multitude of particulars, and is naturally of a good diſpoſition.

But

the divine orders in numbers and ſignres, and being converſant with theſe, endeavoured to obtain

from them as from certain types, a knowledge of things divine. Why, alſo, is it wonderful that

the ſcience which is with us ſhould be ſo called with relation to that which is with us thc object

of ſcientiſic-knowledge, and ſhould be conjoined with this? For it is eoordinate to that with

reſpect to which it is denominated. It may alſo, not as coordinate knowledge, but as that

which is of an inferior order, be admitted to intelligibles themſelves. For coordinate knowledges

of all things are oſ one kind, and thoſe which are arranged according to a different order of

things known, of another, and which either apprehend the nature of things ſubordinate ina

more excellent manner, as opinion the nature of ſenſibles, or which apprehend things more

excellent ſecondarily and ſubordinately, as opinion that which is the object of ſcience. He,

therefore, who poſſefl'es ſcientiſic knowledge, and he who opines rightly, know the ſame thing,

but the one in a more excellent, and _the other in a ſubordinate manner. Hence there is no

abſurdity that ſcience ſhould be denominated not with relation to the object of ſcience among

intelligibles, but with relation to that with which it is conjoined, and that it ſhould apprehend

the former not as coordinate, but in a ſecoudary degree. Agreeahly to this, Plato in his ſeventh

Epiflle ſays that the intelligible ſorm is not known through ſcience but through intelligence, or

the direct and immediate viſion of intellect. For ſcientific knowledge is of a more compoſite

nature with reſpect to intellectual intuition -,_ but intellect is properly the ſpectator of ideas: for

theſe are naturally intellectual, and we every where know the ſimilar by the ſimilar; intelligibles

indeed by intellect, the objects of opinion by opinion, and things ſcicntific by ſcience. It is by

no means wonderful, therefore, that there ſhould be no ſcience of forms, and yet that another

knowledge of them ſhould remain, ſuch as that which we denominate intelligence.

But iſ- you are willing, ſays Proclus, to ſpeak after another more theological mode, you may

ſay that aſcending as far as to intellectual forms, Parmenides ſhows that the forms which are

beyond theſe, and which poſſeſs an exempt tranſcendency, ſuch as are the intelligible, and the

intelligible and at the ſame time intellectual forms, are better than. our knowledge. Hence by

aſſerting that ſouls when perfectly purified, and conjoincd with the attendants on the twelve

ſupercelestial Gods, thenmerge themſelves in the contemplation of theſe forms, you will perhaps

not wander from the divinely-inſpired conception of Plato. For as there are three orders oE

forms prior to the aſſimilative order as is evident from the ſecond hypotheſis of the Parmenides,'*

viz. the intellectual, the intelligible and at the ſame time intellectual, and the intelligihle; in

tellectual ſorms indeed are proximate to ſecondary natures, and through the ſeparation which

they contain are more known to us, but intelligible and at the ſame time intellcctualtſorms are

not to be apprehended by that partial knowledge by which we perceive things coordinate with

our nature', and hence theſe forms are characterizcd by t/n unknown, through their exempt

tranſcendency.

Let us now conſider, ſays Proclus, the words of Plato, becauſe through theſe he indicates who

is a ſit hearcr oſ theſe things, and- who is adapted to be a teachcr of. them. For it is requiſite

that
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But he ſhould be willing to purſue llim cloſely who endeavours to ſupport

his opinion by a multitude of far-fetched arguments: though, after all, he

who

that the hearer ſhould poſſeſs a naturally good dzſpzz/Ition, and this in a remarkable degree, that he

may be by nature a philoſopher, may be astoniſhed about an incorporeal eſſcnce, and prior to

things viſible may always purſue ſomething elſe and reaſon concerning it, and may not be ſatisfied

with things preſent; and in ſhort he must he ſuch a one as Socrates in the Republic deſcribes

him to be, who naturally loves the ſpeculation of wholes. In the next place, he must be ſkilled

in a multitude of particulars, not indeed in amultitude of human affairs, for theſe are trifling, and

contribute nothing to a divine life, but in logical, phyſical, and mathematical lheorems. For ſuch

things as our dianofitic power is unable to ſurvey in the Gods, we may behold in theſe as in

images; and beholding we are induced to believe the aſſertions of theologists concerning divine

natures. Thus if he wonders how multitude is contained in 'be one, and all things in the impar

tible, he will perceive that the even and the odd, the circle and the ſpherennd other forms of

numbers are contained in the monad. If he wonders how a divine nature makes by its very

eſſence, he will perceive in natural objects that fire eſſentially imparts heat, and ſnow coldneſs.

And iſ he wonders how cauſes are every where preſent with their effects, he will behold the

images of this in logic. For genera are every where predicated of the things of which ſpecies

are predicated, and the latter indeed with the former, but the former without the latter. And

thus in every thing, he who is unable to look directly to a divine nature, may ſurvey it through

theſe as images. It is requiſite, therefore, in the first place, that he ſhould poſſeſs a naturally

good diſpoſition, which is allied to true beings, and is capable of becoming winged, and which as

it were from other perſuaſions vindicates to itſelf the conceptions concerning pen-manent being.

For as in every ſiudy we require a certain preparation, in like manner in order to obtain that

knowledge which genuinely leads to being, we require a preceding purified aptitudc. In the

next place, ſkill, as we have ſaid, in many and all-various theorems is requiſite, through which he

will be led back to the apprehenſion of theſe things; and, in the third place, alacrity, and an

extenſion of the powers of the ſoul about the contemplation of true beings; ſo that from his

leader alone indicating, he may be able to follow his indications. '

Three things, therefore, are requiſite to the contemplation oſ an incorporeal nature, a naturally

good diſpoſition, ſkill, and alacrity. And through a naturally good diſpoſition indeed, faith in a

divine nature will be ſpontaneouſly produced 3 but through ſkill the truth ofparadoxical theorems

will be, firmly poſſeſſed; and through alacrity the amatory tendency of the foul to the contem

plation of true being will be excited.

But the leader, ſays Proclus, of theſe ſpeculations, will not he willing through a long diſ

courſe to unfold divine truth, but to indicate it with brevity, framing his language ſimilar to his

intellections; nor will he accompliſh this from things known and at hand, but ſupernally, from

principles most profoundly ohe. Nor again, will he ſo diſcourſe as that he may appear to ſpeak

clearly, but he will be ſatisfied with indications. For it is requiſite that mystical concerns ſhould

be mystically delivered, and that occult conceptions reſpecting divine natures, ſhould not be

rendered popular- Such then is the hearer and ſuch the leader of theſe diſcourſes. And in

Parmenide'
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who contends that formr cannot be known will remain unperſuaded.

That Socrates ſaid, In what reſpect ', O Parmenides? Becauſe, O Socrates,

I think

Parmenidcs you have a perfect leader of this kind; and hence if we attend to the mode of his

diſcourſe we ſhall find that he teaches many things through a few words, that he derives what

he ſays ſupernally, and that he alone indicatcs concerning divine natures. But in Socrates you

have a hearer oſ a naturally good diſpoſition indeed, and amatory, but not yet perfectly ſkilled;

whence alſo Parmenides exhorts him to exerciſe himſelſin dialectic, that he may obtain ſkill in the

theorcms, receiving indeed his naturally good diſpoſition and his impulſe, but ſupplying what is

deficient. He alſo informs us that the cnd of this triplc power is the being freed from deception

in reaſonings concerning divine natures: ſor he who is deficient in any'onc oſ theſe three, must:

be compelled to aſſent to many things that are falſe. I only add that instead oſ xai un QPU'K, as

in Thompſon's edition of this dialogue, it appears from the commentary of Proclus that we

ſhould here read um my invng, as in our tranſlation.

* The diſcourſe here proceeds to other doubts, onc of which takes away from our ſoul the

knowledge of true beings, but the other deprives divine natures of the knowledge of ſenſibles;

through both which our progreſſions from and converſion to divine natures, are destroyed.

Things ſecond and first: alſo appear to be divulſcd from each other, ſecond being deprived of first,

and firſt being unprolific of ſecond natures. The truth however is, that every thing is in all

things in an appropriate manner, the middle and last genera oſ wholes ſubſisting cauſally in

things first, whence alſo they are truly known by them, as they alſo ſubſist in them ; but things first

ſubſisting according to participation 'in ſuch as are middle; and both theſe in ſuch things as are

last. Hence ſouls alſo know all things in a manner accommodated to each, through images indeed

things prior to them ; but accnrding to cauſe things posterior to them 5 and in a connate and co

ordinate manner, the reaſons or productive principles which they themſelves contain. 'Theſe

doubts, therefore, are extended after the two prior to theſe Concerning the order oſ ideas, becauſe

Socrates and every one who admits that there are ideas must be led to this hypotheſis, through a

cauſal and ſcientific knowledge of every thing in the world. Hence thoſe who deny that there

are ideas, deny alſo the providential animadverſion of intelligibles. Parmenides, therefore, pro

poſes at preſent to ſhow that by admitting ideas to be alone exempt from things it must: alſo

be neceſſarily admitted that they are unknown, as there will no longer be any communion between

us and them, nor any knowledge, whether they ſubſist or not, uhethcr they are participatcd, and

how, and what order they are allotted, if they are alone exempt, and are not together with un

restrained energy, the cauſes oſ ſccondary natures. But to the ſpeculation of this the diſcourſe

pre-aſſnmes certain axioms and common conceptions', and, in the first place, that ideas are not

entirely exempt, and do not ſubſist by themſelves without any communion with things ſnbordi

nate. For how can this be poſſible, ſince both we and all other things are ſuſpended from them ?

For the place in which they ſubſist is intellect, not that it is the place as if they required a ſeat,

in the ſame manner as accidents require eſſence for their ſupport, or as material forms require

matter. Intellect indeed, does not comprehend them, as if they were its parts heaped together

by compoſition, but in the ſame manner as the centre comprehends in itſelf the many termina

tions
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I think that both you and any other, who establiſhes the eſſence of eachfirm

as ſubſisting by itſelf, must allow, in theſirst place, that no one of theſe

ſubſists

tions oſ the line's which proceed from it, and as ſcience, the many theorems of which it is the

ſource; not being compoſed from the many, but ſubſisting prior to the many, and all being con

tained in each. For thus intellect is many, containing multitude impartibly in the unity of its

nature; becauſe it is not 'in one which ſubſists prior to all multitude, but is collectively one

multitude, its multitude being proſoundly united through the dominion of unity in its nature, In

this manner, therefore, is intellect the place of ideas. Hence, if ſoul is not the ſame with in

tellect, thoſe ideas will not be in us of which intellect is the place. Hence, alſo, it is evident

that the diſcourſe in this dialogue about ideas becomes perpetually more perfect, aſcending to

certain more-united hypostaſes of theſe luminous beings. For the diſcourſe no longer ſuppoſes

them to be corporeal or phyſical, or conceptions of the ſoul, but prior to all theſe. For they are

not in us, ſays Parmenides; nor are they coordinate with our conceptions.

You may ſay, then, philoſophically with Proclus, that they are exempt from, and are not in

us; and that they are preſent every where, and are participated by us, without being ingene

rated in their participants. For they being in themſelves, are proximate to all things for partici

pation that are capable of receiving them. Hence, wc participate them through the things

which we poſſeſs, and this is not only the caſe with us, but alſo with more excellent natures, who

poſſeſs in themſelves eſſential images oſ ideas, and introducing theſe as vestiges of paradigms to

ideas, they know the latter through the former. For he who underſtands the eſſence of theſe,

knows alſo that they are images of other things, but knowing this, it is alſo neceſſary that by in

tellections he ſhould come into contact with the paradigms. But you may ſay, theologieally, that

the forms which are exempt from thoſe that are intellectual, are perfectly establiſhed above our

order. Hence, of intellectual ſorms, we perceive both in ourſelves, and in ſenſibles, images; but

the eſſence of intelligibles, through its proſound union, is perfectly exempt both from us and all

other things, being of itſelf unknown. For it ſills Gods and intellects with itſelf; but we must

be ſatisfied with participating intellectual forms in a manner adapted to the ſoul. Plato alſo

maniſests theſe things when he makes our life to be twofold, political and theoretical, and aſſign:

us :t twofold felicity; elevating the former life to the patronymic government of Jupiter, and the.

latter to the Saturninn order and a pure itttellect.leor from hence it is evident that he rc-elevates

the whole of our life, as far as to the intellectual kings: for Saturn ſubſists at the ſummit, and

Jupiter at the extremity, of the intellectualorder. But ſuch things as are beyond theſe, he ſays

in the Phaedrus, are the ſpectacles oſ ſouls divinely inſpired and initiated in them as in the most

bleſſed of all mysteries. So that thus the propoſed axiom will be true, when conſidered as pertain

ing to a certain ſormal order. And thus much for the things

With reſpect to the diction, ſays Proclus, the words 'Irn du JUappsvtdn; " In 'w/mt reſpect, O Par

me-nidct 2" are the interrogation of Socrates, vehemently wondering iſ intellectual form is un

known, and not yet perceiving the tranſition, and that Parmenides proceeds through the whole

extent oſ forms till he ends in the ſirst ideas, But the words are; 'rup at aunt me' au'ntv m cur,

" For lww could it any [angerfiz/ffi/i irjilf by itst-ff?" are aſſerted according to common conceptions.

9 For
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ſubſists in us. For (that Socrates ſaid) how if it did, could it any longer

ſubſist itſelf by itſelf? That Parrnenides replied, You ſpeak well. But will

you not admit that ſuch ideas as are, with relation ſ to each other, ſuch at

they

For every thing exempt is oſ itſelf, and is itſelf by itſelf, neither ſubſisting in any other, nor in

in. Hence, through theſe three terms, by and 'ffinm Parmenides unfolds 'he whole

truth concerning theſe forms. For the first of theſe indicates theirſimplirity, the ſecond, their

ſeparate trmrfiundmcy, andw the third their perfection gstablgstm] in eſſnr' alone. in the, next place, the

words new; M'ytu, '* Youſhmk well," are not delivered ironically, and as iſParmenides was from

them beginning a confutation, but as receiving the ſpontaneous intuition of Socrates, and his

conception about divine natures. For the aſſumed axiom is true, Timaeus alſo aſſerting that true

being neither receives any thing into itſelf, as matter does form, nor proceeds into any other

place, as form does into matter. It remains, therefore, ſeparately in itſelf, and being partici

pated, does not become any thing belonging to its participants, but, ſubſisting prior to them, im

parts to theſe as much as they are able to receive 5 neither being in us, for wc participate, not

receiving idea itſelf, but ſomething elſe proceeding from it; nor being generated in us, for it is

entirely void oſ generation.

' This is the ſecond axiom, ſays Proclus, contributing to the ſpeculation of the propoſed object

of inquiry. For the former axiom was, that ſorms are by no mean' in us, but in themſelves;

but this ſecond axiom is, that ſenſible: when denominated as relatives, are ſo denominated with

relation to each other; and that intelligiblcs are denominated with relation to each other, and nor

with relation to ſenſibles; and that ſenſibles are not denominated with relation to intelligibles

For, by thoſe who are accustomed to conſider theſe things more logically, it is well ſaid, that uni

verſals ought to be referred as relatives to univerſals, but particulars to particulars, ſcience ſimply

conſidered to that which is ſimply the object of ſcience, but a particular ſcience to a particular

object oſ ſcience; things indefinite to the indeſinite; ſuch as are definite to the deſinite; ſuch

as are 'in capacity to things in capacity; and ſuch as are in energy to thing' in energy. And of

theſe things the logical and phyſical treatiſes of the antients are full. iſ, therefore, in things

univerſal, and things particular, alternations cannot be admitted in comparing the one with the

other, by a much greater reaſon it cannot take place in ideas and the images of ideas', but we

must refer ſenſibles to ſenſibles, and intelligibles to intelligibles. Theſe things, then, are perfectly

true, iſ we conſider each ſo ſar as it is that which it is, and not ſo far as it makes ſomething, or

is generated ſomething. For in this caſe, ſenſibles have the relation of things generated to iri.

telligibles, but intelligibles, that oſ producing cauſes to ſenſibles; and as images, ſenſiblea are

related to intelligibles, but ideas, as paradigms, are related to ſenſibles.

If, therefore, we aſſume dominion itſelf, it must be referred to ſervitude itſelf; but iſ we con

ſider it as a paradigm, it must be referred to that which is ſimilar to dominion itſelf; though we

are accustomed, indeed, to call the Gods our lords, ſo that dominion there will be denominated

with reference to ſervitude with us. This, however, is true, becauſe we participate of ſervitude

itſelf, to which dominion itſelf has a precedaneous reference. And here you may ſee how domi

nion among ideas, or in the intelligible world, evinces that more excellent natures are our lords,

becauſe
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they are, poſſeſs alſo their eſſence with reſpect to themſelves, and not with

reference to things ſubſisting among us, whether they are reſemblances, or

in whatever manner you may establiſh ſuch things ; each of which, while

we participate, we distinguiſh by ſome peculiar appellation? But that the

things ſubſisting among us, and which are ſynonymous to theſe, ſubſist alſo

with reference to each other, and not with relation to forms ; and belong to

themſelves, but not to thoſe which receive with them a common appellation.

That then Socrates ſaid, How do you mean? As iſ, Parmenides anſwered,

becauſe we participate of ſervitude itſelf. But that which is called dominion with us, with reſe

rence to ſervitude among us, is no longer alſo denominated with reſerence to ſervitude among

ideas, becauſe the being of ſervitude which is there does not ſubſist from that which is with us,

but the very contrary takes place. For things which govern more excellent natures must alſo

neceſſarily govern ſuch as are ſubordinate, but not vice verſa.

But from all theſe doubts we learn what idea truly ſo called is. From the first doubt we aſſume

that it is incorporeal; for iſ it were a body, neither the whole, nor a part oſ it could he partici

pated. But from the ſecond doubt we aſſume that it is nOt coordinate with its participants; for

iſ it were coordinate, it would poſſeſs ſomething common, and on this account we must conceive

another idea prior to it. From the third doubt we learn, that it is not a conception oſ eſſence, but

eſſence and being; for otherwiſe all its participants would participate oſ knowledge. From the

ſſſourth, we collect that it is a paradigm alone, and not an image alſo, as the reaſon or productive

principle in ſoul, lest being ſimilar to that which proceeds from it, it ſhould introduce another

idea prior to itſelf. From the fifth, we learn that intelligible idea is not directly known to us, but

from the images of it. For ſcience in us is not coordinate with it. And from the ſixth we infer

that it understands things which are ſecondary to it, and that it knows them by being itſelf their

cauſe. Idea, therefore, truly ſo called, is an incorporeal cauſe, exempt from its participants, is an

immovable eſſence, is a paradigm only and truly, and is intelligible to ſouls from images, but has

a cauſal knowledge of things which ſubſist according to it. So that from all the doubts we derive

one definition of idea truly ſo called. Hence, thoſe that oppoſe the doctrine of ideas, ſhould oppoſe

this definition, and not aſſuming corporeal imaginations of them, or conſidering them as co

arranged with ſenſibles, or as uneſſential, or as coordinate with our knowledge, ſophistically diſ

courſe ctmcerning them. Let it alſo be obſervcdthat Parmenides ſays that idcas are Gods, and that

they have their ſubſistence in deity; in the ſame manner as the Chaldazan oracle alſo calls them

the conceptions oſ the father: for whatever ſubſists in deity is a God. Laſlly, we must be care

ſul to remember that when we ſpeak of relation as ſuhſisting among ideas, we muſt remove from

them mere, uneſſcntial habitudes: for nothing of this kind is adapted to the Gods. But we must

aſſume ſameneſs for habitude; and even prior to this ſameneſs, the hyparxis of each in itſelf : for

each is of itſelf first, and is both united to itſelf and to other things. Communion, therefore,

according to participations characterizes the power oſ things which are ſaid to be relatives in the

intelligible world.

v0L. m. r. ſome
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ſome one'of us ſhould be the master ' or ſervant of any one; he who is

master is not the master of ſervant, nor is he who is ſervant, ſhr'uant of

master ;

' How relatives are to be understood, ſays Proclus, among forms, is l think evident from what

has been already ſaid. You will, however, find dominion and ſervitude peculiarly ſubſisting there.

For what elſe pertains to deſpots, than to have abſolute dominion over ſlaves, and to arrange

every thing pertaining to them with a view to their own good ? And what elſe is the province

of flaves, than to be governed by others, and to minister to the will oftheir masters? Muſt not

theſe, therefore, by a much greater priority, be found among forms which arc arranged one under

the other, and among which ſome are more powerful, and uſe thoſe of a ſubordinate nature, but.

others are ſubſervient, and cooperate with the powers of the higher orders of forms ? Damim'an,

therefore, is an employing power (xpw-rmn duvawg), and ſervitude a minf/lrant power. And both

theſe ſubſist eſſentially among forms, and not caſually, as in their images: for dominion and ſer

vitude among ſcnſibles, are the the last echoes, as it were, of dominion and ſervitude in the in

telligible world. -

But if you are willing not only to ſurvey theſe two in forms philoſophically, but alſo theolop

gically, in the divine orders themſelves, direct your intellectual eye to thoſe intellectual and at

the ſame time intelligible Gods, and to the forms which are ſuſpended from them ; and you will

ſee how both theſe are adapted to that order of ſorms. For lmving primarily a middle ſubſiſlence,

they rule over all ſecondary natures, but are ſuſpended from the forms which are prior to them,

and which are alone intelligible, energize with reference to their good, and are from them that

which they are. For being first unfolded into light from them, they are governed by, and abide

in, them ; but they ſupernally rule over the eſſences and powers postcrior to themſelves. Hence,

alſo, in the ſecondary orders, the more total govern the more partial, the more monadic, the

more multiplied, and the exempt, the coordinated. Thus, for inſtance, in the demiurgic genera,

Jupiter in Homer at one time iſſues his mandates to Minerva, at another time to Apollo, at an

other to Hermes, and at another to Iris; all of whom act in ſubſervience to the will of their

father, imparting their providential energies according to the demiurgic boundary. The angelic

tribe, alſo, and all the better genera, are ſaid to act as ſervants to the Gods, and to miniſter to

their powers.

But, that dominion and ſervitude have an eſſential, and not a caſual ſubfiſtcnce only, we may

learn from the l'hado : for it is there ſaid, that nature commanded the body to act the part ofa

ſlave, but the ſoul that of a master. If, therefore, theſe havea natural ſubſiflenee in the ſoul

and body, it is nothing wonderful that we ſhould reſer dominion itſelf, and ſervitude itſelf, to

divine forms, theologists employing theſe names as indications of the ruling and ministrant powers

in the Gods; just as the paternal and maternal there ſnhlist in one reſpect according to a divine

idiom, and in another according to a formal cauſe, more habitudc having no ſubſistencc in theſe,

but prolific power, and an effence adapted to the Gods.

It must, however, here be carefully obſerved, that when the Cods are ſaid to rule over us alſo

with ahſolute dominion, as when in the Phaedo Socrates calls the Gods our masters, and us thc

poſſeflions of the Gods, the mode of dominion is tranſccndcntly exempt. For in the divine orders

the
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maſter; but he ſustains both theſe relations, as being a man ; while, in the

mean time, dominion itſhlſ is that which it is from its relation tostrwctlude;

and/erctlm/c, in a ſimilar manner, is ſervitude with reference to dominion.

But the idcas with which we are convcrſaut poſſeſs no power over the ideas

which ſubſist by themſelves, nor have t/zcy any authority over us: but I aſſert

that they ſubſist from themſelves, and with relation to themſelves; and ours,

in a ſimilar manner, with relation to themſelves. Do you understand what

I ſay P That Socrates replied, Entirely ſo. That Parmenides then ſaid, Is

not ſcience ' itſelf, ſo far as it is ſuch, the ſcience of truth ' itſelf? Per

fectly

the more total rule over thc more partial coordinately, and we approach to the Gods, as our masters,

through the ſervitude which is there as a medium. Ilenec, as all the ſeries ofſervitude itſelfis under _

that of dominion itſelf, the Gods alſo govern according to their ahſolute power. And not only do

the more total rule ovcr the more partial Gods, but alſo over men, participating according to com

prehenſion of ſervitude itſelf, which makes ſubortlinate ſubſervient 0 more excellent natures.

' Socrates, in the Phxdrus, celebrates divine ſcience, elevating ſouls of a total characteristic,

or which ſubſist as wholes to the intellecttnd and intelligible orders, and nſſerting that they there

ſurvey justice itſelf, temperance itſelf, and ſcience itſelf, in conſequence of being conjoined with

the middle order of theſe Cods. He alſo aſſerts that truth is there, proceeding from intelligibles,

and illuminating all the middle genera ofGods with intelligible light z and he conjoins that ſcencc

with that truth. If, therefore, in diſcourſiug concerning the formal orders, he ſays that ſcience

itſelf is of truth itſelf, it is not wonderful. For there ſcience and truth, and all the forms in the

middle genera of Gods, participate of ſcience itſelf, and truth itſelf, which cauſe every thing

there to be intellectual: for ſcience itſelf is thc eternal and uniform intelligence of eternal na

tures. For the light of truth being intelligible, imparts to theſe forms intelligible power. But

ſince there are many orders of theſe middle forms; for ſome of them are, as theologiſls ſay, the

highest, uniform, and intelligible; others connect and bind together wholes ; and others are per

ſectivc and convertivc; hence, after the one and th: first ſcience, Parmenides mentionsct many

ſciences. For they proceed ſttpcrnally through all the genern in conjunction with the light of

truth. For truth is tlve one in every order, and the intelligible, with which alſo intelligence is

conjoincd. As, therefore, total intelligence is of thc total intelligible, ſo the many intelligences

arc united to the many intelligibles. Theſe middle forms, therefore, which poſſeſs intelligences

united with their intelligibles, are perfectly exempt from our knowledge; or, in other words,

they cannot he directly and without a medium npprehended even by the highest of our powers.

lntcllectual forms, indeed, are exempt from us; but ſince we proximately ſubſist from them, they

. are

1 lnſtead of m; 5 wnv zAnOr'a, aurn; av NNW; sir, srrm'rn/m, as in Thompſou's Ctllllon Of this clin

logue, it appears from the MS. commentary of Proclus that we ſhould read Tngahn0£1a5aurn5 a'

mon; n- r. A. Indeed the ſenſe of theteAt requires this emcndation.

L 2
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fectly ſo. But will each of the ſciences which is, be the ſcience of each of

the things which are? Certainly it will. But will not our ſcience ' be con

. verſant

are in a certain reſpect in us, and we poſſeſs a knowledge of them, and through theſe, of the

unknown tranſcendency of more divine form'.

We ought not however, ſays Proclus, to ſay, with ſome of the friends of Plato, that divine

ſcience does not know itſelf. but from itſelf imports ſelf-knowledge to other things. For every

divine nature primarily directs its energy to itſelf, and begins its idiom from itſelf. Thus the

cauſe of life fills itſelf with life, and the ſource of perfection produces itſelf perfect. Hence, that

which imparts knowledge to other things, poſſeſſes itſelf prior to other things the knowledge of

beings; ſince alſo the ſcience which is with us being an image of ſcience itſelf, knows other

things, and prior to other things, itſelf. Or what is that which informs us what this very

thing ſcience is ? And muſt not relatives belong to the ſame power? Knowing, therefore, the

objects of ſcience, it alſo knows itſelf, being the ſcience of thoſe objects. As the knowledge.

however, of divine ſcience is ſimple and uniform, ſo the object of its knowledge is ſingle and

comprehenſrve of all other objects of ſcientific knowledge. Science itſelf, therefore, is the cauſe

of ſcientiſie knowledge to other things, and by a much greater priority, to itſelf. For it is an

'eſſence effentialized in the know-ledge of itſelf and of being. For ſcience there is not a habit, nor

a quality, but a ſelf-perfect hyparxis ſubſisting from, and eſtabliſhed in, itſelf; and by knowing

itſelf, knowing that which is primarily the object of ſcientific knowledge, or that which is ſimply

being. For it is conjoined with this, in the ſame manner as that which is intellect ſimply, to that

which is ſimply intelligible, and as that which is ſimply ſenſe, to that which is ſiinply ſenſible.

But the many ſciences after ſcience itſelf are certain progreſſions of the one ſcience conjoined

with the multitude of beings, which the being of that one ſcience comprehends. For being is

many, and in like manner ſcience. And that which is most characterized by unity in ſcience

itſelf, is united to the one of being, which alſo it knows; but the multitude in ſcience itſelf

knows the multitude of beings which being itſelf comprehends.

' We alſo participate in a certain reſpect of truth, but not of that of which thoſe divine forms

* alluded to in the preceding text participate, but of that which was impartcd to our order by the

artiſicer of the univerſe ; and the ſcience which is with us is the ſcience of this truth. There

are, however, knowledges more partial than this, ſome cvolving one, and others a different object

of knowledge. Some of theſe, alſo, are converſant with generation, and the variety it contains -,

others inveſtigate the whole of nature; and others contemplnte ſupernatural beings. Some,

again, employ the ſenſes, and together with theſe, give completion to their work, others require

the figured intellection of the phantaſy', others acquieſce in doxastic reaſons; others convert pure

reaſon itſelf to itſelf, and others extend Our reaſon to intellect. As there is then ſuch a difference

in the ſciences, it is evident that ſome form a judgment of theſe, and others of different, objects

of ſcience, and things which contribute to our reminiſcence of being. Thus, for instance, ge

ometry ſpeculates the reaſon of figure in us, but arithmetic unfolds, by its demonstrations, the

one form of numbers ; and each of the other ſciences which have a partial ſubſistencc ſpeculates

ſome other particular of the things with which we are converſant. 'We muſl. not, therefore,

pervert
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verſant with the truth which ſubſists among us? And will not each of our

ſciences be the ſcience of that being which happens to reſide with us? It

is neceſſary that it ſhould be ſo. But you have granted that we do not

poſſeſs forms ', and that they are not things with which we are conver

fimt? Certainly not. Is each genus' of beings known to be what it is,

through

pervert the name of ſcience by introducing arts into the midst, and the ideas of theſe, to which

thc uſes ofa mortal lifc gave a being; ſor they arc nothing more than adumbrations of true

fcienco As, therefore, we ſay that there are ideas of things which contribute to the perſection

of eſſence, but not of things proceeding from theſe, and alone ſubſisting accidentally in others, in

like manner the arts being the images of the ſciences have here their generation. But the

ſciences themſelves are derived from the ſciences which preſubſist among ideas; and through the

formeſ we are enabled to aſccnd to the latter, and become aſſimilated to intellect. However,

as there it is neceſſary that there ſhould be one ſcience prior to the many, being the ſcience of

that which is truth itſelf, just as the many ſciences have many truths for their objects (for the

peculiar ſcientiſic object of every ſcience is a certain truth) in like manner with reſpect to the

ſciences with us which are many, it is neceſſary to understand the one and whole form of ſcience,

which neither receives its completion from the many, nor is coordinated with them, but pre

ſubſiſls itſelf by itſelf. But the many ſciences distribute the one power of ſcience, a different

ſcience being arranged under a different object of knowledge, and all of them being referred to

and receiving their principles from the One and entire form of ſcience. The ſcience, therefore,

which is with us is very different from that which is divine; but through the former we aſcend

to the latter.

' Here Parmcnides, ſays Proclus, beginning from the preceding axioms collects the thing

propoſed as follows: Exempt forms ſubſist by themſelves; things which ſubſist by themſelves and

of themſelves are not in us; things which are not in us, are not coordinate with our ſcience, and

are unknown by it. Exempt forms, therefore, are unknown by our ſcience. All forms indeed,

are only to be ſeen by a divine intellect, but this is eſpecially the caſe with ſuch as are beyond

the intellectual Gods. For neither ſcnſe nor doxaſiic knowledge, nor pure reaſon, nor our

intellectual knowlege, is able to conioin the ſoul with thoſe forms; but this can alone be effected

through an illumination from the in-tellectual Gods, as ſome pne ſpeaking divinely ſays. The

nature, therefore, oſ thoſe forms is unknown to us, as being better than our intellection, and the

diviſible intuitive perceptious oſ our ſoul. Hence Socrates in the Phaedrus, as we have before

obſerved, aſſimilates the ſurvey of them to the mysteries, and calls the ſpectacles of them entire,

tranquil, ſimple and happy viſions. Oſ intellectual forms, therefore, the demiurgus and father

of ſoule has implanted in us the knowledge; but of the forms above intellect, ſuch as thoſe

belonging to the intelligible und at the ſame time intellectual orders, the knowledge is cxempt

from our immediate viſion, is ſpontaneous, and alone known to ſouls energizing from a divine

afflatus. So that what Parmenides now inſers, and alſo that we do not participate of ſcience

itſelf, follow from the conceptions concerning this order of divine forms.

3 The genera of being are not to be conſidered in this place, either as things appearing in the

many, and which are the ſubject oſ logical predications, or as univerſals collected from the many,

and which are called by the moderns abstract ideas *, for the-ſe are posterior to beings. But the genera

5 of
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through the form of ſcience? Undoubtedly. But this form wc do

not poſſeſs? By no means. No form, therefore, is known by us, as wc do

not participate of ſcience itſelf? It does not appear it can. The [num/gie! 1

i£ſel , therefore, and the good it/Plf, and all ſuch things which we have con

ſidered as being" ideas, are unknown to us? So it ſeems. But ſurvev this,

which is yet still more dire *. vthat? You will ſay, perhaps, that iſ there

lS

of being here ſignify ſuch things as poſſeſs a generative power, more total than, and preceding

according to cauſe, the progeny in more partial forms. For as the gencra of forms in ſcnſrblcs,

either appear in the many, or are predicatcd of the many; in like manner genera in intelligibles

are more principal, perfect and comprehenſive than other forms; ſurpaſſing the things com

prehended in ſimplicity and prolific power. Theſe genera we must ſay are known by the ſorm

of ſcience itſelf, as beginning ſupernally, and comprehending according to one uniform know

ledge, things multiplied, unitedly, and things partial, totally. This alſo the ſcience which is with

us wiſhes to effect : for it always contemplates the progreſſions of things from their cauſes.

1 The beamſ/itſ, and alſo the good conſidered as a form and not as ſupercſlbntiul proceed ſupera

nally from the ſummit of intelligibles to all the ſecond genera of Gods. The middle orders of

forms, therefore, receive the progreſſions of theſe in a becoming manner; according to (lie good

becoming full of their own perfection, and of the ſufficient, and the unindigent; but according

to l/Je beautiful becoming lovely to ſecondary natures, leading back things which have proceeded,

and binding together divided cauſes. For a converſton to the beautyiu' collects together and unites

all things, and fixes them as in one center. Theſe two forms, therefore, ill! good and the beautiful

ſubſrst occultly and uniſormly in first natures, but are changed in the diſſerent orders of things in

a manner coordinate to each. So that. it is not wonderful iſ there is certain beauty known

only to ſenſe, another known to opinion, another beheld through the diano'etic power, another by

intelligence in conjunction with reaſon, another by pure intelligence, and lastly another which is

unknown, ſubſiſling by itſelf perfectly exempt, and capable of being ſeen by its own light alone.

3 The preceding arguments have led us as ſar as to the intelligiblc and at the ſame time

intellectual order of forms: for being falſe and ofa doubting idiom, they alone unfold the truth in

intellectual forms. But what is now ſaid, ſays Proclus, leads us to thoſe forms which pi'eſuhſrst

in the intelligible, proceeding indeed in the ſorm of doubt as about intellectual forms, but in

reality ſignifying the idiom of the first ſorms. The diſcourſe, therefore, ſhows that forms

neither know nor govern ſenſibles ; falſely, indeed, in demiurgic ideas, for ſenſibles ſubſist

from theſe, and theſe rule over their all-various distribution into individual forms z ſo that

they previouſly comprehend the providence and government of ſenſibles: but the diſcourſe

is most true in the first ideas, which are in the highest degree characterizcd by unity, and

are truly intelligible. For theſe first ſhine forth from being in intelligible inrellect, uni

formly, unitedly, and totally. For they contain the paternal cauſes of the most common and

comprehenſive genera, and are ſuperior to a distributed knowledge of and a proximnte govern

ment of ſenſibles. Hence theſe intelligible Gods have dominion over the Gods which are un

folded from them, and their knowledge is beyond all other divine knowledge, to which nlſo

Plato looking collects, that the Gods neither rule over us, nor have any knowledge of human

9 concerns.
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is any certain genur oſſcicncc, it is much more accurate than the ſcience

which reſides with us; and that this is likewiſe true of beauty, and every

thing

concerns. For the divided Cauſes of theſe, and the powers which rule over them, are in the

intellcctual Gods. But the ideas which are properly called intelligible, are establiſhed above all

ſuch diviſions; produce all things according to united and the most ſimple cauſes; and both their

effective energy and knowledge are one, collected and uniform. Hence there the intelligible

Cauſe of the celeſtial genus produces every thing celestial, Gods, angels, dcemons, heroes, ſouls,

not ſo far as they are deemons or angels, for this is the peculiarity oſ diviſible cauſes, and of

divided ideas, of which the intellcctunl forms make a distribution into multitude, but ſo far as all

theſe genera are in a certain reſpect divine' and celestial, and ſo far as they are allotted an hy

parxis unitedct to the Gods; and in a ſimilar manner with reſpect to each of the rest. Thus for

inſtance, the intelligible idea of every thing pedeſtrian and terrestrial cannot be ſaid to rule over

things, each of which is ſeparated according to one form, for this is the province of things

distributed from it into multitude, but it governs all things ſo far as they are oſ one genus. For.

things nearer to the one, give ſubſistence to all things in a more total and uniform manner.

As, however, we ſhall hereafter ſpeak of this, let us rather conſider the opinion of Plato con

cerning providence. The Athenian guest, therefore, in the Laws clearly evinces that there is a

providence, where his diſcourſe ſhows that the Gods know and poſſeſs a power which governe

all things. But_Parmcnides at the very beginning of the diſcuffion concerning providence

evinces the abſurdity of doubting divine knowledge and dominion. For to aſſert that the

concluſion of this doubt is still mare dire than the former, ſufficiently ſhows that he rejects the

arguments which ſubvert providence. For it is dire to ſay that divinity is not known by us who

are rational and intellectual natures, and who eſſemially poſſeſs ſomething divine; but it is still

more dire to deprive divine natures of knowledge 3 ſince the former pertains to thoſe who do not

convert themſelves to divinity, but the latter to thoſe who impede the all-pervading goodneſs of

the Gods. And the former pertains to thoſe who err reſpecting our eſſence, but the latter to

thoſe who convert themſelves erroncuufly about a divine cauſe.- But the expreſſion still more dire,

(ative-rein) ſays Proclus, is not uſed as ſignifying a more strenuous doubt, in the ſame manner as

we are accustomed to call thoſe dire (Ten-or) who vanquiſh by the power of language, but as a

thing worthy oſ greater dread and caution to the intelligent. For it divulſes the union of things,

and ditlbeiites divinity apart from the world. It alſo defines divine power as not pervading to

all things, and circumſcribes intellectual knowledge as not aleerfect. It likewiſe ſubverts all the

fabrication oſ the univerſe, the order imparted to the world from ſeparate cauſes,.and the good

neſs which fills all things from one will, in a manner aceommodated to the nature of unity.

Nor leſs dire than any one of theſe is the confuſion of piety. For what communion is there

between Gods and men, if the ſormer are deprived oſ the knowledge of our concerns. All ſup

plications, therefore, oſ divinity, all ſacred institutions, all oaths adducing the Gods as a witneſs,

and the untaught conceptions implanted in our ſouls concerning divinity, will periſh. H'hat gift

alſo will be left oſ the Gods to men, if they do not previouſly comprehend in themſelves the

deſert of the ratipicnts, iſ they do not poſſeſs a knowledge oſ all that we do, of all we ſuffer,

and. oſ all that uze think though we do not carry it into effect? Vl'itb great propriety, there

fore,
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thing elſe? Certxinly. Iſ, therefore, any one poſſeſſcs stir/Ice itſeff, will

you not aſſcrt that no one poſſeſſes the most accarate ſcience more than a

lod?

ſore are ſuch aſſertion: called dire. For if it is unholy to change any legitimately divine institu

tion, how can ſuch an innovation as this be nmttended with dread? But that Plato rejccts this

hypotheſis which makes Divinity to be ignorant of out concerns, is evident from theſe things,

ſince it is one of his dogmae, that Divinity knowa and produces all things. Since, however, ſome

of thoſe posterior to him have Vehemently endeavoured to ſubvert ſuch-like aſſertions, let us ſpeak

concerning them as much as may be ſufficient ſot our preſent purpoſe.

Some oſ thoſe, then, pofleriOr to Plato, on ſeeing the unstablc condition of ſublunary thinge

were fearful that they were net under the direction of providence and a divine nature; for ſuch

events as are ſaid to take place through ſortUne, the apparent inequality rcſpecting lives, and the

diſordered motion of material natures, induced them greatly to ſuſpect that they were not under

the government of providence. Beſides, 'the perſuaſion that Divinity is not buſily employed in the

e'olution of all-various reaſons, and that he does not depart from his own bleſſedneſs, induced

them to frame an hypotheſis ſo lawleſs and dire. For they were of opinion that the paſſion of

out ſoul, and the perturbation which it ſuſtains by deſcending to the government oſ bodies, must

happen to Divinity, if he converted himſelf to the providential inſpection oſ things. Furthet

still, from obnſidering that different objects of knowledge ate known by different gnostic powers)

as, for instance, ſenſibles by ſenſe, objects oſ opinion by opinion, things ſcientific by ſcience, and

intelligibles by intellect, and, at the ſame time, neither placing ſenſe, nor opinion, nor ſcience

in Divinity, but only an intellect immaterial and pure g-hence, they Iſſctied that Divinity had no

knowledge oſ any other things than the objects of intellect *. For, ſay they, iſ matter is external

to him, it is neceſſary that he ſhould be pure from apprehcnſions which are converted to matter;

but being purified from theſe, it followls that he muſt have no knowledge of material natures'

and hence, the patttms oſ this doarine deprived him oſ a knowledge oſ, and providcntial exertion'

about, ſenſibles; not through any imbecility of nature, but through a tranſcendcncy of gnoſtic

energy; just as thoſe whoſe eyes are filled with light, are ſaid to be incapable oſ perceiving mun.

dane objects, at the ſame time that this incapacity is nothing more than tranſccndency of viſion.

They likewiſe add, that there are many things which it is beautiful not to know. Thus, to the

entheastic, (or thoſe who are divinely inſpired) lt is beantifu] to be ignorant of whatever would

destroy the delſic energy; and to the ſcientific, not to know that which would defile the indubi

t'able perception of ſcience.

But others aſcribfi indeed, to Divinity a knowledge of ſcnſibles, in order that they may not

take away hie providence, but at the ſame time convert his apprehenſion to that which is cx

ternal, repreſent him as per'ading through the whole of a ſenſible nature, as paſſing into contact

with the objects of his government, impelling every thing, and being locally preſent with all

thinge; for, ſay they, he would not otherwiſe be able to exert a providentialenergy in a becoming

manner, and idet-t good to every thing according to its deſert-t.

* This opinion was embraced by the more early Peripatctic'.

1' This was the opinion oſ the Stoics.

Other'
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God 'P It is neceſſary ſo to aſſert. But can a God, being ſuch as he is,

know our affairs through poſſeſſing ſcience itſelf? Why ſhould he not?

That

Others again affirm that Divinity has a knowledge of himſelf, but that he has no occaſion to

understand ſenſibles in order to provide for them, ſince by his very eſſence he produced all

things, and adorns whatever he has produced, without having any knowledge of his productions.

They add, that this is by no means wonderful, ſince nature operate: without knowledge, and

unattendcd with phantaſy -, but that Divinity diſſers from nature in this, that he has a knowledge

of himſelf, though not of the things which are fabricated by him. And ſuch are the aſſertions

oſ [hoſe who were perſuaded that Divinity is not ſeparated from mundane. natures, and of thoſe

who deprived him of the knowledge of inferior concerns, and of a knowledge Operating in union

with providence.

NVith reſpect to theſe philoſophers, we ſay, that they ſpeak truly, and yet not truly, on this

ſubject.

' Every divine intellect, ſays Proclus, and every order of the Gods, comprehends in itſelf the

knowledge and the cauſe of all things. For neither is their knowledge inefficacious, poſſeſſing

the indeſinite in intellection; but they hnth know all things, and communicate good. For that

which is primarily good, is alſo willing to illuminate fecondary natures with a ſupply from him

ſelf. Nor are their productions irrational and void of knowledge: for this is the work of nature

and of ultimate life, and not of a divine cauſe, which alſo produces rational eſſcnces. Hence,

they at the ſame time both know and make all things 3 and prior to theſe, according to their will,

they preaſſume both a knowledge and a power eſſective of all things. Hence, they prefide over all

things 1vi14'irlg-5',gfl5_flically, and powerfully 3 and every thing through this triad enjoys their providen

tial eare. And if you are willing to unite things which fubſist diviſibly in ſecondary natures, and

refer them to a divine cauſe, you will perhaps apprehend the truth concerning it more accurately.

Nature, therefore, appears to poſſeſs reaſons or productive principles effective, but not gnostic z '

the diano'ctic power poſſcffcs as its end, knowledge in itſelf 3 and proxreſis, or a deliberative ten

dcncy to things capable of being accompliſhed, has for its end good, and the will of things good.

Collect theſe, therefore, in one, t/n willing, tlze gng/Iic, the gfficaciour, and prior to theſe, conceiv

ing a divine unity, refer all theſe to a divine nature, becauſe all theſe preſubſist there uniformly

together. However, though all the Gods poſſeſs all theſe, yet in intelligibles, the first intelli

gence, the first power generativc of wholes, and a beneficent will, are eſpecially apparent. For

the intelligible order fubſisting immediately after the fountain of good, becomes that to natures

posterior to itſelf, which 'be good is to the univerſality of things; cxpreffing his ſuper-cauſal

nature through paternal power, the good, through beneficent will; and that which is above all

knowledge, through occult and united intellection. Proclus adds, but it appears to me that

through this Parmenides now first calls idea: Gods, as recurring to the first fountain of them,

and as being uniform, and most near to tle: good, and as thus poſſeſſing a knowledge of, and do

minion over, all things, ſo far as each participates of a divine power, and ſo far as all of them are

ſuſpended from the Gods.

VOL-ſſ in. M
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That Parmenides ſaid, Becauſe it has been conſeſſed by us, O Socrates, that

neither do thoſe forms poſſeſs the power which is peculiar to them, through

relation

ſ ibject. For if providence has a ſiibſillence, neither can there bc any thing diſordered, nor can

Divinity be buſily employed, nor can he know ſenſibles through paſſive ſenſe: but theſe philoſo

phers, in conſequence of not knowing the exempt power and uniform knowledge of Divinity, ap

pear to deviate from the truth. For thus we interrogate them: does not every thing energize in a

becoming manner when it energizes according to its own power and nature? as, for instance, does

not nature, in conformity to the order of its eſſence, encrgize phyſically, intellect intellectually,

and ſoui pſychically, or according to the nature of ſoul? And when the ſame thing is generated

by many and different cauſes, does not each of theſe produce according to its own power, and not

according to the nature of the thing produced? Or ſhall we ſay, that each produces after the

ſame manner, and that, for example, the ſun and man generate man, according to the ſame mode

of operation, and not according to the natural ability of each, viz. the one partially, imperfectly,

and with a buſy energy, but the other without anxious attention, by its very eſſence, and totally?

But to aſſert this would he abſurd; for a divine operates in a manner very different from a mortal

nature.

If, therefore, every thing which energizes, energizes according to its own nature and order,

ſome things divinely and ſupernaturally, others naturally, and others in a different manner,

it is evident that every gnoflic being knows according to its own nature, and that it does not

follow that becauſe the thing known is one and the ſame, on this account, the natures which

know, energize in conformity to the eſience of the things known. Thus ſenſe, opinion, and our

intellect, know that which is white, but not in the ſame manner: for ſenſe cannot know what

the eſſence is of a thing white, nor can opinion obtain a knowledge oſits proper objects in the

ſame manner as intellect; ſince opinion knows only 'but a thing is, but intellect knows the cauſe

of its existence. Knowledge, therefore, ſubſiſts according to the nature of that which knows, and

not according to the nature of that which is known. What wonder is it then that Divinity ſhould

know all things in ſuch a manner as is accommodated to his nature, viz. diviſible things indivi

ſibly, things multiplied, uniformly, things generated, according to an eternal intelligence, totally,

ſuch things as are partial; and that with a knowledge of this kind, he ſhould poſſeſs a power

productive of all things,'or, in other words, that by knowing all things with ſimple and united

intellections, lie ſhould impart to every thing being, and a progreffion into being ? For the au

ditory ſenſe knows audibles in a manner different from the common ſenſe; and prior to, and

different from, theſe, reaſon knows audibles, together with other particulars which ſenſe is not

able to apprehend. And again, of deſire, which tends to one thing, of anger, which aſpites after

another thing, and of proairgſir, (Wpoauyemgſi or that ſaculty of the ſoul which is a deliberative

tendency to things in our power, there is one particular life moving the ſoul towards all theſe,

which are mutually motive of each other. It is through this liſe that wc ſay, l deſire, I am angry,

and I have a deliberative tendency to this thing or that; for this Iiſe verges to all lhcſt: powers,

and lives in conjunction with them, as being a power which is impelled to every object of deſire.

But prior both to reaſon and this one life, is 'be on' of the ſoul, which often ſays, l perceive, l

reaſon,
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relation to our concerns, nor ours from relation to theirs; but that the

forms in each diviſion are referred to themſelves. It was admitted by us.

. m

reaſon, ldeſire, and ldcliberate, which follows all theſe energies, and energizes together with

them. For we ſhould not be able to know all theſe, and to apprehend in what they differ from

each other, unleſs we contained a certain indivifiblc nature, which has a ſubſistence above the

common ſenſe, and which, prior to opinion, deſire, and will, knows all that theſe know and deſire,

according to an indiviſible mode oſ apprehen ſion.

If this be the caſe, it is by no means proper to diſhelieve in the indiviſible knowledge oſ Divi

nity, which knows ſcnſrbles without poſſeſſing ſenſe, and diviſible natures without poſſeffing a

diviſible energy, and which, without being preſent to things in place, knows them prior to all

local preſence, and imparts to every thing that which every thing is capable of receiving. The

unstahle eſl'ence, therefore, of apparent natures is not known by him in an unstable, but in a de

finite manner; nor does he know that which is ſubject to all-various mutations dubiouſly, but in

a manner perpetually the ſame ; for by knowing himſelf, he knows every thing oſ which he is the

cauſe, poſſeſſing a knowledge tranſcendently more accurate than that which is coordinate to the

objects ofknowledgc; ſince a cauſal knowledge oſ every thing is ſuperior to every other kind oſ

knowledge. Divinity, therefore, knows without buſily attending to the objects of his intellection,

becauſe he abides in himſelf, and by alone knowing himſelf, knows all things. Nor is he indigent

of ſenſe, or opinion, or ſcience, in order to know ſenſible natures; ſo' it is himſelf that produces

all theſe, and that, in the unſathomable depths of the intellectiOn of himſelf, comprehends an

united knowledge oſ them, according to cauſe, and in one ſimplicity of perception. Just as if

ſome one having built a ſhip, ſhould place in it men oſ his own formation, and, in conſequence of

poſſeſſing a various art, ſhould add a ſea to the ſhip, produce certain winds, and afterwards launch

the ſhip into the new created main. Let us ſuppoſe, too, that he cauſes theſe to have an exiſt

ence by merely conceiving them to exist, ſo that by imagining all this to take place, he gives an

external ſubſistence to his inward phantaſms, it is evident that in this caſe he will contain the

cauſe of every thing which happens to the ſhip through the winds on the ſea, and that by con

templating his own conceptions, without being indigent of outward converſion, he will at the ſame

time both ſabricate and know theſe external particulars. Thus, and in a far greater degree, that

divine intellect the artificcr oſ the univerſe, poſſeſſing the cauſes of all things, both gives ſub

ſistence to, and contemplatcs, whatever the univerſe contains, without departing ſrom the ſpecu

lation oſ himſelf. But iſ, with reſpect to intellect, one kind is more partial, and another more

total, it is evident that there is not the ſame intellectual perfection of all things, but that where

intelligibles have a more total and undiſiributed ſubſistence, there the knowledge is more total

and indiviſible, and where the number of forms proceeds into multitude and extenſion, there the

knowledge is both one and niultiſorm. Hence, this being admitted, wc cannot wonder on hear

ing the Orphic rcrſcs, in which the thcologist ſays:

Au'ru Be vaa; nal :v alarms; narpa; avaxro;

Narrow' aOava-rot 're But, Svnrot 1' avopgivrat,

'Ovm 're m/ vent-in, na' ſld'ftfo' Dura END-N'

M 2 i. e. There
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Iſ, therefore, there is the most accurate dominion with Divinity, and the

most accurate ſcience, the dominion of the Gods will not rule over us, nor

will

i. e. There in the ſight of Jove, the parent king,

Th' immortal Gods and mortal men reſide,

With all that ever was, and ſhall hereafter be.

For the artifieer oſ the univerſe is full of intelligibles, and poſſeſſes the cauſes of all things ſepa<

rated from each other; ſo that he generates men, and all other things, according to their charac

teristic peculiarities, and not ſo far as each is divine, in the ſame manner as the divinity prior to

him, the intelligi'ole father Phanes. Hence, Jupiter is called the father of things divided accord

ing to ſpecies, but Phanes oſ things divided according to genera. And Jupiter, indeed, is the

father oſ wholes, though, by a much greater priority, Phanes is the father of all things, but of

all things ſo far as each participate: ofa divine power. With reſpect to knowledge, alſo, Jupiter

knows human affairs particularly, and in common with other things: for the cauſe of men is con

tained in him, divided from other things and united with all of them; but Phanes knows all

things at once, as it were centrically, and without distribution. Thus, for instance, he knows

man, ſo far as he is an animal and pcdestrian, and not ſo far as he is man. For as the pedestrian

which ſubſists in Phanes, is collectivcly, and at once, the cauſe of all terrestria] Gods, angels,

daemons, heroes, ſouls, animals, plants, and of every thing contained in the earth, ſo alſo the

knowledge which is there is one of all theſe things eollcctively, as of one genus, and is not a diſ

trihuted knowledge of human affairs. And as in us the more univerſal ſciences give ſubſistence

to thoſe which are ſubordinate to them, as Ariſlotle ſays, and are more ſciences, and more allied

to intellect, for they uſe more comprehenfive concluſions,--ſo alſo in the Gods, the more excellent

and more ſimple intellections comprehend according to cauſal priority the variety of ſuch as are

ſeeondary. In the Gods, therefore, the ſirſt knowledge oſ man is as of being, and is one intel

lection which knows every being as one, according to one union. But the ſecond knowledge is

as oſ eternal being: for this knowledge uniformly comprehends according to one cauſe every

eternal being. 'ſhe knowledge which is conſequent to this is as of animal: for this alſo has an

intellection of animal according to union. But the knowledge which ſucceeds this is oſ that which

is perfected under this particular genus, as of pedestrian; for it is an intcllection of all that

genus, as oſ one thing; and diviſion first takes place in this, and variety together with ſimpli

city. At the ſame time, however, neither in this is the intellection of man alone: for it is not

the ſame thing to understand every thing terrestrial as one thing, and to understand man. Hence,

in demiurgic, and in ſhort in intelltctual forms, there is a certain intellection of man as of man,

becauſe this form is ſeparated from others in theſe orders. And thus we have ſhown how the

highest forms do not poſſeſs a knowledge of human affairs, and how they have dominion over all

things, ſo far as all things are divine, and ſo far as they participate oſ a certain divine idiom. But

that in the first order of forms dominion itſelf, and ſcience itſelf, ſubſist, is evident. For

there is a divine inteliection there oſ all things characterized by unity, and a power which rules

over wholes 5 the former being the fountain of all knowledge, and the latter the primary cauſe

6 of
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will their ſcience take cognizance of us, or oſ any of our concerns; and in

a ſimilar manner,,we ſhall not rule over them by our dominion, nor know

any thing divine through the affistance of our ſcience. And again, in con

ſequence of the ſame reaſoning, they will neither, though Gods i, be our

governors, nor have any knowledge of human concerns. But would not

the diſcourſe be wonderful in the extreme, which ſhould deprive Divinity

of knowledge? That Parmenides ſaid, Theſe, O Socrates, and many other

conſequences beſides theſe, must neceſſarily ' happen to forms,v if they are

' the

of all dominion, whether they ſubſist in the Gods, or in the genera more excellent than our ſpe

cies, or in ſouls. And, perhaps, Parmenides here calls the genus of ſcience the intellection of

thoſe forms, wiſhing to ſhow its comprehenſive and uniform nature; but prior to this, when he

was ſpeaking of middle ideas, he alone denominated it ſpecies. For. from intelligible knowledge

the middle orders are ſilled with the intelligence which they poſſeſs -, and intelligence in the latter,

has the ſame relation to that in the former, which ſpecies has to genus. If, alſo, the term much

more arrurate, is employed in ſpeaking oſ this ſcience, it is evident that ſuch an addition repre

ſents to us its more united nature. - For this is the accurate, to comprehend all things, and leave

nothing external to itſelf.

' It is wellobſervetl here by Proclus, that the words 5' 'bough God;" contain an abundant indi

cation of the preſent doubt. For every thing divine is good, and is willing to fill all things with

good. How, therefore, car' it either be ignorant of things pertaining to us, or not have domi

nion over ſecondary natures? How is it pcſlible that it ſhould not govern according to its own

power, and provide according to its own knowledge for things of which it is the cauſe? And

it appears that Parmenides by theſe words evinces, that ſor the Divinities to be ignorant of our

concerns over which they have dominion, is the mon: abſurd of all things , proſoundly indicating

that it eſpecially pertains to the Gods, ſo far as Gods, to know and provide for all things, accord

ing to the om- by which they are characterizcd. For intellect, ſo far as intellect, has not a know

ledge oſ all things, but of 'who/er, nor are ideas the cauſes of all things, but of ſuch as perpetually

ſubſiſt according to nature; ſo that the aſſertion is not entirely fane which deprives theſe of the

knowledge and government of our concerns, ſo far as we rank among particulars, and not ſo far

as we are men, and poſſeſs one form. But it is neceſſary that the Divinity and the Gods ſhould

know all things, particulars, things eternal, and things temporal; and that they ſhould rule over

all things, not only ſuch as are univerſal, but ſuch alſo as are partial: for there is one providence

of them pcrrading to all things. Forms, therefore, ſo ſat as Gods, and intellect ſo ſar as a God,

poſilſs a knowledge of, and dominion over, all things. But intellect is a God according to

Ill? one, which is as it were the luminous flower oſ its eſſence; and forms are Gods, ſo far as they

contain the light proceeding from t/ae good. -

1 Pnrmcnidcs here indicate: that what has been ſaid under the pretext of doubts, is after

another manner true. For he ſays that theſe and many other conſequences must nereffzri/y

happen to forms, viz. thc being unknown, and having no knowledge oſ our affairs. And, in

ſhort,
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the ideas of things, and if any one ſeparates each ſorm apart from other

things; ſo that any one who hears theſe aſſertions, may doubt and heſitate

whether ſuch forms have any ſubfistence; or iſ they do ſubſist in a most

eminent degree, whether it is not abundantly neceſſary that they ſhould be

unknown ' by the human nature. Hence he who thus ſpeaks may ſeem

to ſay ſomething to the purpoſe; and as we just now ſaid, it may be con

ſidered as a wonderful ' thing, on account of the difficulty oſ being per

ſuaded, and as the province of a man 3 of a very naturally good diſpoſition,

to be able to perceive t/xat there is a certain genus aſ every thing, and an

effiwre itstZfſhþ/isting by i{/Z*lf: but he will deſerve still greater admiration,

who, after having made this diſcovery, ſhall be able to teach another how

to diſcern and distinguiſh all theſe] in a becoming manner. That then

Socrates ſaid, l aſſent to you, O Parmenides, for you entirely ſpeak agree

ably to my opinion. *

That Parmenides further added, But indeed, O Socrates, iſ any one on

the contrary takes away the forms oſ things, regarding allithat has now

been

ſhort, he indicates that all the above-mentioned idioms are adapted to different orders of forms.

For it is by no means wonderful that what is true of one order ſhould be falſe when extended to

another.

1 Theſe things alſo, ſays Proclus, are divinely aſſerted, and with a view to the condition oſ our

nature. For neither does he who has arrived at the ſummit of human attainments, and who is

the wiſest among men, poſſeſs ſcience perfectly indubitable concerning divine natures; for it is

intellect alone which knows intelligibles free from doubt 3 nor is the moſt imperfect and earth

born character entirely deprived of the knowledge of a formal cauſe. For to what does he look

when he ſometimes blames that which is apparent to ſenſe, as very mutable, iſ he does not con

tain in himſelf an unperverted preconteption of an eſſence permanent and real 2

I The ſimilar is every where naturally adapted to proceed to the ſimilar. Hence that which

is obſcure to the eyes, and is only to be obtained by philoſophy, will not be apprehended by

imperfect ſouls, but by thoſe alone who through phyſical virtue, tranſcendent diligence, and

rardent deſire apply themſelves in a becoming manner to ſo ſublime an object of contemplation.

For the ſpeculation of intelligibles cannot ſubſist in foreign habits; nor can things which have

their eſſence and ſeat in a pure intellect become apparent to thoſe who are not purified in in

tellect 3 ſince the ſimilar is every where known by the ſimilar.

3 By theſe words, ſays Proclus, Plato again teache: us who is a most lit hearer of this diſcourſe

about ideas. Such a one he denominates aman (i. e. my, not avawms), not indeed in vain, butin

order to indicate that ſuch a one according to the form of hislife poſſeſſcs much oſ the graml,ralu_zſl

and elevated: (ardpa [m ora/mue; ov pomp', am' 'va m 'la-m To elde; 'ms (one 'town-to; 31, 7ro7w To adpav na' ful-'Mot

mdrmvuptvog.)
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been ſaid, and other things of the ſame kind, he will not find where to turn

his dianoEtic 1 part, while he does not permit the idea of every thing which

exiſts

tmdflxw/mwþ) For it is ſit that he who is about to apprehend the Gods ſhould direct his attention

to nothing ſmall and grovelling. But he calls him a man oſ a very naturally good diſpoſition, as

being adorned with all the prerogatives of a philoſophic nature, and as receiving many viatica

from nature, in ort'er to the intellcctual perception of divine natures. In addition to this, he

alſo again reminds us who is the leader oſ the ſcience concerning theſe divine forms, and that he

is prolific and inventive, and this with reſpect to teaching. For ſome have made ſuch a pro- .

ficiency as is ſufficient ſor themſelves, but others are alſo able to awaken others to a recollection

of the truth of things. Hence he ſays, that ſuch a one deſerves still greater admiration. In the

third place, he ſhows us what is the end of this teaching, viz. that the learner who poſſeſſes

ſcience may be ſufficiently able to distinguiſh the genera oſ beings, and to ſurvey in perfection the

deſinite cauſes of things; whence they origin-ate; how many are their orders; how they ſubſist

in every order oſ things 3 how they are participatcd; how they cauſally comprehend all things in

themſelves; and, in ſhort, all ſuch particulars as have been diſcuſſed in the preceding notes.

Proclus adds, that by a vermin gemzr qſtvery flying, Plato ſignifies the primary cauſe preſubſist

ing in divine natures oſ every ſeries. For idea compared with any other individual form in

ſcnſibles is a genus, as being more total than ſcnſible forms, and as comprehending things which

are not entirely oſ a ſimilar form with each other. For how ean the terrestrial man be ſaid to be

entirely of a ſimilar form with the celestial, or with the man that is allotted a ſubſiſtence in any

other element ?
' Very ſcientifically, ſays Proclus, does Plato in theſe words rem'tſſnd us that there are ideas or

forms of things. For iſ dianoctic and intellectual are better than ſenſible knowledge, it i'

neceſſary that the things known by the dianoctic power and by intellect ſhould be more divine

than thoſe which are known by ſenſe: for as the gnoſlic powers which are coordinated to beings

are to each other, ſuch alſo is the mutual relation of the things which are known. If, therefore,

the dianoEtic power and intellect ſpeculate ſeparate and immaterial forms, and likewiſe things

univerſal, and which ſubſist in themſelves, but ſenſe contemplate: things partible, and which are

inſeparable ſrom ſubjects, it is neceſſary that the ſpectacle: oſ the dianoEtic power and of intellect,

ſhould be more divine and more eternal. Univerſals, therefore, are prior to particulars, and

things immatcrial to things material. Whence then does the dianoe'tic power receive theſe ?

ſor they do not always ſubſist in us according to energy. It is however neceſſary, that things in

energy ſhould precede thoſe in capacity, both in things intellectual and in eſſences. Forms,

therefore, ſubſist elſewhere, and prior to us, in divine and ſeparate natures, through whom the

forms which we contain derive their perfection. But theſe not ſubſiſling, neither would the

ſorms in us ſubſist: ſor they could not be derived from things imperfect: ſince it is not lawful

that more excellent natures ſhould be either generated or perfected from ſuch as are ſubordinate.

Whence, too, is this multitude oſ forms in the multitude of ſculs derived? For it is every where

neceſſary, prior to multitude, to conceive a monad from which the multitude proceeds. For as -

the multitude of ſenſiblcs was not generated, except from an unity, which is better than ſenfibles,

5 and
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exists to be always the ſame, and by this means entirely destroys the dia

lectic power of the ſoul: but you alſo ſeem in this reſpect to perceive per

fectly

and which gave ſubſistence to that which is common in particulars; ſo neither would the mul

titude offorms ſubſist in ſouls, ſuch as the just itſelf, the beautiful itſelf, &c. whiflh ſubſist in all

ſouls in a manner accommodated to the nature of ſoul, without a certain generating unity, which

is more excellent than this animastic multitude: just as the monad from which the multitude of

ſenſibles originates, is ſuperior to a ſenſible cſſence, comprehending unitedly all the variety of

ſenſibles. Is it not alſo neceſſary, that prior to ſelf-motive natures, there ſhould be an immovable

form' ? For as ſelf-motive reaſons tranſcend thoſe which are alter-motive, or moved by others,

after the ſame manner immovable forms, and which energize in cternity, are placed above ſelf

m0tive forms, which ate converſant with the circulations of time: for it is every where rcquiſite

that a. stable ſhould precede a movable cauſe. lſ, therefore, there are forms in ſouls which are

many, and of a ſelf-motive nature, there are prior to theſe intellectual forms. In other words,

there are immovable prior to ſelf- motive natures, ſuch as are monadic, prior to ſuch as are mul

tiplied, and the perfect prior to the imperfect. It is alſo requiſite that they ſhould ſubſist in

energy; ſo that if there are not intellectual, neither are there animaſiic forms: for nature by no

means begins ſrorn the imperfect and the many; ſince it is neceſſary that multitude ſhould pro

ceed about monads, things imperfect about the perfect, and things movable about the immovable.

But if there are not forms eſſentially inherent in ſoul, there is no place leſt to which any one can

turn his dianoe'tic power as Parmenides justly obſerves: for phantaſy and ſenſe neceſſarily look to

things connaſcent with themselves. And of What ſhall we poſſeſs a dianoifitic or ſcientiſic know

ledge, iſ the ſoul is deprived of forms of this kind? For we ſhall not make our ſpeculation about

things of poſterior origin, ſince theſe are more ignoble than ſenſibles themſelves, and the univer

ſals which they contain. How then will the objects oſ knowledge, which are coordinate to the

dianoetic power, be ſubordinate to thoſe which are known by ſenſe? It remains, therefore, that

we ſhall not know any thing elſe than ſenſiblcs. But if this be the caſe, whence do demonstrations

originate? Demonstrations indeed, are from thoſe things which are the cauſes of the things de

monstrated, which are prior to them according to nature, and not with relation to us, and which

are more honourable than the concluſions which are unfolded from them. But the things from

which demonstrations are formed are univerſals, and not particulars. Univerſals, therefore, are prior

to, and are more cauſal and more honourable than, particulars. Whence likewiſe are deſinitions ?

For deſinition proceeds through the eſſential reaſon oſ the ſoul: for we ſirſl. deſine that which is

common in particulars, poſſeſſing within, that form, of which the ſomething common in theſe

is the image. lf, therefore, deſinition is the principle of demonstration, it is neceſſary that there

ſhould be another definition prior to this, of the many forms and eſſential reaſons which the ſoul

contains. For ſince, as we have beſore ſaid, the just itſelf is in every ſoul, it is evident that there

is ſomething common in this multitude of the juſt, whence every ſoul knowing the reaſon of the

juſt contained in its eſſence, knows in a ſimilar manner that which is in all other ſouls, But if

it poſſeſſes ſomething common, it is this ſomething common which we deſine, and this is the

principle of demonstration, and not that univerſal in the ma'zy, which is material, and in a

certain
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fectly the ſame with myſelf. That Socrates anſwered, You ſpeak the truth.

What then will you do with reſpect to, philoſophy? Where Will you turn

yourſelf',

certain reſpect mortal, being coordinated with the many: for in demonstrations and deſinitions,

it is requiſite that the whole of what is partial ſhould be comprehended in univerſal and definition.

The definitions however of things common in particulars do not comprehcnd the whole oſ par

ticulars: ſor, can it be ſaid that Socrates is the whole of rational mortal animal, which is tho

deſinition of man? ſince he contains many other particulars, which cauſe him to poſſeſs -

racteriſlic peculiarities. But the reaſon of man in the ſoul comprehends the whole of every

individual: for it comprehends uniformly all the powers which are beheld about the particular'

of the human ſpecies. And, in a ſimilar manner with reſpect to animal: for, indeed, the uni

verſal in particulars is leſs than the particulars themſelves, and is leſs than ſpecies; ſince it doe'

not poſſeſs all differences in energy, but in capacity alone; whence alſo, it becomes as it were

the matter of the ſucceeding formal diſſerences. But the reaſon of man in our ſoul is better

and more comprehenſive; for it comprehends all the differences of man unitedly, and not in

capacity, like the univerſal in particulars, but in energy. If, therefore, deſinition i', the principle

of demonstration, it is requiſite that it ſhould be the definition of a thing of that kind which '

i' entirely comprehenſive of that which is more partial. But of this kind are the forms in our

ſoul, and not the forms which ſubſist in particulars. Theſe, therefore, being ſubverted, neither

will it be poſſible to define. Hence the definitive together with the demonstrati'e art will periſh,

abandoning the conceptions of the human mind. The diviſive art alſo, together with theſe, will

be nothing but a name: for the whole employment of diviſion is, to ſeparate the many from the

one, and to distribute things preſubſisting unitedly in_ the whole, into their proper difference',

not adding the differences externally, but contemplating them as inherent in the genera them

ſelves, and as dividing the ſpecies from each other. Where, therefore, will the work of thi' art

be ſound, if we do not admit that there are eſſential forms in our ſoul? For he who ſuppoſe'

that this art is employed in things ofpollerior origin, i. e. forms abstracted from ſenſiblcs, perceive'

nothing of the power which it poſſeſſcs: for to divide things oſ poſterior origin, is the buſineſ'

of the diviſive art, energizing according to opinion; but to omltemplate the eſſential difference'

or' the reaſons in the ſoul, is the employment of dianoetic and ſcientific diviſion, which alſo

unfolds united powers, and perceives things more partial branehing forth from ſuch as are more

total. By a much greater priority, therefore, to the definitive and demonstrative arts will the

diviſive be entirely vain, iſ the ſoul does not contain eſſential reaſons: for deſmition is mar'

venerable, and ranks more as a principle than demonstration, and again, diviſion than definition:

for the diviſive gives to the definitive art its principles, but not vice verſa. The analytic art alſo,

must periſh together with theſe, if we do not admit the eſſential reaſons of the foul. For the

analytic is oppoſed to the demnnstrative method, as reſolving from things cauſed to cauſes, but

to the definitive as proceeding from eompoſites to things more ſimple, and to the diviſive, a'

aſcending from things more partial to ſuch as are moreuniverſal. 80 that thoſe methods being

deſtroyed, this alſo will periſh. If, therefore, there are not forms or ideas, neither ſhall we con

tain the reaſons of things. And if we do not contain the reaſons of things, neither will there

VOL. lll. N be
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yourſelf', being ignorant of theſe? Indeed I do not ſeem to myſelf to know

at preſent. That Parmenides ſaid, Before you exerciſe ' yourſelf in this

affair,

be the dialectic methods according to which we obtain a knowledge of things, nor ſhall we know

where to turn the dianoEtic power ofthe foul.

' Socrates was alone deficient in ſkill, whence Parmenides exhorts him to apply himſelf to dia

lectic, through which he would become much more ſkilful, being exerciſed in many things, and

pergiving the conſequences of hypotheſes; and when he has accompliſhed this, Parmenides ad

viſes him to turn to the ſpeculation of forms. For ſuch particulars as are now dubious are very

eaſy of ſolution to thoſe that arc exerciſed in dialectic. And this is the whole end of the words.

This exerciſe, however, must not be thought to be ſuch as that which is called by logicians the

epichircmatic or argumentative method. For that looks to opinion, but this deſpiſcs the opinion

ofthe multitude. Hence, to the many it appears to be nothing but words, and is on this ac

count denominated by them garrulity. The cpichirematic method, indeed, delivers many argu

ments about one problem; but this exerciſe delivers the ſame method to us about many and

different problems; ſo that the one is very different from the other. The latter, however, is more

beautiful than the former, as it uſes more excellent methods, beginning from on high, in order

to accompliſh its proper work. For. as we have already obſerved in the Introduction to this

dialogue, it employs as its instruments diviſion and definition, analyſis and demonstration. If,

therefore, we exerciſe ourſelves in this method, there is much hope that we ſhall genuincly appre

hend the theory of ideas; distinctly evolving our confuſed conceptions 3 diſſolving apparent

doubts; and demonstrating things of which we are now ignorant. But till we can effect this,

we ſhall not be able to give a ſcientiſic definition oſ every form.

Should it, however, be inquired whether it is poſſible to dcfine forms or not, ſuch as the beau

tiful itſelf, or the just itſelf; for forms, as Plato ſays in his Epistles, are only to be apprehended

by the ſimple viſion of intelligence; to this we reply, that the beautiful itſelf, the just itſelf, and

the good itſelf, conſidered as ideas, are not only in intellect, but alſo in ſouls, and in ſenſible

natures. And of theſe, ſome are definable, and others not.- This being the caſe, intellectual

forms, though they may he in many and partial natures, cannot be deſined on account of their

ſimplicity, and becauſe they are apprehended by intelligence, and not through compoſition; and

likewiſe, becauſe whatever is defined ought to participate of ſomething common, which is, as it

were, a ſubject, and is different from itſelf. But in divine forms there is nothing of this kind:

for being, as Timaeus ſays, does not proceed into any thing elſe, but though it makes a certain

progreſſion from itſelf, yet after a manner it is the ſame with its immediate progeny, being only

unfolded into a ſecond Order. Forms, however, belonging to ſoul, and ſubſisting in ſenſibles, can be

defined 5 and, in ſhort, ſuch things as are produced according to a paradigmatic cauſe, and ſuch.

as are ſaid to participate of forms. Hence, dialectic ſpeculates the first forms by ſimple intuitions;

but when it defines, or divides, it looks to the images of theſe. If, therefore, ſuch a ſcience is

the pureſt part of intellect and prudence, it is evident that it employs pure intellections, through

'hieh it apprehends intelligibles, and multiform methods by which it binds the ſpectacles derived

from
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affair, O Socrates, you ſhould endeavour to deſine what the beautfful, t/z:

just, and the goodare, and each oſ the other forms: forI before perceived the

neceſſity of your accompliſhing this, when l heard you diſcourſing with

Aristotle, Indeed that ardour of yours, by which you are impelled to diſpu

tation, is both beautiful' and divine; but collect yourſelf together, and

while

from intelligibles, and which ſubſist in ſccondary orders: and thus it appears that the aſſertions

of Plato are true.

But it is by no means wonderful if we alſo deſine certain other particulars of which there are

no ideas, ſuch as things artificial, parts, and things evil. For there are in us reaſons of wholes

which are according to nature, and alſo of things good; and in conſequence of this, we know

ſuch things as give completion to wholes, ſuch as imitate nature, and ſuch as have merely a

lhadowy ſubſistence. For ſuch as is each of theſe, ſuch alſo is it known and defined by us; and

we diſcourſe about them from the definitely stable reaſons which we contain.

' Some, ſays Proclus, are neither impelled to, no' are astoniſhed about, the ſpeculation of

beings: others again have obtained perfection according to knowledge: and others are impelled,

indeed, but require perfection, logical ſkill, and exarciſc, in order to theattainment of the end.

Among the last of theſe is Socrates; whence Parmenides, indeed, receives his impulſe, and calls

it divine, as being philoſophic. For, to deſpiſe things apparent, and to contemplate an incorpo

-real eſſencc, is philoſophic and divine; ſince every thing divine is of this kind, ſeparate from
ſenſibles, and ſubſisting in immaterial intellections. But Parmenſſides alſo calls the impulſe of

Socrates beautiful, as leading to that which is truly beautiful, (which does not conſist in practical

affairs, as the Stoics afterwards conceived it did, but in intellectual energies,) and as adapted to

true love. For the amatory form of life eſpecially adheres to beauty. Very properly, therefore,

does Parmenides admit the impulſe of Socrates as divine and beautiful, as leading to intellect and

ib: one. As divine, indeed, it vindicates to itſelf ib: one, but as beaulgfitl, intellect, in which the

beautiful first ſubſists; and as purifying the eye of the ſoul, and exciting its most divine part.

But he extends the road through dialectic as irteprchcnfible and most expedient; being connatc,

indeed, with things, but employing many powers for the apprehenſion of truth -, imitating intel

lect, from which alſo it receives its principles, but beautifully extending through well-ordered

gradations to true being, and giving reſpite to the wandering about ſenſibles; and lastly, ex

plot-ing every thing by methods which cannot be confuted, till it arrives at the occult reſidence of

(be one and the good. v

But when Parmeni-les ſays, " if you do not truth will clude your purſuit," he manifests the

danger which threatens us from raſh and diſordered impulſe to things inacceſſ'ble to the unex

ereiſed, and this is no other than falling from the whole of truth. For an orderly progreſiion is

that which makes our aſcent ſecure and irreprehenſible. Hence, Proclus adds, the Chaldaean

oracle ſays, u that Divinity is never ſo much turned from man, and never ſo much ſends us navel

paths, as when we make our aſcent to the most divine of ſpeculations or works in a confuſed and

diſordered manner, and, as it adds, with unbathed feet, and with unhallowed lips. For, of thoſe

n z that
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while you are young more and more exerciſe yourſelfin that ſcience, which

appears uſeleſs tothe many, and is called by them empty loquacity; for if

you do not, the truth will elu'de'your purſuit.

That Socrates then ſaid, What method of exerciſe 7 is this, O Parme

nides? And that Parmenides replied, It is that which you have heard Zeno

employing: but beſides this, while you was ſpeaking with Zeno, I admired

your aſſertiug that you not only ſuffered yourſelf to contemplate the 'wander

i'zg' which ſubfists about the objects of ſight, but likewiſe that which takes

place

that are thus negligent, the progreſſions are imperfect, the impulſes are vain, and the paths are

blind." Being perſuaded, therefore, both by Plato and the oracle', we ſhould always aſcend

through things more proximate to us to ſuch as are more excellent, and from things more ſubor

dinatc, through mediums, to ſuch as are more elevated.

' Iſ again, ſays Proclus, Parmenides calls this dialectic an exerciſe (maw-a), not being argu

mentative, we ought not to wonder. For every logical diſcurſus, and the evolution itſelf oſ the

orems, conſidered with reference to an intellectual life, is an exerciſe. For as we call endurance

an exerciſe, with reference to fortitude, and continence, with reſpect to temperance, ſo every

logical theory may be called 'an exerciſe with reference to intellectual knowledge. The ſcientiſic

diſcurſus, therefore, of the dianoEtic power, which is the buſineſs of dialectic, is a dianoitic ex.

erciſe preparatory-to the most ſimple intellection of the ſoul. _

IAgain, in theſe worde Parmenidea evinces his admiration oſ the astoniſhment oſ Socrates

about intelligibles and immaterial forms: ſor- he ſays that he admircs his trannſening the dialcctic

power from ſenſibles to imelligibles; and he alſo adds the cauſe of this. For things which are

eſpecially apprehended by reaſon, or the ſummit of the diauoctic part (for ſuch is the meaning

oſ reaſon in this place), are intelligibles; ſince Timatus valſo ſays that the reaſon about ſenſible:

is not firm and ſtable, but conjectural, but that the reaſon which is employed about intelligible'

is immovable and cannot be confuted. For' ſenſibles are nor accurately that which they are ſaid

to be ; but intelligibles having a proper ſubſistence, are moreable to be known. But, after an

other manner, it may be ſaid that intelligible ſorms are eſpecially known by reaſon, and this by

beginning from the gnostic powers. For ſenſe has no knowledge whatever of theſe forms; the

'phantaſy receives figured images of them *, opinion logically- apprehends them, and without figure,

but at the ſame time poſſeſſes the various, and is, in ſhort, naturally adapted alone to know that,

and not why, they are. Hence, the ſummit of our dianoetic part is the only ſufficient ſpeculator

of ſorms: and ' hence Timus ſays that truc being i's- apprehended by intelligence in conjunction

with reaſon. So that forms, preperly ſo called, are justly ſaid to be eſpecially apprehended by

reaſon. For all ſenſible things are partial; ſince every body is partial: for no body is capable

of being all things, nor oſ ſubſisting impartibly, in a multitude of particulars. Phyſical forms

-'erge to' bodies, and are divided about them', and the forms belonging to the ſoul participate of

variety, and fall ſhort of the ſimplicity of intellectual forms. Hence, ſuch forms as are called

--imcllectual and intelligible, and are most remote from matter are eſpecially to be apprehendcd by

reaſon.
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place in ſuch things as are eſpecially apprehended by reaſon, and which ſome

one may conſider as having a real ſubſistence. For it appears to me (ſaid

Socrates), that after this manner it may without difficulty be proved, that

there are both ſimilars and diſſimilars, or any thing elſe which it is the pro

.vincc of beings to ſuffer. That Parmenides replied, You ſpeak well: but

it is neceſſary that, beſides this, you ſhould not only conſider each ofthe

thing: ſujzſzo/Zd is ', what will be the conſequences from the hypotheſis, but

likewiſe

reaſon. The dialectic wandering, therefore, is neceſſary to the ſurvey of theſe forms, exerciſing

and ſitting us, like the preparatory part of the mysteries, ſor the viſion of theſe ſplendid beings.

Nor must we by this wandeting understand, as we have before obſerved, -a merely logical diſ

curſus about matters of opinion, but the whole of dialectic, which Plato in the Republic calls

the defenſive incloſure oſ diſciplines, and which, in the evolutions of arguments, exerciſes us to

the more accurate intellection of immaterial and ſeparate natures.

Nor must we wonder, ſays Proclus, that Plato calls ſcientifie theory Wandering: ſorjt is ſo

denominated with reference to pure intelligence, and the ſimple apprehenſion oſ intelligiblec.

And what wonder is it, ſays he, if Plato calls a progreſſion oſ this kind wandering, ſince ſome of

thoſe poſterior to him have not refuſed to denominate the variety of intellections in intellect a

Wandering; ſor though the intelligence in intelltctis immutablcxyet it is at the ſame time one and

multiplied, through the multitude of intelligibles. And why is it requiſite to ſpeakconcerning

intellect, ſince thoſe who energize in the highest perfection from a divine affiatus, are accuſtomed

to ſ, eak oſ the wanderings of the Gods themſelves, not only of thoſe in the heavens, but alſo oſ

thoſe that are denominated intellectual ; obſcurely ſignifying by this their progreſſion, their being

preſent to all ſecondaty natures, and their prolific providence as ſar as to the last of things. For

they ſay that every thing which proceeds into multitude wanders; but that the inetratic alone

ſubſiſis in the stable and uniform. -Wandering, indeed, appears to ſignify ſour things, either a

multitude of cnergies, though they may all ſubſist together, or a tranſitive multitude, like (beja

tellections oſ the ſoul, or a multitude proceeding from oppoſites to oppoſitcs, or a multitude oſ

diſordered motions. The dialectic exerciſe is called a wandering according to the third oſ theſe,

in conſequence of proceeding through appoſitc hypotheſes. So that if there is any thing which

energizes according to one immutable energy, this is truly inerratic.

' lt appears to me, ſays Proclus, to be well ſaid by the antients that Plato has. given perfection

in this dialogue to the writings both of Zeno and Parmenides, producing the dialectic exerciſe

of the former to both oppoſitcs, and elevating the theory of the latter to true being. We ſhall

find, therefore, the perfection of the writings of Parmenides in the following part of this dia

logue, which contains nine hypothcſes concerning 'In an: z but we may perceive the perfection of

cho's writings in what is now ſaid. In addition, therefore, to what we have already delivered re

ſpccting the dialectic of Zeno in the preceding lntrotlufliion, we ſhall ſubjoin from Proclus the

following obſervations. The diſcourſe of Zeno having ſuppoſed the multitude of forms ſeparate

from the one, collects the abſurdities which follow from this hypotheſis, and this by conſidering

v 'that
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likewiſe what will reſult from ſuppoſing that it i: not, iſyou wiſh to be more

exerciſed in this affair. How do you mean 1 (ſaid Socrates)? As if (ſaid

Parmenides)

what follows, and what follows and does not follow; ſor he eollects that they are ſimilar and not

ſimilar; and proceeds in a ſimilar manner rcſpecting 'be on' and the many, motion and perma

nency. Parmenides, however, thinks it ſit that in dialectic invcſligations it ſhould not only

be ſuppoſed if the on' is, but alſo iſ it is not, and to ſpeculate what will happen ſrom this hypo

theſis; as, for instance, not only if ſimilitude is, but alſo if it is not, what will happen, either as

conſequent, or as not conſequent, or as conſequent and at the ſamc time not conſcquent. But

his reaſon for making ſuch an addition is this: ifwc only ſuppoſe that a thing is, and diſcover

what will be the conſequence oſ the hypotheſis, we ſhall not entirely diſcover that oſ which the

thing ſuppoſed is eſſentially the cauſe; but iſ we can demonstrate in addition to this, that iſ it is

not, this very ſame thing will no longer follow which was the conſequence of its being ſuppoſed

to have a ſubſistcnce, then it becomes evident to us that iſ the one is, the other is alſo.

. Some

* Socrates not being able to apprehend the whole method ſynopticany delivered, through what

'has been previouſly ſaid, request: Parmenides to unfold it more clearly. Parmenides accnrdingly

again gives a ſpecimen of this method logically and ſynoptically: comprehending in eight the

four and twenty modes which we have-already mentioned in the Introduction to this dialogue.

For, he aſſumes, if it happens, and if it follows and does not follow, and both theſe conjoined;

ſo that again we may thus he able to triple the eight modes. But let us conciſely conſider, with

Proclus, theſe eight modes in the hypotheſis of Zeno :-lſ, then, the many have a ſubſiflence, there

will ſimply happen to the many with reſpect to themſelves to be ſeparated, not to be principles,

to ſubſist diſſimilarly. But to the many with reſpect to the one there will happen, to be compre

hended by [be on', to be generated by it, and to participate of ſimilitude and union from it. To

r/az one there will happen, to have dominion over the many, to be participated by them, to ſubſiſl:

prior tov them 3 and this with reſpect to the many. But to t/ae one with reſpect to itſelf there will

happen the impartible, the unmultiplie'd, that which is better than being, and life, and knowledge;

and every thing of this kind.

Again, if the many is not, there will happen to the many with reſpect to themſelves the

amſeparated and the undivided from each other: but to the many with reſpect to 'be on', a ſub

ſistence unprocecding from the one, a privation of difference with reſpect to 'be one. To ib:

an: with reſpect to itſelf there will happen the poſi'cſlion of nothing eſlicaciou' and perfect in its

.own nature ; for if it poſſeſſed any thing of this kind it would generate the rnany. To 'be one

with reſpect to the many, not to be the leader of multitude, and not to operate any thing in the

many.

Hence, we may conclude, that the one is every where that which makes multitude to be one thing,

is the cauſe of, and has dominion over, multitude. And here you may ſee that the tranſition in

from the object of investigation to its cauſe 3 for ſuch is 'In one. It is requiſite, therefore, that

always after many diſcuffions and hypotheſes there ſhould be a certain ſummaty deduction, (impa

MwWfl'on) For thus Plato, through all the intellectual conceptions, ſhows that tin- am- gives ſub

ſrflence to all things, and to the unities in beings, which we ſay is the end oſ the dialogue.
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Parmenides) you ſhould wiſh to CXCrciſe yourſelf ii. this hypotheſis of Zeno,

iſ there are many things, what ought to happen both to t/ze many with refer

ence to themſelves, and to t/ze one; and to tlzc one with reſpect to itſelf, and

to t/ze many: and again, iſmtmj are not, to conſider what will happen both

to l/ze one and to rheum/ly, as well to themſelves as to each other. And.

again, if he ſhould ſuppoſe ffſinu'lituz/e ' is, or ſit iſ not, what will happen

from

Some one, however, may probably inquire how it is poſſible for any thing to happen to that

which is not. And how can that he the recipient oſ any thing which has no ſubſiſlence what

ever? To this we reply, that um being, as we learn in the Sophistn, is either that which in no

reſpect has a ſubſiſlence (To whim Madame; ry), or it is privation, for by itſelf it is not, butv has

an accidental being; or it is matter, for this is not, as being formleſs, and naturally indeſmite;

or it is every thing material, as that which has un apparent being, but properly is not; or, further

ſtill, it is every thing ſenſible, for this is continually converſant with generation and corruption,

but never truly is. Prior to theſe, alſo, there is non-being in ſouls, according to which they are

likewiſe ſaid to be the first oſ generated natures, and not to belong to thoſe true beings which

rank in intelligiblcs. And prior to ſouls, there is the non-being in intelligibles themſelves, and

this is the first dſſrma of beings, as we are taught by the Sophista, and which as we there learn

is not leſs than being itſelf. Laſlly, beyond all theſe is the non-being of that which is prior to

being, which is the cauſe of all beings, and is exempt from the multitude which they contain.

If, thereſore, non-being may be predicated in ſo many ways, ir is evident that what has not in

any reſpect being, can never become the ſubject oſ hypotheſis: ſor_it is not poſſible to ſpeak of

this, nor to have any knowledge of it, as the Eleatean guest in the Sophista ſhows, confirming

the aſſertion oſ Parmenides concerning it. But when we ſay that the many is not, or that the on:

is not, or that ſoul is not, we ſo make the negation, as that each of theſe is ſomething elſe, but

is not that particular thing, the being of which we deny. A'nd thus the hypotheſis does not lead

to that which in no reſpect has a ſubſistcnce, but to that which partly is, and partly is not: ſor,

in ſhort, ncgations are the progeny of intellcctnnl diſſerencm Hence, a thing is not a horſe, be

cauſe it is another thing; and, through this, it is not man, becauſe it is ſomething elſe. And Plato

in the Sophista on this account ſays, that when we ſay non-being, we only aſſert an ablition of

being, but not the contrary to being, meaning by contrary, that which is most dillant from being,

and which perfectly falls from it. So that when we ſay a thing is not, we do not introduce that

which in no reſpect has a being, nor when we make non-being the ſubject of hypotheſis do wc

ſuppoſe that which is in no reſpect is, but we ſignify as much of non-being as is capable ofbeing

known and expreſſed by words._-For an account of the Eleatic method oſ reaſoning which Plato

here delivers, ſcc the lntroduction to this dialogue.

' lſ ſimilitude is, ſays Proclus, there will' happen to itſelf with reſpect to itſelf, the monadic,

the perpetual, the prolilic, and the primary. But, with reſpect (0 ſenſibles, the aſſrmilation of

them to intelligibles, the not ſuffering them to fall into the place of diſlimilitude, and the con.

janction of parts with their wholencſſes. 'ſo ſenlibles with reſpect to themſelves there will hap

5 pen,
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from each hypotheſis, both to the thinge ſuppoſed and to others, and to

themſelves and to each other; and the ſame method of proceeding muſt

'take place concerning' the dz'ffimilar, motion ' and jacrmanmcy, genera

tion

pen, a communion with each other, a participation of, and a rejoicing in, each other. For ſimi

lars rejoicein, are copaflive, and are mingled with ſimilars. But with reſpect to ſimilitude there

will happen a participation of it, an aſſtmilation with, and union according to, it.

But if ſimilitude is not, there will happen to itſelf according to itſelf the uneſſential, the neither

poſſeſſing prolific power, nor a primary eſſence. But with reſpect to others not to have dominion

over them, not to make them ſimilar to themſelves according to form, but rather in conjunction

with itſelf to take away the ſimilar which is in them; for the principle of fimilars not having a

ſubſiflence, neither will theſe be ſimilar. But to ſenſibles with reſpect to themſelves there will

happen the immovable, the unmingled, the unſympathetic. But with reſpect to it, neither to be

faſhioned by form according to it, nor to he connected by it.

In like manner we ſay with reſpect to .the diſſimilar. For if diſlimilitudc is, there will happen

to itſelf with reſpect to itſelf to be a form pure, immaterial and uniform, poſſeſſing multitude to

gether with unity; but with reſpect to other things, I mean ſenſibles, a cauſe of the definite cir

cumſcription and diviſion in each. To other things with reſpect to themſelves there will happen,

that each will preſerve its proper idiom and form without confuſion; but with reſpect to it, to be

ſuſpended from it, and to be adorned both according to wholes and parts by it. But if diſſimili

tude is not, it will neither be a pure and immaterinl form, nor, in ſhort, one and not one, nor will

it poſſeſs, with reſpect to other things, a cauſe of the ſeparate eſſence of each ; and other things

will poſſeſs an all-various confuſion in themſelves, and will not be the participants of one power

which gives ſeparation to wholes.

From theſe things, therefore, we collect that ſimilitude is the cauſe of communion, ſympathy,

and commixture to ſenſibles; but diſſimilitude of ſeparation, production according to form, and

unconſuſed purity of powers in themſelves. For theſe things follow the poſitions of ſimilitude

and diffimilitude, but the contraries of theſe ſrom their being taken away.

' If motion is, there will happen to itſelf with reſpect to itſelſ the eternal, and the poſſeſſion of

infinite power, but to itſelf, with rc'ſpect to things which are hcre, to be motive of them, the

vivific, the cauſe of progreflion, and of various energies. But to theſe things with reſpect to

themſelves there will happen, the energetic, the vivific, the mutable; ſor every thing material

paſſes from a ſubſistence in capacity, to a ſubſistence in energy. To other things with reſpect

- to motion there will happen, to be perfected by it, to partake of its power, to be aſſimilntcd

through it to things eternally ſtable. For things which are incapable of obtaining good stably,

participate of it through motion.

But if motion is not, it will be ineſſtcacious, ſluggiſh, and without power; it will not be a

cauſe of things which are hcrc 5 will he void of motive powers, and a producing effcnce. And

things which are here will be uncoordinatcd, indefinite and imperfect, first motion not having

a ſubſiſlence.

In like manner with reſpect to permanency, if it is, there will happen to itſelf with reference

9 10
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tion? and corru/ztz'o/t, bring and non-being: and, in one word, concerning
ſi every

to itſelf, the stable, the eternal, and the uniform. But to other things with reſpect to them

ſelves, that each will abide in its proper boundaries, and will be firmly establiſhed in the ſame

places or meaſures. To other things with reſpect to it there will happen, to be every way

bounded and ſubdued by it, and to partake of stability in being. But if it is not, there will

happen to itſelf with reſpect to itſelf, the ineſiicacious, and the unstable. To itſelf with refer.

encc to other things, not to afford them the stable, the ſecure. and the firm -, but to other things

with reſpect to themſelves the much wandering, the unestabliſhed, the imperfect, and the being

deprived of habitation; and to other things with reſpect to it, neither to be ſubſervient to it'

meaſures, nor to partake of being according to it, but to be borne along in a perfectly diſordered

manner, that which connects and establiſhes them, not having a ſubſistence. Motion itſelf,

therefore, is the ſupplier of efficacious power, and multiform life and energy; but permanency,

of firmncſs and stability, and an establiſhment in proper boundaries. _

' Let us now conſider, ſays Proclus, prior to theſe, whence generation and corruption origi

nate, and if the cauſes of theſe are to be placed in ideas. Or is not this indeed neceſſary, not

only becauſe theſe rank among things perpetual (for neither is it poſſible for generation not to be,

nor for corruption to be entirely diſſolved, but it is neceſſary that theſe ſhould conſubſist with

each other in the univerſe, ſo ſar as it is perpetual) but this is alſo requiſxte, becauſe generation

participates of eſſence and being, but corruption of non-being. For everything ſo far as it is

generated is referred to eſſence, and partakes of being, but ſo ſar as it is corrupted, it is referred

to non-being, and a mutation of the iſ to another form. For through this it is corrupted from

one thing into another, becauſe non-being preſubſists which gives diviſion to forms. And as in

intelligibles, non-being is not leſs than being, as is aſſerted by the Eleatean guest, ſo here cor

ruption is not leſs than generation, nor does it leſs Contribute to the perfection of the univerſe.

And as there, that which participates of being enjoys alſo non-being, and non-being partakes of

being, ſo here that which is in generation, or in paſſing into being, is alſo the recipient of corrup

tion, and that which is corrupting, of generation. Being, therefore, and non-being, are the cauſes

of generation and corruption.

But it is requiſite to exerciſe ourſelves _after the ſame manner with reſpect to theſe. In the

first place, then, if generation is, it is in itſelf imperfect, and is the cauſe to others of an aſſimi

lation to eſſcnce. But there will happen to other things with reſpect to themſelves, a mutation

from each other: and to other things with reſpect to generation, there will happen a perpetual

participation of it, in conſequence of its ſubſiſting in them. But iſ generation is not, it de be

itſelf, not the object oſ opinion; and with reſpect to other things it will not be the form of (any

thing, nor the cauſe of order and perfection to any thing; but other things will be unbegotten

and impaſſive, and will have no communion with it, nor participate through it of being. ,

In like manner with reſpect to corruption 2 If corruption is, there will happen to itſelf with

reſpect to itſelf, the never ſailing, infinite power, and a fullneſs of non-being; but to itſelf ith

reſpect to other things, the giving meaſure to being, and the cauſe of perpetual generation. Hot

to other things with reſpect to themſelves, there will happen a flowing into each other, and an

inability of connecting themſelves. And to other things with reſpect to corruption there will

VOL. m. o happen
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every thing which is ſuppoſed either to be ' or nor to be, or infiuenced in

any manner by any other paffion, it is neceſſary to conſider the conſe

quences

happen, to be perpetually changed by it, to have non-being conjoined with being, and to parti

cipate ofcorruption totally. But if corruption is not, there will happen to itſelf with reſpect to

itſelf, that it will not be ſubvertive of itſelf; for not having a ſubſiſlence, it will ſubvert itſelf with

reſpect to other things. To itſelf, with reference to other things there will happen, that it will

not diffipate them, nor change them into each other, nor dilacerate being and eſſence. To other

things with reſpect to themſelves there will happen, the not being changed into each other, the'

not being paflive to each other, and that each will preſerve the ſame order. But to other things

with reſpect to it there will happen, the not being paſſive to it. The peculiarity, therefore, of

generation is to move to being, but of corruption to lcad from being. For this we infer from

the preceding hypotheſes, ſince it has appeared to us that admitting their existence, they are the

cauſes of being and non-being 'to other things; and that being ſubverted they introduce a'

privation of motion and mutation. _

' We engage, ſays Proclus, in the investigalion of things in a twofold reſpect, contemplating

at one time iſ a thing is or is not, and at another time, iſ this particular thing is preſent with it,

or is not preſent, as in the inquiry if the ſoul is immortal. For here we must not only conſider'

all that happens to the thing ſuppoſed, with reſpect to itſelf and other things, and to other things'

with reſpect to the thing ſuppoſed, but alſo what happens with reference to ſubſistence and noh

fubfistence. Thus, for instance, iſ the ſoul is immortal, its virtue will have a connate life, ſuffi

cient to felicity; and this will happen to itſelf with reſpect to itſelf. But to itſelf with reſpect

to other things there will happen, to ufe them as instruments, to provide for them ſcparately,

to impart life to them. In the ſecond place, to other things with reſpect to themſelves there

will happen, that things living and dead will be generated from each other, the poſſeſſion of an

adventitious immortality, the circle of generation 3 but to other things with reſpect to it, to be

adorned by it, to participate of a certain ſelf-motion, and to be ſuſpended from it, in living.

But if the ſoul is not immortal, it will not be ſelf-motive, it will not be intellcctual eſſentially,

it will not be ſelf-vital; not will its diſciplines be reminiſcences. It will be corrupted by its own

proper evil, and will not have a knowledge of true beings. And theſe things will happen to

itſelf with reſpect to itſelf. But to itſelf with reſpect to others there will happen, to be mingled

with bodies and material natures, to have no dominion over itſelf, to be incapable of leading.

others as it pleaſes, to be ſubſervient to the temperament of bodies; and all its life will be cor

poreal, and converſant with generation. To other things with reſpect to themſelves there will

happen, ſuch a habit as that which conſists from cntclecheia and body. For there will alone be

animals compoſed from an indefinite liſe and bodies. Bur to other things with reſpect to it.

there will happen, to be the leaders of it, to change it together with their own motions, and to

poſſeſs it in themſelves, and not externally governing them, and to live in conjunction with and

notmfrom it. You fee, therefore, that after this manner we diſcover by the dialcctic art the

mode, not only how we may be able to ſuppoſe if a thing is and is not, but any other paſſion.

which it may ſuffer, ſuch as the being immortal or not immortal.

4 Since,
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quences both to itſelf and to each individual of other things, which you

may ſelect for this purpoſe, and towards many, and towards all things in a

ſimilar manner; and again, how other things are related to themſelves, and

to another which you establiſh, whether you conſider that which is the

ſubject

Since, however we may conſider the relation of one thing to another varioufly; for we may

either conſider it with reference to one thing Mly, as for instance, how ſimilitude, if it is ſuppoſed

to be, fubſists with reſpect to diffimilitude; or, we may conſider it with reſpect to more than

one thing, as for instance, how eſſcnce, if ſuppoſed to be, is with reference to permanency and.

motion; or with reſpect to all things, as, if tle: one is, how it ſubſists with reference to all

things,-this being the caſe, Plato does not omit this, but adds, That it is requiſite to conſider

the conſequences with reſpect to one thing only, which you may ſelect for this purpoſe, and

towards many, and towards all things in a ſimilar manner. r

It is neceſſary indeed that this one, or thoſe many ſhould be allied to the thing propoſed, for

instance, as the ſimilar to the diſſimilar: for theſe are coordinate to each other. And motiod

and rest to eſſence: for theſe are contained in and ſubſist about it. But iſ the difference with'

reſpect to another thing, is with reſpect to one thing, to many things, and to all things, and we

ſay there are twenty four modes, aſſuming in one way only a ſubſistence with reference to

another, this is not wonderful. For difference with reſpect to another thing pertains to matter,

but we propoſe to deliver the form of the dialectic method, and the formal but not the material

differences which it contains.

Obſerve, too, that Plato adds, that the end of this exerciſe is the perception of truth. We

must not, therefore, conſider him as ſimply ſpeaking of ſcientiſic truth, but oſ that which is in.

telligible, or which in other words, ſubſists according to a ſupereſſential characteristic: for the

whole of our life is an exerciſe to the viſion of this, and the wandering through dialcctic hastens

to that as its port. Hence Plato in a wonderful manner uſes the Word died-wem to [oak 'brougb :

for ſouls obtain the viſion of intelligibles through many mediums.

But again, that the method may become perſpicuous to us from another example, let us investi

gate the fourvand-twenty modes in providence. if then providence is, there will follow to itſelf

with reſpect to itſelf, the beneficent, the inſinitely powerful, the efftcacious; but there will not

follow, the fubverſion of itſelf, the privation of counſel, the unwilling. That which follows and

does not follow is, that it is one and not one. There will follow to itſelf with reſpect to other

things, to govern them, to prcſcrvc every thing, to poſſeſs the beginning and the end of all things,"

and to bound the whole of fenſibles. That which does not follow is, to injure the objects of

its providcntial care, to fupply that which is contrary to expectation, to be the cauſe of diſorder.

There will follow and not follow, the being preſent to all things, and an exemption from

them; the knowing and not knowing them: for it knows them in a different manner, and

not with powers coordinate to the things known. There will follow to other things with

reſpect to themſelves, to ſuffer nothing caſually from each other, and that nothing will be

injured by any thing. Thcre will not follow, that any thing pertaining to them will be front

o 2 fortune,
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ſubject of your hypotheſis as having a ſubfistence or as not ſubſisting; if,

being perfectly exerciſcd, you deſign through proper media to perceive the

truth.

That Socrates then ſaid, You ſpeak, O Parmenides, of an employment

Which it is impoſſible to accompliſh, nor do, l very much understand what

you mean; but why do you not establiſh a certain hypotheſis yourſelf, and

enter on its diſcuſſion, that I may- be the better instructed in this affair?

fortune, and the being'uncoordinated with each other- There will follow and not follow, that

all things are good', for this will partly pertain to them and partly not. To other things

with reſpect to it there will follow, to be ſuſpended from it, on all ſides to be guarded and

benefited by it. There will not follow, an oppoſition to it, and the poſſibility of eſcaping it.
For there is nothing ſo ſmall that it can be concealed from it, nor ſo elevated that it cactnnot be

vanquiſhed by it. There will follow and not follow, that every thing will participate of pro

vidence: for in one reſpect they partake of it, and in another not of it, but of the goods which

are imparted to every thing from it.

But let providence not have a ſubſistence, again there will follow to itſelf with reſpect to

itſelf, the imperfect, the unprolitic, the inefficacious, a ſubſistence for itſelf alone. There will

not follow, the unenvying, the tranſcendcntly full, the ſufficient, the aſliduous. There will

follow and not follow, the unſolicitous, and the undisturbed: for in one reſpect theſe will be

preſent with that which does not providentially encrgize, and in another reſpect will not, in con

ſequence of ſecondary natures not being governed by it. But it is evident that there will follow

to itſelf with reſpect to other things, the unmingled, the privation of communion with all things,

the not knowing any thing. There will not follow, the affimilating other things to itſelf, and

the imparting to all things the good that is fit. There will follow and not follow, the being de

ſirable to other things: for this in a certain reſpect is poſſible and not poflible. For, if it ſhould.

be ſaid, that through a tranſcendency exempt from all things, it does not providentially energize,

nothing hinders but that it may be an object of deſire to all ſecondary natures; but yet, conſi-

dered as deprived of this power, it will not be deſirable. To other things with reſpect to them

ſelves there will follow, the unadorned, the caſual, the indefinite in pafhvity, the reception of

many things adventiti0us in their natures, the being carried in a confuſed and diſordered man

ner. There will not follow, an allotment with reſpect to one thing, a distribution according to

merit, and a ſubſistence according to intellect. There will follow and not follow, the being good t;

for, ſo far as they are beings, they must neceſſarily be good z. and yet, providence not having a ſub

ſistenee,it cannot be ſaid whence they pr-ſſcſs good. But to other things with reſpect to providence

there will follow, the not being paſlive to it, and the being uncoordinatcd with reſpect to it.

There will not follow, the being meaſurcd and bounded by it. There will follow and not fol

low, the being ignorant of it : for it is neceſſary they ſhould know that it is not, ifit is not. And

it is alſo neceſſary that they ſhould not know it z_ for there is nothing common to them with re

ſpect to providence.

That:
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'I'hat Parmenides replied, You affign, O Socrates, a mighty labour ' to a.

man ſo old as myſelf! Will you, then, O Zeno (ſaid Socrates), diſcuſs

ſomething

1 By this Plato indicates that the enſuing diſcourſe contains much truth, as Proclus well ob

ſerves: and if you conſider it with relation to the ſoul, you may ſay that it is not proper for one

who is able to perceive intellectually divine natures, to energize through the garrulous phantaſy

and body, but ſuch a one ſhould abide in his elevated place of ſurvey, and in his peculiar manj

ners. lt is laborious, therefore, ſor him who lives intellectually to energize logically and imagina

tivcly, and for him who is converted to himſelf, to direct his attention to another; and to ſimpli

city of knowledge the variety of reaſons is arduous. lt is alſo laborious to an old man to ſwim'

through ſuch a ſea of arguments. The aſſertion alſo has much truth, if the ſubjects themſelves are

conſidered. For frequently univerſal canons are eaſily apprehended, but no ſmall difficulty pre

ſents itſelſ to thoſe that endeavour to uſe them z as is evident in the lemmas of geometry, which

are ſounded on univerſal aſſertions. Proclus adds, that the difficulty of this dialectic method in

the uſe of it is evident, from no one after Plato having profeſſedly written upon it; and on this

account, ſays he, we have endeavoured to illustrate it by ſo many examples.

For the ſake oſ the truly philoſophic reader, therefore, l ſhall ſubjoin the following ſpecimen

of the dialectic method in addition to what has been already delivered on the ſubject. The im

portance oſ ſuch illuſtrations, and the difficulty with which the compoſition of them is attended,

will, l doubt not, be a ſufficient apology for its appearing in this place. It is extracted, as well

as the preceding, from the admirable MS. commentaty of Proclus on this dialogue.

Letir then be propoſed to conſider the conſequences oſ admitting or denying the perpetual ex

illenee oſ ſoul. .

Iſ then ſat/I aIwr-iy: it, the conſequences to ilstſſ, with reſpect to itſel ,'are, the ſelf-motive, the

ſelf-vital, and the ſelſ-ſubſistentz' but the thing: which do 'wiſh/row to itſeff with reſpect to itstl ,

are, the destruction oſ itſelf, the being perfectly ignorant, and knowing nothing of itſelf. The

conſequences whichſol/ow and do 'wife/law are the indiviſible and the diviſible', (for in a cer

tain reſpect it is diviſible, and in a certain reſpect indivffiblr), perpetuity and non-perpetuity of

being; for ſo far as it communicates with intellect, it is eternal, but ſo far as it verges to a cor

poreal nature, it is mutable.

Again, ſhul if, the conſequences to iLvfllſ'quIth reſpect to other thing, i. e. bodies, are commu

nication of motion, the connecting of bodies, as long- as it is preſent with them, together with

dominion over bodies, according to nature. That which der: notfolIu-w, is-to move externally 3 for

it is the property of animated natures to be moved inwardly; and to be the cauſe of rest and im

mutnbility to bodies. The constquentfl 'which/illum; and do harſh/law, are, to be preſent to bodies,

and yet to be preſent ſeparate from them -, for ſoul is preſent to them, by its providmtial mergiu,

but is exempt frommhem by its rſſm'e, becauſe this is imorparml. And this is the firſt hexad,

The ſecond hexad is as follows: ffſhul it, the conſequence to other thing', i. e. I'mlier with rtſr'ct'

Nthenſſtlwr, is ſympathy; for, according to a vivific cauſe, bodies ſympathize with each other.

* For ſoul, according to Plato, ſubſists between intellect and a corporeal nature z the former oſ which'i'

perſeflly indivzfib/z, and the latter perfectly &wi/idle,

But
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ſomething for us? And then Pythodorus related that Zeno, laughing, ſaid--'

We muſt request Parmenides, O Socrates, to engage in this undertaking;

for,

But that which don notfollow, is the non-ſenſitive; for, in conſequence'oſ there being ſuch a thing

as ſoul, all things must neceſſarily be ſenſitive: ſome things peculiarly ſo, and others as parts of

the whole. The canst-quence: whichfllla'w and do noiſe/low to [ladiet with re/þect to themſzl-zm are. that

in a certain reſpect they move themſelves, through being animated, and in a certain reſpect do

not move themſelves: for there are many modes of ſelf-motion.

Again, ſhul iſ, the tanstqwnctt to [lot/itſ with reſpect taſou/ are, to be moved internally and vi

viſied by ſoul, to be preſerved and connected through it, and to be entirely ſuſpended from it.

The conflqunch which do not follow are, to be diſſipated by ſoul, and to be filled from it with a

privation of life; for bodies receive from ſoul life and connection. The conſequence: 'whichfallow

and do natfl/Ia-w are, that bodies participate, and do not participate oſ ſoul; for ſo far as ſoul is

preſent with bodies, ſo ſar they may be ſaid to participate of ſoul , but ſo far as it is ſeparate from

them, ſo far they do not participate oſ ſoul. And this forms the ſecond hexad.

The third hexad is as follows : ifſoul it not, the conſequences to itſelf-with nyþect to itſeþ'" are,

the non-vital, the uneſſential, and the non-intellectual; for, not having any ſubſistencc, it has

neither eſſence, nor life, nor intellect. The ran/Equmm 'which do notſallaw are, the ability to pre

ſerve itſelſ, to give ſubſistence to, and be motive oſ, itſelf, with every thing elſe of this kind.

The conſequence: whichflllo-w and do natfaIIa-w are, the unknown and the irrational. For not hav

ing a ſubſistence, it is in a certain reſpect unknown and irrational with reſpect to itſelf, as neither

reaſoning nor having any knowledge oſ itſelf; but in another reſpect, it is neither irrational nor

unknown, if it is conſidered as a certain nature, which is not rational, nor endued with know.

ledge.

Again, ſoul i: not, the M/i/Z-qumcer whichfll/a'w to with reſhtfi to hadſt: are, to be unpro

iiſic of them, to be unmingled with, and to employ no providential energies about, them. The

conſequence: 'whirh do notfollow are, to move, viviſy, and connect bodies. The to'ſtquente: 'which

follow and do not follow are, that it is different from bodies, and that it does not communicate

with them. For this in a certain reſpect is true, and not true; if that which is not ſoul is conſi

dered as having indeed a being, but unconnccted with ſoul: for thus it is different from bodies,

ſince theſe are perpetually connected with ſoul. And again, it is not different from bodies, ſo

far as it has no ſubſistcnce, and is not. And this forms the third hexad.

In the fonrth place, then, iſſaul i: not, the conſequence: 'a India with reflect to themstI-ue: are,

the immovable, privation oſ difference according to liſe, and the privation oſ ſympathy to each

other. The twiſt-qualm: which do notfollow are, a ſenſible knowledge of each other, and to be

moved from themſelves. That 'which ſat/o'tus and doe: no! fll/a-w is, to be paflive to each other;

ſor in one reſpect they would be paſſive, and in another not; ſince they would be alone corpo

really and not vitally paſſive.

Again, ſhul ii- not, the conſequence: to other thing: with reſpect 'a it are, not to be taken care of,

nor to be moved by ſoul. The conſequence: which do not_ſhl/a-w are, to be vivified and connected

by ſoul. The mffiqumm 'whithfl/[ow and do notſolla'w are, to be aſſimilated and not aſſimilated

to
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for, as he ſays, it is no trifling matter; or do you not. ſee the prodigious

labour of ſuch a diſcuſſion? If, therefore, many 1 were preſent, it would

' not

to ſoul: for, ſo far as ſoul having noſubſtstence, neither will bodies ſubſiſt, ſo ſar they will be

aſſtmilatcd to ſoul; for they will ſuffer the ſame with it; but ſo far as it is impoſſible for that

which is not to be ſimilar to any thing, ſo ſar bodies will have no ſimilitude to ſoul. And this

forms the fourth and last hexad.

Hence we conclude, that ſoul is the cauſe of life, ſympathy, and motion to bodies; and,

in ſhort, of their being and preſervation: ſor ſoul ſubſisting, theſe are at the ſame time intro

duced; but not ſubſisting, they are at the ſame time taken away.

' lt it unneceſſary to obſerve, that the most divine of dogmas are unadapted to the ears oſ the

many, ſince Plato himſelf ſays that all theſe things are ridiculous to the multitude, but thought

worthy of admiration by the wiſe. Thus alſo, ſays Proclus, the Pythagoreans aſſert, that oſ diſ

courſes, ſome are mystical, and others to be expoſed in open day; and the Peripatetics, that ſome

are eſoteric, and others exoteric z and Pannenides himſelf wrote ſome things according to truth,

and others according to opinion ; and Zeno calls ſome diſcourſes true, and others uſeful. 'On-m

3; na' 51 Uuflwyopmt 'row 'lot/m', 'rous my EPaahov mal [wa'TU'Ol/F, 'rous at &WafflF-'OUQ 'tal 'it He 'row weptmz'rou,

'out her' t'wrtptnaug, 'rous 3' zfu'rtpmow, xar auro; HaFII-tvfflnsp 'ra my Via; amflflaw sword-e, 'm Te flye; him,

nati anuv 3: 'ral/5 [m- aMffltt; make; 'row Mymv, 'rous 3: Human;

The multitude therefore, ſays Proclus, are ignorant how great the power is of dialectic, and

that the end of this wandering is truth and intellect. For it is not poſſible for us to recur from

things last to ſuch as are firſt, except by a progrcſlion through the middle forms of life. For, as

our deſcent into the realms of mortality was effected through many media, the ſoul always pro

ceeding into that which is more compoſite, in like manner our aſcent muſt be accompliſhed

through various nicdia, the ſoul reſolving her compoſite order oſ life. ln the first place, there

ſore, it is requiſite to deſpiſe the ſenſes, as able to know nothing accurate, nothing ſame, but

poſſeſſing much of the conſuſed, the material, and the paſſtve, in conſequence of employing cer

tain instruments of this kind. Aſtet this it follows, that we ſhould diſmiſs imaginations, thoſe

winged ſlymphalidze of the ſoul, as alone poſllzll'ing aflgm-edintellection oſ things, but by no means

able to apprehend nnfigured and impartible form, and as impeding the pure and immaterial in

tellection of the ſoul, by intervening and diſturbing it in its investigations. In the third place,

we muſt entirely extirpate multiſorm opinions, and the wandering of the ſoul about theſe; for

they are not cnnverſant with the cauſes oſthings, nor do they procure ſor us ſcience, nor the par

ticipation ofa ſeparate intellect. In the fourth place, therefore, we must hastily return to the'

great ſea of the ſciences, and there, by thepſſistance of dialectic, ſurvey the diviſions and compoſi.

tions of theſe, and, in ſhort, the variety oſ ſorms in the ſoul, and through this ſurvey, unweaving

'our vital order, behold our dianoiitic part. After this, in the fifth place, it is requiſtte to ſeparate

ourſelves from compoſition, and contemplate by intellectual energy true beings : for intellect is=

more excellent than ſcience; and a life according to intellect is preferable to that which is accord-

ing to ſciknce. Many, therefore, are the wanderings of the ſoul: for one oſ theſe is in imagina

tions, another in opinions, and a third in the diunoiitic power. 'But a life according to intellect"

15'
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not be proper to make ſuch a request; for it is unbecoming, eſpecially for

an old man, to diſcourſe about things of this kind before many witneſſes.

For the many are ignorant that, without this diſcurſive progreſſron and

wandering through all things, it is impoſſible, by acquiring the truth, to

obtain the poſſeffion oſ intellect. I, therefore, 0 Parmenides, in conjunc

tion with Socrates, beg that you would undertake a diſcuffion, which I have

not heard for a long time. But Zeno having made this request, Antiphon

ſaid that Pythodorus related that he alſo, and Aristotle, and the rest who

were preſent, entreated Parmenides to exhibit that which he ſpoke of, and

not to deny their request. That then Parmenides ſaid, It is neceſſary to

comply with your entreaties, though I ſhould ſeem to myſelf to meet with

the fate of 'the Ibycean ' horſe, to whom as a Courſer, and advanced in years,

when about to contend in the chariot races, and fearing through experi

ence for the event, Ibycus comparing himſelf, ſaid-Thu: alſo I t/zat amſh

is alone inerratic. And this is the mystic port of the ſoul, into which Homer conducts Ulyſſes,

after an abundant wandering of life.

' Parmenides, as Proclus beautifully obſerves, well knew what the wandering ofthe ſoul is, not

only in the ſenſes, imaginations, and 01'"gions, but alſo in the dianoEtic evolutions of arguments.

Knowing this, therefore, and remembering the labours he had endured, he is afraid of again de

ſcending to ſuch an abundant wandering; like another Ulyſſes, after paſſing through various

regions, and being now in poſſeffion of his proper good, when called to certain ſimilar barbaric

battles, he is averſe, through long experience, to depart from his own country, as remembering

the difficulties which he ſustained in war, and his long eXtended wandering. Having, therefore,

aſcended to reaſoning from phantaſies and the ſenſes, and to intellect from reaſoning, he is very

properly afraid of a deſcent to reaſoning, and of the wandering in the dianoiitic part, lest he

ſhould in a certain reſpect become oblivious, and ſhould be drawn down to phantaſy and ſenſe.

For the deſcent from intellect is not ſafe, nor is it proper to depart from things full, lest we ſhould

unconſciouſly abide in thoſe of a ſubordinate nature. Parmenidec, therefore, being now eſta

bliſhed in the port of intellect, is averſe again to deſcend to a multitude of reaſonings from an

intellectual and ſimple form of energy. At the ſame lime, however, he does deſcend for the ſake

of benefitting ſecondary natures; for the very grace (xapugl itſelf is an imitation of the providence

of the Gods. Such, therefore, ought the deſcents of divine ſouls from the intelligible to be,

coming from divine natures, knowing the evils milk from wandering, and deſcending for the

benefit alone of fallen ſouls, and not to fill up a life ennmoured with generation, nor falling pro

foundly, nor agglutinating themſelves to the indeſinite forms of life. l only add, that lbycus,

from whom Parmenides borrows his ſimile of a horſe, was a Rhcginenſinn poet, and is mentioned

by Cicero in 'ſuſcuL nzciiion. lib. 4. Pauſan. Cormth. lib. 2. buidas and Ernſmus in Adagiis.

There are alſo two epigrums upon him in the Anthologia.

old,
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old, am comjze/led to return to t/ze ſubject: qf my love; in like manner, I

appear to myſelf to dread vehemently the preſent undertaking, when I call

to mind the ma'nner in which it is requifitc to ſwim over ſuch, and ſo great

a ſea of diſcourſe: but yet it is neceſſary to comply, eſpecially as it is the

request of Zeno, for we are one and the ſame. Whence then ſhall we

begin 1 ; and what ſhall we first of all ſuppoſe? Are you willing, ſince it

ſeems we must play a very ſerious game, that I ſhould begin from myſelf,

and my own * hypotheſis, ſuppoſing concerning t/ze one ig/'el , 'whet/ler the

ct one

1 Parmenideg, ſays Proclus, deſcending to the evolution of arguments, and to ſcientiſieally

diſcurſive cnergies from his intellectual place of ſurvey, and from a form of life without, to one

with habitude, aſks his participants whence he ſhall begin, and from what hypotheſis he ſhall

frame, his diſcourſe; not ſuſpending his intellect from their judgment *, for it is not lawful that

the energy of more excellent natures ſhould be meaſured from that of ſuch as are ſubordinate ;

but converting them to himſelf, and exciting them to a perception of his meaning, that he may

not inſert arguments in the stupid, as nature implants productive principles in bodies, but that

he may lead them to themſelves, and that they may be impelled to being in conjunction with him.

For thus intellect leads ſouls, not only elevating them together with itſelf, but preparing them to

allist themſelves. He exhorts, therefore, his participants to attend to themſelves, and to behold

whence he begins, and through what media he proceeds, but does not ſeek to learn from them

what is proper on the occaſion. That this is the caſe is evident from hence, that he does not

wait for their anſwer, but diſcourſes from that which appears to him to be best.

3 The one method of Parmenides aſſumcs one hypotheſis, and according to it frames the whole

diſcourſe, this hypotheſis not being one of many, as it may appear to ſome, but that which is

comprchcnſive of all hypotheſes, and is one pri0r to the many. For it unfolds all beings, and

the whole order of things, both intelligible and ſcnſiblc, together with the unities of them, and,

the one ineffitble unity, the fountain of all theſe. For lb: on' is the cauſe of all things, and from

flfis all things are generated in a conſequent order from the hypotheſis of Parmenides. But per

haps, ſays Proclus, ſome one may aſk us how Parmenides, who in his poems lings concerning true

uſ the one being, (To Zv cv), calls Ilu- o'lt his hypotheſis, and ſays that he ſhall begin from this his

Proper principle. Some then have ſaid that, Parmenides making being the whole ſubject of his

diſcuſſion, Plato, finding that tlvc one is beyond being and all eſſcnce, corrects Parmenides, and

repreſents him beginning from 'be out. For, ſay they, as Gorgias and Protagoras, and each of

the other perſons in his dialogues, ſpeak better in thoſe dialogues than in their own writings, ſo,

likewiſe, l'nrmenides is more philoſophic in Plato, and more proſound, than in his own compoſi

tions; ſince in the former he ſays, if tlve one is, it is not on: being, as alone (liſcourſing concerning

tlu' one, and not concerning om- lm'ng, or being characterized by tl-e one; and in the following

hypotheſcs he ſays, if the one is not; and lastly, infers that if the one is, or is not, all things are,

and are not. Parmenides, therefore, being Platonic, calls that his hypotheſis which ſuppoſes

v0L. in. r 'be
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one il, or culter/ter it is not, what ought to be the conſequence? That Zeno

ſaid, By all means. \Vh0 then (ſaid Parmenides) will anſwer to me P Will

the

r/u one. In anſwer to this it may be ſaid that it is by no means wonderful if Parmenides in his

poems appears to aſſert nothing concerning 'In on: : for it is ineffable, and he in his poems gene

ratcs all beings from the first being; but he might indicate ſomething concerning it, ſo far aa

this can be effected by diſcourſe, in his unwritten converſations with cho. Very properly, there

fore, does he call this buſineſs concerning 'be one his own hypotheſis. Proclus adds-if, how.

ever, it be requiſite to ſpeak more truly, we may fay, with our preceptor Syrianus, that Patme

nides begins indeed from (me being; (for the hypotheſis, if 'be one ſo', having the iſ together with

rlu one, belongs to this order of things), but that he recurs from one being to the one, clearly ſhow

ing that the one, properly ſo called, wills this alone, to be t/u on', and hastily withdraws itſelf

from being. He alſo ſhows that one being is the ſecond from this, proceeding to being through

ſubjection, but that 'be am itſelf is better than the it, and that if it is, together with the ii, it no

longer remains that which is properly ib; one. Hence, it is true that Parmenides makes true

bring, or the one bring, the ſubject of his hypotheſis, and alſo, that through this hypotheſis he

aſcends to tþe one itſelf, which Plato in the Republic denominates unhypothetic: for it is ne

ceſſary, ſays he, always to proceed through hypothefes, that aſcending, we may at length end in

the unhypothetic one ; ſince every hypotheſis is from a certain other principle. But if any one

ſhould make the hypotheſis the principle, we may ſay to ſuch a one, with Plato, that where the

principle is unknown, and the end and middle alſo conſist from things that are unknown, it is

not poſſible that a thing of this kind can be ſcience. He one alone, therefore, is the principle,

and is unhypothetic *, ſo that what is made the ſubject of hypotheſis is ſomething elſe, and not

'be one. But Plato aſcends from this to 'be m', as from hypotheſis to that which is unhypothetic.

Whence alſo it appears that the manner in which Parmenides managcs the diſcourſe is admirable.

For, if he had aſſumed the unhypothetic as an hypotheſis, and that which is without a principle as

from a principle, he would not have followed the method which ſays it is entirely neceſſary to

conſider what is conſequent to the hypotheſis. Or, if he had not aſſumed ib: on' as an hypo

theſis, but ſome one of the things more remote from 'be on', he could not eaſily have made a

tranſition to it, nor would he have unfolded to us ſpantaneoufly and without violence the cauſe

prior to being. That 'be one. therefore, might remain unhypothctic, and that at the ſame time

he might recur from a certain proper hypotheſis to 'be me, he makes the one being the ſubject of his

hypotheſis, which proximately ſubſists after 'In am, and in which, perhaps, that which is properly

'be on' primarily fubſists, as we ſhall ſhow at the end of the ſirst hypotheſis of this dialogue. And

thus he ſays that he begins from his own hypotheſis, which is lb: an' bring, and this is, U if 'be

on' it," and transferring himſelf to the unhypothetic, which is near to this, he unfolds the ſub

ſiflence of all beings from the unity which is exempt from all things. Whence, ſaying that he

ſhall make his own one the ſubject of hypotheſis, in evincing what things follow, and what do

not follow, at one time as uſing the one alone, he demonstrates the i', employing affirmations, -

but at another time he aſſumcs, together with 'be on', the conception of the it. But he every

where
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the youngest among you do this? For the labour will be very little for him

to anſwer what he thinks ; and his anſWer will at the ſame time afford me

a time for breathing in this arduons invcstigation. That then Aristotle

ſaid, I am prepared to attend you, O Parmenides; for you may call upon

me as being the youngest. Aſk me, therefore, as one who will anſwer you.

That Parmenides ſaid, Let us then begin. If one ' is, is it not true that

tlxe

where reaſons as looking to the on', either unparticipated, or participated, that he may ſhow that all

things are through 'be one, and that ſeparate from the one, they and their very being are obliteratcd.

' In the introduction to this Dialogue we have ſpoken concerning the number, and unfolded

the meaning of the hypotheſis about 'be one; let us, therefore, with Proclus, diſcuſs a few par

ticulars reſpecting principle, that we may more accurately understand the nature of 'be one.

The principle, therefore, of all beings and non-beings is called 'be one, ſince to be united is good

to all things, and is the greatest of goods; but that which is entirely ſeparated from 'be one is

evil, and the greatest of evils. For diviſion becomes the cauſe of diſlimilitude, and a privation

of ſympathy, and of a departure from a ſubſistence according to nature. Hence the principle of

wholes, as ſupplying all things with the greatest ofgoods, is the ſource of union to all things, and

is on this account called the m. Hence, too, we ſay that every principle, ſo far as it is allotted

this dignity in beings, is a certain mad or unity, and that what is most united in every order

ranks as first, placing this principle not in parts, but in wholes, and not in ſome one of the many,

but in the monads connectivc of multitude; and, in the next place, eſpecially ſurveying it ir

the ſummits, and that which is most united in monads, and according to which they are conjoined

with 'be one, are deiſied, and ſubſist without proceeding, in the one principle of all things.

Thus, for instance, (that we may illustrate this doctrine by an examplc,) we perceive many cauſes

of light, ſome of which are celestial, and others ſublunary; for light proceeds to our terrestrial

abode from material fire, from the moon, and from the other stars, and thin, ſo as to be different

according to the difference of its cauſe. But if we exPlore the one monad of all mundane light,

from which other lucid natures and ſources of light derive their ſubſistence, we ſhall find that it

is no other than the apparent orb of the ſun; for this orbicular body proceeds, as it is ſaid, from

an occult and fupermundane order, and diſſeminates in all mundane natures a light commenſurate

with each.

Shall we ſay then that this apparent body is the principle of light? But this is endued with

interval, and is diviſible, and light proceeds from the different parts which it contains 5 but we are

at preſent investigating the one principle of light. Shall we ſay, therefore, that the ruling ſoul

of this body generates mundane light? This indeed, produces light, but not primarily, for it is

itſelf multitude: and light contains a repreſentation of a ſimple and uniform ſubſistcuce. May

not intellect, therefore, which is the cauſe of ſoul, be the fountain of this light? Intellect,

indeed, is more united than ſoul, but is not that which is properly and primarily the principle of

light. It remains, therefore, that liar one of this intellect, its ſummit, and as it were flower, must

be the principle of mundane light: for this is properly the ſun which reigns over the viſible place,

P 2 and,
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the one will not be many ? For how can it be? It is neceſſary, therefore,

that

and, according to Plato in the Republic, is the offspring of the good ; ſince every unity proceeds

from thence, and every deity is the progeny of the unity of unities, and the fountain of the Gods.

And as the good is the principle of light to intelligiblcs, in like manner the unity of the ſolar order

is the principle of light to all viſible natures, and is analogous to t/x good, in which it is occultly

establiſhed, and from which it never departs.

But this unity having an order prior to the ſolar intellect, there is alſo in intellect, ſo far as

intellect, an unity participatcd from this unity, which is emitted into it like a ſeed, and through

which intellect is united with the unity or deity of the ſun. This, too, is the caſe with the foul

of the ſun; for this through 'be on: which ſhe contains, is elevated through ib: on: of intellect

as a medium, to the deity of the ſun. In like manner, with reſpect to the body of the ſun, we

r'nust understand that there is in this a certain echo as it were, of the primary ſolar one. For it is

neceſſary that the ſolar body ſhould participate of things ſuperior to itſelf 5 of ſoul according to

the life which is diſſeminated in it; of iptellcct according to its form; and of unity according

to its one, ſince ſoul participates both of intellect and this one, and participations are different

from the things which are participated. You may fay, therefore, that the proximate cauſe of

the ſolar light is this unity' of the ſolar orb.

Again, if we ſhould inveſligate the root as it were of all bodies, from which celestial and

ſublunary bodies, wholes and parts, bleſſom into existence, we may not improperly ſay that this

is Nature, which is the principle of motion and rest to all bodies, and which is cstablſhed in

them, whether they are in motion or at rest. But I mean by Nature, the one life of the world,

which being ſubordinate to intellect and ſoul, participates through theſe of generation. And

this indeed is more a principle than many and partial natures, but is not that which is properly

the principle of bodies; for this contains a multitude of powers, and through ſuch as are different,

governs different parts of the univerſe: but we are now invcstigating the one and common prin

ciple of all bodies, and not many and distributed principles. If, therefore, we wiſh to diſcover

'his one principle, we must raiſe ourſelves to that which is most united in Nature, to its flower,

and that through which it is a deity, by which it is ſuſpended from its proper fountain, connects,

unites, and cauſes the univerſe to have a ſympathetic conſent with itſelf. This one, therefore, is

the principle of all generation, and is that which reigns over the many powers of Nature, over

partial natures, and univerſally over every thing ſubject to the dominion of Nature.

In the third place, if we invcstigate the principle of knowledge, we ſhall find that it is neither

phantaſy nor ſenſe; for nothing impartible, immaterial, and unfigured is known by theſe. But

neither must we fay that doxallic or dianoiitic knowledge is the principle of knowledge; for

opinion does not know the cauſes of things, and the dianoe'tic power, though it knows cauſes,

yet apprehends the objects of its perception partially, and does not view the whole at once, nor

poſſeſs an energy collective and ſimple, and which eternally ſubſifls according to the ſame. Nor

yet is intellect the principle of knowledge: for all the knowledge which it contains ſubſiſls

indeed, at once, and is intranſitive and impartible. But if the knowledge of intellect was entirely

without multiplication, and proſoundly one, perhaps we might admit that it is the principle of

. knowledge.
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that-there ſhould neither be any part belonging to it, nor that it ſhould be a

' whole.

knowledge. Since however, it is not onl'y one but various, and contains a multitude oſ in

tellections; for as the objects oſ intellect are ſeparated from each other, ſo alſo intellectual con

ceptions,--this being the caſe, intellect is not the principle of knowledge, but this must be

aſcribed to 'be one oſ intellect, which is generative oſ all the knowledge it contains, and oſ all that

is beheld in the ſecondary orders of beings. For this being exempt from the many, is the

principle oſ knowledge to them, not being of ſuch a nature as the ſameneſs oſ intellect 3 ſince this

is coordinate to dſſrmre, and is ſubordinate to eſſence. But the one tranſcends and is connective

ofan intellectual eſſence. Through this on: intellect is a God, but not through ſameneſs, nor

through eſſcnce: for in ſhort intellect ſo far as intellect is not a God; ſince otherwiſe a partial

intellect would be a God. And the peculiarity of intellect is to understand and contemplate

beings, and to judge; but oſ a God to conſer unity, to generate, to energize providentially, and

every thing of this kind. Intellect, therefore, by that part of itſelf which is not intellect is

aGod, and by that part oſitſelſwhich is not a God, it is a divine intellect. And this unity

oſintellect knows itſelſindeed, ſo fur as it is intellectual, but becomes intoxicated as it is ſaid

with nectar, and generates the whole of knowledge, ſo far as it is the flower of intellect, and

a ſupereſſcntial one. Again, therefore, investigating the principle of knowledge, we have

aſcended to the one; and not in theſe only, but in every thing elſe in a ſimilar manner, we

ſhall find monads the leaders of their proper numbers, but the unities of monads ſubſisting

as the moſt proper principles oſ things. For every where flye on: is a principle, and you may ſay

concerning this principle, what Socrates ſays in the Phaedrus, viz. 4' a principle is unhegotten."

For if no one of total forms can ever fail, by a much greater neceſſity the one principle of each

must be preſerved, and perpetually remain, that about this every multitude may ſubſist, which

originates in an appropriate manner ſrom each. _ It is the ſame thing, therefore, to ſay unity and

principle, if principle is every where that which is most characterized by unity. Hence he who

diſcourſes about every out, will diſcourſe about principles. The Pythngoreans, therefore, thought

proper to call every incorporcalcſſcncc one; but a corporeal and in ſhort partible eſſence, they

denominated other. So that by conſidering tlu one, you will not deviate from the theory of

incorporeal eſſences, and unitics which rank as principles. For all the unities ſubſist in, and are

profoundly united with each other; and their union is far greater than the communion and ſame

neſs which ſnbſist in beings. For in theſe there is indeed a mutual mixture of ſorms, ſimilitude

and friendſhip, and a participation oſ each other; but the union oſ the Gods,.as being a union of

unities, is much more uniform, ineſſable and tranſcendent: for here all are in all, Which does not

take place in forms or ideas'; and their unmingled purity and the characteristic oſ. each, in a

manner ſar ſurpaſſing the diverſity in ideas, preſerve their natures unconſuſcd, and distinguiſh

their peculiar powers. Hence ſome oſ them are more univerſal, and others more partial; ſome

oſ them are characterized according to pcrmancncy, others according to progreffion, and others

according to convcrſion. Some again, arc generative, others anagogic,, or endued with a power

of leading things back to their cauſes, and others demiurgic; and, in ſhort, there are different

* For in theſe- all' are in each, but not all in all.

9 characteristics.
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whole '. \Vh_r? Is not a part a part of a whole? Certainly. But what

is

characteristics of different God', viz. the connective, perfective, demiurgic, affimilative, and ſuch

others as are celebrated poſierior to theſe, ſo that all are in all, and yet each is at the ſame time

ſeparate and distinct.

indeed, Proclus adds, we obtain a knowledge of their union and characteristics from the

snatures by which they are patticipated: for, with reſpect to the apparent Gods, we ſay that

there is one ſoul of the ſun, and another of the earth, directing our attention to the apparent

bodies oſ theſe divinities, which poſſeſs much variety in their cſſcncc, powers, and dignity among

wholes. As, therefore, we apprehend the difference of incorporeal eſſences from ſenſible inſpec

tion, in like manner, from the variety of incorporeal eſſences, we are enabled to know ſomething

of the unmingled ſeparation of the first and ſuperetſential unities, and of the characteristics of

each z for each unity has a multitude ſuſpended from its nature, which is either intelligible alone,

or at the ſame time intelligible and intellectual, or intellectual alone ; and this last is either par

eipated or not participated, and this again is either ſupermundane or mundane: and thus far does

the progreflion of the unities extend. Suri/eying, therefore, the extent of every incorporcal hypo.

staſis which is distributed under them, and the mutation proceeding according to meaſure from the

occult to that which is ſeparated, we believe that there is alſo in the unities themſelves idiom and

order, together with union: for, from the difference of the participants, we know the ſeparation

which ſubſiſts in the things participated; ſince they would not poſſeſs ſuch a difference with re

ſpect to each other if they participated the ſame thing without any variation. And thus much

concerning the ſubſistence of the firſt unities, and their communion with, and ſeparation from,

each other, the latter of which was called by the antient philoſophers, idiom, and the former,

union, contradistinguiſhing them by names derived from the ſameneſs and difference which ſubſist

in eſſences. For theſe unities are ſupereſſential, and, as ſome one ſays, are flowers and ſummits.

However, as they contain, as we have obſerved, both union and ſeparation, Parmenides, diſcufling

this, that he may ſupernal-ly unfold all their progreflion from the exempt unity, the cauſe of all

things, aſſumes as an hypotheſis his own one. But this is the one which is beheld in beings, and

this is beheld in one reſpect as the one, and in another as participated by being. He alſo preſerves

that which has a leading dignity, ſurveying it multiſarioufly, but varies that which is conſcquent,

that through the ſameneſs of that which leads, he may indicate the union of the divine unities:

for whichcver of theſe you receive, you will receive the ſame with the rest; becauſe all are in

each other, and are rooted in the one. For as trees by their ſummits are rooted in the earth,

and are earthly according to theſe, after the ſame manner, divine natures are by their ſummits

rooted in the me, and each of them is an enad and one, through unconfuſed union with 'be one.

But through the mutation of that which is conſequent, Parmenides at one time aſſumes whole, at

another time figure, and at another ſomething elſe, and theſe either affirmatively or negativelb

according to the ſeparation and idiom of each of the divine orders. And, through that which i'

conjoined from mad and what is conſequent, he indicates the communion, and at the ſame

time unmingled purity of each of the divine natures. Hence, one thing is the leader, but

many the things conſequent, and many are the things conjoined, and many the hypotheſes.

Parmenide',
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is a whole? Is not that to which no part is wanting a whole? Entirely ſo.

From

Parmenides, alſo, through the hypotheſis of the one being, at one time recurs to 'In an: which is

prior to the participared unities, at another time diſcuſſes the extent of the unities which are in

beings, and at another time diſcovers that ſubſistence of them which is ſubordinate to being.

Nor must we wonder that there ſhould be this union, and at the ſame time ſeparation, in the

divine unities. For thus alſo we are accustOmed to call the whole of an intellectual eſſence im

partible and one, and all intellects one, and one all, through ſameneſs which is collective and con

nective of every intellectual hypoſiaſis. But if we thus ſpeak concerning theſe, what ought we

to think of the unities in beingsl Must it not be that they are tranſcendently united? that their

commixture cannot be ſurpaſſed ? that they do riot proceed from the ineſſable adytum of 'be am P

and that they all poſſeſs the form of the um? Every where, therefore, things first poſſeſs the

form oſ their cauſe. Thus, the first of bodies is most vital, and is ſimilar to ſoul; the first of

ſouls has the form of intellect; and the firſt intellect is a God. So that the first of numbers is

uniform and enadic, or characterized by unity, and is ſupereſſential as the am. Hence, it' they

are unities and number, there is there both multitude and union.

Again, the ſſopc of this first hypotheſis, as we have obſerved in the Introduction, is concern

ing the first God alone, ſo far as he is generative of the multitude of Gods, being himſelf exempt

from this multitude, and uncoordinated with his offspring. Hence, all things are denied of thie

one, as being establiſhed above, and exempt from, all things, and as ſcattering all the idioms of

the Gods, at the ſame time that he is uncircumſcribed by all thinge. For he is not a certain one,

but ſtmply one, and is neither intelligible nor intellectual, but the ſource of the ſubſiſience of both

the intelligible and intellectual unities. For it is requiſite in every order which ranks as a prin

ciple that imparticipahle and primary form ſhould be the leader of participated multitude. Thus,

immaterial are prior to material forms. Thus, too, a ſeparate life, unmingled, and ſubſisting

from itſelf, is prior to the life which ſubſrſis in another z for every where things ſubſistingin them

ſelves precede thoſe which give themſelves up to ſomething elſe. Hence, imparticipable ſoul,

which revolves in the ſupercclestial place, is the leader, iceording to eſſence, of the multitude of

ſouls, and of thoſe which are distributed in bodies. And one, imparticipable intellect, ſeparate,

eternally establiſhed in itſelf, and ſupernally connecting every intellectual eſſence, precedes the

multitude oſ intellects. The first intelligible alſo, unmingled, and uniformly establiſhed in itſelf,

is expanded above the multitude of intelligibles. For the intelligible which is in every intellect

is different ſrom that which is establiſhed in itſelf; and the latter is intelligible alone, but the

former is intelligible as in intellectuals. The imparticipable one, therefore, is beyond the many

and partieipated unities, and is exempt, as we have before ſaid, from all the divine orders. Suchi

then, is the ſcope of the first hypotheſis, viz. to recur from the one being, or in other words, the

first and highest being, to that which is truly the one, and to ſurvey how he is exempt from

wholes, and how he is connumerated with none of the divine orders.

ln the next place, let us conſider what mode of diſcourſe is adapted to ſuch a theory, and how

the interpretation of what is before us may be properly undertaken. It appears, then,.that this

can
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From both theſe conſequences, therefore, tile one would be compoſed of

parts,

can only be effected by energizing logically, intellectually, and at the ſame time divinely, that we

may be able to apprehend the demonstrative power of Parmenides, may follow his intuitive per.

ceptions which adhere to true beings, and may in a divinely inſpired manner recur to the in

effable and uncircumſcribed coſenſation oſ t/Je one. For we contain the images of first cauſes, and

participate of total ſoul, the intellectual extent, and of divine unity. lt is rcquiſite, therefore,

that we ſhould excite the powers of theſe which we contain, to the apprehenlion of the things

propoſed. Or how can we become near to the one, unleſs by exciting t/Je one of our ſoul, which is

as it were an image of the ineffable one ? And how can we cauſe this one and flower of the ſoul

to diffuſe its light, unleſs we first energize according to intellect ? For intellectual energy leads

the ſoul to the tranquil energy according to 'be om- which we contain. And how can we perfectly

obtain intellectual energy, unleſs we proceed through logical conceptions, and prior to more lim

ple intellections, employ ſuch as are more compoſite ? Demonstrativc power, therefore, is requi

lite in the affumptions ; but intellectual energy in the investigations of beings z (for the orders of

being are denied of the one) and a divindly-inſpired impulſe in the coſenſation of that which

is exempt from all beings, that we may not unconſcioufly, through an indefinite phantaſy, be led

from negations to non-being, and its dark immenſity. Let us, therefore, by exciting ib: one

which we contain, and through this, cauſing the ſoul to revive, conjoin ourſelves with ib: one

itſey; and establiſh ourſelves in it as in a port, standing above every thing intelligible in our na

ture, and diſmiſſmg every other energy, that we may aſſociate with it alone, and may, as it were,

dance round it, abandoning thoſe intellections of the ſoul which are employed about ſecondary

concerns. The mode of diſcourſe, then, must be of this kind, viz. logical, intellectual, and en

theastic: for thus only can the propoſed hypotheſis be apprehended in a becoming manner.

In the third place, let us conſider what the negations are, and whether they are better or worſe

than affirmations: for affirmation appears to all men to be more venerable than negation; nega

tion, ſay they, being a privation, but affirmation the preſence and a certain habit of form. To

forms, indeed, and to things invested with form, affirmation is better than negation; ſor it

is neceſſary that their own habit ſhould be preſent with forms, and that privation ſhould be ab

ſent, and, in ſhort, to be is more accommodated to beings than not to be, and affirmation than

negation : for being is the paradigm of affirmation, but non-being of negation. But it is not

immaniſest how Plato in the Sophista ſays that non-being, by which he means tlffrmce, is related

to being, and that it is not leſs than being. Since, however, mit-[ning is multiſarious, one kind

ſubſisting as more excellent than, another as coordinated with, and a third as a privation of,

being, it is evident that we may alſo ſpeculate three ſpecies of negations; one above affirmation,

number inferior to affirmfltion, and a third in a certain reſpect equal to it. Aflirmation, there

fore, is not always uniformly more excellent than negotion, ſince, when negation ſpeaks of that

non-being which is above being, affirmatinn is allotted -the ſecond order. But ſince this non

being is alſo twofold, one kind being participated by being, viz. the divine unities, the immediate

progeny of the am', and the other, viz. the ineſſable principle oſ things, not being connumerated

with
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parts, being a whole and poſſeſſing parts? It is neceſſary it ſhould be ſo.

And

with any being, it is evident that to this latter affirmation is not by any means adapted, and that

to the former negation more properly belongs than affirmation; though in a certain reſpefl

affirmation is adapted to this ſo ſar as it communicates with being. However, though nothing

can be truly ſaid of that non-being which is uneoordinated with being, yet negation may be more

properly aſſerted of it than affirmation; for,as affirmations belong to beings, ſo negationa to non

being. In ſhort, affirmation wiſhes to be converſ'ant witha certain form ; and when the ſoul ſays that

one thing is preſent to another, and makes an affirmation, it adduces ſome of the kindred natures

which it contains. But the first cauſe of all is above form, and it is not proper to introduce to

it any thing belonging to ſecondary natures, nor transſer to it things adapted to us: for we ſhall

thus deceive ourſelves, and not aſſert what the first is. We cannot, therefore, in a becoming

manner employ affirmations in ſpeaking of this cauſe, but rather negations of ſecondary natures;

for affirmations hasten to know ſomething of one thing as preſent with another. But that which

is first is unknown by the knowledge which is connate with beings, and nothing can be admitted as

belonging to, or preſent with, it, but rather as not preſent : for it is exempt from all compoſition

and participation. To which we may add, that affirmations manifest ſomething definite; for

non-man is more infinite than man. The incomprehenſible and uncircumſcribed nature of 'be

me is therefore more adapted to be manifested through negations: for affirmations may be ſaid to

vanquiſh beings, but negations poſſeſs a power of expanding from things circumſcribed to the

uncircumſcribed, and from things distributed in proper boundaries to the indeſinite. Can it,

therefore, be ſaid that negations are not more adapted to the contemplation of 'be me i' For it'

ineffable, incomprehenſible, and unknown nature can alone through theſe be declared, if it be

lawful ſo to ſpeak, to partial intellectual conceptions ſuch as ours. Negalions, therefore, are better

than aſlirmations, and are adapted to ſuch as are aſcending from the partial to the total, from the

coordinated to the uncoordinated, and from the circumſcribed and vanquiſhed form of knowledge

to the uncircumſcribed, ſingle, and ſimple form of energy.

In the fourth place, let us conſider how, and after what manner, negations are adapted to the

first cauſe. They must not then be adapted as in things capable of receiving negation, but yet

which do not receive it, as if we ſhould ſay that Socrates is not white: for, in ſhort, the on: does

not receive any thing, but is exempt from every being, and all participation. Nor, again, muſt

negation be adapted to 'be one, as in that which in no reſpect receives negation, which poſſeſſes a

privation of it, and is unmingled with form; as if any one ſhould ſay that a line is not white,

becauſe it is without any participation of whiteneſs. For that which is first is not ſimply divulſed

from its negations; nor are theſe entirely void of communion with 'be one, but they are thence

produced: nor can it be ſaid that, as whiteneſs neither generates a line, nor is generated by it, ſo

things posterior to t/J: out neither generate 'In one, nor are generated by it; for they thence

derive their ſubſistence. Nor yet must negation be applied according to that middle mode, in

which wc ſay, that things do not receive indeed, but are the cauſes to others in which they are

inherent, of receiving affirmation; as, for in? v;ice, motion is not moved, but that which is in

motion. Negation, therefore, is predicated of it, viz. the not being moved, though other things

VOL. m. A ate
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And ſo both ways Me one will be many, and not one. True. But it is ne

ceſſary

are moved through it. And, in ſhort, every paſſwn is itſelf impaſſivc; ſince, being ſimple, it

either is or is not. But that which ſuffers, or the paſſive ſubject, is through paſſion a compoſite.

Negations, therefore, are not after this manner denied oſ 'be one; for neither is the one ingene

rated in any thing, but is the cauſe oſ all the affirmations, the negations oſ which we introduce

to it; but it is by no means ingeneratcd in thoſe things oſ which it is the cauſe. It may be con

cluded, therefore, that as the on: is the cauſe of wholes, ſo negations are the cauſes oſ affirma

tions; whence ſuch things as the ſecond hypotheſis affirms, the first denies. For all thoſe

affirmations proceed 'from theſe negations ; and the one is the cauſe oſ all things, as being prior to

all things: for, as ſoul, being incorporeal, produces body, and as intellect, by not being ſoul, gives
ſubſistence to ſoul, ſo the one, being void vof multitude, gives ſubſistence to all multitude, and, being

without number and figure, produces number and figure; and in a ſimilar manner with reſpect

to other things: for it is no one of the natures which it produces; ſince neither is any other cauſe

the ſame with its progeny- But if it is no one oſ the natures to which it gives ſubſiſience, and at

the ſame time gives ſubſistence to all things, it is no one of all things. _ If, therefore, we know

all things affirmatively, we maniſest the one negatively, by denying every thing of it; and ſo this

form of negation is generativc of the multitude of affirmations. Thus, the unfigured, when

applied to the one, is not like that of matter, which is beheld according to a privation oſ figure,

but it is that which generate: and produces the order which ſubſists according to figure.
i With reſpect to matter, therefore, negations arc worſe than affirmations, becauſe they are pri

vations, but affirmations are participations of which matter is eſſentially deprived. But, with re

ſpect to beings, negations are conjoined with affirmations: and when applied to 'be one, they

ſignify tranſcendency of cauſe, and are better than affirmations. Hence, ncgations of things

ſubordinate are verified in cauſes postcrior to the one. Thus, when we ſay that the ſoul neither

ſpeaks nor is ſilent, we do not aſſert theſe things reſpecting it as of stones and pieces oſ wood, or

any other inſenſible thing, but as of that which is generative in an animal of both voice and

ſilence. And again, we ſay that nature is neither white nor black, but uncoloured, and without

interval. But is ſhe without theſe in the ſame manner as matter? By no means : for (he is

better than the things denied. But ſhe is uncoloured, and without interval, as generative of all.

various colours and intervals. In the ſame manner, therefore, we ſay that the monad is wzthout

number, not as being ſubordinate to numbers and indeſinite, but as generating and bounding

numbers. 1 mean the first monad, and that which we ſay contains all the forms of numbers.

All, therefore, that is denied oſ 'be one, proceeds from it : for it is neceſſary that it ſhould be none

of all things, that all things may be its offspring. Hence, it appears that Plato often denies of

'be one things which are oppoſite to each other, ſuch as that it is neither who/e not part, neither

flame nor dzffirmt, neither permanmt nor in motion : for it is expanded above all habitude, and is

pure from every duad, being the cauſe of all the multitude oſ theſe, of twofold coordinations, oſ

the first duad, and of all habitude and oppoſition. For nature is the cauſe of all corporeal oppo

ſitions, the ſoul of all vital cauſes, and intellect of the genera pertaining to ſoul. But the one is

ſimply the cauſe of all diviſions: for it cannot be ſaid that it is the cauſe of ſome, and not the

cauſe
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0

ceſſary that it ſhould not be many, but one. It is neceſſary 3. Hence, it

will

cauſe of others. The cauſe, however, of all oppoſition is not itſelf oppoſed to any thing: ſor, if

it were, it would be rcquiſite that there ſhould be ſome Other cauſe of this oppoſition, and tl':

one would no longer be the cauſe of all things. Hence, negations are generative of affirmations:

thoſe which are affirmed in the first hypotheſis of thoſe which are invefligated in the ſecond: for

whatever the ſirst cauſe generates in the ſirst hypotheſis is generated and proceeds in its proper

order in the ſecond. And thus the order of the Gods ſubſisting from exempt unity is demon

ſhared.

But here, perhaps, ſome one may aſk us whether we uſe negations through the imbecility of

human nature, which is not able ſirmly to apprehend the ſimplicity of t/u one, through a certain

projection of intellect, and adheſive viſion and knowledge? or whether natures better than out

ſoul know i/Je one negatively in an analogous manner? We reply, therefore, that intellect by its

perceptions which are conjoincd with forms, knows forms, and comprehends intelligibles, and

this is a certain aſſirmativc knowledge: for that which it, approaches to that whirl: is, and intellect

is that which it understands through the intellectual perception of itſelf. But, by an unity above

intellect, it is conjoined with the one, and through this union knows 'be one, by not being that

which is being. Hence, it knows the one negatively: for it poſſeſſcs a twofold knowledge, one

kind as intellect, the other as not intellect ; one as knowing itſelf, the other becoming inebriated,

as ſome one ſays, and agitated with divine ſury from nectar; and one ſo far as it is, but the

other ſo ſar as it is not, Much-celebrated intellect itſelf, therefore, poſſeſſcs both a negative and

affirmative knowledge of t/ae one. But if intellect, divine ſouls alſo, according to their ſummits

and unities, energize enthuſiastically about to' one, and are eſpecially divine ſouls on account of

this energy ; but, according to their irth/ltctual powers, they are ſuſpended from intellect, round

which they harmonically dance. According to their rational powers they know themſelves, pre

ſervc their own eſſence with purity, and cvolve the productive principles which they contain ; but,

according to thoſe powers which are characterized by opinion, they comprehend and govern in a

becoming manner all ſenſible natures. And all the other kinds of knowledge which they poſſeſs

are indeed affirmative: for they know beings as they are 5 and this is the peculiarity of affirma

tion. But the cuthuſiastic energy about the one is in theſe a negative knowledge: for they do

not know that [be am is, but that he rs NOT, according to that which is better than the is. The

intellection, however, of that which is not, is negntion. If, therefore, both divine ſouls and much

celebrated intellect itſelf knew 'be one through negation, what occaſion is there to deſpiſe the im

becility of our ſoul, earnestly endeavouring to manifest negatively its uncircumſcribed nature?

For nothing pertaining to t/ufiſst is ſuch as we are accustomed to know, i. e. a certain quality

of a thing, as Plato ſays in his ſecond Epistle. This, however, is the cauſe of every thing beau

tiſul in the ſoul, viz. to investigate the characteristic of the first, to commit in a becoming man.

ner the knowledge of him to the reaſoning power, and to excite t/n one which we contain, that,

if it be lawful ſo to ſpeak, we may know the ſimilar by the ſimilar, ſo far as it is poſſible to be

known by our order: for, as by opinion we know the objects of opinion, and by the dianor'fitic

A; power
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will neither be a whole, nor poſſeſs parts, iſ the one is one. It will not.

If,

power dianoEtic objects, and as by our intellectual part we know that which is intelligible, ſo by

our an: we know 'in me.

Again, in the ſiſth place, let us conſider whether Plato denies all things oſ 'be on', or, if not

all, what thoſe are which he denies, and why he proceeds as ſar as to theſe. But in the first

place, it will, perhaps, be proper to-enumerate all the particulars which in the first hypotheſis are

denied of the ont. Theſe then are in order a' follow = that it is not many; that it is neither whole

nor part; that it has neither a beginning, nor middle, nor end ; that it has no boundary; that it

is without figure 5 is neither in another nor in itſelf 3 is neither in motion nor at rest; is

neither ſame nor different; is neither ſimilar nor diſſimilar; is neither equal, nor greater nor

leſſer, is neither older nor younger; that it participates in no reſpect of generation or time; that

neither does it participate of being; that it cannot be nam'd, and is not effable; and that it is

neither the object of opinion nor ſcience. Theſe, then, are briefly what the firſt hypotheſis denies

oſ 'be me; but why theſe alone, we now propoſe to invefligate: for Proclus informs us, that to

ſome philoſophers prior to him this was a ſubject of much doubt. Some, ſays he, were oſ opi.

nion, that whatever the ten categories of Aristotle contain is enumerated in theſe negations.

However, as he justly obſerves, not theſe alone, but many other things are contained under the

ten categories, which are not mentioned by Parmenides. Others aſſerted, that theſe negation'

were comprehended in' the ſive genera of being, viz. eſſence, ſameneſs, and difference, motion,

and permanency. However, not theſe only are denied oſ 'In one, but likewiſefigure, 'be whole,

time, numb'r, and the ſinu'lar, and the diſſimilar, which are not genera of being. But thoſe, ſay'

he, ſpeak the most probably who wiſh to ſhow that all theſe negations ſubſist in the monad. For

the monad contains occultly many things, ſuch as whole, and parts, and figures, and is both in

itſelſ and in another, ſo far as it is preſent to whatever proceeds from itſelf. It alſo is perma

nent and is moved, abiding and at the ſame time proceeding, and, in being multiplied, never de

parting from itſelf : and in a ſimilar manner other things may be ſhown to belong to the monad.

That theſe things indeed ſubſist in the monad may be readily granted, and alſo, that the monad

is an imitation of intellect, ſo that by a much greater priority all theſe are cauſally comprehended

in intellect- Hence, theſe things are denied of 'In on', becauſe it is above intellect and every

'intellectual eſſence. For theſe things, ſays Proclus, Parmenides alſo ſurveying in his verſes con

_ cerning true being, ſays, that it contains the ſphere, and the whole, the ſame, and the different.

For he celebrates true being as ſimilar to a perfect ſphere, every where equal from the middle,

'nd rejoicing in revolving manſion. He alſo denominates it perfectly entire and unmoved. So

that all theſe ſubſist primarily in intellect, but ſecondarily, and after the manner oſ an image, in

the monad' Hid every thing ſenſible, phyſically in this, and mathematically in that. For intellect

is an intelligible ſphere, the monad a dianodtie ſphere, and this world a ſenſible ſphere, bearing

in itſelf the images of the perpetual Gods.

However, the patrons of this opinion cannot aſſign the cauſe why the particulars which Par

menicles denies are alone affirmed, but by no means neither more nor leſs. For neither are theſe

things
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if', therefore, it has no part, it neither poſſeſſes beginning, middle, nor

end;

things alone in the monad, but many others alſo may be ſound, ſuch as the even and the odd,

and each of the forms ſubſisting under theſe. Why, therefore, theſe alone from among all are

aſſumed, they affign no clear reaſon. Our preceptor, therefore, Syrianus, ſays Proclus, is the only

one we are acquainted with who perfectly accords with Plato in the knowledge of divine con

cerns. He therefore perceived, that all ſuch things * as are affirmed in the ſecond are denied of

'In one in the ſirst hypotheſis 3 and that each of theſe is a ſymbol of a certain divine order; ſuch

as the many, the whole, figure, the being in itſelf and in another, and each of the conſequent

negations. For all things are not ſimilarly apparent in every order of being z but in one multitude,

and in another a different idiom of divine natures is conſpicuous. For, as we learn in the So

phistanbe one being, or, in other words, the highest being, has the first rank, who/e the ſecond, and

all the third. And in the thdrus, after the intelligible Gods, an eſſence without colour, with

outfigure, and without touch, is the first in order, ſolain' is the ſecond, andfigure the third ; and

in other things, in a ſimilar manner, an unſolding of different things takes place in a different

order of being. Iſ, therefore, all theſe things manifest the extent of the first being, but, accord

ing to Plato, tlx one is beyond all beings, with great propriety are theſe things alone denied of

tbe am. How each of theſe is distributed in the divine orders, we ſhall know more accurately in

the ſecond hypotheſis. lt is apparent, therefore, what are the particulars which are denied of 'be

one, and that ſo many alone are neceſſarily denied: for ſo many are the enumerated orders of

true beings. Thus much, however, is now evident, that all the negations are aſſumed from the

idiom of being, and not from the idiom of knowledge. For to will, and to deſire, and every

thing of this kind, are the peculiarities of vital beings; but to perceive intellectually, or diano

Etically, or ſenſibly, is the idiom of gnostic beings. But theſe negations are common to all beings

whatever. For the hypotheſis was, lf t/Jt one is, ſo many things will follow as negations oſ 'be

one, that at last it may be inferred if 'In on: is, this one i: not, as being better than the i: : for it

is the recipient of nothing, which is conſequent to the ir. And it appears that thoſe alone are

the things which belong to beings, ſo ſar as they are beings ; which the ſecond hypotheſis affirms,

and the first denies; and we ſhall not find things common to all beings, except theſe. But, of

theſe, the higher are more total, but the others more partial. Hence, by taking away the higher,

Plato alſo takes away thoſe in a following order, according to the hypotheſis. He has, therefore,

in a wonderful manner diſcovered what are the things conſequent to being, ſo far as being, as he

was willing to ſhow that 'be one is beyond all heings.

But if any one ſhould think that this hypotheſis collects things impoſſible, he ſhould call to

mind what is written' in the Sophista, in which the Eleatean guest examines the aſſertion of Par

menides concerning being, and clearly ſays that 'be an: trully ſo called must neceffiz'ily be impar

tible, or without parts (GHSFEC my; d'rr 'ro ii; aAnSu; ty). So that, this being granted, all the concluſions

oſ the first hypotheſis must unavoidably follow, as in every reſpect true, and as alone according

with that which is truly lb: me. For it is abſurd to admit that true being has a ſuhſistence, and

* Viz. Such things as are reſpectively characteristic of the divine order'

not
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end4 ; for ſuch as theſe Would be its parts? Right. But end and begin

ning

not only true being, but alſo the truly equal, the truly beautiful, and every other form, but that

the true one ſhould no where ſubſist, but ſhould be a name alone, 'though by this all beings are

preſerved and have a ſubſistence. But iſ it is, it is evident that it is not many: for it would not

be the true one, iſ it were replete with any thing; ſince the many are not one. Iſ, therefore, it

is not many, again the whole oſ the ſirst hypotheſis will follow, this being aſſumcd; and it is by

no means proper to accuſe it as aſſerting impoſſibilities.

Again, in the ſixth place, let us conſider concerning the order oſ the negations: for, iſ they

originate ſupernally and from things first, how does he first oſ all take away the many, and, in

the last place, being, and even the one itſelf? The one, therefore, appears to us to be more vene

rable than multitude, and bing itſelf as among beings is most venerable. But iſ they originate

from things last, how, after the genera of being, does he aſſume the ſimilar and diſſimilar, the

equal and unequal, the greater and the leſſer? For theſe are ſubordinate to the genera oſ being.

It is better, therefore, to ſay, that he begins ſupernally, and proceeds through negations as

far as to the laſt oſ things. For thus alſo in the Phaedrus, denying of the ſummit of the intellectual

orders, things conſequent to, and proceeding from it, he makes the ablation, beginning ſuper

nally; in the first place, aſſerting that it is without colour, in the next place, without figure,

and, in the third place, without contact. For here colour ſymbolically ſignifies that middle order

oſ the intelligible and at the ſame time intellectual Gods, which is called by theologists ſynoehihe

(in/vapour) or connectiw; but figure indicates the extremity of that order, which is denominated

telfſiurgic, (unwary-wan) or the/hurte aſ perfection; and tontact ſignifies the intellectual order. In

like manner here alſo the negations begin ſupernally, and proceed together with the ſeries of the

divine orders, of all which the one is the generative ſource. But that at the end he ſhould take

away the one itſelf, and being, is by no means wonderful. For, iſ we follow the whole order of

the diſcourſe, this will become most apparent. For it is immediately evident, that in affirmative

concluſions it is requiſite to begin from things most allied, and through theſe to evince things

leſs allied, which are conſequent; but in negative concluſions it is neceſſary to bcgin from things

most foreign, and through theſe to ſhow things leſs foreign, which are not conſequent to the

hypotheſis. For it is requiſite, ſays Plato, that thoſe who uſe this method ſhould begin from

things most known. Hence he first denies many oſ the one, and last of all the one that ir, which

is by poſition most allied to the one, but is participated by eſſence, and on this account is a certain

one, and not ſimply one. Hence it is neceſſary, ſince the concluſions are negative, that ſithe begin

ning oſ all the hypotheſis ſhould be not many, and the end not one.

In the ſeventh place, let us conſider what we are to understand by the many, which Plato first

denies of the one. Some of the antients then, ſays Proclus, aſſert that multitude of every kind is

here taken away from the me, becauſe the one tranſcends all multitude, both intelligible and

ſenſible. But theſe ſhould recollect, that in the ſecond hypotheſis the many is affirmed. What

ſenſible multitude then can we behold there ? For all things are aſſerted of true beings, becauſe

the one is there equal to being. Others more venerable than theſe aſſert that intellect/ral multitude

is denied of the one. For the first cauſe, ſay they, is one without multitude; intellect, one many;
a ſoul,
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ning are the bounds of every thing? How ſhould they not? T/ze one,

therefore,

ſoul, on: and many, through its diviſible nature, being indigent of copula; body, many and one, as

being a diviſiblc nature characterized by multitude z and matter, many alone. This many, therefore,

viz. intellectual multitude, Parmcnides takes away from the first cauſe, that he may be one alone,

and above intellect. lt is proper, therefore, to aſk theſe, what intellect they mean P For, iſ that _

which is properly intellect, and which is ſecondary to the intelligible, not only the one is beyond1

intelleflual multitude, but the intelligible alſo, as being better than intellect. But if they call

the whole of an intelligible eſſence intellect, as was the caſe with the followers of Plotinus, they

are ignorant of thediſſcrcnce which ſubſists in the Gods, and of the generation of things pro

ceeding according to meaſure. Other philoſophers, therefore, more entheaſiic than theſe, diſ

milling ſenſible, and not even admitting intellectual multitude, ſay that prior to the intellectual

numbers are the intelligible monads, from which every intellectual multitude and the many

divided orders are unfolded into light. Plato, therefore, takes away from the one, the multitude

which is intelligible, as ſubſiſiing proximately after the one, but he does not take away intellectual

multitude. For it is by no mentis wonderful that t/n on: ſhould be exempt from intellectual

multitude, above which the intelligible monads alſo are expanded. And hence the diſcourſe,

being divine, recurs to certain more ſimple cauſes. It is neceſſary however to understand that.

there are many orders in intelligibles, and that three triads are celebrated in them by theologists,

as we ſhall ſhow when we come to the ſecond hypotheſis. But, if this be admitted, it is evident

that theſe many must be the first and intelligible multitude: for theſe ſo far as many alone ſubſist

from t/Je one; and from theſe the triadic ſupernally proceeds as far as to thc last of things in the

intellcctual, ſupcrmundane, and ſenſible orders; and whatever is allotted a being participates of

this triad. Hence, ſome of the antients, aſcending as far as to this order, conſidered its ſummit

as the ſame with tlve one. We must either, therefore, admit that 'be many which are now denied

of [lie one ſubſist according to (he intelligible multitude, or that they are the firſt multitude in the

intelligible and at the ſame time intellectua] orders. Indeed, the many unities are not in the in

telligible Gods, but in thoſe immediately posterior to them. For there is one unity in each intelli

gible triad; but the multitude of unities is first apparent in the first order of the intelligible and

at the ſame time intellectual chs. Thus much, therefore, must now be admitted, that Plato

exempts I/Jt one from all the tnultitudc of theſe unities, as being generative of and giving ſubſistencc

to it; and this he does, by aſſuming from otir common conceptions that the one is not many. But

at the end of the hypotheſis, he takes away intelligible multitude itſelf from the one, conjoining

the end with the beginning t for he there ſhows that the one is not bring, according to which the

intelligible order is characterized.

It is likewiſe neceſſary to obſerve, that Plato does not think that the aſſertion, * t/u one is not

many,' requires demonstrntion, or any confirmation of its truth; but he aſſumes it according to

common and unpervcrted conception. For, in ſpeculations concerning the first cauſe of all

things, it is eſpecially neceſſary to excite common conceptions; ſince all things are fpontaneoufly

arranged after it, and without labour, both ſuch as energize according to intellect, and thoſe

that encrgize according to nature only. And, in ſhort, it is neceſſary that the indemonstrable

ſhould.
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therefore, is infinite5, if it has neither beginning nor end? Infinite. And

without

ſhould be the principle of all demonstration, and that common conceptions ſhould be the leader,

of demonstrations, as alſo geometricians aſſert. But there i' nothing more known and clear to

us than that 'be am is not many.

3 It is neceſſary, ſays Proclus, that the first negation of th' one ſhould be that it is not many;

for the me is first generative of the many', ſince, as we have before obſerved, the firſt and the

highest multitude proceeds from the one. But the ſecond negation after this is, that the one is

neither a whole, nor has any part : for it gives ſubſistence to this order, in the ſecond place, after

the first multitude. This will be evident from conſidering in the first place logically, that in ne.

gative concluſions, when through the ablation of that which preccdcs we collect a negative con

cluſion, that which precedes is more powerful; but that when through the ablation of that which

is conſequent we ſubvert that which precedcs, that which is conſequent; and, in ſhort, that'

which by the ſubverſion of itſelf takes away that which remains, whether it precedes or follows,"

is more powerful. Thus, iſ we ſay, If there is not bling, there is not man; but alſo, If there is not

animal, there is not man: animal, therefore, is more univerſal than man. Let this then be one

of the things to be granted; but another which must be admitted is as follows :-,Every thing

which is more comprehenſivc than another according to power, is nearer to the one. For, ſince

'he one itſelf is, if it be lawful ſo to ſpeak, the most comprehenſive of all things, and there is nothing'

which it does not ineffably contain, not even though you ſhould adduce privation itſelf, and the

most evaneſccnt of things, ſince, if it has any ſubſistence, it muſt neceſſarily be in a certain reſpect

one z-this being the caſe, things alſo which are nearer to the one are more comprehenſive than

thoſe which are more remote from it; imitating the uncircnmſcribed cauſe, and the infinite

tranſcendency of the one. Thus being, as it is more comprehenſive than life and intellect, is nearer'

to the one; and life is nearer to it than intellect. Theſe two axioms being admitted, let us fee

how Parmenides ſyllogizes. If the one, ſays he, is a whole, or has parts, it is many; but it is no:

many, as was before ſaid: neither, therefore, will it be a whole, nor will it have parts. And'

again, if the 'me is not many, it is neither a whole, nor has parts. In both theſe instances, by the

ſubverſion of the many, part: alſo and who/e are ſubverted. But our poſition is, that whatever

together with itſelf ſubverted that which remains in things conjoinecl, is more powerful and more

comprehenſive; but that which is more comprehenſive is nearer to the one. Hence, many is

nearer to the an: than part: and 'who/t. For part: are many, but many are not entirely partſ. So

that the many are more comprehenſive than park, and are therefore beyond them. The many,

therefore, first ſubſist in beings; and in the ſecond place, whole and parts. Hence, the me pro

duces the first by itſelf alone, but the ſecond through the many. For first natures, in proceeding

from their cauſes, always produce, together with their cauſes, things conſequent. Since, there

fore, the negations generate the affirmations, it is evident that the first geneutes ſuch of theſe as

are first, but the ſecond ſuch as are ſecond. We may alſo ſee the geometrical order which Plato

here obſerves: for that the an: is not many, is aſſumcd as an axiom, and as a common conception ;

but that it is neither a whole, nor has parts, is collected through this common conception. And

again, that the one has neither beginning nor end, is demonstratcd through the prior con

cluſion 3
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without figure 6, therefore, for it neither participates of the round 7 figure

nor

cluſion; and thus always in ſucceſſion according to the truly golden chain of being', in which all

things are indeed from t/Je out, but ſome immediately, others through one medium, others through

two, and others through many. After this manner, therefore, it may be logically demonstrated

that theſe many are prior to win/e and parts.

If we wiſh, however, to ſee this in a manner more adapted to things themſelves, we may fay

that the many, ſo far as many, have one cauſe, tlze one: for all multitude is not derived from any

thing elſe than ib: one; ſince alſo, with reſpect to the multitude of beings, ſo far as they are in'

telligible, they are from being, but, ſo far as they are multitude, they ſubſist from t/z: one. For,

if multitude was derived from any other cauſe than 'In one, that cauſe again must neceſſarily

either be one, or nothing, or not one. But if nothing, it could not be a cauſe. And if it was

not one, not being one, it would in no reſpect differ from the many, and therefore would

not be the cauſe of the many, ſince cauſe cvery where differs from its progeny. It remains,

therefore, either that the many are without cauſe, and are uncoordinated with each other, and

are infinitely infinite, having no one in them, or that 'be one is the cauſe of being to the many.

For either each of 'be many is not one, nor that which ſubſists from all of them, and thus all

things will be infinitely infinite; or each is indeed one, but that which conſists from all is not

one: and thus they will be uncoordinated with each other; for, being coordinated, they must ne

ceſſarily participate oſ t/Je one : or, on the contrary, that which conſists from all is one, but each

is not one, and thus each will be inſinitely infinite, in conſequence of participating no one : or,

laflly, both that which conſists from all and each must participate of 'be one, and in this caſe,

prior to them, there must neceſſarily be that which is the ſource of union both to the whole and

parts, and which is itſelf neither a whole, nor has parts; for, if it had, this again would be indi

gent of t/u me; and iſ we proceed to infinity, we ſhall always have the one prior to whole and

parts. To this we may alſo add, that if there was another cauſe of the many beſides zln on',

there would be no multitude of unities. If, therefore, there are many unities, the cauſe of this

multitude ſo far as multitude is 'be one : for the primary cauſe of unities is 'lu- one, and on this

account they are called unities. But the multitude of beings is from the multitude of unities;

ſo that all multitude is from the om'. But whole and parts belong to beings : for, though whole

ſhould be flu- mze being, it is evident that, together with being, it is a 'who/e, though it ſhould be

'In particr'pattd out. This alſo entirely conſubſists with being; and though it ſhould be bring alone,

this is immediately cſſcnce. lf, therefore, whole and part are beings, either eſſentially or accord

ing to participation, theſe alſo will indeed be produced from 'be me, but from eſſence alſo,

whole and part belong to beings. Hence, ruin/t is a certain being. For all ſuch things as par

ticipate of eſſential wholeneſs, theſe alſo participate of eſſence, but not all ſuch things as participate

of cſſenee participate alſo of wholcueſs. Thus, for instance, parts, ſo far as they are parts, par.

take of eſſence, but ſo far as they are parts they do not participate of wholencſs. But if this be

the caſe, eſſence is beyond eſſential wholeneſs. And hence, the eſſential whole participates of

eſſcnce, and is not the ſame with it. Thus, alſo, iſ there is any wholenefs which is character

ized by unity, it participates of l/n one: a part however characterized by unity must indeed

voL. m. a neceſſarily
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not the straight. Why not? For the round figure is that, tho extremities

oſ

neceſſarily participate of ib: one, but is not neceſſarily a whole; ſince indeed it is impoſſible it ſhould

be, ſo far as i't is a part. Whole and part, therefore, are either eſſential or characterized by

unity: for whole and part ſubſist both in cſſdnccs and in unities. The one, therefore, is beyond

whole and parts, both the eſſential, and thoſe characterized by 'be one .- and not this only, but th'

many alſo ſubſist prior to whole and parts. For each, as we have ſhown, is in a certain reſpect

many', but the ſirli many alone participate oſ 'In one. Tþe Many, therefore, are beyond 'whole

and par/r.

And here it is neceſſary to obſerve, that in the first part oſ this first hypotheſis Plato aſſumcs

ſuch things as do not follow to 'be one conſidered with reſpect to itſelf. For we sſſert, that 'be one

itſelf by itſelf is withoht multitude, and is not a whole, though there ſhould be nothing elſe.

But in the middle of the hypotheſis ſtich thin'gs are aſſumcd as do not follow, neither to itſelf

with reſpect to itſelf, nor to other things; ſuch, for instance, as that it is neither the ſame with

itſelf, nor different from itſelf, nor is the ſame with others, nor different from others: and after

the ſame manner that it is neither ſimilar nor diſlimilar, &e. And at the end ſue'h things are

aſſumed as do not follow to the one with reſpect to others alone; where it is alſo ſhown that it is

neither effable, nor the object of opinion or ſcience, nor is, in ſhort, known by any other gnoſiie

power, but is itſelf exempt from all other things, both knowledges and objects of knowledge.

When, therefore, he ſays the one is not many, lie does not ſay that things different ſrom the one

are not the me, as denying them of the one, but that it has not multitude in itſelf; and that the

one is not alſo multitude together with the one, but that it is alone' m, ahd one itſelf exempt from

all multitude.
' The caution of Plato here, ſays Proclus, deſerves to be remarxed: vfor he does not ſay that 'He

one is imparrſiible, gown), but that it bar napart: (ptpn _un Exo'). For the impartible is not the ſame

with the non-poffiffian aſpen-U', ſince the latter may be aſſerted of 'be one, but the itſ/partible not en

tirely. Thus the fir-partible ſometimes ſignifies a certain nature, and, as it were, atertain form.

br rather, it is nothing elſe than a form characterized by unity; and in this ſenſe it is uſed by

Timaeus when he is deſcribing the generation of the ſoul. But in the Sophiſia he calls that which

is truly one impartible: ** for it is neceſſary (ſays he) that the truly one 'ſhould be impartiblc." So

that he there calls the ſame thing import/'ble Which he ſays here liar '10 partr. Hence, iſ any thing

has no parts, it is impartible, according to Plato z but it no longer follows, that w'hat is impart

ible has no parts, if each of the gencra oſ being is either impartible, Or partible, or a merlium

between both. Thus, a point is impartiblc, not having parts, ſuch as'that which is endued with

interval poſſeſſes : but it is nbt ſimply impartiblc, as having no part ; for the definit'ion of a point

recbives its completion from certain things. But all ſuch things as complete, have the order oſ

parts, with reſpect to that which is completed by them. Thus, alſo, the monad is impartible,

becauſe it is not compoſed from certain divided parts, as is every number which proceeds from

it. BeCauſe, however, it conſists of certain thin'g's which make it to be the monad, and to be

different from a point, theſe may be ſaid to be the parts of the deſinition of the monad. For

ſuch things as contribute to the deſihition of every form are entirely parts of it, and ſuch form

is
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of which are equally distant from the middle. Certainly. And the ſtraight

figure

is a certain whole paſſivc to flat on', but is not 'be am tye/ſ. But 'be fimþl; one alone neither ful',

ſtfls from parts as connecting, nor as dividing, nor as giving completion to it; being done

on', and ſimply one, but not that which is united. _ v A ;

Plato alſo indicate: concerning theſe negations, that they are not privative, but that they are

exempt from affirmations according to tranſcemlency; " for it is maſſ', (ſays be) that it ſhould

not be many, but one." By this word nectfflrry, therefore, he indicates tranſcendency according do

the good. As a proof of this, we do not add the Word maſſ'ry to things deprived of any thing,

For who would ſay it is neceſſary that the ſoul ſhould be ignorant of itſelf? for ignorance is a

privation to gnostic natures. Thus alſo, in the Theaetetus, Plato ſpeaking of e'ils ſays, re 3; is

nccrffi'ry that they ſhould have a ſubſistcnce." A! the ſame time, alſo, by this word Plato indicate;

that he is diſcourſing about ſomething which has a ſubſistence, and not about a mn-ſubſ'fling

thing. For who would ſay, about that which has no ſubſistence, that it is ringſ-'ry it ſhould be?

* Here again we may obſerve how Plato collects that the one neither poſſeſſes beginning, no'

middle, not end, from the concluſion prior to this, following demonstrative canons. For, iftk

am' has no parts, it has no beginning, nor middle, nor end ; but that which precedes is true, and

conſequently that alſo which follows.' By taking away, therefore, that which preedſides, he take

away that which is conſequent. Hence, beginning, middle, and end, are ſymbols of a 'none

partial order: ſor that which is more univerſal is more cauſal 3 but that which is more partial is

more remote from the principle. Thus, with reſpect to that which has parts, it is not yet evident

whether it has a beginning, middle, and end. For, what if it ſhould be a whole conſisting only

of two parts? For the duad is a whole after a certain manner, and ſo as the principle of all

partible natures; but that which has a beginning, middle, and end, is first in the triad. But if

it ſhould be ſaid that every whole is triadic, in this caſe nothing hinders but that a thing which

poſiizſſes parts may not yet be perfect, in conſequence of fubſiſiing prior to the perfect and the

whole. Hence, Plato does not form his demonstratiou from whole, but from Lavbrgparu. v

And here it is neceſſary to obſerve, with Proclus, that part is multifatioufly predicated. For

we call that a part which is in a certain reſpect the ſame with the whole, and which poſſeſſee all

rſuch things partially as the whole poſſeſſes totally.. Thus, each of the multitude of intellects is a

part of total intellect, though all things are in every intellect. And the inerratic ſphere is a patt

of the univerſe, though this alſo comprehends all things, but in a manner different from du

world, viz. more partially. In the ſecond place, that is ſaid to be a part which is completive of

any thing. Thus the total ſpheres of the planets and elements are ſaid to be parts of che uni

verſe; and the dianoEtic and doxastic powers are ſaid to be parts of the ſoul: for the former givp

completion to the univerſe, and the latter to the ſoul. in the third place, according to a common

ſignification, we call a part every thing which is in any way coordinated with certain thinge to

the conſummat'ion of one thing: for thus each of us may 'be ſaid to be a part of the world : not

that the univerſe receives its completion, as the univerſe, through as; for it would not become

imperfect from the corruption of any one of us; but becauſe we alſo are coarranged with the

total parts of the univerſe, are governed in conjunction with ali othcrthings, are in the world mia

.RZ one
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figure is that, the middle i part oſ which is ſituated before, or in the view of

' both

dne animal, and gi'e completion to it, not ſo ſar as it is, but ſo ſar as it is proliſie. Part, there

ſo're, being triply predicated, Plato, having before ſaid that 'In om- has no part, evidently take'

away from it all the conceptions of part. For whatever has parts has multitude; but the an'

has no multitude, and conſequently has no parts whatever. But, iſ this be the caſe, it has no

beginning, nor middle. not end : for theſe may be ſaid to be the parts of the things that paſſeſ'

them, according to the third ſignification oſ part, in which every thing coordinated with certain

things is ſaid to be a part of that which receives its completion through the coordination oſ thoſe

things. '

5 Plato might here have ſhown, as Proclus well obſerves, that 'be on' is without beginning

'and end,'ſr0m its not poſſeſſing extremes, and its not poſſeſſing extremes from its not poſſeſſing

"parts, but his reaſoning proceeds through things more known; For, from its non-poſſeſſion of

parts, he immediately demonstrates that it is without beginning and end, transferring beginning

and end to bound, which is the ſame with extreme. Infinite, therefore, in this place does not

'fimply ſigniſy that which is ncgative oſ bound, but that which is ſubverſive of extremes. As in

the ſecond hypotheſis, therefore, he affirms the poſſeffion of extremes, he very properly in this

hypotheſis, where he denies it, demonstrates Mr: one to be infinite, as not having extremes, which

are accustomed to be called terms or limits.

But in order to understand how 'be on' is infinite, it will be neceſſary to conſider, with Proclus,

how many orders there are in beings oſ lb! irzfinitr, and afterwards, how many progreſſions there

are oppoſite to theſe oſ bour-11. Irffim'tt, therefore, that we may begin downwards, is beheld in

matter, becauſe it is oſitſelf indefinite and ſormleſs; but forms are the bounds oſ matter. It is

alſo beheld in body devoid of quality, according to diviſion ad inſinitumr for this body is in

ſinitely diviſible, as being the first thing endued with interval. lt is alſo beheld in the qualities

which firſi. ſubſist about this body, which is itſelſ devoid oſ quality, in which qualities the more

and the leſs are ſirst inherent: for by theſe Socrates in the Philebus characterizes the infinite.

It is alſo beheld in the whole of a generated nature, i. e. in every thing which is an object of

ſenſe: for this poſſeſſes the infinite according to perpetual generation, and its uneeaſing circle,

vand according to the indeſinite mutations of generated natures, which are always riſing into

being and periſhing. in which alſo infinity according to multitude exists, alone poſſeſſing its ſobb

ſistence in becoming to be. But prior to theſ'c, the infinite is beheld in the circulation of the

heavens: for this alſo has the infinite, through the inſmite power of the mover; ſince body ſb

'far as body does not poſſeſs infinite power z- but through the participation oſ intellect body is pen

petual, and motioninſmite. Prior alſo to theſe, the infinite must be aſſumed in ſoul: for iu its.

tranſitive intellections it. poſſeſſes the power oſ unceaſing motion, and is always moved, conjoining

'the periods oſ its motions with each other, and' cauſing its energy to be one and never-ſailing.

Again, prior to ſoul, the infinite is ſeen in time, which meaſures every period oſ the ſoul. For

'time is wholly infinite, becauſe its energy, through which it evolves the motions oſ ſouls, and

through which it meaſures their periods, proceeding according to number, is infinite in power:

:for it never ceaſes abiding and proceeding, adhering to the on', and unſolding the number which

meaſures
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both the extremes? It is ſo. Will not, therefore, the one conſist of parts 3,

* and

meaſures the motions of wholes. Prior to time, alſo, we may ſurvey the infinite in intellect, and

intellectual life: for this is intranſitive, and the whole of it is preſent eternally and collectively.

That which is immovable, too, and never ſailing in intellect, is derived from an eſſence and power

which never deſert it, but which eternally poſſeſs a ſleepleſs life; through which alſo every thing

that is always moved, is able to be always moved, participating in motion of ſtable infinity. Nor

does the infinite alone extend as far as to theſe : but prior to every intellect is much-celebrated

eternity, which comprehends every intellectualinſinity. For, whence does intellect derive its

eternal life, except from eternity i This, therefore, is- infinite according to power prior to in

tellect ; or rather, other things are indeed infinite according to power, but eternity is primarily

power itſelf. From this first fountain then of the infinite, it remains that we aſcend to the

occult cauſe of all infinites whatever, and, having aſcended, that we behold all infinite: ſubſisting

according to the power which is there. For ſuch is the infinite itſelf; and ſuch is the chaos of

Orriheus, which he ſays has no bound. For eternity, though it is infinite through the ever, yet,

ſo far as it is the meaſure of things eternal, it is alſo a bound. But chaos is the first infinite, is

alone infinite, and is the fountain of all infmity, intelligible, intellectual, that which belonge to

ſoul, that which is corporeal, and that which is material. And ſuch are the orders of the infi

nite, in which ſuch as are ſecond are always ſuſpended from thoſe prior to them. For material

infinity is connected through the perpetuity of generation. The perpetuity of generation is

never-ſailing, through the perpetual motiOn of nether; and the perpetual motion of 'ther is

effected through the unceaſing period of a divine ſoul 3 for of this it is an imitation. The period

alſo oſ a divine ſoul is unfolded through the continued and never-ſailing power- of time, which

makes the ſame beginning and end, through the temporal instant or 'la-w. And time energize'

infinitely, through intellectual infinity, which is perpetually per-manent. For that which pro

ceeds according to time, when it is infinite, is ſo through a cauſe perpetually'abiding, about

which it evolves itſelf, and round which it harmonically moves in a manner eternally the ſame.

vIntellect alſo lives toinfinity through eternity. For the eternal is imparted to all things from

otemity and being ; whence all things derive life and being, ſome more clearly, and others more

obſcurely. And eternity is infinite, through the fountain of infinity, which ſupernally ſupplie'

the never-ſailing to all eſſences, powers, energies, periods, and generations. As far as to this,

therefore, the order of infinites aſcends, and from this deſcends. For the order of thing'

beautiful is from the beautiful itſelf, that of equals from the first equality, and that of infinites

from the infinite itſelf. And thus much concerning the orders of 'In irzflnite.

Let us now conſider ſupernally the ſeries of bound which proceeds together with the infinite:

for divinity produced theſe two cauſes, bound and infinity, together, or in other words, ſpeaking

Orphically, aether and chaos. For 'In infinite is claim, as distributing all power, and all infinity,

as comprehendiug other things, and as being as it were the moſt infinite of infinites. But

hound is xtlier, becauſe nether itſelf bounds and meaſures all things. The first hound, therefore,
is bound itſelf, and is the fountain ſiand baſis of all bounds, intelligible, intellectual, ſuper.

muudane, and mundane, preſubſiſling as the meaſure and limit of all thing. The ſecond is

- that
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and be many, whether it participates oſ a straight nt round figure? En

tirely

tirat which Iubſists according to eternity- For ctor-nity, as we have before obſerved, is chan

mcterioed both by infinity and bound ; ſince, ſo far as it'is the cauſe oſne'er-l'ailing life, and ſo

far as it is the ſupplier of lb: mer, it isi'zſiuire z but ſo far as it is the maſure of all intellect-nal

Hung, and the boundary of the life of intellect, nerminating it ſuprrmH-y, it is band. And, in

flrort, it is itſelf, the first of the things minglai from bound and infinity. The third proceſſion

of 'bmdvis behold in irrvellect. For, ſo far as it abides in ſame-nels according to intellection, and

poſſ'ſſos one life, eternal and the fame, it is bounded and limited. For the immutable and the

stable belong to a bounded nature; and, in ſhort, as it i' number, it is evident that in this

reſpect it participates oſ bound. ln the fourth place, therefore, time isrbound, both as proceeding

according to number, and as meaſuring the periods of ſouls. For every where that which

meaſures, ſo for as it meaſures and limit' other thing', effects this through partieipating of the

cauſe of bound. in the fifth place, the period of the ſoul, and its circulation, which is accom

pliſhed with invariable ſamcneſs, is the unapparcnt meaſure or evolution of all alteþmotirve

natures. In the ſixth place, the motiotſ oſ Bther, ſubſtfling according to the ſame, and in the

ſame, and about the ſame, bound: on all ſides that which in diſordered in material natures, and

convol'es them into one circle; and is itſelf bounded in itſelf. For the infinity of it conſist' in the

again, (sv ry num), but not in not rcverting, (on TP on avmſh'rflw) : nor is the infinity oſ it ſuch as

that which ſubſiſts according to a tight line, nor as deprived of bound. For the one period of

'ther is infinite by frequency (ry manam; 'or-m cure-pon. ln the ſeventh place, the never-ſailing

fubſiſicnce of material forms, the indestructibility of wholes, and all things being bounded, pan

'icula'r' by things common, and parts by wholes, evince the oppoſition in theſe of bound to the

infinite. For, generated natures being infinitely changed, forms at the ſame time are bounded,

and abide the ſame, neither becoming more nor leſs. In the eighth place, all quantity in things

material may be called bound, in'the ſame manner as, we before obſerved, quality is infinite.

In 'be ninth place, the body without quality, which is the last of all things except matter, as a

whole is bound : for it is not infinite in magnitude, but is as much extended in quantity

's the univerſe. For it is neceſſary tq call this body the whole ſubject of the univerſe. In the

'oath place, the material form which detains matter, and circumſcribes its infinity, and ſormleſs

num', is'he progeny of bound, to which ſome alone looking, reſer bound and the infinite to

'after alone andfl'rm. And ſuch and ſo many are the orders of bound.

The infinite, therefore, which is here denied of 'In one, is the ſame as llot not having a bound, in

the ſame manner as 'be not 'ye-ving part: is the ſame with the fir-partible, when the impartible is

a'ſſerted of 'be an', But iſ the one is neither from any other cauſe, and there is no firm] cauſe of

Et, it is very properly ſaid to be i'gfim'te- For every thing is bounded by its cauſe, and from it

lobtains its proper end. Whether, therefore, there is any intelligible or intellectual bound, the one is

'beyond ill the ſeries of bound. But iſ 'the first God, in the Laws, is ſaid to be the meaſure of

'all things, it is not wonderful: for there he is ſo denominated, as the object of deſire to all

things, arrd 'as limiting the being, power, and perfection oſ all things; but here he is ſhown to be

infinite, 'as-being indigentof no bound orp'rt. For all things are denied oſ him in this place, as
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tirely ſo. It is, therefore, neither ſtraight nor circular, ſince it is without

parts.

of himſelf with reſpect to himſelf. He am', therefore, is irffim'te, as abov." all bound. Hence this

inſim'te must be conſidered as the ſame with the non-prſſffan of run-mer; and the poſſeſlion of

extremes is, therefore, denied of 'In one, through the infinite. For neither power must he

aſcribed to it, nor indeſinite multitude, nor any thing elſe which is ſignified by the infinite.

5 Parmenides first takes away m-my from t/u one; and thin as from common conception: in

the ſecond place, he takes away who/t. and 'in launingpanx; and this through 'be one not being

many: in the third place, beginning, mit/dſ', and end; and this through not having parts. He

alſo aſſumes as a conſcquent corollnry, that flye one is beyond bound, which is coordinated with

parts, and which makes the poſſeſſlon of &tiſ-'mer- But bound is twofold : for it is either begin

ning or end. In the fourth place, therefore, he now takes away thestraight and the round, which

in the ſecond hypotheſis he arranges after the POſſeſſ'on of extremes, and after the poſſeſſion of

beginning,v middle, and end. But before he ſyllogiſlically demonstrates the fourth, he enunciates

the concluſion', for he ſays, V without figure therefore." For it is requiſite that intellectual

proiections, or, in other words, the immediate and direct viſion of intellect, ſhould he the leader

of ſcicntifie ſyllogiſms; ſince intellect alſo comprehends the principles of ſcience. The pre

aſſumption, therefore, of the concluſion imitates the collected viſion of intellect; but the pro

ceſſion through ſyllogiſme imitates the evolution of ſcience from intellect. And here we may

perceive alſo, that the concluſion is more common than the ſyllogiſms: for the latter receive the

ill-night and the round ſcpnrately, and thus make the negation; but the former ſimply aſſerts

'that ib: one is without figure. But theſe are the forms common to all intervals. For lines are

divided into the straight, the round, and the mixed; and, in a ſimilar manner, ſuperficie' and

ſolids; except that in lines the straight and the round are without figure; but in ſuperſicies or

:ſolids they are receptive of figure. Hence ſome of theſe are called right-lined, others curve

dined, and others mixed from theſe. As ithas been ſhown, therefore, that ib: one is without bonnds

or extremities, it was neceſſary that Parmenides ſhould deny of it the straight, and the poſſeflion

'of extremes. But that which is figured is a thing of this kind: for he aſſumes boundaries

comprehcnſive of the things bounded, which alone belong to things figured. There is alſo

another accuracy in the words, ſays Proclus, which is worthy of admiration. For he does not

'ſay that [be one is neither straight nor round; ſince he has not yet collected that it is withou:

figure. For what would hinder it from having ſome one of the middle figures, ſuch a' that of

the cylinder or cone, or ſome other of thoſe that are mixed ? For, if we ſhould give to tlx w

(ſome figure from thoſe that arc mixed, it would participate both of the straight and the round,

Thus, for inſtance, if we ſhould inquire whether nature is white or black, and ſhould find that

it is neither white nor black, it would not follow from this, that it is entirely void of colour : for,

by the participation of both theſe, it would poſſeſs ſome one of the middle colours; ſinge ſhe

media are from the extremes. Plato therefore ſays, that the on: neither participates of the round

not me straight, that it may not have either of theſe, nor any one of the media. This alſo is

evident, that this concluſion is more partial than that which is prior to it. For, if any thing

participates of figure, it has alſo extremes and a middle; but not every thing which In; man;"

and
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parts. Right. And indeed, beingv ſuch, it will be no wherect9 ; for it will

neither

and a middle participates of figure. For a line, number, time and motion, may poſſeſs extremes,

a'll which are without figure. A tranſition likewiſe is very properly made from figure to the

straight and the round. For it is poſſible univerſally to deny figure of t/x am', by ſhowing that
figure has bound and limitation. But iln one does not receive any bouctnd. Plato however was

willing to deduce his diſcourſe ſupernally, according to two coordinations ; and hence from the

beginning he aſſumes after many, whole and partſ, and again extreme: and middle, straight and

round, in itſ/'ty and in another, abiding and bing moved, &c. through this aſſumption indicating that

'be one is none of theſe. For it is not poffible that it can be both oppoſitcs, ſince it would no

longer remain one according to the hypotheſis 3 nor can it be either of theſe, for thus it would

'have ſomething hoſtile and oppoſed to itſelf. lt is however neceſſary that 'be one ſhould he prior
to all oppoſition, or it wi'll not be the cauſe vof all things', ſince it will not be the cauſe of thoſe

things which its oppoſite produces. Proceeding, therefore, according to the two ſeries of things,

he very properly now paſſes from figure to flat/[might and t/x round.

But ſince in the thdrus Plato denominates the intelligible ſummit of intellectuals, which he

there calls the fupercelestial place, uncoloured, unfigured, and untouched, must we ſay that that

order and 'be one are ſimilarly unfigured? By no means : for neither is there the ſame mode of

negation in both. For of that order Plato denies ſome things, and affirms others. For he ſays that

it is eſſence and true eſſence, and that it can alone be ſeen by intellect, the governor of the ſoul;

and likewiſe that the genus of true ſcience ſubſists about it; becauſe there is another, viz. the

intelligible order prior to it, and it is exempt ſrom ſome things, but participates of others. But

he denies all things, and affirms nothing of ib: out: for there is nothing prior to the one, but it

is ſimilarly exempt from all beings. The mode, therefore, oſ ablation is different; and this, as

Proclus well obſerves, Plato indicates by the very words themſelves. For he calls the intelligible

ſummit of intellectuals u'zſigund; but he ſays that 'in am partieipates of no figure. But the

former of theſe is not the ſame with the latter, as neither is the impartiblc the ſame with that

which has no part. After the ſame manner, therefore, he calls that eſſenee uryſgured, but affert'a

that the one participates oſ no figure. Hence it appears that the former, as producing, and as

being more excellent than intellectual figure, is called myſgund. This, therefore, was fuhordi

nate to another figure, viz. the intelligible: for intelligible intellect comprehends the intelligible

cauſes of figure and multitude, and all things; and there are figures perfectly unknown and in

effable, which are first unfolded into light from intelligibles, and which are only known to inteL

'ligible-intellect. But the ſupercelestial place, being the ſummit in intelligibles, is the principle

of all intellectual figures; and henceſiit is u'ffigurtd, but is not ſimply exempt from all figure.

ſhe one, however, is exempt from every order of theſe figures, both the occult and intellectual,

and is establiſhed above all unknown and known figures.

7 Thestraight and the round here are to be conſidered as ſignifying progreſſion and converſion:

for progreffion is beheld according to the straight, which alſo it makes the end oſ itſelf. Every

intellectual nature, therefore, proceed: to all things according to the straight, and is converted to

its own good, which is the middle in each z and this is no other than the intelligible which it con

tains. But. things are ſeparated from each other according to progrellion, the proceeding from

* ' - the
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neither be in another, nor in itſelf. How ſo? For, being in another, it

would

the abiding, and the multiplied from the united. For progrzffian is that which make; ſome things first,

others middle, and others last', but con-verſion again conjoins all things, and leads them to one

thing, the common object of deſire to all beings. In theſe two, therefore, each of theſe defini

tions is to be found, of which the intellectual Gods first participate: for theſe are eſpecially

characterized by converſion. In the ſecond place from theſe, ſouls participate of the straight

and the round; proceeding, indeed, after the manner of a line, but being again inflected into

circles, and converting themſelves to their principles. But ſenſibles participate of theſe in the

last place; for right-lined figures ſubſist in theſe with interval, and partibly, and the ſpheric form,

which is comprehenlive of all mundane figures. Hence, Timzus makes the whole world to be a

ſphere ;. but through the live figures, which are the only figures that have equal ſides and angles,

he adorns the five parts of the world, inſcribing all theſe in the ſphere, and in each other, by

which he manifests that theſe figures are ſupernally derived from a certain elevated'order.

Theſe two alſo may be perceived in generation: the round according to the circulation in things

viſible 3 for generation circularly returns to itſelf, as it is ſaid in the Phredrus. But thestraigh

'is ſeen according to the progreſſion of every thing, from its birth to its acme; and acme is here

the middle darkening the extremes; for through this there is a tranſition to the other of the ex

tremes, just as, in a right line, the paſſage from one extreme to the other is through the middle.

'Theſe two, therefore, ſupetnally per-'lade from intellectual as far as to generated natures; the

straight being the cauſe of progreffion, but the round of converſion. Iſ, therefore, the Me neither

proceeds from itſelf; nor is converted to itſelf-for that which proceeds is ſecond to that which

produces, and that which is converted is indigent of the deſirable-it islevident that it neither

participates of the flraiglvt, nor of the round figure. For how can it proceed, having no pro

ducing cauſe of itſelf, neither in nor prior to itſelf, lest it ſhould be deprivedof 'be am, being

ſecond, or having the form of the duad? How, alſo, can it be converted, having no end, and no

object of delire..> Here, likewiſe, it is again evident that Plato collects theſe concluſions from

what preccdcs, viz. from the one neither poſſefling beginning, nor middle, nor end; always ge

ometrically demonstrating things ſecond through ſuch as are prior to them, imitating the orderly

progreſſion of things, which ever makes its deſcent from primary to ſecondary natures.

3 As the whole middle order of the Gods called intelligible, and at the ſame time intellectual, \

is ſymbolically ſignified in theſe words, Plato very properly in the concluſion eonverts the whole

of it. For, if t/n one hasfigure, it will be many. He therefore eonjoins figure to man, through

park; but demonstrates that all theſe genera are ſeeondary to 'be out. So great, however, ſay'

Proclus, is the ſeparation of the divine orders, that Plato does not attempt to connect the nega

tions that follow in a regular ſucceſſion till he has first converted this order to itſelf 3 conjoining

figure to many, and indicating the alliance of all the aſoreſaid genera. ln what order of things,

however, thestraight and the round ſubſist, will be more clearly known in the ſecoml hypotheſis.

9 The diſcourſe paſſes on to another order, viz. to the ſummit of thoſe Gods that are properly

called intellcctual : and this he denies oſ 'be one, demonstrating that the on; is no where; neither

as comprehended in anorher cauſe, nor as itſelf comprehended in itſelf. Before he ſyllogizes,

v0L. m. s however,
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would after a manner be circularly comprehended by that in which it is,

and

however, he again previouſly announcea the concluſion, employing intellectual projections prior

to ſcicntiſic methods; and this he constantly does in all that follows.

It is here, however, neceſſary to obſerve, that no wlm-e is predicutcd most properly and ſimply

of the first cauſe. For the ſoul is frequently ſaid to be no where, and particularly, the ſoul

whiclt hns no habitude or alliance with body : fur it is not detained by any ſecondary nature, nor

is its energy circumſcribed through a certain habitude, as if it were bound by ſuch habitudc to

things posterior to itſelf. Intellect alſo is ſaid to be no where: for it is in a ſimilar manner every

where, and i-z equally preſent to all things. Or rather, through a preſence of this kind it is

detained by no one of its participan-ts. Divinity alſo is ſaid to be no where, becauſe he is exempt

from all things, becauſe he is imparticipable, or, in other words, is not conſubſtllent with any

thing elſe; and becauſe he is better than all communion, all habitude, and all coordination with

other things. There is not, however, the ſame mode oſ the 'lo when' in all things. For ſoul indeed

is 'm wem with reſpect to the things posterior to itſelf, but is not ſimply no where; ſince it is in

itſelf, as being ſelſ-motive, and likewiſe in the cauſe whence it otiginates. For every where the

cauſe preaſſumes and uniformly comprehends the power of its effect. lntellcct is alſo no 'u'b'ſfl'

with reſpect to the things posterior to itſelf, but it is in itſelf, as being ſelſ-ſubſrllenr, and, further

Rill, is comprehended in its proper cauſe. Hence, it is falſe to ſay that intellect is abſolutely na

where; for the an: alone is ſnnply no where. For it is neither in things poflerior to itſelf, as

being exempt from all things; (ſince neither intellect nor ſoul, principles pofleriur to 'be am, are

in things poſieric'r to themſelves) nor is it in itſelf, as being ſimple and void of all multitude;

nor is it in any thing prior to itſelf, becauſe there is nothing better thin 'be an', This, therefore,

is ſimply na 'wi/ere; but all other things have the no when ſecondarily, and are in one reſpect na

wiser', and in another not. For, if we ſurvey all the order of beings, we ſhall find material forms

ſubſtsting in others only, and eſtabliſhed in certain ſubjects : for they vcrgc to bodies, and are in

a certain reſpect in a ſubject, hearing an echo, as it were, and image of a thing ſubſisting in

itſelf, ſo ſat as they are certain lives and eſſences, and in conſequence of one part ſuffering they

are copaflive with themſelves. With reſpect to ſouls that ſubſist in habitude or alliance to body,

theſe, ſo ſat as they have habitude, are in another : for habitude to ſecondary natures entirely in.

fl'oduces, together with itſelf, ſubſiſlence in another; but ſo far as they are able to be converted

'o themſelves, they are purified from this, ſubſisting in themſelves. For natures indeed extend

all their energies about bodies, and whatever they make they make in ſomething elſe. Soul:

employ, indeed, ſome energies about bodies z but others are directed to themſelves, and through

theſe they are converted to themſelves. But ſouls that are without habitude to body are not in

Other things that are ſecondary or ſubordinate to them, but are in others that are prior to them.

For a ſubſilience in another is twofold, one kind being ſubordiuate to the ſubſiſlcnce oſ a thing

in itſelf, and ariſtng from a habirude to things ſceondary, but the other being better than ſuch a

fubſiſtence; and the former extends as far as to ſouls that ſubſilt in habitude to body ; but the

htter only originates from divine natures, and, in ſhort, from ſuch as ſublist without habitudea

Di'ine ſoul', thereſore, are alone in the nature' prior to them, as, for instance, in the inttllccts

from
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and would be touched ' ® by it in many places: but it is impoſſible that the

0'15

from which they are ſufpended ; but intellect is both in itſelf, and in that which is prior to itſelf,

viz. in the unity which it derivcs from 'be on', and which is the vertex and flower of its cſſcncc.

This no when, therefore, is by no means ſubordinate to the ſubſiflcnce of a thing in itſelf. For

how can t/n 'm w/m-e which oppoſcs a ſubſiſlence in ſome particular thing be adapted to things

which have their being in another? hit to thoſe that have a ſuhſistcnc: in themſelves better

than a ſubſiſience in another, ti-e no 'ZL-Zlit'rt' is preſent indeed, but not ſimply: for each of theſe

is in its Proper cauſe. But to t/ae one alone flat no w/m-t primarily and ſimply belongs. For

fbt on' is not in things posterior to itſelf, becauſe it is without habitude or alliance; nor in itſelf,

becauſe it is ſ/n' one; nor in any thing prior to itſelf, becauſe it is the first.

In the next place, let us conſider t/J: every when, and whether it is better and more perfect

than tl-c no when, or ſubordinate to it. For, if better, why do we not aſcribe that which is

better to the first, instead of ſaying that il" an.- is alone m quire-re P But, if it is ſubordinatc, how

is it not better not to energize providentially, than ſo to energize? May we not ſay, therefore,

that the every 'win-r: is twofold ? one kind taking place, when it: is conſidered with reſcrcnce to

things poſteiior to it, as when wc ſay that providence is every where, that it is not abſent from

any ſecondary natures, but that it preſervcs, connects and adorns all things, pervading through

them by its communications. But the other kind of "Wy win-r: ſubſists as with relation to all

things prior and posterior to it. Hence that is properly 'very 'tal-er: which is in things ſub

ordinate, in itſelf, and in things prior to itſelf. And of this 're-ry when the no when which is

now aſſumed is the negation, as being neither in itſelf, nor in any thing prior to itſelf. This

no 'when alſo is better than the Hurry when, and is alone the prerogative of t/z: my. But there

is another no 'when coordinate with the 'very 'up/un, and which is alone predicated with refer

ence to things ſecondary, ſo that each is true in conſequence of that which remains. For bring

is m 'la/un becauſe it is every when. For that which is detained in ſome particular place, is in

a certain thing; but that which is ſimilarly preſent to all things is deſinitely no when: and

again, becauſe no when, on this account it is every where. For, in conſequence of being ſimilarly

exempt from all things, it is ſi'milarly preſent to all things, being as it were equally distant from

all things. Hence, this no 'wi-ere and this 'very 'al-ne are coordinate with each other. But the

other m where is better than every ev'ry when, and can alone be adapted to il" on', as being a

negation of every ſubſistence in any thing. For, whether the ſubſistencc is as in plan', or as in

'ruby/r, or as the 'it-bel: in its pm'tr, or as in the met', or as fling! gowrnal in 'ln- ga-vtrning principle,

or as gem/r inſpceiu, or tis/firſt: in genera, or as in time, 'be me is ſimilarly exempt from all theſe.

For neither is it comprehended in place, lest it ſhould appear to be multitude. Nor is it any

comprehendingAt-hOle, lest it ſhould conſist of parts. Nor is it a part of any thing, lest, being

in the whole of which it is a part, it ſhould be a paſſive one. For every whole which is paſſive

to 'be o-e, is indigent of that which is truly one. Nor is it in parts: for it has no parts. Not

is there any end of it; for it has been ſhown that it has no end. Nor does it ſubſiſtas in the

governing principle.- for it has'been ſhown that it has not any beginning. Nor is it as genus in

ſpecies, lest again muititude ſhould happen about it, through the comprehenfion oſ ſpecies;

s a. nor
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one which is without parts, and which does not participate oſ a circle,

ſhould

nor as ſpecies in genera; for, oſ what will it be the ſpecies, ſince nothing is more excellent than

itſelf? Nor is it as in time: for thus it would be multitude; ſince every thing which is in time

flows; and every thing that flows conſists oſ parts. The am, therefore, is better than all the

modes of a ſubſistence in any thing. Hence the negation of no wbt'e is true: for a ſubſiſlcnce

inſhmeparrimlar thing is oppoſed to no when; just asſhme an: is oppoſed to 'm one : ſo that the me

will be na where.

Again, too, Plato gives a twofold diviſion to a ſubſistence in ſomething; viz. into a ſubſistence

in another, and into a ſubſistence in itſelf; comprehending in theſe two all the abovementioned

celebrated modes which are enumerated by Aristotle in his Phyſics; that iſ he can ſhow that

the an' is neither in itſelf, nor in another, be may be able to demonstrate that it is no when. But

this being ſhown, 'it will appear that ib' an: is exempt from that order to which the ſymbol of

being in itſelf and in armſ/10' pertains. lt will alſo appear ſrom hence that intellect is not the

first cauſe: for the peculiarity of intellect is a ſubſistence in itſelf, in conſequence oſ being con

verted to itſelf, at the ſame time that its energy is directed to ſuch things as are first, viz. to

intelligibles and the one.

'9 Let us here conſider how according to Plato every thing which is in another, is after a

manner circularly comprehended by that in which it is, and is touched by it in many places.

Of thoſe prior to us then, ſays Proclus, ſome have conſidered the ſubſistence of 'In an' in ſowe

thing elſe, more partially, alone aſſuming a ſubſistence in place, and in a veſſel, and to theſe

adapting the words. For that which is in place in a certain reſpect touches place, and alſo that

which is in a veſſel touches the veſſel, and is on all ſides comprehended by it. This, therefore,

fay- they, is what Plato demonstrates to us, that 'be an' is not in place, ſince that which is in

place vmust neceſſarily be many, and muſt be touched by it in many places; but it is impoſſible

that 'be on: ſhould be many. There is however nothing venerable in the aſſertion that 'be one is

. not in place, ſince this is even true of partial ſouls like ours; but it is neceſſary that what is

here ſhown ſhould be the prerogative oſ the one, and of that cauſe which is establiſhed above all

beings. But others looking to things ſay, that every thing which being in a certain thing is

comprehended by it, is denied of the one: and their aſſertion is right. For the on: is in no

reſpect in any thing, as has been before ſhown. But how does this adapt the words to the

'ariotts modes of a ſubſistence in ſomething ? For a point is evidently ſaid to be in a line as in

another; ſince a point is different from a line; and it does not follow, becauſe it is in another,

that on this account it is on all ſides comprehended by the line, and is touched by many oſ its

parts. It may indeed be ſaid, in anſwer to this, that though the line does not circularly contain

the point according to interval, yet it comprehends it after an0ther manner: for it embraces its

idioms. For a point is a boundary only; but a line is both a boundaty and ſomething elſe, being

I length Without a breadth. A point alſo is without interval z but a line poſſeſſes interval

according to length, though not according to breadth and depth. For, in ſhort, ſince a point is

Lot the ſame with lb' one, it is neceſſary that the point ſhould be man), not as containing parts

'her the manner oſ interval, for in this reſpect it is impartible, but as containing many idizm;

w tc
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ſhould be touched by a circle in many places. Impoſiible. But iſ it were in

itſelf it would alſo contain itſelf, ſince it is no other than itſelf which ſubſists

in itſelf ; for it is impoſſible that any thing ſhould not be comprehended ' '

by

which have the relation of parts, and which the line comprehending, may be ſaid to touch the

point in many places. But that the point is not the ſame with tln one is evident; for the latter

is the principle of all things, but the former of magnitudes alone. Nor is the point prior to

'be one: for the monad is one, and the impartible in time, or the now. lr remains, therefore,

that the point is posterior to the one, and participates of it. But, if this be the eaſe, it may

poſſeſs many incorporeal idioms, which are in the line, and are comprehended by it.

Thoſe however who thus interpret the preſent paſſage do not perceive how Plato aſſumes a

ſubfiſience in a certain thing, and what he looks to among beings, when he denies this of t/u one.

It is better, therefore, ſays Proclus, to ſay with our preceptor Syrianuc, confortnably to that most

prudent and ſafe mode of interpretation, that Plato denies theſe things of 'In out, which in the

ſecond hypotheſis he affirms of 'be or" being, and that he ſo denies as he there affirms. In the

ſecond hypotheſis, therefore, Plato indicating the ſummit of the intellectual order, ſays that 'be

on: is in itſelf and in another; which evidently applies to that order, becauſe it is converted to

itſelf intellectually, and abides eternally with a monadic ſubſistence in its cauſes. For it is the

monad of the intellectual Gods; abiding indeed, according to its tranſcendency, in the in

tellectual Gods, prior to, but unfolding into light the intellectual idiom, according to an energy

in and about, itſelf. The ſubſistence, therefore, in another is of ſuch a kind as an abiding in

cauſe, and being comprehended in its proper cauſe. This, therefore, is the circular compre.

henſton, and the being touched in many places, of which Plato now ſpeaks. For, as this order'

is contained in its cauſe, it is more partial than it. But every thing more partial is more

multiplied than its more comprehenſive cauſe 5 and, being more multiplied, it is conjoined with

it by the various powers of itſelf, and differently with different p'owers. For this is what is

implied by the words "in many plat-er," ſince according to different powers it is differently

united to the intelligible prior to itſelf. To this order of beings, alſo, afubſistence in itſelf

accorde together with a ſubſiſlence in another. 'ſhe multitude likewiſe of this Order is nume

rous: for it participates of intelligible multitude, and has parts; ſince it participates of the

middle genera in the cauſes prior to itſelf. It is alſo in a certain reſpect circular; for it par.

ticipates of the extremity of the middle orders, viz. of the figure which is there. Hence, it is

neither one ſimply, but many, not impartible, but having parts, viz. incorporeal idioms; nor is it

beyond all figure, but is circular. And ſo far as it is many, it is able tobetouched in many

things by the natures prior to itſelf z but ſo far as it has parts, it is able to communicate with

them in many places, and in a remarkable degree; and ſo far ,as it is figured, it is circularly

comprehended by them. For every thing figured is comprehended by figure. But 'be one

neither has parts, nor participate' of the circle; ſo that there cannot be a cauſe prior to it,

which c'rcularly touches it and in many places; but it is beyond all things, as having no cauſe

better than itſelf.

I' Let us here conſider with Proclus how that which is in itſelf poſſeffes both that which

' comprehends,
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by that in which it is. It is impoſſible. \Vou]d not, therefore, that which

contains be one thing, and that which is contained another? For the

ſame whole " cannot at the ſame time ſuffer and do both theſe: and thus

t/Ic

comprehends, and that which is comprehended; and what both theſe are. Every thing, there

fore, which is the cauſe ofitſclſ, and is ſelſ-ſubſiſlent, is ſaid to be in itſelf. For, as ſelf-motive

rank prior to alter-motive natures, ſo things ſelf-ſubſiflent are arranged prior to ſuch as are

produced by another. For, if there is that which perfects itſelf, there is alſo that which generates

itſelf. But if there is that which is ſelf-ſubſistent, it is evident that it is of ſuch a kind as both

to produce and be produced by itſelf. As, therefore, producing power always co-npſehend.

according to cauſe that which it produces, it is neceſſary that whatever produces itſelf ſhould

comprehend itſelf ſo far as it is a cauſe, and ſhould be comprehended by itſelf ſo far as it is

cauſed z but that it ſhould be at once both cauſe and the thing cauſed, that which comprehends

and that which is comprehended. If, therefore, a ſubſiflence in another ſignifies the being pro

duced by another more excellent cauſc,_' ſubfistence in ſelf must ſignify that which is ſelf.

begotten, and produced by itſelf. ,

" Let us conſider how it is impoſſible for the ſatne whole, at the ſame tin1e, both to do and

ſuffer: for this Plato aſſumes as a thing common and univerſally acknowledged. Will it not

follow, therefore, if this be granted, that the ſelf-motive nature of the ſoul will no longer

remain P For, in things ſelf-moved, that which moves is not one thing, and that which is moved

another; but the whole is at the ſame time moving and moved. To this it may be replied as

follows: Of the powers of the ſoul ſome are generative, and others converſive of the ſoul to

herſelf. The generative powers, therefore, beginning from the ſoul produce its liſez but the

converſwe convolve the ſoul to itſelf, according to a certain vital circle, and to the intellect

which is establiſhed prior to ſoul. For, as the generative powers produce a twofold life, one kind

abiding, but the other proceeding into body and ſubſistlng in a ſubject, ſo the converſive powers

make a twofold converſion, one of the ſoul to herſelf, the other to the intellect which is beyond

her. Of theſe powers, therefore, the whole ſoul participates, becauſe they proceed through each

other, and energizc together with each other; whence every rational ſoul is ſaid to generate

herſelf. For the whole participates through the whole of generative powers, and ſhe converts

as it were herſelf' to herſelf; and neither is that which generates without converlion, nor is that

which conVerts unprolific, but a participation through each other is effected. Hence both

aſſertions are true, viz. that the ſoul generates herſelf, and that it is not poſſible for the whole of

a thing at the ſame time both to do and ſuffer. For though that which produces and that

which is produced are one thing, yet together with union there is alſo difference, through which

a thing of this kind does not remain unmultiplied. For the whole ſoul is indeed produced, but

not ſo far as it produces is it alſo according to this produced; ſince that which primarily

ptOdUces is the generative power of the ſoul. Since however it is poſſible in ſome things for

a certain part to generate, and a part to be generated, as in the World that which is celestial is

ſaid to generate and ſabricate, and that which is ſublunary to be generated -, and again, not [or

a part, but the whole to be generated and generate in different times, and laſily, for the whole

5 both
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t/le one would no longer be one, but two. It certainly would not. The

one, therefore, is not any where ' 3, ſince it is neither in itſelf nor in another.

* It

both to do and ſuffer in the ſame time, but to do one thing, and ſuffer another, and not the

ſame; for what if a thing ſhould impart hear, and at the ſame time receive cold, or ſhould

whiten and be at the fame time blackened ?-on this account, Plato taking away all ſuch

objections accurately adds the words, tbe rw/yo/e, at the ſhme time, the ſhme thing, that it may not

act in one part and ſuffer in another, nor at different times, nor do one thing and ſuffer another.

Hence, ſince that which is ſelf-fublistent is neceſſarily diviſxble into that which is more excel

lent, and that which is fubordinate, for ſo far as it produces it is more excellent, but ſo far as

it is produced fubordiuate, it follows that the an: is beyond a ſelf-ſubſistent nature: ſor lb.- one

does not admit of diviſion, with which a ſelf-ſubſistent nature is neceſſarily connected. lndeed

tþz one is better than every paternal and generative cauſe, as being exempt from all power. For

though according to Plato it is the cauſe of all beautiful things, yet it is not the cauſe in ſuch a

manner as if it employed power, through which it is productive of all things: for power fubſists

together with hyparxis or the ſummit of eſſence, to which it is at the ſame time ſubordinatc.

But of the natures posterior to 'be am, ſome being most near to, and ineffably and occultly un

folded into light from it, have a paternal and generative dignity with relation to all beings, and

produce other things from themſelves by their own pawers. In this, therefore, they abound

n are than, and conſequently fall ſhort of the ſimplicity of, 'In on', that they generate ſelf-ſub

ſ' lent natures: for additions in things divine are attended with diminution of power. Other

natures, therefore, posterior to flu- am', being now ſeparated and multiplied in themſelves, are

allotted the power of things felf-ſubſiflent; fubſisting indeed from primary cauſes, but pro

duced alſo from themſelves. Theſe, therefore, are ſuſpended from the paternal and generative

cauſes of forms, but paternal cauſes from 'In one, which is more excellent than every cauſe of this

kind, and which in a manner unknown to all things unfolds beings from itſelf, according to the

principles of things. Hence, iſ this he the caſe, it is evident that every thing which gives ſub

ſistence to itſelf is alſo productive of other things- For ſelf-ſubſistent natures are neither the

first nor the last of things. But that which produces other things without producing itſelf is

twofold; one of theſe being better, and the other worſe, than things felf-ſubſistent. Such,

therefore, are producing natures. But of things produced from a generating cauſe, ſelf

fubſiflent natures first proceed, being produced indeed, but fubſtsting ſelf-begotten from their

proper cauſes. For they proceed from their cauſe in a way ſuperior to a ſelf-begetting energy.

The next in order to theſe are the natures which are ſuſpended from another producing cauſe,

but which are incapable of generating and being generated from themſelves. And this order of

things has its progreſſion ſupernally as far as to the last of things. For if, among generating

natures, that which generatcs itſelf alſo generates other things, but that which generates

other things does not neceſſarily generate itſelf, it follows that things generative of others are

prior to ſuch as generate themſelves: for things more comprehenſive rank more as principles.

'3 Plato very geometrically, in each of the theorems, first enunciates the propoſition, after

wards gives the demonstration, and, in the last place, the concluſion; through the propoſition

imitating
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It is not. But conſider whether thus circumstanced it can either stand or

be moved '4. Why can it not? Becauſe whatever is moved is either

locally moved, or ſuffers alteration 15 ; for theſe alone are the genera of

motion.

imitating the collected and stable energy of intellect 5 through the demonstration, the progrelſion

ofintellections evolving itſelf into multitude', and through the concluſion, the circular motion

of intellect to its principle, and the one perfection of all intellectual energy. This, therefore,

which he does inlthe preceding theorems, he particularly does in this. For it pertains to this

order, boxh to ſubſist from itſelf, and to abide in the natures prior to itſelf. The logical

diſcurſus, therefore, imitates the ſubſistence oſ this order in itſelf, but the concluſion, and a

returning to the principle, a ſubſistenee in another.

V Parmenides here proceeds to another order, viz. the viviſic, from the intellectual monad,

and evinces that the 'me is exempt from this. The idioms, therefore, of this viviſic order are

motion and perma'mtry ,- the former unfolding into light the fountains oflife, and the latter firmly

establiſhing this life exempt from its proper rivers. That it is not requiſite, however, alone to

take away phyſical motions from 'be one, Plato himſelf manifests, by ſaying, " 'be one therefore is

immovable, according to every kind of motion.' But all energy, according to him, is motion.

The one therefore is prior to energy. Hence alſo it is prior to power, lest it ſhould poſſeſs power

imperfect and unenergetic. Should it be aſked why Plato places motion before ſhmmg/I' and dſſ.

rence ? we reply, that motion and permanency are beheld in the eſſenccs and energies of things :

for proeeſiion is eſſential motion, and permanency an eſſential ellabliſhment in cauſes 3 ſince every

thing at the ſame time that it abides in, alſo proceeds from, its cauſe. Eſſcntial motion and per

'manch therefore, are prior to ſamzmſs and dſſremt : for things in proceeding from their cauſes

become ſinne and dffrmt; dxffirmt by proceeding, but ſame by eonverting themſelves to that

which abides. Hence motion and permammy rank prior to ſhmmtfl- and dffflnct, as originating

prior to them. On this account, in the Sophista, Plato arranges motion and permantnty after being,

and next to theſeſhme and dffrtnt.

'5 Plato, in the tenth book of his Laws,_ makes a perfect diviſion of all motions into ten,

eight of which are paſſtvc. The ninth of theſe is indeed energctic, but is both motive and moved,

moving other things, and being moved by a cauſe prior to itſelf; and the tenth is energetic

from itſelf, in that which is moved poſſeſſing alſo that which moves, being no other than a ſelf

motive nature. lt is however now requiſite to make a more ſynoptical diviſion, that we may not

phyſiologize in diſcourſes about divine natures. Hence Plato conciſely distriliutes all motion'

into two. For that it is requiſite not only to conſider the propoſed motions as corporeal, but

likewiſe as comprehenſive of all incorporeal motions, is evident from his ſaying, " for theſe are the

only motions." Both the motions of ſoul, therefore, and ſuch as are intellectual, are compre

hended in theſe two, viz. lation and alteration, or internal motion. lt is alſo evident that every

viviſic genus of the Gods belongs to theſe motions, ſince all life is motion according to Plato, and

every motion is comprehended in the two which are here mentioned. Let us therefore conſider

every thing which is moved z and ſitst of all let us direct our attention to bodies, either as ſuffer

ing ſome internal or ſome external change: for that which changes one place for another ſuſ

- tain'
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motion. Certainly. But iftlw one ſhould be altered from itſelf, it is impoſſible

that it ſhould remain in any reſpect the one. Impoffible. lt will not

therefore be moved according _to alteration? It appears that it will not.

tains a mutation of ſomething belonging to things external; but that which is generating or cor

rupting, or increaſing, or diminiſhing, or mingling, ſuffers a mutation of ſomething inward.

Hence that which is changed according to the external is ſaid to be moved according to lation :

for a motion of this kind is local, place being external to bodies. But that which is moved ac

cording to ſomc onc oſ the things within it is ſaid to ſuffer internal change, whether it ſustains

generation, or corruption, or increaſe, or diminution, or mixture. Local motion, therefore, is

preſent with divine bodies, ſuch as thoſe of the stars, but they have no mutation according to

eſſcnce. For it is neceſſary, indeed, that theſe ſhould be Iocally moved, becauſe, as Plato ſays

in the Politicus, always to ſubſist according to the ſame, and aſter the ſame manner, belongs to

the most divine oſ things alone; but the nature of body is not of this order. The celeſtial bo

dies, however, being the first of things viſible, poſſeſs a perpetual ſubſistence: for ſuch things

as arc first in every order poſſeſs the form of natures prior to themſelves. Hence theſe bodies

are moved according to this motion alone, which preſerves the cſſcnce of the things moved un

changed. But, aſcending from bodies to ſouls, we may ſee that which is analogous in theſe to

local motion, and that which correſponds to internal change. For, ſo far as at different times

they apply themſelves to different forms, and through contact with theſe become aſſimilated to

their proper intelligiblcs, or the objects oſ their intellectual viſion, they alſo appear in a certain

reſpect to be multiſorm, participating by their energies oſ theſe intelligibles, which are alwaye

different, and being diſpoſed together with them. So far, therefore, as this is effected, they may

be ſaid to be internally changed. But again, ſo far as they energize about the intelligible place,

and pervade the whole extent of forms, being as it were external to them, and comprehending

them on all ſides, ſo ſat' they may be ſaid to be locally moved; Flato al-ſo in the Phaedrus calling

the energy of the ſoul about the intelligible place, a period and circulation. Souls, therefore,

are both internaily changed and locally moved; being internally changed according to that

which is vital, for it is this which is diſpoſed together with, and is aſſimilatcd to, the viſions of
the ſoul; but, according to that whichiis gnostic, paſſing on locally from one intelligible to an

other, revolving round theſe by its intellcctions, and being reflected from the ſame to the ſame.

Or we ſhould rather ſay, that ſouls comprehenrl in themſelves thc cauſes oſ internal change, and

of mutation according to place. In much celebrated intellect, alſo, we ſhall find the paradigms

ſubfisting intellcctually of theſe two ſpecies of motion. For by participating the nature oſ the

intelligible in intellection, and becoming through intelligence a certain intelligible itſclſ, it is

internnlly changed about the intellectual idiom. For participations are ſaid to impart ſomething

of their own nature to their participant. But by intellectually perceiving in the ſame, according

to the ſame things, and after the ſame manner, and by energizing about its own intelligible as

about a centre, it previouſly comprehends thc paradigm of local circulation. Every where, there

fore, we ſhall find that motions are internal changes and lations, ſubſtsting intellcctually in in

tellect, PſyCllically in ſoul, and corporeally and diviſibly in ſenſibles; ſo that we ought not to

'wonder iſ theſe are the only motions; ſor all others are comprehended in theſe.

v0L. Ill. T But
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But will it be moved locally ' 5 ? Perhaps ſo. But indeed iſ Me one is moved

locally,

'5 Parmenides paſſes on' to the other form of motion, viz. lation, and ſhows that neither is

'be one moved according to this. He alſo divides lation into motion about the ſame place, and

into a mutation from one place to another. For every thing which is moved according to place,

either preſence the ſame place, ſo that the whole remains intranſttive, and the thing itſelf is

only moved in its parts; or it is moved both in the whole and the parts, and paſſes from one

place to another. For there are theſe four caſes '. a thing is neithcr moved in the whole, nor in

the parts -, or it is moved in the whole, and not in the parts; or it is moved in the parts, and

not in the whole; or it is moved both in the whole and in the parts. But, of theſe four, it is

impoſſible for the whole to be moved, the parts remaining immovable', ſince the parts from

which the whole conſists are moved together with the whole. To be moved neither in the whole

nor in the parts belongs to things which stand still. It remains, therefore, either that the whole

is not moved, the parts being moved, or that both the whole and the parts are moved. 'ſhe for

mer oſ theſe motions is produced by a ſphere or cylinder, when theſe are moved about their

artes; but the latter i' effected by a tranſition from one place to another, when the whole changes

its place. It is evident, there-fore, from this diviſion, that ſuch are the neceſſary diſſercnccs of

motion.

Theſe two motions are not only apparent in ſcnſibles, viz. the circular in the revolutions of

the heavenly bodies, and a motion both according to whole and parts in the ſublunary region,

but they alſo ſubliſt in the natures beyond thoſe. For a partial ſoul, through its aſcents and de

ſcents, and its tranſitive energy according to length, contains the paradigm oſ motions both ac

cording to the whole and parts; and intellect, through its intranſitive revolution about the intel

ligible, cauſally contains the circular motion. And not only intellect, but alſo every divine

ſoul, through its meaſured motion about intellect, receives an incorporeal circulation. Parme

nides alſo, ſays Proclus, when he calls being a ſphere, in his poems, and ſays that it perceives

intellectually, evidently calls its intellection ſpheric motion. But Timaeus, bending the progreffion

of the ſoul according to length, into circles,v and making one oſ theſe circles external and the

other internal, confers both theſe eternally on the ſoul according to a demiurgic cauſe, and

an intellectual period prior to that of bodies. Theologists alſo, Proclus adds, were well ac

quainted with incorporeal circulation. For the theologist of the Greeks (Urpheus) ſpeaking con

cerning that first and occult God * who ſubſiſia prior to Phanes, ſays, a that he moves in an

infinite circle with unwearied energy."

'O Pan-grow' 'ar-a 'worn wren-m; 'Pogor-ro.

And the Chaldzan Oracles aſſert that all ſountains and principles abide in an mz/luggiſh revolution.

For, ſince every thing which is moved in a circle has permnnency mingled with motion, they

are very properly ſaid always to abide in circulation, the urz/luggiſh here ſignifying tſim'lmterialzſity.

The motions, therefore, of incorpore_al natures are comprehended in this diviſion 3 and ſo ib: one

* Viz. the ro oſſy or the first being oſ Plato, the ſummit oſ the intelligible order.
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locally, it will either he carried round in the ſame circle, or it will change

one place for another. Neceſſarily ſo. But ought not that which is carried

round in a circle to (land firm in the middle, and to have the other parts ofit

ſelf rolled about the middle? And can any method be deviſed by which it is

poſſible that a nature which has neither middle nor parts can be circularly car

ried about the middle P There cannot be any. But if it changes its placel 7,

would it not become ſituated elſewhere, and thus be moved ? In this caſe

it would. Has it not appeared to be impoffible that the one ſhould be in any

thing? It has. Is it not much more impoſſible that it ſhould becomeſituated

m

is ſhown to be immovable, as being establiſhed above all motion, and not as being partly im

movable and partly movable. ,

'7 That it is impoſſible for flye: me to paſs from one place to another is evident, For either the

whole must be within both places; or the whole must be without both; or this part of it must

be here, and that in the other place. But if the whole being without is in neither, it cannot be

moved from one place to another. Iſ again the whole is within both, neither again will it be

moved from the former to the following place. And if one part of it is in this, and another in

the remaining place, it will be partible, or conſist of parts. But the one is not partible; and con

ſcqucntly it cannot be in any thing. And here obſerve, that though there may be ſomething

which is neither without nor within a certain thing, but is both without and within (for thus

ſoul and intellect are ſaid to be in the world and out of it), yet it is impoſſible for the whole

of a thing to be in ſomething. and yet be neither without nor within it. Regarding, therefore,

the partible nature of ſoul, not only ours, vbut alſo that which is divine, we may fay that it poſ

ſeſſes the cauſe of a motion of this kind, ſince it is neither wholly within nor yet perfectly with
0ut that which is the object oſctits energy. For the whole of it does not at once apply itſelf to

the conceptions of intellect, ſince it is not naturally adapted to ſee theſe collectively; nor is it

wholly ſeparated from intellect, but according to its own different intellections it becomes in a

certain reſpect ſituated in the different forms of intellect, and introduces itſelf as it were into its

intellections, as into its proper place. Hence Timzeus does not refuſe to call the foul generated,

as he had previouſly denominated it partible. For ſoul does not poſſeſs a collective intelligence,

but all its energics are generated 5 and in conſequence of this its intellections are eſſentializcd in

traitſ-tions. Hence alſo time, is ſo intimatcly connected with ſoul, that it meaſures its first ener

gies. intellect, therefore, appears genuincly to contain the paradigm of a circular motion, poſ.

ſcſſmg as a centre that part of itſelf which abides, and which is the intelligible of intellect. but

the many progreſſions of forms from this Vesta as it were of itſelf, as right lines from the centre.

But all its cnergies, which an: intellcctive of intclligibles, have the relation of the one ſuperficies

running round the lines from the centre, and the centre itſelf. A divine ſoul, however, con

tains the paradigm both of a right-lined and circular progreſſion; of the former, as proceeding

about the intelligible place, abiding indeed as a whole, but evolving the intelligible by its tranſi

tions; but of the latter, as always fixing the whole oſitſelf in the object of intellection z for, as

-r 2. a whole,
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in any thing? I do not understand how you mean. Iſ any thing is becom

ing to be in any thing, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould not yet be in it,

ſince it is becoming lo be; nor yet entirely out of it, ſince it has already

become? lt is neceſſary. If therefore this can take pleice in any other

thing, it must certainly happen to that which poſſeſſes parts ; for one part

oſ it will be in this thing, but another out of it: but that which has no

parts cannot by any means be wholly within or without any thing. It is

true. But is it not much more impoffible that that which neither has parts

nor is a whole can be becoming lo be in any thing; ſince it can neither ſubſist

in becoming to be according to parts, nor according to a whole? So it ap

pears. Hence it will neither change its place by going any where ' *, nor

that it may become ſituated in any thing ; nor, through being carried round

in that which is the ſame, will it ſuffer any alteration. It does not appear

that it can. The one therefore is immovable, according to every kind of

motion. lmmovable. But we have likewiſe all'erted 1 9 that it is impoſſible

for

a whole, it both abides and is moved. And in the last place, a partial ſoul, by its motions accord

ing to length, clearly produces the incorporeal cauſe of a right-lined motion.

'3 Plato here collects all the aſoreſaid concluſions about motions' and having before enumerated

them in a divided manner, he makes one univerſal concluſion, teaching us through this aſcent

how it is always requiſite in the viſion of flye' one to contract multitude into that which is com<

mon, and to comprehend parts through the whole. For the things which he had before divided

into parts receiving three motions, viz. internal mutation, the right-lined and circular progreſſion,

theſe he now ſeparately enumerates, by ſaying, that t/ze one neither proceeds, nor is circularly

borne along, nor is altered; and making an orderly enumeration, he recurs from things proxi

mately demonstrated to ſuch as are prior to them, that he may conjoin the beginning to the end,

and may imitate the intellectual circle. And here we may again ſee that the propoſition and the

concluſion are univerſal, but that the demonstrations proceed together with diviſions. For ſtable

intellections and converſions contract multitude 3 but thoſe which ſubſiſt according to progreſiion

divide the whole into parts, and the on: into its proper number.

'9 The thing propoſed to be ſhown ſrorn the first was to demonstrate that 'be am is unindigent

of permanency and motion, and that it is beyond and the cauſe oſ both. For the nega'ion of

permanency and motion cannot be applied to 'be om- in the ſame manner as to matter. For mat

ter participates oftheſe merely in appearance- lt is therefore applied to the one, as being better than

both theſe. For, as ſome one prior to us, ſays Proclus, obſerves, becauſe the on: does not abide,bzing

is moved, and becauſe it is not moved, Im'ng is permanent. For beingby its stability imitates the

immobility of t/u an', and, by its eſſieacious energy, that which in fly: one is above tenſion and an

estabiſhmcnt in itſelf. And through both theſe it is affimilated to l/J' on', which is neither.

It
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for the one to be in any thing. We have ſaid ſo. It can never therefore

be in ſhme. Why? Becauſe it would now be in that in which ſsze is.

Entirely ſo. But the one can neither be in itſelf nor in another. It can

not. The one therefore is never in ſame. It does not appear that it is.

But as it is never inſame, it can neither be at rest nor stand still. In this

caſe it cannot. The one, therefore, as it appears, neither stands still nor is

moved. It does not appear that it can. Nor will it be the ſame either with

anotherN, or with itſelf; nor again different either from itſelf or from

another.

It is alſo beautifully obſerved here by Proclus, that a thing appears to stand still, which is esta

bliſhed in aunt/Je', but to be at rest,,which is able to abide in itſ/ley. But Parmenides denies both theſe of

the one, as not being in another nor in itſelf. Whether, therefore, there is a certain intellectual

tranquillity which is celebrated by the wiſe, or mystic port, or paternal ſilence, it is evident that

tlae one is exempt from all ſuch things, being beyond energy, ſilence and quiet, and all the stable

ſignatures which belong to beings. -

But here, perhaps, ſome one may ſay, it has been ſufficiently ſhown that 'be one is neither

moved nor stands still, yet nothing hinders but that he may be calledſialzi/ity or motion. To

this we reply, that 'be one, as we have before obſerved, is neither both of two oppoſites, lest he

ſhould become not one, and there ſhould be prior to it that which mingles the oppoſites; nor is

it the better of the two, lest it ſhould have ſomething which is oppoſed, and thus, in conſequence

of containing a property oppoſite to ſomething elſe, ſhould again be not one, and not being one

ſhould conſist of infinite inſinitcs; nor is it the worſe of the two, lest it ſhould have ſomething

better than itſelf, and this ſomething better ſhould again in like manner conſiſt of infinite infi

nites. Hence Plato at length even denies 'be one of it, becauſe that which is first is beyond all

oppoſition, and f/Je me is oppoſed to the many.

Let it alſo be obſerved that the first permanency and the first motion originate from them.

ſclves, the one deriving from itſelf stable power, and the other efficacious energy; in the ſame

manner as every thing elſe which is first begins its own energy from itſelf. So that, when it is

ſaid the one does not stand, and is not moved, this alſo implies that it is not permanency, and

that it is not motion. Hence, neither must i: be ſiid that the am is the most firm of all stable

things, and the most energetic of every thing that is in motion : for tranſeendencies of participa

tions do not take away, but strengthen the participations. lf, therefore, 'be one does not in ſhot:

stand, it is not most firm. For either mast'ſirm is only a name, and aſſerts nothing concerning th'

one, or it nmnifests that it is most stable. And if it is not in any reſpect moved, it is not most

wergclic. For, if theſe words ſignify nothing, they aſſert nothing conceming tlne am,- but, iſ they

ſignify that which in the most eminent degree participates of motion, 'be 'me will not be most:

energetic. For energy is a certain motion.

2" Plato here appears to characteriſe for us the whole demiurgic order, in the ſame manner as

the words prior tn theſe characteriſe the viviſic order," and thoſe again prior to theſe, that which

ranks as the ſummit in intellectuals. Theſe things, indeed, as Proclus well obſerves, appear in a

most eminent degree to pertain to the demiurgic ſeries, according to the Platonic narrations con

cerning
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another. How ſo? For, if different from itſelf ", it wouldbe different

from

cerning it, and thoſe of other theologists; though, ſays he, this is dubious to ſome, who alone

conſider primer/ent) and mation, ſinne/'est and dſſrenn, philoſophically, and do not perceive that

theſe things are first beheld about 'in on', and not about being', and that, as there is a twofold

number, viz.. ſupereſſential and eſſential, in like manner each of theſegenera of being first ſubſiſt

in the divine unities, and afterwards in beings. They likewiſe do not fee that theſe are ſigns of

the divine and ſelf-perfect orders, and not of the genera or ſpecies only of being.

Let it alſo be obſerved that the genera of being ſubſist both in the intelligible and intellcctual

orders, intelligibly in the former, and intellectually in the latter; and this is just the ſame as to

aſſert that in intelligibles they ſubſist abſorbed in unity, and without ſeparation, but in intellectuals

with ſeparation according to their proper number. So that it is by no means wonderful iſ the

intelligible monad comprehends the whole intellectual pentad, viz. eſſence, motion, permanency,

ſameneſs and difference, without diviſion, and in the most proſound union, ſince through this

union all theſe are after a manner one: for all things, ſays Proclus, are there without ſeparation
according to a dark mi , as the theologiſtſi' aſſerts, Alum-Frm- mxv-mv ov-mv 'am awe-rowen &utxlnv'

Omm 6 55010705. For iſ in arithmetic the monad, which is the cauſe of monadic numbers, contains

all thoſe forms or productive principles which the decad comprehends decadically, and the tctrad

tetradically, is it at all wonderful that among beings the intelligible monad ſhould comprehend

all the genera of being monadically, and without ſeparation 5 but that another order ſhould con

tain theſe dyadically, another tctradically, and another decadically? For ideas alſo ſubſist in

intelligibles, but not after the ſame manner as in intellectuals; ſmce in the former they ſubſist

totally, u'zittdly, and paterM/ly; but in the latter 'wit/;- ſiparalio", partial/5), and drmiurgically. But

it is every where neceſſary that the number of ideas ſhould be ſuſpended from the gencra of

being. If, therefore, intellectual ideas participate of the intellectual genera, intelligible ideas

a'lſo must participate of the intelligible genera. But if ideas ſirſl; ſubſist tetradically at the extre

mity of intelligibles, it is neceſſary that there ſhould be a monadic ſubſisten'ce of theſe genera

prior to the formal tetrad. r

Let us now conſider why Plato first takes away from the on', motion and penner/"ny, and after

wards ſame and dffrml. We have already indeed ſaid what was the cauſe of this, viz. that

motion and permafltr/ty are twofold, one kind being prior to ſame and different, according to

which every thing proceeds and is converted to its cauſe, but the other being posterior to ſame

and different, and appearing in the energies of beings. But we ſhall now, with Proclus, aſſign

the reaſon of this, after another manner, from the problcms themſelves. In this first hypotheſis

then, concerning flu- one, ſome things are denied of it with reſpect to itſelf alone: for multitude

and the whole, figure, and the being in r' rrrtain t/n'ng, motion and penner/envy, are taken. away

from 'be on' conſidered with reſpect to itſelf. But ſhme and dffreuf, ſimilar and dſſmilnr, equal

and unequal, older and youngtr, are denied oſ 'be one both with reſpect to itſelf and other things :

for the an: is neither the/ame with itſelf, nor with others, and in a ſimilar manner with reſpect to

* Viz. Orpheul. Agrceably to this, in the Orphie hymn to Protogonus, who ſubſiſia at the extremity of

the intelligible order, that deity is ſaid ** 'a ux'pe away/'ram ib: on: a dark mist."

Owwv 5; cxororo'ntv afiyavava; &ſtock-'37.

dff'rrnf,
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from the one, and ſo would not be the one. True. And if it ſhould be the

fame

dſſrm', and each of the rest. But 'but 'which I: the object of' opinion or ſi'imto, or which can be

named, or iſ gffolrle, are denied of ib' one with reſpect to other things: for it is unknown to all

fecondary natures, by theſe gnoſEis energies. Negations, therefore, being aſſumcd in a triple

reſpect, viz. of a thing with reſpect to itſelf, of itſelf with reſpect to others, and of itſelf both

with reſpect to itſelf and others, and ſome of theſe ranking as first, others as middle, and Other'

as laſt, hence motion and permanerioy are denied of t/n one, as of itſelf with reference to itſelf, but

t/Jestnne and (li erent are denied in a twofold reſpect, viz. of the on: with reference to itſelf, and

of itſelf with reference to other things. Hence the former are co-armnged with first negations,

but the latter with ſuch as are middle. Nor is it without reaſon that he first diſcourſes about

the former, and afterwards about the latter. Thus alſo he denies 'be ſimilar and t/ce a'ſſmi/or,

'be equal and the unequal, i/n older and llot younger, of the one with reference to itſelf and other

things. He likewiſe through theſe takes away from tbe one, ff-nco, quantity, quality, and tþ: 'when :

for 'In-ſum: and dſſrmt pertain to rffiwoer, 'be ſimilar and ib: dſſmi/ar, to qualitiot, fly: equal and

'be unequal, to guanlitin, and 'be olde-i' and 'be younger, to things which exist at a certain time.

Plato alſo, ſays Proclus, denies the ſame and the diffirent of lbt one, knowing that Parmenidcs in

his poems places theſe in 'be one being : for thus Purmenides ſpeaks

TMTUV 7' sv 'ral/19.- pint-si, an' tow-to r' rim-at.

i. e. Sam' in 'beſhme abides, yct by itſelf fubſiſis.

It is neceſſary, therefore, to ſhow that 'be one which is establiſhed above the one being, in by no

means ſame, and much more that it it is not di mnr: for ſummeſ? is more allied to 'be one than

rit' z'rtntt. Hence, he takes away both ſhme and diffinnt from 'be one, that he may ſhow that

it tranſcends In: one being, in which both theſe ſubſist according to the verſes of Parmenides, not

confuting theſe verſes, but taking occaſion from them to make this additional aſſertion. For, if

that which participates of ſamcnefs and difference is not yet 'be true one, it neceſſarily follows

that tli: true one must ſubſist prior to theſe: for whatever is added to tlu one obſcures by the

addition the unity of the recipient.

3' There being four problems concerning ſhmt and dfflþrmf, as denied of 'be on', Plato begin.

ning from the former of theſe, and which are more eaſily apprehended by us, proceeds through

thoſe that remain. But the four problems are as follow: 'The on' is not different from itſelf?

'be on: is not different from other things: the one is not the ſame with itſelf: and 'he one is not

the ſame with other things. Of theſe four the extremes are the clearest: for that the on: is not

the ſame with other things is evident, and alſo that it is not different from itſelf. But the other

two are attended with ſome difficulty. For how can any one admit that that which is one is

not the ſame with itſelf? Or how is it poſſible not to be perſuaded, that it is not different

from other things, ſince it is exempt from them ?

Let usthen conſider how the first of theſe problema is demonstrated, viz. that 'be one is not

different from itſelf. It is, therefore, demonſtratcd as follows: lf the one is different from itſelf,

it will be entirely different from t/z: one. But that which is different from lb' one, is not one .

4- for
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ſame with another ", it 'would be that thing and would not be itſelf; ſo

that neither could it thus be t/ze one, but it would be ſomething different from

ſhe

'for that which is different from man is not man, and that which is different from horſe is not

horſe; and, in ſho't, that which is different from any thing is not that thing. lf, therefore,

the one is different from itſelf, the on: is not one. And this abſurdity leads us to contradiction,

that tln an: is not one. The one, therefore, is not different from itſelf. Some one, however, may

doubt against this demonstration, whether it may not thus be ſhown that diffi'rmre is not difflrmt

from itſelf; though indeed it is neceſſary that it ſhould. For every true being begins its energy

from itſelf, as we have before obſerved: and the Eleatean guest, in the Sophista, ſays that the

nature of diffiwme is different from the other genera. But if diffrcnc: is different from itſelf,

it will not be ayffmmn and 'hence dL'fflZ-rem-c is not different from itſelf. May we not fay,

therefore, that difference begins indeed its energy from itſelf, and makes itſelf different, yet not

different from itſelf, but from other things ? For it is able to ſeparate them from each other,

and, by a much greater priority, itſelf from them : and thus its energy is directed to itſelf, in

preſerving itſelf unconfuſed with other things. It may alſo be ſaid, and that more truly, that

dſſrem-e ſo far as it is different from itſelf is not differmrc : for it is different from itſelf through

the participation of the other genera of being. So far, therefore, as it participates of other

things, ſo far it is not difference. Nor is it abſurd that this ſhould be the caſe with dzffwnu:

for it is multitude. But it is abſurd that this ſhould be the caſe with t/x one: for it is out alone,

and nothing elſe.

3' This is the ſecond of the four problems, which is indeed more eaſily to be apprehendcd

than thoſe that follow, but is more difficult than the one that precedes it. Plato, therefore,

confides in the aſſertion that tle one receives nothing from other things. For this is an axiom

of all others the most true, both when applied to 'be on', and to all other cauſes; ſince no cauſe

receives any thing from that which is ſubordinate to itſfllf. For neither do the heavens receive

into themſelves any thing of mortal moleſlation; nor does the demiurgus receive any thing from

the generation which is about the whole world; nor do intelligibles participate of multitude

from the intellectual order, and the ſeparation which it contains. So that neither can the one

be filled from the idiom of beings, and conſequently it is by no means the ſame with other

things. For it would either participate of the things themſelves, or of things proceeding from

them, or both they and f/n on: would participate of ſome other one. But both cannot par

ticipate of another one: for nothing is better than the one, nor is there any thing which is more

one; ſince in this caſe there would be ſomething prior to t/Jc one. For the aſccnt is to [be one,

and not to multitude; ſince things more elevated always poſſeſs more of the nature of unity, as for

instance, ſoul than body. Nor does 'be om- participate of things themſelves, ſince theſe are worſe

than it, nor of things proceeding from them: for it is at once exempt from all things, and is

the object of deſire to all beings, ſubſisting as an imparticipable prior to wholes, that it may be one

without multitude; ſince the participated one is not in every reſpect one. ln no reſpect, there

fore, is tbe an: the fame with others. And thus it appears from common conceptions that the

aſſertion is true.

Let
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the one. It could not indeed. But, if it is the ſame with another, must it

not be different from itſelf? It must. But it will not be different ' 3 from

another

Let us now conſider the demonstration of Parmenides, which is as follows: If the one is the

ſame with any thing elſe, it will be the ſame with that which is not one ; for it is itſelf the one.

Hence alſo it is at the ſame time evident, that it is impoſſible for the true one to be two: for the

two will differ from each other. Each, therefore, being one and differing from the other, each

in conſequence of poſſeſſing difference together with unity, will no longer be one. Hence the

one is alone one. That, therefore, which is different from it is not one. Hence, if the on' is

the ſame with another, it is clearly the ſame with non-one: for that which is the ſame with the
one is one, and that which is the ſame with non-man is non-man. ſſ If, therefore, the on' is the

fame with any other thing beſides itſelf, the one is not one. But if not one it is different from

the am; which was before ſhown to be abſurd. Parmenides alſo adds, and it would be different

from the one, that through the abſurdity proxim'ately ſhown the abſurdity of this hypotheſis alſo

may become apparent. Thus likewiſe it may be demonstrated that ſameneſs itſelf is not ſame

neſs, if there is any instance in which it is in a certain reſpect the ſame with difference, or any

thing elſe beſides itſelf. Thus, it may be ſaid that fameneſs is the ſame with difference, ſo far

as it participates of difference. If, therefore, it is the ſame with difference, it is different, and

not the ſame. Nor is there any abſurdity in this: for in its own effcnce it is ſamencſs, but by

participation of difference it becomes different. It becomes however the ſame with difference,

through the participation of difference; which is most paradoxical, that ſumeng/'r ſhould become

ſame through difference.

'3 Of the two remaining problems Plato again demonstrates the more eaſy prior to the other.

But it is eaſier to deny that which is more remote from the one; and ſuch is a'i ermce. But

ſameneſs is more allied to the one; and hence it has a nature more difficult to he ſeparated from

it, and requires more abundant diſcuſſion. The one then, ſo far as one, does not participate of

difference: for, if it did, it would be non-one. But every thing which is different from anorher

is ſaid to be ſo through diſſercnce. The one, therefore, ſo far as one is not different, becauſe it

does not participate of diſſcrcncc. For to be different alone pertains to that which is different

from another, and not to the one; and ſuch is that which participates of difference. But if the one

is different through diſſercnce, it psrticipates of difference. For the one is one thing, and different

another; the former being denominated by itſelf, and the other with relation to ſomething

elſe : ſo that different is not different by the one, but by that which makes different.

But here a doubt may ariſe, how the one is ſaid to be exempt from all things if it is not different

from them ? For that which is exempt is ſeparated from thoſe things from which it is exempt.

But every thing which is ſeparated is ſeparated through difference: f0t_dſſ"ellſt is the ſource of

diviſion, but ſumme/3 of connexion. In anſwer to this it may he ſaid, that the omis exempt and

ſeparate from all things, but that it does not poſſeſs this ſeparation through difference, but from

another ineffahle tranſccndcncy, and notſuch as that which difference imparts to beings. For, as

both the world and intellect ſuhſist for ever,but the r-vtr is not the ſame in both, being temporal in

the former, and eternal in the latter, and exempt from all time ; ſo intellect is exempt from the

v0L. Ill. U world,
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another while it is tlre one. For it does not belong to the one to be differ

ent from another, but to that alone which is different from another, and

to no other. Right. In conſequence, therefore, of its being the one, it will

not be another; or do you think that it can? Certainly not. But if it is:

not different from another, neither will it be different from itſelf. But if

not different from itſelf, it will not he that which is dffrenl; and being in

no reſpect that which is different, it will be different from nothing. Right.

Nor yet will it be the ſame * with itſelf. Why not? Is the nature of t/ie

one the ſame with that ofſame P Why ? Becauſe, when any thing becomes

the ſame with any thing, it does not on this account become one. But

'what then? That which becomes the ſame with many things must ne

ceſſarily become many, and not one. True. But if the one andfizme differ

in no reſpect, whenever any thing becomes stum- it will always become t/ze

one, and whenever it becomes the one it will be ſame. Entirely ſo. If,

_ therefore, the one ſhould be the ſame with itſelf, it would be to itſelf that.

which is not one; and ſo that which is one will not be one. But- this indeed

is impoffible. It is impoſſible, therefore, for Ille one to be either different

from another, or the ſame with itſelf. Impoſiible. And thus t/rſie one will

neither be different ' nor t/Ieſamc, either with reſpect to itſelf or another.

It

world, and the one from beings; but the exempt ſubſistence-of intellect is derived from d/stirmee

which ſeparates beings, but that of 'be an: is prior to di lrt'n't. For dffrmu imitates that which

is exempt and unmingled in the one, just asſamemſr imitates its ineffable onm'st.

' This is the fourth of the problems, that 'be one is not the ſame with itſelf, neither as ſame

neſs, nor as participaling of ſameneſe: and, in the first place, he ſhows that it is not asjhme'ufi.

For, if 'be am is ſameneſs, it is neceſſary that every thing which participates oſ ſameneſs ſhould

according to that participation become one. It is however poſiible that a thing ſo far as it par

tieipates of ſameneſs may become many, as is evident in that which becomes the ſame with

many qualities. Sameneſs, therefore, is not 'be one. For, as that which becomes the ſame with

man is man, and that which becomes the ſame with the white is white, and with the black, black,

and, in ſhort, in every thing, that which is the ſame with any form entirely receives that with

which it is ſaid to become the ſame,-ſo [hat which becomes the ſame with many things, ſo far

as it is many, is the ſame with them. But, ſo far as it is many,,it is impoſſible that it can be one.

And hence ſameneſs is not tlxe am.

5 This is the common concluſion of the four problems, and which reverts to the first pro

poſition. We may alſo ſee that Plato begins from the flſſrmt and ends in lb' different, imitating,

both by the conciſeneſs of the concluſion and in making the end the ſame with the beginning,

the
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It will not. But neither will it be ſimilar 1 to any thing, or diſſimilar either

to itſelf or to another. \Vhy not? Becauſe the ſimilar is that which in a

certain

the circle oſ intellectual energy. lt is alſo beautifully obſerved here by Proclus, that as df erence

in beings is twofold, or rather triple, viz. that of things more excellent, that of things ſubordi

nate, and that of things coordinate,--hence in ſupercſſential natures tranſcenrlency must be affumed

instead of the a'ff-rmre which ſubſists in forms between the more excellent and the inferior;

filbjectian instead of the dſſerence of the inferior with reſpect to the ſuperior; and idiom instead of

the stparalion of things coordinate from each other. The one, therefore, tranſcends all things;

and neither is 'be one different from other things, not' are other things different from the one.

But if we employ ſuch like appellations, and aſſert that other things are different from the one, we

ſhould look to the imbecility of human nature, and pardon ſuch aſſertions. For that we cannot

properly predicate any thing of the one, Plato himſelf indicates at the end of this hypotheſis :

at the ſame time, however, We aſſert ſomething eaneerm'ng it, through the ſpontaneous parturition

of the foul about 'be one.

' Parmenides, ſays Proclus, paſſes from the demiurgic to the qffimi/ative order, the idiom of

which is to be alone ſupermundane, and through which all the mundane and liker/ded genera are

aſlimilatcd to the intellcctual Gods, and are conjoincd with the demiurgic monad, which rules

over wholes with exempt tranſcendency. From this demiurgic monad, too, all the aſſimilative

order proceeds. But it imitates theſamemſ: which is there through ſimilitude, exhibiting in a

more partial manner that power of ſlime/'eſt which is collective and connective of wholes. It

likewiſe imitates dcmiurgie difference, through diſſimilitude, expreſſmg its ſeparating and diviſive

power through unconſuſcd purity with reſpect to the extremes. Nor must we here admit, as

Proclus well obſerves, that which was aſſerted by ſome of the antients, viz. thatſimilitude is

remittedſhmenefi, and (Iſſmililude rnm'tled dffrtnce. For neither are there any intentions and

remillions in the Gods, nor things indeſinite, and the more and the leſs, but all things are there

establiſhed in their proper boundaries and proper meaſures. Hence, it more accords with divine

natures' to aſſert ſuch things of them as can be maniſested by analogy. For Plato alſo admits

analogy in theſe, in the Republic establiſhing 'be good to be that in intelligibles which t/n'ſwr is

in ſenſibles. Similitude, therefore, and diſſimilitude are that in ſccondary which ſamcneſs and

difference arcin the natures prior to them; and the ſimilar and the diſſimilar are the ſirst progcny

of ſamcneſs and difference. The equal, alſo, and the unequal proceed from thence, but prior to

theſe are ſimilitude and diſſimilitude: for the ſimilar is more in forms than the equal, and the

diſſimilar more than thc unequal. Hence, they arc proximately ſuſpended from the demiurgic

monad; and on this account Timacus not only repreſents the demiurgus making the world, but

alſo affimi/aling it to animal itſelf more thin it was before; indicating by this that the qffimilaliw

cauſe preſublists in the fabricator of the univerſe. NVith great propriety, therefore, Plato proceeds

to the affimilative order after the dcmiurgic monad, taking away this alſo from 'be one.

But the method of the problems is the ſame as before: for here alſo there are four problems,

viz. if [be one is ſimilar toitſclſ; if 'lie one is diſſimilar to itſelf; if tbe one is ſimilar to other things;

va if
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certain reſpect ſuffers ' ſar'ne. Certainly. But it has appeared that ſame is

naturally ſeparate from t/ze one. It has appeared ſo. But if t/ze one ſhould

ſuffer any thing except being iſle one which is, it would become more than

Me one: but this is impoſſible. Certainly. In no reſpect, thercfore, can t/ze

one

if the one is diſſimilar to other things. But all the demonstrations, that none of theſe is adapted

to the' one, originatc from ſamenefs and difference, \ the media, according to demonstrativc

rules, being the proper cauſes of the thing. Hence, he often frames the demonstration from

things remote, and not from things which have been proximately demonſtrated. For things in a

higher order, and which have a prior ſubſistence, are not alwaysgencrative of ſeeondary natures,

but they perfect, or defend, or employ a providential care about, but are not entirely generative

of them. Thus, for instance, Plato demonstrates that the one is not a 'who/e, and has not park,

from the many : for thence the intellectual wholcneſs proceeds. He demonstrates that it has not

beginning, middle, and end, from whole and Part: : for the order characterized by beginning, middle,

and ma', is proximately produced from theſe. Again, he demonstrates that the one is neither

straight not round, from beginning, middle, and 'nd : for thestraight and round thence receive their

generation. But he ſhows that the an' is neither in nor in another, from that order, and

not from figure, though according to progreflion this is arranged before it. And he demonstrates

that the one neither stands nor is moved, from not being in my flying, and from not bra-ving a middle,

and from not having Parſ!- Thus, alſo, in the demonstrations concerning ſimilitude and dſſmilitudz,

he derives the negations which are negative of the one fromfinneneſi and di erence : for the latter

are the fources of progreffion to the former.

1 The ſyllogiſm which furniſhes us with a proof that tbe one is not ſimilar, neither to itſelf nor

to'another, proceeds geometrically as follows, Plato having first deſincd what the ſimilar is.

That, then, which ſuffers a certain ſomething which is the fame, is ſaid to be ſimilar to that with

which it fuffers ſomething the ſame. For, we ſay that two white things are ſimilar, and alſo two

black, in conſequence oſ the former being the paffive recipients of the white, and the latter of

the black. And again, if you fay that a white thing and a black thing are ſimilar to each other,

you will ſay that they are ſimilar from the participation of colour, which is their common genus.

The ſyllogifm, therefore, is as follows: T/M' one fuſſers nothing the ſame, neither with itſelf nor

with another: ib: ſimilar ſuffer-5 ſomething the fame, either with itſelf or with another: t/ae one,

therefore, is not ſimilar, neither to itſelf nor to another. Such being the ſyllogiſm, Plato thinks

that one of the propoſitions alone requires aſſistance, viz. that which aſſerts that 'be one does not

ſuffer any thing the fame, neither with itſelf nor with another.

And here, as Proclus well obſerves, we may fee what caution Plato uſes: for he does not ſay

if the one ſhould ſuffer ib' one, but if the one ſhould ſuffer any thing, except being the one whirl) ir,

zopr; 'rau in ma', for it is the one, and does not ſuffer it; ſince every thing which ſuffers, or is

paſſive, is many. For he calls the participation of any thing a paſſion. Docs he nor, therefore,

in ſaying that 'be on' ſuffers nothing elſe, but tbc am which is', indicate in a very wonderful manner

that even tln one is fubordinate to the principle of all things? which indeed he ſays it is at the

4 end
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one ſuffer to be the ſame, either with another or with itſelf. It does not

appear that it can. It cannot, therefore, be ſimilar either to another or to

itſelf. So it ſeems. Nor yet can t/ze one ſuffer to be another; for thus it

would ſuffer to be more than the one. More, indeed. But that which

ſuffers to be different, either from itſelf or from another, will be diffi

milar either to itſelf or to another, if that which ſuffers ſame is ſimilar.

Right. But t/ie one, as it appears, ſince it in no reſpect ſuffers dffrcnt, can

in no reſpect be diſſimilar either to itſelf or to another. It certainly cannot.

T/ze one, therefore, will neither be ſimilar nor diſſimilar, either to another

or to itſelf. It does not appear that it can.

end of this hypotheſis. He alſo indicates that the addition of this aſſertion to the principle of

things is foreign to it, thongh more allied to it than other things, becauſe it is not poſſible to con

ceive any thing more venerable than i/Je one.

Should it be aſked whence it is that what ſuffers the ſame is ſimilar, we reply that ſimilitude is

the progeny of ſameneſs, in the ſame manner as ſameneſs of t/n one. Sameneſs, therefore, par

ticipates of 'be one, and ſimilirudc of ſamencſs. For, this it is to ſuffer, to participate oſ another,

and to proceed according to another more antient cauſe. A

Let it alſo be obſerved, that when it is ſaid that all things are ſimilar to 'lie one, in conſequence

of incſſably proceeding from thence, they must not be understood to be ſimilar according to this

limilitude, but alone according to that union which pervades to all beings from the one, and the

ſpontaneous deſire of all things about t/ar one. For all things are what they are from a deſire of

'in one, through tlu'ol/e; and in conſequence Of this parturition every thing being ſilled with a

union adapted to its nature, is aſſimilated to the one cauſe of all things. Hence, it is not aſſimi

lated to ſimilars ;- lest the ineffable principle itſelf ſhould alſo appear to be ſimilar to other things;

but, if it be lawſul ſo to ſpeak, it is allimilated to the paradigm oſ things ſimilar to this highest

cauſe. Beings, therefore, are aſſimilated to the one; but they are affimilated through an ineffable

deſire of 'be one, and not through this allimilative order, or the form of ſimilitude. For the aſſi

milative which immediately ſubſists after the intellectual order, is not able to conjoin and draw

upwards all beings; to the one; but its province is to elevate things posterior to itſelf to the in

'ellectual demiurgic monad. When, therefore, it is ſaid that every progreſſion is effected through

ſimilitude, it is requiſite to pardon the names which we are accustomed to uſe in ſpeaking of

beings, when they are applied to the unſolding into light oſ all things from the ineſſable principle

oſ all. For, ns we call'him i/ie one, in conſequence of perceiving nothing more venerable, nothing

more holy, in beings than unity, ſo we churacterize the progreſſion oſ all things from him by

ſimilitudr, not being able to give any name to ſuch progreſſion more perfect than this. Thus alſo

Socrates, in the chublic, calls this ineilitble principle, according to analogy, the idea oſ the

good; becauſe the gard, or the on', is that to all beings which every intelligible idea is to the pro

per ſeries ſubſiſling from and with relation to it.

Butv
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But ſince it is ſuch, it will neither be equal 1 nor unequal, either to itſelf

01' t0'another. How ſo? lf it were equal, indeed, it would be of the

ſame

* After the aſſimilative order of Gods, which is ſupermundane alone, antient theologists arrange

that which is denominated liberated, the peculiarity of which, according to them, is to he exempt

from mundane affairs, and at the ſame time to communicate with them. They are alſo proxi

mately carried in the mundane Gods; and hence they ſay that they are allotted the medium ofthe

ſuperm-undane and mundane Gods. This liberated order, therefore, Plato delivers to us in the

ſecond hypotheſis, and alſo there ſays what the idiom oſ it is, and that it is touching : for it is in a

certain reſpect mundane and fupermundane, being collective oſ thoſe that are properly called

mundane Gods, and producing into multitude the union of all the aſlimilative and ſupermundane

ſeries. Here, however, Plato omits this order, and paſſes on to thoſe Gods that arc alone mun

dane; the reaſon of which we ſhall endeavour to aſſign in commenting on the ſecond hypotheſis.

The peculiarity, therefore, of the mundane Cods is flye equal and 'be unequal, the former of

theſe indicating their fulneſs, and their receiving neither any addition nor ablation, (for ſuch is

that which is equal to itſelf, always preſerving the ſame boundary 3) but the latter, the multi.

tude of their powers, and the exceſs and defect which they contain. For, in theſe, diviſions,

variety of powers, differences of progreſſions, analogies, and bonds through theſe, are, according

to antient theologists, eſpecially allotted a place. Hence, Timaeus alſo conflitutes ſouls through

analogy, the cauſes of which must neceſſarily preſubſist in the Gods that proximately preſide over

ſouls: and as all analogies ſubſist from equality, Plato very properly indicates the idiom of theſe

divinities by the equal and the unequal. But he now very properly frames the demonstrations of

the negations ofthe equal and the unequal from ſinne/zeſt and Mr many, and not from tþeſimi/ar and

'be diffimv'lar, though he proximately ſpoke of theſe. For every mundane deity proceeds from the

demiurgic monad, and the first multitude which he first denies of the one.

Of this then we must be entirely perſuaded, that the things from which demonstrations conſist

are the preceding cauſes of the particulars about which Parmenides diſcourſes; ſo that t/Je equal

and the unequal, ſo far as they proceed from the all', and ſubſist through ſummeſ? and the many, ſo

far through theſe they are denied of the one. Hence, Plato thus begins his diſcourſe concerning

them :-'* Bulſmrc it iJſurb," viz. not as we have just now demonstrated, but as was formerly

ſhown, that it neither receives/ame nor dff'ſflll, and is 'witſ-'out multitmle,--being ſuch, it is nei

ther equal nor unequal, neither to itſelf nor to others: for, again, there are here twofold con

cluſions, in the ſame manner as concerning the ſimilar and the diſſimilar, and the ſame and the

different. But that tl-e 'qual and the unequal are ſuſpended from the twofold coordinations of divine

natures is not immanifest. For the 'qual is arrangcd under [beſimilar, and theſmne,ſuþ\i/imce in

another, 'be round, and the whole z but the unequal, under the dſſmilar, tbt different, fixþſistzme in

itſeff, lbtstraigbt, and ilvzpoffiffim g/'pamu And again, of theſe the former are ſuſpended from

bound, and the latter from infinity. Plato alſo appears to produce the diſcourſe through certain oppo.

ſitions, as it were, that he may ſhow that 'In an' is above all oppoſition. For 'be one cannot be the

worſe of the two oppoſitcs, ſince this would be ahſurd -, nor can it be the better of the two, ſince

- nt
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ſamei meaſures with that to which it is equal. Certainly. But that

which is greater or leſſer than the things with which it is commenſurate,

will poſſeſs more meaſures than the leſſer quantities, but fewer than the

greater. Certainly. But to thoſe to which it is incommenſurable, with

reſpect to the one part, it will conſist of leſſer; and with'reſpect to the

other, of greater meaſures. How ſhould it not? Is it not, therefore,

impoſſible that that which does not participate of ſame ſhould either be of

the ſame meaſures, or admit any thing in any reſpect the ſame? It is im

in this caſe it would not be the cauſe of all things. For the better oppoſite is not the cauſe of

the worſe, but in a certain reſpect communicates with it, without being properly its cauſe. For

neither does ſameneſs give ſubſistence to difference, nor permancncy to motion z but comprehen

ſion and union pervade from the better to the worſe.

' It is by no means wonderful that the demonstrations of the 'qual and 'be unequal, which are

here aſſumed as ſymbols of mundane deity, ſhould be adapted to phyſical and mathematical

equals, to the equals in the reaſons of ſoul, and to thoſe in intellectual forms. For it is neceſſary

that demonstrations in all theſe negations ſhould begin fupernally, and ſhould extend through all

ſccondary natures, that they may ſhow that the m' of the Gods is exempt from intellectual,

pſychical, mathematical, and phyſical forms. All ſuch axioms, therefore, as are now aſſumed

concerning things cqual and unequal, must be adapted to this order of Gods. Hence, ſays

Proclus, as it contains many powers, ſome of which are coordinate with each other, and ex

tend themſelves to the ſelf-perfect and the good, but others differ according to tranſcendency

and ſubject in-the former must be ſaid to be characteriſed by equality, but the latter by inequa

lity. For lb: goodis the meaſure oſ every thing: and hence ſuch things as are united by the

ſame good are meaſured by the ſame meaſure, and are equal to each other. But things which.

are uncoordinated with each other make their progreſſton according to the unequal.

Since, however, of things unequal, ſome are commenſurate and others incommenſurate, it is

evident that theſe alſo must be adapted to divine natures. Hence commeuſuration must be

referred to thoſe Gods, through whom ſccondary natures are mingled with thoſe prior to them,

and participate of the whole of more excellent beings: for thus, in things commenſurate, the

leſſer is willing to have a common meaſure with the greater, the ſame thing meaſuring the whole

of each. But incommenſuration must be aſcribed to thoſe divinities from whom things ſubor

dinute, through the exempt rranſcendency of more excellent natures, participate of them in a.

certain reſpect, but are incapable through their ſubjection of being conjoined with the whole of

them. For the communion from first to partial and multifarious natures is incommcnſurate

to the latter. If, indeed, t/u rqunl and 'be 'al/qual are ſymbols of the mundane Gods, t/Jt commen

ſzo'tzt' and 'be ſwamme/Wrote are herc very properly introduced. For in things incorporeal and im

material this oppoſition has no place, all things being there eſſable 3 but where there is :t mate

rial ſubject, and a mixture of form and ſomething formlefs, there an oppoſition of commenſura

tion very properly ſubſists. Hence, as the mundane Gods are proximately connective of ſouls

and bodies, form and matter, a diviſion appears in them, according to ib' equal and ib: unequal.

poſiiblm
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poſſible. It will, therefore, neither be equal to itſelf nor to another, if it

does not conſist of the ſame meaſures. It does not appear that it will.

But if it conſists of more or fewer meaſures, it will be of as many parts as

there are meaſures; and ſo again it will no longer be the one, but as many

as there are meaſures. Right. But if it ſhould be of one meaſure, it

would become equal to that meaſure: but it has appeared that the one

cannot be equal to any thine. It has appeared ſo. The one, therefore,

neither participates of one meaſure, nor of many, nor of a few ; nor (ſince

it in no reſpect participates ofſhmej can it ever, as it appears, be equal to

itſelf or to another, nor again greater or leſſer either than itſelf or another.

It is in every reſpect ſo.

But what? Does it appear that the one can be either older ' or younger,

* or

' Plato having proceeded in negations as far as to the mundane Gods, always taking away

things in a conſequent order from the one, through the middle genera, or, to ſpeak more clearly,

the negations always producing things ſecondary, through ſuch as are proximate to the one, from

the exempt cauſe of wholes, he is now about to ſeparate from the one the divine effimce itſelf,

which first participates of the Gods, and receives their progreſſion into the world; or, to ſpeak

more accurately, he is now about to produce this eſſence from the incffable fountain of all beings.

For, as every thing which has being derives its ſubfistenCe from the monad of beings, both true

being, and that which is aſſimilated to it, which of itſelf indeed is not, but through its commu

nion with true being receives an obſcure repreſentation of being; in like manner, from the one

unity of every deity, the peculiarity of which, if it be lawful ſo to ſpeak, is to deify all things

according to a certain exempt and ineffable 'tranſcendency, every divine number ſubſists, or rather

proceeds, and every deified order of things. The deſign, therefore, as we have before obſerved, of

what is now ſaid, is to ſhow that the one isxexempt from this eſſence. And here we may ſee'how

Parmenides ſubvcrts their hypotheſis who contend that the first cauſe is ſoul, or any thing elſe of

this kind, and this by ſhowing that the one does not participate of time : for it is impoſſible thata

nature which is exempt from time ſhould be ſoul; ſince every ſoul participates of time, and uſes

periods which are meaſured by time. The one alſo is better than and is beyond intellect, becauſe

every intellect is both moved and permanent 3 but it is demonstrated that the one neither stands

nor is moved : ſo that, as Proclus well obſerves, through theſe things the three hypostaſes which

.xank as principles, viz. the one, int'I/ect, and ſoul, become Kknown to us (al-5 're he 'rouſ/'w Ya;

'nous apxma; imo-rant; exoiprv on' 'ympmovg 'ye-yawning) But that the one is perfectly exempt from

time, Parmenides demonstrates by ſhowing in the firſt place that it is neither older, nor younger,

nor of the ſame age with itſelf, nor with any other. For every thing which participates of time

neceſſarily participates of theſe; ſo that by ſhowing that the one is exempt from theſe which

happen to every thing that participates of time, he alſo ſhows that the one has no connexion with

time. This, however, ſays Proclus, is incredible to the many, and appeared ſo to the phyſiolo

gists
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or be of the ſame age? What ſhould hinder? If it had in any reſpect the

ſame

gists prior to Plato, who thought that all things were comprehended in time, and that, if there is

any thing perpetual, it is infinite time, but that there is not any thing which time does not mea

ſure. For, as they were of opinion that all things are in place, in conſequence ot thinking that

all things are bodies; and that nething is incorporeal, ſo they thought that all things ſubſist in.

time, and are in motion, and that nothing is immovable; for the conception of bodies intro

duces with itſelf place, but motion time. As therefore it was demonstrated that tln am.- is not

in place, becauſe it is no: in another, and on this account is incorporeal,-in like manner through

theſe arguments it is alſo ſhown that neither is it in time, and on this account that it is not ſoul,

nor any thing elſe which requires and participates of time, either according to eſſence or accord

ing to energy.

And here it is well worthy our obſervation, that Parmenides no longer stops at the dyad as in

the former concluſions, but triadically enumerates the peculiarities oſ this order, viz. t/ae older,

zln- younger, and 'be paffiffm efftbe/Izme age, though, as Proclusjustlv obſerves, he might have ſaid

dyadically, qfa" equal age, and iſ an unequal age, as there the equal and 'In unequal. But there

indeed, having previouſly introduced the dyad, he paſſes from the diviſion oſ the unequal to the

triadic distrihution; but here he begins from the triad. For there union precedes multitude,

and the whole the parts; but in this order of things multitude is most apparent, and a diviſion

into parts, as Timaeus ſays, whom Parmenidcs, in what is now ſaid, imitating begins indeed

from the triad, but proceeds as far as to the hexad. For tln' olde" and tlu' younger, and 'be paſſeſ;

lion oft/aeſhme age, are doubled, being divided into and relation to amtlver. That the triad,

indeed, and the hexad are adapted to this order, is not immaniſest: for the triple nature oſſoul,

conſisting oſ tſſflte, ſame, and different, and its triple power, which receives its completion from

the charioteer and the two horſes, as we learn from the Phaedrus, evince its alliance with the

triad; and its cfl'ence being combined from both theſe ſhows its natural alliance with the ltexad.

And here it is neceſſary to obſerve, that as the diſcourſe is about divine ſonls who are deiſied

by always patticipating of the Gods, time according to its ſirst ſubſistence pertains to theſe ſoule,

not that which proceeds into the apparent, but that which is liberated, and without lmbitude;

and this is the lime Wthll ctlS now denied of t/Je one. All the periods of ſouls, their harmonious

motions about the intelligible, and their oil-culations, are meaſurcd by this time. For iſ has a

ſupernal origin, i'mitates eternity, and connects, evolves, and perfects every motion, whether

vital, or per-taining to ſoul, or in whatever other manner it may be ſaid to ſubſist. This time

alſo is indeed eſſentially an intellect; but it is the cauſe [0 divine ſouls of their harmonic and

inſinite motion about the intelligible, through which theſe likewiſe are led to 'In oldrr and to rl-z

ſame age: and this in a twofold reſpect. For rZ-e older in theſe with "eſþlct to ther/ſelve: takes

place, ſo far as with their more excellent powers they more enjoy the infinity oſ time, and par

ticipate it more abundantly: for they are not filled with ſimilar perfection from more divine

natures, according to all their powers, but with ſome more, and with others leſs. But that

is ſaid to be older which participates more oſ time. That which is older in theſe divine ſouls

with reſpect lo allm- thing: is effected ſo far as ſome oſ theſe receive the whole meaſure of time,

v0L. Ill. x and
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ſame ' age, either with itſelf or with another, it would participate equally

of time and fimilitude, which we have nevertheleſs aſſerted t/ze one does not

participate.

and the whole of its extention proceeding to ſouls, but others are meaſured by more pattiai'

periods- Thoſe, therefore, are older, whoſe period is more total, and is extended to a longer'

time. They may alſo be ſaid to be aldxr and at 'be ſame time young!" 'wit/1 nſhcct to themſelveſ, by

becoming lvaary as it were above, through extending themfelves to the whole power of time, but

firm-'tile beneath, by enjoying time more partialiy. But, a: will) rest-et? Io ot/un, they may be ſaidi

'o be ald'r and at the ſlime time ymngxr, according to a ſubjection of energy 2 for that which has

its circulation meaſured by a leffer period is younger than that whoſe circulation is meaſured by a

more extended period. Again, among things coordinate, that which has the ſame participation

and the ſame meaſure of perfection with others may he ſaid to be of the firm' age 'with irſelfand

otherr. But every divine foul, though its own period is meaſurcd according to one time, and that

of the body which is ſuſpended from it according 'o another, yet it has an equal restitmion to the'

ſame condition; itſelf always according to its own time, and its body alſo according to its time.

Hence, again, it is of the ſame age with itſelf and its body, according to the analogous.

By thus interpreting what is now ſaid of 'be one, we ſhall accord with Plato, in the Timzus,

who there evince: that time is the meaſure of every tranſitive life, and who ſays that ſoul is the

origin of a- divine and wiſe life through the whole'of time. And we ſhall alſo accord with hit

aſſertion in the Phaedrus, that ſouls ſee true' being through time, becauſe they perceive temporal/go,

and not eternally.

' Plato here demonstrates that t/Se one is neither older nor younge' than itſelf, or another. Forr

it was neceſſary to ſhow that ib' an' is beyood every divine ſoul, prior to other ſouls, 'm the ſame

manner as it is demonſtrated to he prior to true beings, and to be the-cauſe of all things. Nor must

it be on this account admitted that the one comprehends in itſelf the cauſes of all things, and!

through this is multitude. For every cauſe is the cauſe of one particular property, as, for in

stance, animal ilstff is the cauſe alone to animals of a ſubſistence as animals-ſ and, in the ſame'

manner, every intelligib-le produces other things, according to its idiom alone. The one, there

fore, is the cauſe of unitieſ, and of mn'm to all thing-s ; and all things are thence derived, either as

being unities, or as compoſed from certain unities: for being itſelf, and, in nion,-every thing, is

either as one, or as conſisting from certain unities. For, if it is united, it is evident that it conſist'

from certain things ;- and iſ theſe are unities the conſequence is maniſest : but if they are things

united, we must again paſs on to the things from which they are conipoful, and thus proceeding.

ad infinitum, we must end in certain unities, from which, as elements, that which is unitch

conſists. Hence it follows that all things are either unities or numbers. For that which is not'

a unity, but unittrl, if it conſists from certain definite unities, is number, and this will be the firſt'

number, fubfiſting from things indiviſible: for every unity is indiviſible. But the number of

beings is from beings, and not from things indiviſible. So that, ifthere is a certain cauſe of beings,

it is the cauſe of all beings; but if there is a certain cauſe of the unities from which all things

conſist, it is indeed the cauſe of all things: for there is no longer any thing which is not either a

unity, or compoſed from unities. Hence, it is not proper to ſay that the cauſes of all things are

4 m
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participate. We have aſſerted ſo. And this alſo we have ſaid, that it nei

ther participates of diffimilitude nor inequality. Entirely ſo. How, there

fore, being ſuch, can it either be older or younger than any thing, or poſſeſs

the ſame age with any thing? It can in no reſpect. The one, therefore.

will neither be younger nor older, nor will it be of the ſame age, either

with itſelf or with another. It does not appear that it will. Will it not,

therefore, be impoffible that t/tc one ſhould be at all in time, if it be ſuchd

Or, is it not neceſſary that, if any thing is in time, it ſhould always become

older than itſelf? It is neceſſary. But is not that which is older ', always

older than the younger? What then? That, therefore, which is becoming

to be oldcr than itſelf, is at the ſame time becoming to be younger than

itſelf, if it is about to have that through which it may become older. How:

do you ſay? Thus: It is requiſite that nothing ſhould ſubſist in becoming

to be different from another, when it is already different, but that it ſhould

in ib: one, nor, without ſaying this, to think that t/Je one is the cauſe of certain things, as of

unities, and is not at the ſame time the cauſe of all things. Since, therefore, it is the cauſe of

every divine ſoul, ſo ſin' as theſe derive their ſubſistence as well as all beings from the divine uni

ties, with great propriety is it neceſſary to ſhow that the one is beyond the order of deificd ſouls t

for theſe ſouls ſo far as they are intellectual have intellect for their cauſe; ſo far as they are

eſſences, they originate from intellect z and ſo far as they have the form of unity, they are derived

from the one ; receiving their liypostafis from this, ſo far as each is a multitude conſisting of cer.

tain unities, and of theſe as elements.

* That which patticipates of time is twofold, the one proceeding, as it were, in a tight line,

and beginning from- one thing, and ending in another; but the other proceeding circularly, and

having its motion ſrom the ſame to the ſame, to which both the beginning and the end are the

ſame, and the motion is unccaſmg, every thing in it being both beginning and end. That,

therefore, which energizcs circularly, participatcs of time periodically: and ſo far as it departs

from the beginning it becomes older, but ſo far ns it approaches to the end it becomes younger.

For, becoming nearer the end, it becomes nearer to its proper beginning; but that which become'

nearer to its beginning becomes younger. Hence, that which circularly approaches to the end

becomes younger, thc ſame alſo according to the ſame becoming older; for that which approxi

matcs to its end proceeds to that which is older. That to which the beginning, therefore, is

one thing, and the end another, to this the younger is different from the older; but that to

which the beginning and the end are the ſame, is in no reſpect older than younger, but, as Plato

ſays, at the ſame time becames younger and older than itſelf. Every thing, therefore, which

participate: of time, if it becomes both older and younger than itſelf, is circularly moved. But

divine ſouls are of this kind: for they participate oſ time, and the time of their proper motion is

periodical.

XZ be
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be now different from that which is different, bove been from that which'

was', and will be from that which is to be bereaſter : but from that which isa

becoming to be different, it ought neither to bave been, nor to be berezzfter,

nor to be, but to ſubſist in becoming to be different, and no otherwiſe. It is

neceſſary. But the older differs from the younger, and no other. Certainly.

Hence, that which is becoming to be older than itſelf, must neceſſarily at

the ſame time ſubſist in becoming to be younger than' itſelf. It ſeems ſo.

But likewiſe it ought not to ſubſrst in becoming to be in a longer time than

itſelf, nor yet in a ſhorter; but in a time equal to itſelf it ſhould ſubſifl in

beeoming to be, ſhould be, bove been, and be bereafter. For theſe are ne

ceſſary. It is neceſſary, therefore, as'it appears, that ſuch things as are in

time, and participate an affection of this kind, ſhould each one poſſeſs the'

ſame age with itſelf, and ſhould ſubſist in becoming to be both older and'

younger than itſelf. It ſeems ſo. But no one of theſe paffions belongs- to

'be one. None. Neither, therefore, is time preſent with it, nor does in.

ſubſist ' in any time. It does not, indeed, according to the deciſions of rea

ſon. What then? Do not the tcrms it was ', it bar been, it did become, ſeem

to

' As tbe one is not in time, becauſe it is not in motion, ſo neither is it in enmity, becauſe it is

net in permanemy : for eterniiy abides, as Timaeus ſays.

3 This diviſion of time, ſays Proclus, accords with the multitude of the divine genera which

are ſuſpended from divine ſouls, viz. with angels, dsernons and heroes. And, in the firſt place,

this diviſion proceeds to them ſupemally, according to a triadic distribution into the þrtſmt, past,

andfm'nre; and, in the next place, according to a diſh-ibutiOn into nine, each oſ theſe three b'eing

again ſubdivided into three. For the monad oſ foule is united to the one whole of time, butv this

is participated ſecondarily by the multitude of ſouls. And of this multitude thoſe participate of

this whole totally, that ſubſist according to 'be pqst, or tbe preſent, or tbefidure; but thoſe partici

pate it partially, that are eſſentiahzed according to the differences of theſe: ſor to each of the

wholes a multitude is coordinated, divided into things first, middle, and laſl. For a certain mul

titude ſubſifis in conjunction with that which is establiſhed according to the past, the/innmit of

which is according to 'be war, but the middle according to it ba: been, and the end according to

it did betome. With that alſo which is establiſhed according to the preſent, there is another mul

titude, the pn'neipal part of which is characterized by 'be it, the middle by it i: generated, and the

end by it i: becm'lng to be. And there is another ttiad with that which ſubſists according to the

future, the mast elevated part of which is characterizcd by the will be, that which ranks in the

middle, by it may berome, and the end, by it will be generated. And thus there will be three triads

proximately ſuſpended from theſe three wholeneſſcs, but all theſe are ſuſpended from their monad.

All
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to ſignify the participation of the time past? Certainly. And do not the

terms it will be, it may become, and it will be generated, ſignify that which

All theſe orders which are distributed according to the parts of time, energize according to the

whole of time, this whole containing in itſelf triple powers, one of which is perflctiw of all

motion, the ſecond connect! and guard; things which are governed by it, and the third urgfddr

divine natures- into light. For as all-ſuch things as are not eternal are led round in a circle, the

'who/maſt or the monad oſ time perſe-Is and connects their eſſence, and diſcloſes to them the

united infinity oſ eternity, evolving the contracted multitude which ſubſtsts in eternal natures;

whence alſo this apparent time, as Timaeus ſays, unfolds to us the meaſures of divine periods,.

perſects ſenſtbles, and guards things which are generated in their proper numbers. Time, there

fore, poſſeſſes tn'ple powers prior to ſouls, viz. the perfictiw, 'be tonmctiv', and t/n u/ffllding,.

according to a ſimilitude to eternity. For eternity, poſſeſſing a middle order in intelligibles, per.

flct: the order posteriot to itſelf, ſupplying it with union, but unflu'dr into light that which is prior

to itſelf, producing into multitude its ineffablc union, and connect: the middle bond onntelligi

bles, and guards- all things intranſitively through its power. Time, therefore, receiving ſuper

nally the triple powers oſ eternity, imparts them to ſouls. Eternity, however, poſſeſſes this triad

unitedly; but time unitedly, and at the ſame time diſiributively -, and ſonls distributively alonep

Hence, of ſonls, ſome are characterized according to one, and others according to another power

of time; ſome imitating its 'Uſe/ding, others its pcz/Zflim, and others its tormectiw power. Thuo

alſo with reſpect to the Fates, ſome oſ theſe being adapted to give completion and perfection to

things, are ſaid to ſing the past, always indeed energizing, and always ſinging, their ſongs being.

intellections and fabricative energies about the world : for the pqſh is the ſource of completion.

Others again of theſe are adapted to connect things preſent : for they guard the eſſence and the

generation of theſe. And others are adapted to unfold the future z for they, lead into eſſenee and

to an end that which as yet is not.

We may alſo ſay, ſince there is an orderof ſoul's more excellent th'an ours- divided into ſuch'

as are firm-ſuch as are middle, and ſuch as are last, the 'most total of theſe are adapted to theyr-[1.

Per, as this comprehends in itſclſ the preſent and the future, ſo theſe ſouls comprehend in themw

ſelvcs the rest. But ſoul: of a middle rank are adapted to the prrſint: for this was oncefuture,

but is not yet ib.- past. As, therefore, 'In preſent contains in itſelf tbe filturt, ſo theſe middle

ſouls cotnprehond thoſe poflerior, but are comprehended in thoſe prior to themſelves. And ſoule

of the third (tſtltſ correſpond to theft-ture .- for this does not proceed through tbr prest/it, nor has

become them/I, but is 'beſt-ture alone ;jnstas theſethird ſouls are of themſelves alone, but, through

falling into a most partial ſubſistencc, are by no'means comprehenvſrve of othersz-ſor they con

volve the boundary- according to a triaclic diviſion of the genera posterior to the Gods..

The whole of the first triad, therefore, has in common the Mt',.ſor this .is the peculiarity of

'he past, and of completion; but it is divided into the turn, it 'war getten-and, and it did become.

Again, therefore, oſ theſe three, 'be war ſignifies the ſummit of the trind, bounded according to

hyparxis itſelf; but it quargentrated, ſignifies an at-oncc-collected perfection; and it did bet-am', an

cxtenlion in being perfected', theſe things being imitations of intelligibles. For the war is an

imitation of bring, it war gent-rotid, of eternity, and it did become, of that which is primarily eternal :

for I'tI/Ig is derived to all tnings from the first of theſe; a ſubſtflence at once as all and a 'la/loſe

from the ſecond, and an ming/ſon into multitude from the third. _

15
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is about to be hereafter? Certainly. But are not the terms z't ir, and it ii

becoming to be, marks of the preſent time? Entirely ſo. If then Me one

participates ' in no reſpect oſ any time, it neither ever war, nor liar been,

not did become : nor is it now generated, nor is becoming to be, nor it, nor

may become hereafter, nor will be generated, nor 'wi/153. It is most true.

Is it poſſible, therefore, that any thing can participate of offence *, except

* It is not immanifest how the ſyllogiſm proceeds in what is now ſaid: Tin an: participate:

of no time', but every thing which once ſubfiflcd wax, or ba: be'n, or did become; every thing

which ſubſists according to the preſent it, or il generated, or i: becoming to be; and every thing

which ſubſtsts according to the future will be, or may became, or will lu- generated. But all theſe

distribute the 'whfl/lfltſl" of time. The on', therefore, is exempt from, and is expanded above, this

temporal triad and the unity from which it is ſuſpended. From all, thereſorc, that has been ſaid,

it is requiſite, as Proclus justly obſerves, to collect this one thing, that lb: on: is establiſhed

above every divine eſſence churacterized by the nature of ſoul, and which always energizc'

after the ſame manner, ſuch as are the ſouls of the more excellent genera, whether the diviſion

of them is made into three, or into nine, or into any other number.

Should it be ſaid, however, that the one, though it does not participate of time, may be time

itſelf, for the first cauſe is denominated time by Orpheus 3 to this it may be replied, that ib' an'

cannot be time; ſince in this caſe the perfection proceeding from it would extend no further than

ſouls, and things which are moved. For eternal natures are more excellent than ſuch as ener

gize according to time. YZu one, therefore, would be the cauſe of ſubordinate only, and not of

ſuperior natures; and thus would not be the cauſe of all things. But the first cauſe, ſays Proclus,

was denominated time by Orpheus, according to a certain wonderful analogy: for the thcologist

ſymbolically calls the myllical proccffions of unbegotten natures, generations; and the cauſe of the

unfolding into light of divine natures, Time; for, where there is generation, there alſo there is

time. Thus, the generation of ſenſiblcs is according to mundane time, that of ſouls according to

ſupercclestial time, and that of things eternal according to rlw one. Proclus beautifully adds: As

therefore we endure to hear the flecplcſs energy of divine natures ſeparate from the objects of their

providential care, denominated ſleep, their union, a bond, and their progreffion, a ſolution from

bonds, ſo alſo we must endure thoſe that introduce time and generation to things without time,

and which are unbcgotten.

* Having proceeded as fat as to a deificd eſſenec, and which always energizcs after the ſame

manner, and having denied all the orders of 'be one, viz. the divine, the intcllectual, and ſuch as

are pſychical, we must again recur through a nature common to all the aſoreſuid orders, or, in

other words, through being to the intelligible monad of all beings, and from this alſo we must

exempt the one. For, as we before obſerved, Plato does not make the beginning of his ncgations

from the ſummit of intelligibles, but from the ſummit of the intellcctual order: for there 'be

many are generated, as we ſhall ſhow in commenting on the ſecond hypotheſis. But eſſence

which ſubſists according to 'be one being, is prior to theſe many, and to all the above-mentioned

orders. Hence, from all theſe, as participating of gffincl in common; we full' (0 tff'me li'st/ſat

an
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according to ſome one of theſe ? It is not. In no reſpect, therefore, does

Me one participate of eſſence. lt does not appear that it can. T/lc one, there

fore,

and make a negation even oſ this. For every thing which participates of eſſence participates of

it according to ſome one of theſe, not indeed oſ thoſe that are proximately enumerated, but of all

together that the first hypotheſis contains, ſunh as qu/mle, or having party, or having beginning,

'ridd/r, and end, or bring in itfl-lf, or in omit/vel', and every thing elſe which is there denied of 'be

one; ſo that it follows, as was before obſerved, that ſuch things only are aſſumed as are conſe

qucnt to beings ſo far as they are beings, and not ſo far as they are certain vital or intellectual

natures. For every thing, ſays he, which in any reſpect participates of eſſence, participates of it

according to ſome one of theſe negations. Tin one, therefore, does not participate of effence.

Thus alſo Socrates, in the Republic, ſays, that 'be gan/is beyond eſſence, and is not eſſence, but

is the cauſe of it, and is beyond every thing intellectual and intelligible, in the ſame manner as

the ſun is the cauſe of all viſible natures, by e me: meaning the ſame as being (To o'). For Plato

here clearly ſays, that it is not poſlible for any thing 'a be, unleſs it participates of tfflnce .- and in

the 'I'tmaeus he make' a ſimilar aſſertion. If, therefore, the first cauſe is ſupercfi'ential and' above

all being, it is falſe to aſſert that he iſ .- for, ſince he is beyond ſſwrr, he is alſo exempt from being.

And in this, as Proclus well obſerves, Parmenides in Plato differs from Parmenides in his verſes,

becauſe the latter looke to the on' being, and ſays that this is the cauſe of all things; but the

former aſcending from 'be one being to that which is one alone and prior to being, he denies of 'lie

one the participation of effimce.

And here obſerve, that Plato does not adopt the concluſion that 'be one i: m! through demon

stration, becauſe it was not poſſible to demonstrate this directly through the alliance of being with

the one. For, as we have before obſerved, it' negations, things more allied are more difficult to

be demonstrated. But iſ this be true, it is evident that 'In am: 13 Nor. For every thing about

'He an which is added to it diminiſhes its exempt tranſcendcncy.

Should it be aſked why Pnrmcnides docs not begin his negations from 'be it, but from 'in

many, and neither ſeparates the order which immediately ſubſists after the one, and thus proceeds

as far as to the last of things, nor, ſeparating t/Je me from theſe, aſcends as ſar as to the ſummit

of beings, we reply, that the negation of eſſcncc would be contrary to the hypotheſis: for the

hypotheſis ſays that tive on: is, but the ncgzrtion that it 18 NOT. It would, therefore, be oſ all'

things the most ridiculous to ſay immediately from the beginning, if tle me it, t/ieom i: not .- for

the aſſertion would appear to ſubvert itſelf. Hence, employing the it, and ſaying, as if it

made no tliſſerencer iſt/z'c one if, Parmenides finds that r/ze many appear to*be eſpecially oppoſed

w 'be one.

That 'In Mr, indeed, according to Plato, is above all eſſence, is evident from the testimony of'v

Spcnſippus, according to Proclus, who alſo adds, that Speuſtppus confirms this from the opinion

of the antients, when he ſays they thought that the one is better than beingrand is the principle of

ſting, free from all habirude to ſubſequent natures, just. as the good iijſzz'fis ſeparated ſrom the cona

dition oſevery other good. But Speuſippus there calls the first being the proper principle of

h'eings, and boundleſe divinity depending on tlyr one.

Parmenides,
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fore, i: in no reſpect. So'it ſeems. Hence, it is not in ſuch a manner as

to be one, for thus it Would be being, and participate of eſſence ; but, as it

appears, the one neither i: an: not' is, if it be proper to believe in reaſoning

of this kind. It appears ſo. But can any thing either belong to, or be

affirmed of, that which is not? How can it? Neither, therefore, does any

name belong to it, nor diſcourſe, nor any ſcience, nor ſenſe, nor opinion.

It does not appear that there can. Hence, it can neither be named, nor

Parmenides, therefore, beginning ſupernally from the inteliigible ſummit of the first intellectual

Gods, and producing in an orderly ſeries the genera of the Gods, and of the natures united and

ſubſequent to them, and always evincing that the one is ineffably exempt from all things, again

returns from hence to the beginning, and, imitating the converſion of wholes, ſeparates tlve one

from the intelligible or highest Gods. For thus eſpecially may we behold its immenſe tranſcen

dency, if we not only ſhow that it is establiſhed above the ſecond or third orders in the golden

chain of deity, but that it alſo ranks before the intelligible un-ities themſelves, and evince this in

a manner coordinate to the ſimplic'rty of thoſe oceult na ures, and not by various words, but by

intellectualprojection alone: for intelligibles are naturally adapted to be known by intellect.

This, therefore, Parmenides in reality evinces, leaving logical methods, but energizing accord

ing to intellect, and aſſerting that 'be on: is beyond eſſence, and 'In one being. For this is not

collected, as we have before obſerved, from the preceding concluſions; ſince in this caſe the

belief concerning the highest Gods, who are implied by t'ffi'nfl', being derived from things inferior

to them, would be void of demonstration: for all demonstration, as Aristotle justly obſerves, is

from things naturally prior to, and more honourable than, the concluſions. Hence, Parmenides

at the fame time infers, that every kind oſ knowledge, and all the instruments of knowledge, fall

ſhort of the tranſcendency of 'In an', and beautifully end in the ineſſable of the God who is

beyond all things. For, after ſcientific energies and intellectual projections, union with the un

'known ſucceeds; to which alſo Parmenides referring the whole diſcourſe, concludes the first hy

potheſis, ſuſpending all the divine genera from 'be am', which, as he alſo ſhows, is ſingularly

exempt from all things. Hence it is ſaid to be beyond the one which it conjoi'ml with ſſnce, and

at the fame time all the participated multitude of unities.

It is alſo beautifully obſerved by Proclus, that by the appellation of 'be one in this dialogue we

are not to understand that which is in itſelf 'be one; but that the inward one reſitlent in our

veſſence, and derived from the first one, as an ocvult ſymbol of his nature, is expreſſed by this

appellation. For in every being there is an innate deſire of the first cauſe; and hence, prior to

appetite there is a certain occult perception of that which is first.

Laſtly, when Parmenides ſays that the an: can neither be named nor ſpoken of, it follows that

we are not only incapable of affirming any thing of it, but that even negations of it, though more

ſafe than affirmations, are not to be admitted. For he who openly denies, in the mean time

ſecretly Affirms; ſince to deny any thing of the first, is to ſeparate ſomething from it; and this

cannor be effected without forming in ourſelves both the first, and that which we ſeparate

from it.

ſpoken
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ſpoken oſ, nor conceived by opinion, nor be known, nor perCCived by any

being. So it ſeems. Is it poſſible, therefore, that theſe things can thus

take place about 'be one? It does not appear to me that they can. *

Are you therefore willing that we ſhould return again to the hypotheſis

from the beginning, and ſee whether or not by this means any thing ſhall

appear to us different from what it did before ? I am entirely willinc. Have

we not therefore declared iſ tbe one is, what circumstances ought to happen

to it? Is it not ſo? Certainly. But conſider from the beginning, iſ the

'one is', can it be poſſible that it ſhould be', and yet not participate of

eſſnce ?

' This is the beginning oſ the ſecond hypotheſis, which, as we have obſerved in the lntroduc

tion to this dialogue, unfolds the whole order of the Gods, and establiſhes the ſummit of intelli

gibles as the first after tbe one, but ends in an eſſence which participates of time, and in deified _

ſouls. ln the first place, therefore, let us endeavour to unfold what Plato here occultly delivers

concerning the first proceſſion or order of Gods, called the intelligible triad.

As the first cauſe then is l/Jt one, and this is the ſame with the good, the univerſality of things

must form a whole, the best and the most proſoundly united in all its parts which can poſſibly be

conceived: for t/.*tr first good must be the cauſe of the greatest good, that is, the whole of things ;

and as goodneſs is union, the best production must be that which is most united. But as there

is a difference in things, and ſome are more excellent than others, and this in proportion to their

proximity to the first cauſe, a profound union can no otherwiſe take place than by the extremity

of a ſuperior order coaleſcing through intimate alliance with the ſummit of one proximately in

v ferior. Hence the first oſ bodies, though they are eſſentially corporeal, yet 'tum CXEWV, through

buln'tude or alliance, are most vital, or lives. The highest of ſouls are after this manner intellects,

and the first oſ beings are Gods. For, as being is the highest oſ' things after tbeſiq/I cmzſh, its first

ſubſistence must be according to a ſupereſſential characteristic.

Now that which is ſupereſſential, conſidered as participated by the highest or true being, con.

stitutcs that which is called intelligible. So that every true being depending on the Gods is a

Main: intelligible. It is divine, indeed, as that which is deified; but it is intelligible, as the object

of deſire to intellect, as perſective and connective of its nature, and as the plenitude oſ [ming

itſelf. But in the first being liſe and intellect ſubſist according to cauſe: for every thing ſubſists

either according to caust, or according to byparxir, or according to participatim. That is, every

thing may be conſidered either as ſubſisting occultly in its cauſe, or openly in its own order (or

according to what it is), or as participated by ſomething elſe. The first oſ theſe is analogous to

light when viewed ſubſisting in its fountain the ſun; the ſecond to the light immediately pro

ceeding ſrom the ſun, and the third to the ſplendour communicated to other natures by this

light.

The first proceſſion therefore from the first cauſe will be the intelligible triad, Conſisting of

being, ljfl, and intellect, which are the three highest things after the first God, and of which bring

v0L. m. Y is
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eſſwce? It cannot. \Vill not eſſence therefore be the qffl-nce oſ tbe am',

but not the ſame with t/lc one? for, iſ it were the ſame, it would not be the

cſſence

is prior to life, and ly, to intellect. For whatever partakes of life partakes alſo of being : but the

contrary is not true, and therefore being is above life', ſince it it the characteristic oſ higher

natures to extend their communications beyond ſuch as are ſubordinate. But [ye is prior to intel

I'ct, becauſe all intellcctual natures are vital, but all vital natures are not intellectual. But in

this intelligible triad, on account of its ſupereſſential characteristic, all things may be conſidered

as ſubſisting according to cauſe : and conſequently number here has not a. proper ſubſistence, but

is involved in unprocceding union, and abſorbed in ſuper-eſſcntial light. Hence, when it is

called a triad, we must not ſuppoſe that any effintial distinction takes place, but must conſider this

appellation as cxpreſſive of its ineffable perfection. For, as it is the nearest of all things to t/n

one, its union must be tranſcendently profound and ineffably occult.

All the Gods indeed conſidered according to their unities are all in all, and are at the ſame

time united with the first God like rays to light, or lines to a centre. And hence they are all

establiſhed in the first cauſe (as Proclus beautifully obſerves) like the roots of trees in the earth;

ſo that they are all as much as poſſible ſupereſſential, just as trees are eminently of an earthly

nature, without at the ſame time being earth itſelf: for the nature of the earth as being a whole,

or ſubſisting according to the eternal, is different from the partial natures which it produces. The

intelligible triad, therefore, from its being wholly of a ſupereſſential idiom, must poſſeſs an inc0n<

ceivable profundity of union, both with itſelf and its cauſe, ſo as to ſubſist wholly according to th

united, 'a unum/w; and hence it appears to the eye of pure intellect, as one ſimple indiviſible

fplendout beaming from an unknown and inacceſſible fire.

He then who is able, by opening the greatest eye of the ſoul, to ſee that perfectly which ſub

ſists without ſeparation, will behold the ſimplicity of the intelligible triad ſubſisting in a manner

ſo tranſcendent as to be apprehended only by a ſuperintellectual energy, and a deific union of

the perceiver with this most arcane object of perception. But ſince in our preſent state it is

impoſſible to behold an object ſo astoniſhingly lucid with a perfect and fleady viſion, we must be

content, as Damaſcius well obſerves', with a ſar distant, ſcarcely attainable, and most obſcure

glimpſez or with difficulty apprehending a trace of this light like a ſudden corruſcation bursting

on our ſight. Such then is the prccmincnce of the intelligible order, to which, on account of

the infirmity oſ our mental eye, we aſſign a triple diviſion, beholding as in a mirror a luminous

triad, beaming from a uniform light; just, ſays Damaſcius, as the uniform colour of the ſun

appears in a cloud which poſſeſſes three catoptric intervals, through the various-coloured nature

of the rainbow.

But when we view this order in a distributed way, or as poſſeſſing ſeparation in order to accom

modate its all-perfect mode of ſubſistence to our imperfect conceptions, it is neceſſary to give the

triad itſelf a triple diviſion. For we have ſaid that it conſists of bring, life, and inly/147. But in

bling we may view life and intellect, according to cauſe; in life being according to participation,

* Vid. Exctrpta ex Damaſcio, a Wolio, Po 932- and
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eſſcnce oſ 'be one, nor would tlze one participate of eſſence; but it would be

all one to ſay 'be om- il', and one one. But now our hypotheſis is not one.

what

and intellect according to cauſe ; and in intellect both being and life according to participation;

while at the ſame time in reality the whole is profoundly one, and contains all 'hings occultly, or

according to cauſe. But when viewed in this divided manner, each triad is ſaid in the Chaldaic

theology to conſiſt of ſat/Mr, power, and intellect; fixt/m- being the ſame with bypar'rit, unity,

ſummit, or rlmt which isſuper-zſſmtial 3 power being a certain pouring forth, or infinity of 'be an: '

(or the ſummit), and on this account, ſays Damaſcius, it is preſent with fi'tlur, as a diffuſed

with an abiding one, and as pouring itſelf forth into a true chaos: but intellect, that is Paul-nal

intollrct, ſubſisting according to a convcrſion to the paternal one', a converſron tranſcending all

other converſrons, as being neither gnostic, nor vital, nor eſſential, but an unſeparated ſurpaſſing

energy, which is union rather than converſion.

Let not the reader, however, imagine that theſe names are the inventions of the latter Pla

tonists z for they were well known to Plato himſelf, as is evident from his Timcus. For in that

dialogue he calls the artiſicer oſ the univerſe intellect, andfatlm'; and repreſents him command.

ing the junior Cods to imitate the power which he employed in their generation.

This intelligible triad is occulrly ſignified by Plato, in the Philebus, under the dialectic epithcts

of bound, infinite, and 'but 'which i: mind. For all beings (ſays he) conſist or are mingled from

Sound and infinity; and conſequently [ming which we have already ſhown has the highest

ſubſistence after the first cauſe, must he before all things mixed from theſe two ; the former of

theſe, viz. bound, being evidently analogous to the one, orfail/er, and infinity to power. We may

likewiſe conſider him as unfolding the intelligible order in the ſame dialogue, by the epithets of

ſymmztry, truth, and beauty ; which, ſays he, are requiſite to every thing that is mixed- And he adds

that this triad ſubſists in the vestibule of flat good; evidently alluding by this expreſſion to the

profound union of this triad with the incomprchenſible cauſe oſ all things.

But, in the preſent dialogue, the intelligible order is delivered by Plato according to an all

perfect distriburion into three triads; for the ſake of affording us ſome demonstration, though

very obſcure and imperfect, of truth ſo tranſcendent and immenſe. In this ſecond hypotheſis,

therefore, which, as we have already obſerved, unfolds the various orders of the Gods, each con

cluſion ſignifying ſome particular order, he calls the first of theſe triads it o', on' being,- power,

or the middle habitude of both, being here concealed through exceſs of union 3 ſo that here 'be

one purtaltes of bring, and being of 'In me ,- which, as Proclus well obſerves, is indeed a circum

ſlance of a most wonderful nature. Parmcnides therefore calls this triad on' being, without men

tioningpower, becauſe the whole triad abides in unproceeding union, ſubſisting uniformly and

without ſeparation. But after this the ſecond triad is allotted a progreſſiou, which Parmenidcs

characteriſes by intelligible wlzolmzst, but its parts are being and tl/e an', and power, which is

ſituated in the middle, is here distributive and not uniſic, as in the former triad. But his diſ

courſe concerning this triad commences from hence-5' Again, therefore, [Ct us conſider if 'be

* Let the reader be careful to remember that ll'e one oſ the Gods is their ſupereſiential characteristic.

Y 2. one
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-what ought to happen, but the one 'ſir-Is it not ſo? Entirely ſo. Docs

it not ſignify that the term 5: is ſomething different from 'be one ? Neceſ.

ſarily.

on, 33, what will happen. Conſider then whether it is not neceſſary that this hypotheſis ſhoui'd

ſignify ſuch a one as poſſeſſes parts." But he concludes his ſpeculation thus-" That which is

-one therefore is a whole, and poſſeſſes a pan."

But after theſe the third triad ſubſiſts, in which all intelligible multitude appears; and which

Parmenides indeed (ſays Proclus) calls a wholeneſs, but ſuch a one at is compoſed from a mul

titude of parts. For after that occult union (ſay-s he) of the first triad, and the dyadic distinc

tion of the ſecond, the progreſſton of the third triad is produced, poſſeſſing its hypostaſis indeed

from parts, but then theſe parts compoſe a multitude which the triad prior to this generates.

_For unity, pawn- and being are contained in this third triad z but then each oſ theſe is multiplied,

and ſo the whole triad is a wholeneſs. But ſince each oſ its extremities, viz. 'be one, and being,

is a multitude which is conjoined through acallective power, each of theſe is again divided and

multiplied. For this power conjoining 'mited multitude with the multitude oſ beings, ſome of

theſe one being perſects through progreffion; but others, being 'te/bid: it one, through communion.

Here therefore there are two parts of the wholeneſs, one and being. But (be one participates of

being: for 'be one oſ being is conjoinetl with being. Tbe 'me of being therefore is again divided, ſo

that both 'be me and being generate a ſecond unity, Connected with a part oſ being. But being

wbieb participate: aſ the one, ov iv, is again divided into being and tbe one : for it generatcs a more

particular being, depending on a more particular unity. And being here belonge to more particu

lar deified being', and is a more ſpecial monad. But power is the cauſe oſ this progreffion : for

power poſſeſſes dual effection, and is fabricative of multitude.

Parmenides begins his diſcourſe concerning this triad as follows :-*' What then I' Can each

of theſe parts oſ one being, that is to ſay 'be one and being, deſert each other, ſo that 'be one ſhall

not be a part oſ being, or being ſhall not be a part oſ 'be one? By no means." But he finiſhos

thus: " Will not, therefore, one being thus become an infinite multitude? So it appears." Pro

clus adds : '* Hence this triad proceeds according to each of the preexistent triads, stewing (eu

eording to the Oraele) and proceeding into all intelligible multitude. For infinite multitude demon

strates this flux, and evinces the incomprehenſible nature oſ power."

But he likewiſe evinces that this triad is begotten .- for this first imports the power of

generating. And hence he calls the multitude which it contains generating (7na/45Y0v)- Proclus,

therefore, very properly aſks, whether the frequent uſe of the term generation in this part, does

not plainly imply that the natures prior to this triad are more united with each other? But the

infinity of multitude in this triad must not be conſidered as reſpecting the infinite of quantity;

but nothing more is implied than that a multitude of this kind is the progeny oſ the first infinity,

which it alſo unfolds: and this infinite is the ſame with that which is al/perſect. For that (ſays

Proclus) which has proceeded according to tbe all, and as ſar as it is requiſite an intelligible

nature ſhould proceed, on account of a power generative of all things, is infinite z for it can be

comprehended by no other. And thus much concerning the third intelligible triad, according

to Parmcnides.

Let
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ſarin. If, therefore, any one ſhould ſummarily aſſert that i/ze one is, this

would be no other one than that which participates of eſſence. Certainly.

Again,

Let nsnow diſcourſe in general' (ſays Proclus ") concerning all the intelligible triads, and the

three concluſions in the Parmenides, by which theſe three orders are characteriſed. The first

triad, therefore, which is allotted an occult and intelligible ſummit among intelligibles, Plato, at

one time proceeding from that union which it contains, and from its ſeparate ſupremacy with

reſpect to others, denominates one; as in the Timxus-For eterni'y (ſays he) Midas in un. But

reaſon demonstrates that the first triad of intelligibles is contained in this one. But at another

time proceeding from the extremities which it contains, that is from that which is participated,

and from that which partieipates, he calls it one being; not mentioning power here, becauſe it is

uniformly and occultly comprehended in this triad. And again, ſometimes he calls the whole

triad Imund, infinite, and mixed, according to the monads which it contains. And here bound

demonstrates divme byparxir; but infinite, gmemri-ue [la-war; and mixed, an rffim-e proceeding from

'lairpowm And thus (as I have ſaid) by theſe appellations Ilato instructs us concerning the

first triad; evincing its nature, ſometimes by one name, ſometimes by>two,.and-ſometimes by

three appellations. For a triad is contained in this, according to which the-whole is characteriſed-;

likewiſe a duad, through which its extremities communicate with each other; and lastly a

monad, which evinces through its monads the incffablcz occult, and unical nature oſ the first Godo

But he calls the ſecond triad posterior to this; in the Timaeus, indeed, eternity; but in the

Parmenides theſi'fl who/entst. And if we attentively conſider that every eternal is' as whole, we

ſhall perceive that theſe two are allotted the ſame peculiarity of nature. For, whatever is

entirely eternal poſſeſſcs both its whole eſſonce and energy at once preſent with itſelf; For ſuch

isevery intellect which perfectly establiſhesin itſelf both being and intellection, as a whole at

once preſent, and a comprehenſive all. Hence it does not poſſeſs one part oſ being while it is

destitute of another, nor does it participate partially of energy, but it wbol'y comprehends total

being and total intelligence. But if intellect proceeded in its energies accnrding to time, but

poſſeſſed an eternal eſſence, it would poſſeſsvthe one asa whole ever abiding the ſame, but- the

other ſubſisting in generation, differently at- different period-s: of timet- Eternity, therefore,

wherever it is preſent, is the cauſe of 'who/mast. To which we may add, that 'be whole every

where contains eternity: for no 'whole ever- deſerts either its own eſſeuce or perfection; but that

which is first COſfllpiſZd and vitiated is partial. Hence this viſible univerſe is eternal, becauſe

it is n-whole; and this is likewiſe true of every thing contained in the heavens, and of each of

the elements: for whole-my? is every where comprehcnſive of its ſubject natures. Hence who/es

rieſ: and eternlly ſubſist together, are the ſame with each other, and are each of them a meaſure;

the one indeed of all eternal and perpetual natures, but the other of parts andevery multitude.

But ſince there are three 'wlw/mzſſ-J, one prior la paflſ, another zampqſzdſram partr, and a third

remained in a part-hence, through that 'whole/ny? which is prior to parts, eternity meaſures

the divine unities exempt from beings; but through that which is c0mpoſed from parts, the

unities distributed'together with beings; and through that which ſubſists in a part, all beings

" In Plat.Theol. lib. 3. p. '68.

and
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Again, therefore, let us ſay, if 'be one il, what will happen. Conſider

then whether it is not neceſſary that this hypotheſis ſhould ſignify ſuch a

one

and total eſſenccs. For theſe partially contain the parts of the divine unities, which preexist

unically in the unities themſelves. Beſides, elernity is nothing elſe than an illumitlalio" Pratt'ilſſ/lg

from the 'mity connected will) being. But 'whole itſelf conſists of two parts, viz. from one and being'

power being the conciliator of theſe parts. chce the duad, according with the middle intelligi

ble triad, unfolds the uniform and occult hypoſlaſis of the first triad. Beſides, Plato in the

Timaeus calls the third intelligib'e triad animal-itſelf, [niſi-il, and only-begotten. But in the Par

menides he denominates it infinite multitude, and a 'who/ateſ? tomþrehending many parlr. And in

the Sophiſia he calls it that which i: alway: intelligible, and (lzstribiatud into many Ire-ingr. All theſe,

therefore, are the progeny oſ onc ſcience, and tend to one intclligible truth. For when Timatus

calls this triad intelligiI-le animal, he likewiſe aſſerts that it is perfect, and that it comprehends

intelligible animals as its parts, both according to the one and according '2 parts. And Parme

nides himſelf, declaring that one being is perfect multitude, demonstrates that it ſubſtfls in this

order. For the infinite is omnipotent and perfect, as we have previouſly obſerved, containing

in itſelf an intclligible multitude oſ parts, which it likewiſe produces. And of theſe parts, ſome

are more univerſal, but others more partial; and (as Timzcus obſerves) arc parts both according

to the one and according to genera. Beſides, as 'ſimzus calls that which is nnir'inl-itſi-[f eternal,

and only-begotten, ſo Parmenides first attributes to infinite multitude the ever, and to be generated,

in the following words: " And on the ſame account, whatever part is generated will alway: poſſeſs

theſe two parts: for the one will alway: contain being, and being the out; ſo that two things will

alway: be generated, and no part will ever be one."

Who then ſo perſpicuouſly admoniſhes us of 'term-I animal and of the fi'ſſ-begottm triad as

Paſmenides, who first aſſumes in this order generation and the e-uer, and ſo frequently employs each

oſtht'ſe appellations 3 Perfect animal, therefore, is the ſame with omnipotent intelligible multitude.

For ſince the first infinity is power, and the whole of that which is intelligiblc ſubſists according

to this, receiving from hence its diviſion into parts, l rather chooſe to call this triad own/potent 3

deviating in this reſpect from that appellation oſ the iryſnite, by which vulgar minds are generally

disturbed.

Such then is the intelligible triad, conſidered according to an all-perfect diſtribution, in

accommodation to the imbecility oſ our mental eye. 'But if we are deſirous, after having bid

adieu to corporeal viſion, and the ſaſcinating but deluſive forms oſ the phantaſy, which, Calypſo

like, detain us in exile from our fathers' land; after having through a long and laborious

dialectic Wandering gained our paternal port, and purified ourſelves from the baneſul root oſ

the paſiions, thoſe domestic foes of the ſoul; iſ after all this we are deſirous of gaining a glimpſe

of the ſurpaſſing ſimplicity and ineffable union oſ this occult and astoniſhing light, we must crowd

all our conceptions together into the most proſuund indiviſibility, and, opening the greatest eye

of the ſoul, entreat this all-coniprehending deity to approach: for then, preceded by unadorned

Beauty, filently walking on the extremities of her ſhining feet, he will ſuddenly from his awſul

ſanctuary riſe to our view.

4 But
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one as poſſeſſes parts? How? Thus. lſ the term it it is ſpoken of one

lacing, and l/ze one, of being w/u'c/z it one, and eſſſience is not the ſame with I/'c

one, but each belongs to that ſame om- being which we have ſuppoſed, is it

But after ſuch a viſion, what can language announce concerning this tranſcendent object?

That it is perfectly indiſiinct and void of number. " And," as Damaſcius * beautifully obſerves,

U ſince this is the caſe, we ſhould conſider whether it is proper to call 'bit which belonge to it

ſimplr'rity, among', ſame/bing tiſe, multiplitify none-run and ſomething [agſit/u tlvir, ultivvffahctty 'far-rang.

For that which is intelligible is one, many, all, that we may triply explain a nature which is one.

But how can one nature be one and many P Becauſe marry is the infinite power oſ t/Ze out. But

how can it be on' and all? Becauſe all is the every-way extended energy of tive one. Nor yet is

it to be called an energy, as iſ it was an extenſion of power to that which is external; nor power,

as an extenſlon of hyparxis abiding within; but again, it is neceſſary to call them three instead of

one: for one appellation, as we have often testiſied, is by no means ſufficient for an explanation

of this order. And are all things then here indistinct? But how can this be eaſy to under

stand? For we have ſaid that there are three principles conſcquent to each other', viz.ſZrth-,

power, and path-nal intellrfi. But ibtſſe in reality are mit/Je' one, nor tbrre, "or out and at theſmue

time t/'zrre t. But it is neceſſary that we ſhould explain theſe by names and conceptions of this

kind, through our penury in what is adapted to their nature, or rather through our deſire of

expreſſmg ſomething proper on the occaſion. For as we denominate this triad an', and many,

and all, andſallvr, [to-we', and pan-mal i'ztclltct, and again bound, infinite, and ,,,,*_,-,.d_ſo likewiſe

we call it a monad', and (In Indeffim'te a'uml, and a trimſ, and a paternal nature compoſed from both

theſe. And as in conſequence of purifying our conceptions we reject the former appellations

as unable to harmonize with the things themſelves, we ſhould likewiſe reject the latter on the

ſame account."

Now front this remarkable paſſage in particular, and from all that has been ſaid reſpecting the

intelligible triad, it follows that the Platonic is totally diſſerent from the Christian trinity, ſince

the former is a trind posterior to thc first cauſe, who according to Plato is a principle tranſcen

dently exempt from all multitude, and is not coordinated or conſubſistent with any being or

bcings whatever.

A fupcrſicial reader indeed, who knows no more oſ Platoniſm than what he has gleaned from

Cudworth's Intellectual Syflem, will be induced to thinl; that the genuine Platonic trinity conſists

of tl-rſirj] cal/ſe', or 'lie good, intellcct, andſm/l, and that theſe three were conſidered by Plato as in

a certain reſpect one. To ſuch men as theſe it is neceſſary to obſerve, that a triad of principles

distinct from each other, is a very different thing from a triad which may be conſidered as a

whole, and of which each of the three is a part. But the good or tbe am- is according to Plato

ſupeteſſential, as is evident from the first hypotheſis of this Dialogue, and from the ſixth Book

of his Republic. lt is impoſſible, therefore, that lb: good can he conſubſistent with intrl/rct, which

is even posterior to bring, and much leſs with ſoul, which is- ſubordinate to intellect. And hence

Mr good, intellect, antiſaul, do not form a conſubſistent triad.

* Vid. Excerpta, p. 128.

1- AAA' atrra' Ver ovx m" xa-m air/flew, ovrr may, pore rFEli, 'We Pus iſſa 'm flaw.

not
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not neceſſary that the whole of it ſhould be one being, but that its parts

ſhould be the one and to be .9 It is neceſſary. Whether, therefore, ſhould

we call each of theſe parts a part alone, or a part of the whole? Each

\ ſhould be called apart of the whole. That which i: one, therefore, is a

_whole, and poſſeſſes a part. Entirely ſo. What then ſſ? Can each of theſe

parts of one being, viz. the one and being, deſert each other, ſo that the one

ſhall not be a par-t of being, or being ſhall not be a part of the one .P It can

not be. Again, therefore, each of the parts will contain both one and being,

and each part will at least be compoſed from two parts; and, on the ſame

account, whatever part takes place will always poſſeſs theſe two parts: for

the one will always contain being, and being the one; ſo that two things will

' always be produced, and no part will ever be one. Entirely ſo. Will not,

therefore, one being thus become an infinite multitude ? So it ſeems. ._

But proceed, and still furthefconſider this. What ? We have ſaid that

the one participates of eſſence, ſo far as it is being. We have ſaid ſo. And

on this account one being appears to be many. It does ſo. But what then?

If we receive diano'e'tically that one which We ſaid participates of eſſence,

and apprehend it alone by itſelf without that which we have ſaid it partici

pates, will it appear to be one alone? Or will this alſo be many? I think

it will be one. But let us conſider another certain circumstance. It is ne

ceſſary that its eſſence ſhould be one thing, and itſelf another thing, if the

one does not participate of eſſence ; but as eſſence it participates of the one.

It is neceſiary. If, therefore, tſſ'nce is one thing, and the one another thing,

neither is the one, ſo far as the one, different from eſſwee, nor eſſenee, ſo far

as offence, different from the one,- but they are different from each other

through that which is a'zfferent and another. Entirely ſo. So that dſſrent

is neither the ſame with the one nor with effinee. How can it? What,

then, if we ſhould ſelect from them, whether iſ you will eſſenee and dſſrent,

or effienoe and the one, or the one and different, ſhould we not, in each

aſſumption, ſelect certain things which might very properly be denominated

both theſe? How do you mean? After this manner: ls there not that

which We call effienee .P There is. And again, that which we denominate

the one? And this alſo. Is not, therefore, each of them denominated?

Each. But what, when I ſay tffnce and the one, do I not pronounce both

theſe? Entirely ſo. And if I ſhould ſay eſſ'nce and dzfferent, or o'zfferent

and
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and the one, ſhould I not perfectly, in each of theſe, pronounce both?

Certainly. But can thoſe things which are properly denominated both, be

both, and yet not two? They cannot. And can any reaſon be affigned,

why of two things each of them ſhould not be one? There cannot. As,

therefore, theſe two ſubfist together, each of them will be one. It appears

ſo. But if each oſ them is one, and tl/e one is placed together with them,

by any kind of conjunction, will not all of' them become three? Certainly.

But are not three odd, and two even .? How ſhould they not? But what

then? Being two, is it not neceſſary that twice ſhould be preſent ?

And being three, thrice; ſince twice one ſubſists in twa, and thrice one in

three? It is neceſſary. But if there are two and twice, is it not neceſſary

that there 'ſhould be twice two? And if there' are three and thrice, that

there ſhould be thrice three? How ſhould it not? But what, iſ there are

three and twice, and two and thrice, is it not neceſſary that there ſhould

be thrice two and twice three? Entirely ſo. Hence, there will be the

evenly even, and the oddly odd; and the oddly even, and the evenly odd.

It will he ſo. Iſ, therefore, this be the caſe, do you think that any number

will be leſt which is not neceſſarily there? By no means. If', therefore,

the one is, it is alſo neceſſary that there ſhould be number '. It is neceſſary.

* But

' Parmenidcs after the intelligible triads generates the intelligible and at the ſame time in

tellectual orders, and demonstrates, by ſubſequent concluſions, a continuous progreffion of the

Gods. For the ſeries and connection of the words with each other imitate the indiſſoluble order

of things, which always conjoins the media with the extremes, and through middle genera ad

vances to the ultimate progreſſions of beings. As there are then three intelligible triads, conſisting

of one firing, who/e irſtl , and infinite multitude, ſo three intelligible and at the ſame time intellec

tual triads preſentv themſelves to our view, viz. number itſZvl , 'who/e itfl-[fl and t/n pcrstct itſelf:

Hence, num/m- here proceeds from one being; but that whirl: i: a whole from vwlza'e fist/ſ in intel

ligibles; and 'be petſcct from infinite multitude. For in the intelligible triad the infinite was

omnipotent and perfect, comprehending all things, and ſubſisting as incomprehenſible in itſelf.

The perfect, therefore, is analogous to that which is omnipotent and all-perfect, poſſeſſing an in.

tellectual perfection, and ſuch as is posterior to primary and intelligible perfection. But the

'who/e, which is both intelligible and intellectual, is allied to that which is intelligible, yet it differs

from it ſo far as the latter poſſeſſcs wholeneſs according to the one union of t/Je one being; but tle:

one of the former appears to be eſſentially a whole of parts characterized by unity, and its being a

compoſitc oſmany beings.

But again, number must be conſidered as analogous to one being. For one being ſubſists among

intelligibles occultly, intelligibly, and patcrnally'; but here, in conjunction with difference, it ge

voL. I'r. z > nerate'
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But if number is, it is neceſſary that the many ſhould ſubſist, and an infinite

multitude of beings: or do you think that number, infinite in multitude,

will alſo participate of eſſence? By all means I think ſo. If, therefore,

every number participates of eſſenCe, will not each part alſo of number par

ticipate of eſſence? Certainly. Eſſence, therefore, will be distributed

through all things which are many, and 'will not deſert any being, whether

the least or the greatest: for how can eſſence be abſent from any being? In

no reſpect. Eſſence, therefore, is diflributed as much as poſſible into the

least and the greatest, and into all things every way, and is divided the most

of all things, and poſſeſſes infinite parts. lt is ſo. Very many, therefore,

are its parts. Very many, indeed. But what, is there any one oftheſc

which is a part of eſſence, and yet is not one part? But how can this be?

But if it is, I think it must always be neceſſary, as long as it is, that it

ſhould be a' certain one; but tha't it cannot poffibly be nothing. lt is ne

ceſſary. The one, therefore, is preſent with every part of eſſcnce, deferring

no part, whether ſmall or great, or in whatever manner it may be affected.

It is ſo. Can one being, therefore, be a whole, ſubſisting in many places at

once? Conſider this diligently. I do conſider it, and I ſee that it is im

poſſible. It is divided, therefore, ſince it is not a whole ; for it can no other

wife be preſent with all the parts of eſſence, than in a divided state. Cer

tainlye' But that which is diviſible ought neceſſarily to be ſo many as its

hernes number, which eflabliſhes the ſeparation of forms and reaſons. For dffrmu first exhibits

itſelf in this order', but fubſists among intelligibles as power and the duad. And in this order it

is a matcrnal and prolific fountain. With great propriety, therefore, does Plato from the furn

mit of this order begin his negations of lb' one: for 'be many ſubſist here, through that difference

which divides being and 'be one; becauſe tbr whole, which is denied of 'be an', is intellectual and

not intelligible. The negation, therefore, aſſerts that 'be on: is not a whole, on which account

the affirmation must be, ib' on: is a whole. For intelligibl' who/'a is on: being, but not th am.

And he thus denies 'be many, ** The on: is not many," the oppoſite to which is, 'be on: is many.

But the multitude of intelligibles, and not ib: on', is the proximate cauſe of rbt many. And, in

ſhort, the whole of that which is intelligible is characterized by on' being. For both being and 'be

'm are contained in this, and are naturally conjoined with each other; and being is here the most

of all things characterized by 'be one. But when each of theſe, viz. being, and 'be one, proceeds'

into multitude, the one becomes distant from the other, and evince: a greater diverſity of nature 5

but each is diſiributed into multitude through the prolific nature of difference itſelf. And thus

it is from hence evident, that the intelligible and at the fame time intellectual orders proceed'

with ſubjzction analogous to the intelligible triads. In the notes to the Phatdrus it wx'll be ſhown

how Socrates leads us to this order of Gods.

parts.
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parts. It ought. We did not, therefore, just now ſpeak truly, when we

ſaid that eſſence was distributed into very many parts ; ſince it is not divided

into more parts than the one, but into parts equal to thoſe of the one: for

neither does being deſert the one, nor the one, heing : but theſe two always

ſubſist, equalized through all thingS. It appears to be entirely ſo. The

one, therefore, which is distributed by eſſence, is many and an infinite mul

titude. So it appears. One being, therefore, is not only many, but it is

likewiſe neceſſary that the one which is distributed by eſſence ſhould be many.

Entirely ſo.

And, indeed, in conſequence of the parts being parts of a whole, the one

will be deſined according to a whole: or are not the parts comprehended by

the whole? Neceſſarily ſo. But that which contains will be a bound. How

ſhould it not? One being, therefore, is in a certain reſpect both one and

many, whole and parts, ſinite and infinite in multitude. It appears ſo. As

it is bounded, therefore, must it not alſo have extremes? It is neceſſary.

But what, if it be a whole, must it not alſo have a beginning, middle,- and

end? Or can there be any whole Without theſe three? And if any one of

theſe be wanting, can it be willing to be any longer a whole? It cannot.

The one, therefore, as it appears, will poſſeſs a beginning, end, and middle.

It will. But the middle is equally distant from the extremes ; for it could

not otherwiſe be the middle. ltvcould not. And, as it appears, 'he one being

ſuch, will participate of a certain figure, whether straight or round, or a

certain mixture from both. It will ſo.

Will it, therefore, being ſuch, ſubſist in itſelfI and in another? How ?

For each of the parts is in the whOIe, nor is any one external to the whole.

It

' By theſe words Plato indicates the ſummit of the intellectual order, or in other words, accord

ing to the Grecian thcology, Saturn. For, ſo far as he is a total intellect, his energy is directed

to himstlf, but ſo far as he is in the intelligibles prior to himſelf, he establiſhes the all-perfect

intelligence of himſelf in another. For ſubſiſlence in another here ſignifies that which is better than

the ſubſistence of a thing in Saturn, therefore, being intelligible as among intellectuals,

establiſhes himſelf in the intelligible triads of the orders prior to him, from which he is alſo filled

with united and occult good 3 and on this account he is ſaid to be in another. But becauſe he is

a pure and immaterinl deity, he is converted to himſelf, and ſhuts up all his powers in himſelf.

For the parts of this deity, when he is conſidered as an intellectual wholeneſs, are more partial
z z i powers,
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It is ſo, But all the parts are comprehended by the whole. Certainly. But

the one is all the parts of itſelf; and is neither more nor leſs than all. Cer

tainly. Is not the one, therefore, a whole? How ſhould it not? If, there

fore, all the parts are in the whole, and all the parts are one, and the one is

a whole, but all the parts are comprehended by the whole; hence, the one

will be comprehended by the one, and ſo the one will be in itſelf. It appears

ſo. But again, the whole is not in the parts, neither in all, nor in a certain

one. For, if it were in all, it would neceſſarily be in one: for, if it were

not in ſome one, it would not be able to be in all. But if this one is a one

belonging to all the parts, and the whole is not in this one, how can it any

longer be a whole in all the parts? In no reſpect. Nor yet in any of the

parts. For if the whole ſhould be in ſome of the parts, the greater would

be in the leſſer; which is impoſiible. Impoffible. But ſince the whole is

neither in many, nor in one, nor in all the parts, is it not neceſſary that it

ſhould either be' in ſome other, or that it ſhould be nowhere? It is ne-ct

ceſiary. But if it is nowhere, will it not be nothing? And if it is a whole,

ſince it is not in itſelf, is it not net'teſſary that it ſhould be in another?

Entirely ſo. . So far, therefore, as the one is a whole, it is in another: but

ſo far as all things are its parts, and itſelf all the parts, it is in itſelf: and

ſo the one will neceſſarily be in itſelf and in another. Neceſſarily.

But as the one is naturally ſuch, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould both be

moved' and ſtand still P How ? It must stand still, indeed, ifit be in itſelf.

For,

powers, which hasten indeed to a progreſſion from him as their father, but are establiſhed in, and

on all ſides comprehended by, him. And this wholeneſs is a deity which connectedly contains

the intelligible parts in itſelf, being parturicnt indeed with intellectual multitude, and llably gene

rating all things. It alſo receives into its boſom, and again gathers into itſelſ its progeny, and,

as the more tragical of fables ſay, devours and depofits its offspring in itſelf. For its progeny are

twofold; ſome being, as it were, reſolved into itſelf, and others ſeparated from it.

1 The middle of the imcllectual order, viz. Rhea, is here indicated by Plato: for all life,

according to Plato, is mation; ſince ſoul is ſelf-motive becauſe it is ſelf-vital; and intellect is

through this moved, becauſe it poſſeſſes the most excellent life. The first viviſic cauſe, therefore,

of the intellectual Gods is primarily allotted motion. If this cauſe, however, was the first and

highest life, it would be requiſite to call it motion, and not that which i: moved ; but ſince it is life

as in intellectuals, and is filled from exempt life, it is at the ſame time motion and that which i:

moved. Very properly, therefore, does Parmenides evince that 'be one in this order is moved, be

. cauſe
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For, being in one, and not departing from this, it will be infizme, through

being in itſelf. It will. But that which is always in the ſame must neceſſarily

wvithout doubt always stand ſtill. Entirely ſo. But what, must not that,

on the contrary, which is always in another, neceſſarily never be in ſame .?

But ifit be never inflame, can it stand still? And if it does not stand still,

must it not be moved ? Certainly. lt is neceſſary, therefore, that the one,

ſince it is always in itſelf and in another, must always be moved and stancl/

still. lt appears ſo.

But, likewiſe, it ought to be the ſame ' with itſelf, and different from

itſelf; and, in like manner, the ſame With, and different from, others, if it

ſuffers

cauſe it proceeds from the cauſes of all life which rank above it, and is analogous to the middle

centre of intelligibles, and to the middle triad of the intelligible and at the ſame time intellectual

order; which triad Socrates in the thdrus calls beaver', becauſe the whole of it is list and

motion.

When Parmcnides, therefore, ſays that the an: is both moved and/land: still, by mation he indi

cates the vivifie hyparxis of the Gods, and the generative fountain of wholes z but by permamncy

coordinated with motion, that pure monad which contains the middle centres of the triad of guar

dian deities, or, in other words, one of the Cur'tn conſubſiſient with Rhea. So that the motion

in this order is the fountain of the life which proceeds to all things; and the permanency establiſhes ,

the whole viviſic fountain in itſelf, but is thence filled with the prolific rivers of life. Hence

Parmenides, delivering to us the progreffion of theſe two, ſhows that that which i: moved is geneq

rated from that 'which is in another, but that which i: pnmanmt from that whirb i: in For

motion in this order is better than permanmcy. For as that which ii in another is canſally more an

tient than that 'which is in aſhy, ſo here that which is moved than that which is permanent. Hence,

according to the Grecian theology, the Curetes are powers ſubordinate to Saturn, Rhea, and

Jupiter, the parents of the intellectual order, and are contained in them.

' Parmenides here delivers the ſymbols of that deity who ſublists at the extremity of the intel

lectual order, viz. Jupiter, the artificer of the univerſe. We ſhall find, therefore, that the num.

ber of the concluſions is here doubled. For 'be om- is no longer ſhown to be aloneſame or dzfftrent,

as it was ſhown to be in itstlſ and in another, and to be mar/ed and be permanent; but it is now de

monstrated to be tbeſame wit/2 itſelf, and dffrct'tfrum and dffrmtfrom otherr, and the/am:

'with tt/m'r. But this twice perfectly accords with the demiurgic monad, both according to other

theologists, and to Socrates in the Cratylus, who ſays that the demiurgic name is compoſed from

two words.

ln the next place the multitude of cauſes is here ſeparated, and all the monads of the Gods

appear according to the demiurgic progreffion. For the paternal order of the demiurgus, the

prolific power which is coordiuatc with him, the undefiled monad which is the cauſe of exempt

providence, the fountain distributive of wholes, and all the orders in conjunction with theſe

which
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ſuffers what we have related above. How? Every thing, in a certain

reſpect. thus takes place with relation to every thing: for it is either the

ſame with it or different : or if it is neither ſame nor different, it will be a

part of this to thich it is ſo related, or with reſpect to a part it will be a

whole. It appears ſo. Is therefore 'be om- a part of itſelf? By no means.

It will not therefore be a whole, with reſpect to itſelf, as if itſelf were a

part. For it cannot. But is the one, therefore, different from ib: one P By

no means. It will not therefore be different from itſelf. Certainly not.

If, therefore, it is neither different nor a whole, nor yet a part with reſpect

to itſelf, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould be the ſame with itſelf? it is

neceſſary. But what, that which is elſewhere than itſelf, ſubſisting in ſame

Iſ!

which ſubſist about the demiurgus, according to which he produces and preſerves all things, and,

being exempt from his productions, is firmly establiſhed in himſelf, and ſeparates his own king

dom ſrom the united government of his father-all theſe ar'here unfolded into light.

Hence that which Parmenides firſt demonstrates concerning the nature of the an', viz. that it

is rb' ſinne with itſelf, repreſents to us the monadie and paternal peculiarity, according to which

Jupiter is the demiurgus. For the term ſz'zme is a manifeſt ſign of his proper or patemal hyparxis:

for being one, and the exempt demiurgus and father of wholes, he establiſhes his proper union

in himſelf. This term alſo remarkably ſhows the uniform nature, and the alliance of this deity

with bound. But his being tbrſhm with urbem', is the illustrious good of prolific power, and of a

cauſe proceeding to all things, and pervading through all things without impediment. For he is

preſent to all things which he produces, and is in all things which he adorns, pre-eflabliſhing in

himſelf an eſſence generative of wholes. Hence lmmd and tbe infinite ſubſist in him fabrica

tively; the former conſisting in aſimmgſir ſeparate from otherr, and the latter in a power which

generates otherr. The aſſertion alſo that be i: dlfftrmfrom otherr, maniſests his undefiled purity,

and his tranſcendency exempt from all ſecondary natures. Hence by his never ceaſing to impart

good, by his providence, and by his generating things ſubordinate, be i: 'be/inn: 'wit/2 them : for

he is participated by them, and fills his progeny with his own providcntial eare. But by his purity,

his undefiled power, and his undeviating energies, he is ſeparate from wholes, and is not con

ſubſrſlent with- others. And as Saturn, the firſt king of the intellectual Gods, is allotted a nature

which does not verge to matter, through that pure mOnad or guard which is united to him, viz.

the first of the Curetes; and as the viviſic goddeſs Rhea poffeffes her ſtable and undeviating

power from the ſecond of the guardian deities; ſo alſo the demiurgic intellect guards a tran

ſcendeney ſeparate from others, and a union withdrawing itſelf from multitude, through the

third monad of the Curetes, who are the leaders of purity.

That deity therefore remains who is the ſeventh of theſe intellectual monads, who is conjoined

with all of them, and energizes in conjunction with all, but particularly unfolds himſelſinto light

in the demiurgie order. This deity, which is celebrated by antient theologists as Ocean, Par

' 5 menides
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in itſelf, must it not neceſſarily be different from itſelf, ſince it has a ſub

ſistence elſewhere? It appears ſo to me. And in this manner the one appears

to ſubſist, being at the ſrime time both in itſelf and in another. So it ſeems.

Through this, therefore, it appears that the one is different from itſelf. It

does ſo.

But what if any thing is different from any thing, is it not different

from that which is different? Neceſſarily ſo. But are not all ſuch things

as are not one different from t/ze one? And is not t/re one different from

ſuch things as are not one? How ſhould it not? The one therefore will be

different from other things. Different. But ſee whether dffrmt andſam:

are not contrary to each other. How ſhould they not? Do you think,

therefore, that ſame can ever be in dffli'rent, or dſſerent in ſame P- I do not.

menides indicates when he aſſerts that tl-e one is a'rffzrrntfrom itſelf. As, therefore, the demiurgul

is the ſame with himſelf through paternal union, ſo he is ſeparated from himſelf and' his father,

according to this difference. Whence, therefore, does Parmenides ſay that the derniurgus

derives this power? We reply, From being in bimſtff, and in amtbrr. For theſe things were

nnitedly in the first father, but ſcparatcly in the third. Hence ſeparation there ſubſiſis according

to cauſe, but in the demiurgus it ſhincs forth, and unfolds his power into light. For that the

cauſe of diviſion ſubſists in a certain reſpect in the first father, Parmcnides himſelf evince: in the

first hypotheſis, when he ſays, that every thing which is in itſelf is in a certain reſpect two, and

isstparnted from itſelf. But the duad is there indeed occultly, but here it ſubſists more clearly,

'there all intellec'lual multitude is apparent. For difference is the progeny of the duad, which i'

there firmly eſtabliſhed. This drffim/re, therefOre, ſeparate: the demiurgie intellect from the

Gods prior to it, and alſo ſeparates from each other the monads which it contains. Hence

Parmenides, when he divides the ſigns of fabrication, ſhows that the idioms of the undefiled and

di'iſive monads are in the middle of them, ſo far an they alſo in a certain reſpect are compre

hended in the one fabrication of things. For the first of the concluſions demonstratea that 'ba one

is 'be ſame will; z the ſecond, that it is differentfrom ; the third. that it is dffmrtſrom

otherr; and the fourth, that it is 'lar/lum wit/2 01berr; conjoining the diviſive power with the

paternal union, and connecting the providential cauſe of fecondary natures-with a tranſcendency

ſeparate from them. For in the Gods it is neceſſary that union ſhould ſubſist prior to ſeparation,

and a purity unmingled with things ſecondary prior to a providential care oſ them, through which

the divinitie' being every where are alſo no where, being preſent to all things are exempt from

all things, and being all things are no one of their progeny.

I only add, that the reader will find the theology concerning Saturn, delivered by Plato in

perfect confer-mity to what has been above afferted of this deity, in the Cratylus, Politicus, and

Gargiaa; that concerning Rhea, in the Cratylus; concerning Jupiter in the Timetts, Critias,

Philebus, Protagoras, and Politicu' 3 and concerning the Curetct in the Laws.

If
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If therefore dffrent is neVer inſame, there is no being in which for any

time dffr'ent ſuhſists; for, if it ſubſisted in it during any time whatever, in

that time dffrent wou'ld be in ſinne. Would it not be ſo i lt would. But

ſince it is never in ſame, dgſifferent will never ſubſist in any being. True.

Neither therefore will dffrent be in things which are not one, nor in-the one.

It will not. The one, therefore, will not through different be different from

things which are not one, nor' things which are not one from the one. Not,

indeed. Nor likewiſe' will they be different from each other, ſince they do

not participate of djfferent. For how can they? But if they are neither

different from themſelves, nor' from dzfferent, must they not entirely eſcape

from' being different from each other? They must eſcape. But neither

will things which are not one participate of the one: for if they did they

would no longer be not one, but in a certain reſpect one. True. Hence

things which are'not one will not be number; for they would not be entirely

'not one in conſequence of poſſeſſing number. Certainly not. But what,

can things which are not one be parts of one .P Or would not things which

are not one by this means participate of the one? They would participate.

If, therefore, this is entirely the one, but thoſe not one, neither will the one

be a part of things which are not one, nor a whole with reſpect to them, as

if they were parts; nor, on thecontrary, will things which are not one be

parts of the one, nor yet wholes, as if the one were a part. They will not.

But we have ſaid that things which are neither parts nor wholes, nor dif

ferent from each other, must' be the ſame with each other. We have ſaid

ſo. Must we not therefore aſſert that the one, ſince it ſubfists in this manner

with reſpect to things which are not one, is the ſame with them? We must.

The one, therefore, as it appears, is both different from others and itſelf,

and the ſame with them and with itſelf. It appears from this reaſoning to

be ſo.

But is it alſo ſimilar' and diſſimilar to itſelf and others? Perhaps ſo.

' - - * Since,

* After the intellectual the fupermundane order of Gods follows, who are alſo called by the

Grecian thcolpgists qffimilative leaden. Sameneſi- and difference, therefore, as we have before

obſerved, define_the idiom of the demiurgic order, and of the Gods coordinated with it. But

ſince the whole order of the affimilative God: is ſuſpended from the demiurgic monad, ſub
ſists about, and is converted to it, and is perfected from it, it is neceſſary. to refer the ſigns ofſſ

this
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Since, therefore, it appears to be different from others, others alſo will be

different from it. But what then? Will it not be different from others, in

the ſame manner as others from it i And this neither more nor leſs? How

ſhould it not? If, therefore, neither more nor leſs, it must be different in

a ſimilar manner. Certainly. Will not that through which t/ze one becomes

different from others, and others in a ſimilar manner from it, be alſo that

through which both the one becomes the ſame with others, and others with t/ze

one? How do you ſay? Thus: Do not you call every name the name of ſome

thing? I do: but what then? Do you pronounw the ſame name often or

once? I pronounce it once. When, therefore, you enunciate that name once,

do you denominate that thing to which the name belongs : butif often, not the

ſame? Or, whether you pronounce the ſame name once or often, do you

not neceſſarily always ſignify the ſame thing? But what then? Does not

a different name belong to ſome certain thing? Entirely ſo. When, there,

fore, you pronounce this, whether once or often, you do not affign this

name to any other, nor do you denominate any other thing than that to

which this name belongs. It is neceſſary it ſhould be ſo. But when we

ſay that other things are different from t/ze one, and that the me is different

from others, twice pronouncing the name a'jffierent, we yet ſignify nothing

more than the nature of that thing of which this is the name. Entirely ſo,

this order to the demiurgic ſeries, and thence to impart to them a generation proceeding accord.

ing to order and meaſure. 4

As this order of Gods, therefore, according to the Grecian theologiſls, aſſimilates ſenſibles to

intellectuals, and produces all things poflerior to itſelf according to an imitation of cauſes, i, is

the primary cauſe of ſimilitude to things ſubordinate to itſelf. Hence it is alſo the cauſe of

diffimilitude coordinate with ſimilitude: for all things which participate of the ſimilar neceſſarily

alſo participate of the diſſimilar.

Similitude alſo in this order has a ſubſistenee analogous to paternal cauſes, and to thoſe which

convert things to their principles; but diſlimilitude is analogous to proliſic cauſes, and which
preſide over multitude and diviſion. Hence ſimilitude is collectiue, but zlz'ffi'ſinilitudt stparrrtive of

things which proceed.

But that the idioms of theſe Cods proceed from the demiurgic monad, and the ſigns which

there preſubſist, Parmenides ſufficiently demonstrates: for demiurgic ſameneſs and difference

are the cauſes, as he ſays, of the ſimilitude and diffimilitude of this order.

The reader will lind the theology relative to this order delivered by Plato, cenſer-madly to what

is here ſaid, in the Politicus and the Laws, the Gorgias and the Crntylu'.v

VOL. lII. 2 A If
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If therefore 'he one be different from others, and others from the one, in

conſequence of ſuffering the ſame different, the one will not ſuffer that which

is different from others, but the ſame with others : but is not that which

in a certain reſpect ſuffers the ſame ſimilar? Certainly. But, in the ſame

manner, as the one becomes different from others, every thing becomes

ſimilar to every thing: for every thing is different from all things. It

appears ſo. But is the ſimilar contrary to the diſſimilar? It is. And is not

dffrent contrary toſame? And this alſo. But this likewiſe is apparent,

that the one is both the ſame with and different from others. It is apparent.

But to be the ſame with others is a contrary paſſion to the being different

from others. Entirely ſo. But the one appears to be ſimilar, ſo far as dif

ferent. Certainly. So far therefore as it is ſame, it will be diſſimilar on

account of its ſuffering a paſſion contrary to that which produces the ſimilar:

or was it not the ſimilar which Produced the different? Certainly, It will

therefore render that which is diſſimilar the ſame; or it would not be con

trary to different. So it appears. The one therefore will be both ſimilar

and diſſimilar to others : and ſo far as dſſerenr it will be ſimilar; but ſo far

as the ſszediffimilar. The caſe appears to be ſo. And it is likewiſe thus

affected. How? So far as it ſuffers ſhme it does not ſuffer that which is

various; but not ſuffering that which is various, it cannot be diſſimilar;

and not being diſſimilar, it will be ſimilar : but ſo far as it ſuffers different

it will be various; and being various it will be diffimilar. You ſpeak the

truth. Since, therefore, the one is both the ſame with anddifferent from

others, according to both and according to each of theſe, it will be ſimilar

and diſſimilar to others. Entirely ſo. And will not this in a ſimilar manner

be the caſe with relation to itſelf, ſince it has appeared to be both different

from and the ſame with itſelf; ſo that, according to both theſe, and accord

ing to each, it will appear to be ſimilar and diſſimilar? Neceſſarily ſo.

But Conſider now how 'be one ſubſists with reſpect to touching ' itſelf and

others,

' That order of Gods called by the Greek theologists arrow-m or liberated, ſuccecds the ſilper

mundane order, and is here indicated by Plato by the on' touching itſelf and otherr. For all the

divine genera after the demiurgic monad double their energies, ſince their energy is naturally

directed both to themſelves and to other things posterior to themſelves, rejoicing in progreſſions,

being ſubſervient to the providence of ſecondary natures, and calling forth the fupernatural, im

partible,
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others, and not touchino'. I conſider. For t/Je one appears in a certain

reſpect to be in the whole of itſelf. Right. But is the' one alſo in others?

Certainly. So far therefore as 'be an: is in others it will touch others; but

ſo far as it is in itſelf it will be hindered from touching others, but it will

touch itſelf becauſe it ſubſists in itſhlf. So it appears. And thus, indeed,

tlze one will both touch itſelf and others. It will ſo. But what will you

ſay to this? Must not every thing which is about to touch any thing be

ſituated in a place proximate to and after that which it is about to touch,

and in which when ſituated it touches? It is neceſſary. He one, therefore,

if it is about to touch itſelf, ought to be ſituated immediately after itſelf,

occupying the place proximate to that in which it is. It ought ſo. Would

not this be the caſe with t/ie one if it was two; and would it not be in two

places at once? But can this be the caſe while it is t/ze one? It cannot.

The ſame neceſſity therefore belongs to t/ze one, neither to be two nor to

touch itſelf. The ſame. But neither will it touch others. Why? Becauſe

we have ſaid, that when any thing is about to touch any thing which is

ſeparate from it, it ought to be placed proximate to' that which it is about

to touch; but that there must be no third in the middle of them. True.

Two things, therefore, at the least are requiſite, if contact is about to take

partible, and all-perfect producing power of their father, and deducing it to ſubordinate beings.

This contact, therefore, with and ſeparation from inferior natures clearly repreſents to us a

liberated idiom. For tout/ring indicates a providence allied to and coordinate with us; and not

t' tout/a, a tranſccndency exempt and ſeparate from others. Hence theſe epithets admirably

accord with the [ib-'rated genus of Gods, who are ſaid to be at the ſame time conjoined with the

celestial divinities, and expanded above them, and to proceed to all things with unrestrained

energy. Hence the Fates, as we have ſhown in a note on the loth book of the Republic, belong

to this order; for they are ſaid by Socrates to tour/2 the celestial circulations. In the Cratylus alſo,

the mundane Can or Proſerpine, who governs the whole of generation, is ſaid to tomb flowing

eſſence, and through this contact to have been called P/mstpbaltn. To which we may add, that in

the Phaedo, where we are taught what the mode is of the cathartic life of ſouls, Socrates ſays,

that the ſoul, when it is not converſant with the body, piſſ: into cantaſl witb being ,- through all

which Plato indicates that tontafl is the buſineſs of an inſeparable providence, and coortlinzitc in

ſpection; and that the negation of this is the employment of a dominion ſeparate, unrestrained,

and exempt from the natures that are governed.

Theſe [ib-ram] Gods arc the ſame with thoſe which the Chaldmano call aza'u'c, and which

according to them are Strap/r, Bare/m, the ſeries of Oſin'r, and of Apollo, as we are informed by

Pſellus in his expoſition of Chaldaic dogmas. He adds, '* they are called uzom'c, becauſe they

rule without restraint over the zones, and are eſtabliſhed above the apparent Gods." ,

2 A 2 place.
7
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place. Certainly. But if a third thing ſucceeds to the two terms,

theſe will now be three, but the contacts two. Certainly. And thus

one alway-s being added, one contact will be added, and it will come

to paſs that the Contacts will be leſs by one than the multitude of

the numbers : for by how much the two first numbers ſurpaſſed the

contacts, ſo as to be more in number than the contacts, by ſo much

Will all the following number ſurpaſs the multitude of the contacts.

For in that which remains one will be added to the number, and one con

tact to the contacts. Right. The contacts, therefore, leſs by one will

aIWays be as many in number as the things themſZzlves. True. If there
ct fore i't is one alone, and not two, there can be no contact. How can

there P Have we not ſaid that ſuch things as are different from the one are

neither one nor participate of it, ſince they are different? We have. The

one therefore is not number in Others, as the one is not contained in them.

How can it ? The-one, therefore, is neither others, nor two, nor any thing

poſſeſſing the name of another number. It is not. The one, therefore, is

one alone, and will not be two. It will not, as it appears. There is no

contact, therefore, two not ſubſisting. There is not. The one therefore

will neither touch other things, nor will other things touch the one, as there

is no contact. Certainly not. On all theſe accounts, therefore, t/ze one will

both touch and not touch others and itſelf. So it appears.

Is it therefore equal * and unequal to itſelf and others i' How i If the one

. were greater or leſſer than others, or others greater or leſſer than the one,

would it not follow that neither the one, becauſe one, nor others, becauſe

different from the one, would be greater or leſſer than each other from their

own eſſences? But if each, beſides being ſuch as they are, ſhould poſſeſs equa

lity, would they not be equal to each other? But if the one ſhould poſſeſs

magnitude, and the other parvitude, or the one magnitude but others parvitude,

would it not follow, that, with whatever ſpecies magnitude was preſent, that

ſpecies would be greater ; but that the ſpecies would be leſſer with which

parvitude was preſent? Neceſſarily ſo. Are there not, therefore, two certain

ſpecies of this kind, magnitude and parvitude ? For if they had no ſubſistcnce

they could never be contrary to each other, and be preſent with being-s;

' The equal and unequal arc characteristic of the mundane Gods, as we have ſhown in the

notes on the first hypotheſis, to which we refer the reader.

How
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How ſhould they? If therefore parvitude becomes inherent in the one, it

will either be inherent in the whole or in a part of it. It is neceſſary. But

if it ſhould be inherent in the whole, will it not either be extended equally

through the whole of 'be one or Comprehend the one? Plainly ſo. If par

vitude, therefore, is equally inherent in the one, will it not be equal to 'be

one; but if it comprehends the one will it not be greater? How ſhould it

not? Can therefore parvitude be equal to or greater than any thing, and

exhibit the properties of magnitude and equality, and not its own? It is

impoſſible. Parvitude, therefore, will not be inherent in the whole of Ille

one, but if at all, in a part. Certainly. Nor yet again in the whole part ;

as the ſame conſequences would enſue in the 'whole part of 'be one, as in the

whole of the one : for it would either be equal to or greater than the part '

in which it is inherent. It is neceſſary. Parvitude, therefore, will not be

inherent in any being, ſince it can neither be in a part nor in a whole;

nor will there be any thing ſmall, except ſmallneſs itſelf. It does not ape

pear that there will. Neither will magnitude therefore be in 'be one: for

there will be ſome other thing great beſides magnitude itſelf. I mean that

in which magnitude is inherent ; and this, though parvitude is not, which

ought to be ſurpaſſed by that which is great; but which in this caſe is im

poſſible, ſince parvitude is not inherent in any being. True. But, indeed,

magnitude itſelf will not ſurpaſs any thing elſe but parvitude itſelf, nor will

parvitude be leſs than any other than magnitude itſelf. lt will not. Nei

ther therefore will other things be greater than the one; nor loſſer, ſince

they neither poſſeſs magnitude nor parvitude : nor will theſe two poſſeſs any

power with reſpect to the one, either of ſurpaſſing or of being ſurpaſſed,

but this will be the caſe only with reſpect to each other : nor, on the contrary,

will [be one' be either greater or leſſer than theſe two, or others, as it neither

poſſeſſes magnitude nor parvitude. So indeed it appears. If the one there

fore is neither greater nor leſſer than others, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould

neither ſurpaſs nor be ſurpaſſed by them? It is neceſſary. Is it not alſo

abundantly neceſſary, that that which neither ſurpaſſes nor is ſurpaſſed ſhould

he equally affected ? And must it not, if equally affected, be equal ? How

ſhould it not? T/Ie one therefore will be thus circumſtanced with reſpect to

itſelf: viz. from neither poſſeſſing magnitude nor parvitude in itſelf, it will

neither furpaſs nor be ſurpaſſed by itſelf; but being equal-ly affected it will

4 ' be
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be equal to itſelf. Entirely ſo. The one therefore will be equal both to

itſelf and others. So it appears.

But if the one ſhould be in itſelf, it would alſo be externally about itſelf;

and ſo, through comprehending- itſelf, it would be greater than itſelf; but

from being comprehended leſs than itſelf: and thus the one would be both

greater and leſſer than itſelf. It would ſo. Is not this alſo neceſſary, that

nothing has any ſubſistence beſides the one and others ? How ſhould it be

otherwiſe? But ought not whatever has a being to be always ſomewhere?

Certainly. And does not that which ſubſists in another, ſubſist as the leſſer

in the greater? For one thing cannot in any other way ſubſist in another.

It cannot. But ſince there is nothing elſe except the one and others, and it

is neceſſary that theſe ſhould be in ſomething, is it not neceſſary that they

ſhould be in one another, viz. others in the one, and the one in others; or

that they ſhould be no where? * It appears ſo. Becauſe, therefore, the one

is in others, others will be greater than the one, through comprehending it ;

but the one will be leſs than others, becauſe comprehended : but if others are

inherent in the one, the one on the ſame account will be greater than others ;

but others will be leſs than the one. It appears ſo. The one, therefore, is

equal to, greater and leſſer, both than itſelf and others. lt ſeems ſo. But

if it is greater, equal, and leſſer, it will be of equal, more, and fewer mea

ſures, both than itſelf and others; and if of meaſures, alſo of parts. How

ſhould it not? Being, therefore, of equal, more, and fewer meaſures, it

will alſo be more and leſs in number, both with reſpect to itſelf and others ;

and alſo, for the ſame reaſon, equal to itſelf and others. How? That

which is greater poſſeſſes more meaſures than that which is ſmaller, and

contains as many parts as meaſures; and that which is leſſer in the ſame

manner, as alſo that which is equal. It is ſo. Since the one, therefore, is

both greater, leſſer, and equal to itſelf, will it not alſo contain mea

ſures equal to, more and fewer than itſelf? And if of meaſures, will not

this alſo be true of parts? How ſhould it not ? If, therefore, it contains

equal parts with itſelf, it will be equal in multitude to itſelf: but if more,

more in multitude, and if fewer, leſs in multitude, than itſelf. lt appears

ſo. But will the one be ſimilarly affected towards others? For, ſince it ap

pears to be greater than others, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould be more in

number than others? but, becauſe it is leſſer, must it not alſo be fewer in

number ?
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number? and becauſe equal in magnitude, must it not alſo be equal in mul

titude to others? It is neceſſary. And thus again, as it appears, 'be one will

be equal, more, and leſs in number, both than itſelf and others. It will ſo.

Will tbe one, therefore, participate of time? And is it, and does it ſubſist

in becoming to be younger ' and older, both than itſelf and others? And

again, neither younger nor older than itſelf and others, though parti

cipating of time? How ? To be in a certain reſpect is preſent with it,

ſince it it t/ze one. Certainly. But what elſe is to be than a participation of

eſience with the preſent time? In the ſame manner as it was is a commu

nication of eſſence with the past, and it will be with the future? It is no

other. It must participate, therefore, of time, if it participates of being.

Entirely ſo. Must it not, therefore, participate of time in progreflion?

Certainly. lt will always, therefore, ſubſist in becoming to be older than it

ſelf, if it proceeds according to time. It is neceſſary. Do we, therefore,

call to mind that the older is always becoming older, becauſe it is always

becoming younger? We do call it to mind. Does not 'be one, therefore,

while it is becoming older than itſelf, ſubſist in becoming older than itſelf,

while it is becoming younger than itſelf? Neceſſarily ſo. It will, there

fore, become both younger and older thanvitſelf. Certainly. But is it not

then older when it ſubſists in becoming to be according to the preſent time,

which is between it 'was and it 'will be : for, through proceeding from the

past to the future, it wrll not paſs beyond the preſent now? It will not.

Will it not, therefore, ceaſe becoming to be older, when it arrives at 'be now,

and is no longer becoming to be, but it now older? For while it proceeds it

will never be comprehended by tbe now. For that which proceeds ſubſists in

ſuch a manner as to touch upon both tbe now and the future time ; departing,

indeed, from [be now, but apprehending the future, becauſe it ſubſists in the

middle of the future and tbe now. True. But if it be neceſſary that what

ever is becoming to be ſhould not paſs by tbe now or the preſent time, hence,

as ſoon as it arrives at tbe now, it will always ceaſe becoming to be, and ir

then that which it was in purſuit of becoming. It appears ſo. The one,

therefore, when in becoming older it arrives at tbe now, will ceaſe becoming

i x nunger and older are characteristic of divine ſouls. See the notes on that part of the first

= hypotheſis which correſponds to this part of the ſecond.

to
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to he, and then is older. Entirely ſo. Is it not, therefore, older than that in

reſpect of which it becomes older? And does it not become older than

itſelf? Certainly. And is not the older older than the younger? lt is. The

one, therefore, is younger than itſelf, when in becoming older it arrives at

the now. It is neceſſary. But the now is always preſent with the one,

through the whole oſ its being: for it is always now as long as it is. How

ſhould it not? The one, therefore, always is, and is becoming to be younger

and older than itſelf. So it appears. But it the one, or does it ſubſist in

&ecoming to he, in a time more extended than or equal to itſelf? In an equal

time. But that which either it, or ſubſists in becoming to be, in an equal

time poſſeſſes the ſame age. How ſhould it not? But that which has the

ſame age is neither older nor younger. By no means. The one, therefore,

ſince it both ſubſists in hecoming to he and is, in a time equal to itſelf, nei

ther is nor is becoming to be yonnger nor older than itſelf. It does not ap

pear to me that it can.

But how is it affected with reſpect to others? I know not what to thy.

But this you may ſay, that things different from the one becauſe they are

otherr, and not another, are more than the one. For that which is another

is one; but being other: they are more than one, and poſſeſs multitude.

They do. But multitude participates oſ a greater number than the one?

How ſhould it not? XVhat then ? Do we ſay that things more in number

are generated, or have been generated, before the few ? We aſſert this of

the few before the many. That which is the ſewest, therefore, is first: but

is not this the one .2 Certainly. The one, therefore, becomes the firſt of all

things poſſeſſing number: but all other things have number, iſ they are

other: and not another. They have indeed. But that which is first gene

rated has I think a priority oſ ſubſistence: but others are posterior to this.

But ſuch as have an after generation are younger than that which had a prior

generation; and thus others will be younger than the one, but the one will

be older than others. It will indeed. But what ſhall we ſay to this? Can
i the one be generated contrary to its nature, or is this impoffible? lmpoffible.

Butthe one appears to conſist of parts; and iſ of parts, it poſſeſſes a begin

ning, end, and middle. Certainly. Is not, therefore, the beginning gene

rated first of all, both octf the one and of every other thing; and after the

beginning all the other parts, as ſar as to, the end? What then? And,

indeed,
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indeed, we ſhould ſay that all theſe are parts of a whole and of one ; but

that the one, together with the end, is generated one and a 'who/e. We ſhould

ſay ſo. But the end I think must be generated last of all, and th' one must

be naturally generated together with this ; ſo that the one, ſince it is neceſſary

that it ſhould not be generated contrary to nature, being produced together

with the end, will be naturally generated the last of others. The one, there

fore, is younger than others, but others are older than the one. So again it

appears to me. But what, must not the beginning, or any other part what

ever, of the one, or of any thing elſe, if it is a part, and not parts-must it

not neceſſarily be one, ſince it is a part? Neceſſarily. The one, therefore,

while becoming to be, together with the first part, will be generated, and

together with the ſecond ; and it will never deſert any one of the other ge

nerated parts, till arriving at the extremity it becomes one whole; neither

excluded from the middle, nor from the last, nor the first, nor from any other

whatever in its generation. True. The one, therefore, will poſſeſs the ſame

age with others, as (if it be not the one contrary to its own nature) it will be

generated neither prior nor posterior to others, but together with them; and

on this account the one will neither be older nor younger than others, nor

others than the one: but, according to the former reaſoning, the one was both

older and younger than others, and others in a ſimilar manner than it.

Entirely ſo.

After this manner, therefore, the one fubſists and is generated. But what

ſhall we fay reſpecting its becoming older and younger than others, and others

than the one; and again, that it neither becomes older nor younger? Shall

we ſay that it ſubſists in the ſame manner with reſpect to the term hecornt'ng

to he as with reſpect to the term to he? or otherwiſe? I am not able to

ſay. But I am able to affirm this, that however one thing may be older

than another, yet it cannot otherwiſe ſubſist in heeoming to he older, than by

that difference of age which it poſſeſſed as ſoon as it was born z nor, on the

contrary, can that which is younger ſubſist in hecoming to he younger, other

wiſe than by the ſame difference. For, equal things being added to un

equals, whether they are times or any thing elſe, always cauſe them to

differ by the ſame interval by which they were distant at first. How ſhould

it be otherwiſe? That which is, therefore, cannot ſubſist in becoming to he

vot. m. 2 a older
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older or younger than one being, ſince it is always equally different from

it in age: but this is and 'war older, but that younger; but by no means

ſubſists in becoming ſo. True. That which i: one, therefore, will never

ſubfiſt in becoming to be either older or younger than other beings. Never.

' But ſee whether by this means other things will become younger and older.

After what manner? The ſame as zthat through which t/ze one appeared to

be older than others, and others than tbe one. What then? Since [be one

is older than others, it was for a longer period of time than others. Cer

tainly.

But again conſider, if we add an equal time to a longer and ſhorter time,

does the longer differ from the ſhorter by an equal or by a ſmaller part P By a

ſmaller. T/ze one, therefore, will not differ from others by ſo great an age

afterwards as before; but, receiving an equal time with others, it will always

differ by a leſs age than before. Will it not be ſo? Certainly. But does not

that which differs leſs in age, with reſpect to any thing, than it did before,

become younger than before, with reſpect to thoſe than which it was before

older? Younger. But if it is younger, will not, on the contrary, others

with reſpect to the one be older than before? Entirely ſo. That, therefore,

which was generated younger, will ſubſist in becoming to be older, with

reſpect to that which was before generated and is older; but it never i:

older, but always is becoming older than it; the one indeed advancing to a

more juvenile state, but the other to one more aged: but that which is

older is becoming to be younger than the younger, after the ſame manner.

For both tending to that which is contrary they ſubſist in becoming contrary

to each other; the younger becoming older than the older, and the older

younger than the younger: but they are not able to become ſo. For if they

ſhould become they would no longer ſubſist in becoming, but would now be.

But now they are becoming younger and older than each other; and tbe

one indeed becomes younger than others, becauſe it appears to be older, and

to have a prior generation: but others are older than tbe one, becauſe they

have a posterior generation; and, from the ſame reaſon, other things will

be ſimilarly related with reſpect to Jbe one, ſince they appear to be more

antient and to have a prior generation. So indeed it appears. Does it

not follow, that ſo far as the one does not become younger or older than

the
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the other, becauſe they differ by an equal number from each other, that, ſo

far as this, the one will not become older or younger than others, nor others

than the one? But that, ſo far as it is neceſſary that the prior ſhould

always differ from ſuch as are becoming to be posterior, and the posterior

from the prior; ſo far it is neceſſary that they ſhould become older and

younger than each other, both others than the one and the one than others?

Entirely ſo. On all theſe accounts, therefore, the one it, and is becoming to

he, older and younger both than itſelf and others; and again, neither it nor

is becoming to he older nor younger than itſelf and others. It is perfectly

ſo. But ſince the one participates of time, and oſ becoming to be older and

younger, is it not neceſſary that it ſhould participate of the past, preſent,

and future, ſince it participates of time? It is neceſſary. The one, there

ſore, was, and is, and will be; and was generated, and is generated, and

will be generated. What then? And there will alſo be ſomething belong.

ing to it, and which may be aſſerted oſ it, and which was, and is, and'will

be. Entirely ſo. There will, therefore, be ſcience, opinion, and ſenſe of

the one, ſince we have now treated of all theſe things about it. You ſpeak

rightly. A name, therefore, and diſcourſe may ſubſist about the one, and it

may be denominated and ſpoken of : and whatever particulars of the ſame

kind take place in other things, will alſo take place about the one. The

caſe is perfectly ſo.

In the third place, let us conſider, if the one ſubſists in the manner

We have already aſſerted, is it not neceſſary, ſince it is both one and many,

and again neither one nor many, and participating of time, that becauſe

it it one it ſhould participate of eſſence; but that becauſe it it not, it

ſhould not at any time participate of eſſence? It is neceſſary. Is it,

therefore, poſiible, that when it participates and becomes ſuch as it is,

that then it ſhould not participate; or that it ſhould participate when it

does not participate? It cannot be poflible. It participates, therefore, at

one time, and does not participate at another: for thus alone can it par

ticipate and not participate of the ſame. Right. Is not that alſo time,

when it receives being and again loſcs it? Or how can it be poffible that,

being ſuch as it is, it ſhould at onc time poſſeſs the ſame thing, and at

another time not, unleſs it both receives and loſes it? No otherwiſe. Do

you not denominate the receiving of eſſence to become? I do. And is

2 B 2 . not
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not to loſe eſſence the ſame as to periſh? Entirely ſo. Tbe one, there

fore, as it ſeems, by receiving and loſing eſſence, is generated and periſhes.

Neceſſarily ſo. But fince it is both one and many, and ſubſists in becom

ing to be and periſhing, when it becomes one does it ceaſe to be many,

and when it becomes many does it ceaſe to be one? Entirely ſo. But,

in conſequence of becoming one and many, must it not be ſeparated and
collected? lt must. And when it becomes diſſimilar and ſimilar, must iti

not be affimilated and diſſimilated? Certainly. And when it becomes

greater, leſſer, and equal, must it not be increaſed, corrupted, and equal

ized? It must ſo; But when from being moved it stands still, and when

from standing still itis changed into being moved, it is requifite that it

ſhould not ſubſist in one time. How ſhould it? But that which before

stood still and is afterwards moved, and was before moved and afterwards

stands still, cannot ſuffer theſe *affections without mutation. For how can

it? But there is no time in which any thing can neither be moved nor

stand still. There is not. But it cannot be changed without mutationſi

It is not probable that it can. When. therefore, will it be changed? For
ſſ neither while it stands still, nor while it is moved, will it be changed: nor

while it is in time. It will not. Is that any wonderful thing in which it

will be when it changes? What thing? The ſudden, or that which un

apparently starts forth to the view. For tlze ſhdden ſeems to ſignify ſome

fueh thing, as that from which it paſſes into each of theſe conditions. For

while it stands still it will not be changed from standing, nor while in

motion will it be changed from motion: but that wonderful nature the

ſudden is ſituated between motion and abiding, is in no time, and into this

and from this that which is moved paſſes into standing still, and that which

stands still into motion. It appears ſo. The one, therefore, if it stands still

and is moved, must be changed into each: for thus alone will it produce

both theſe affections. But, becoming changed, it will be changed ſuddenly;

and when it changes will be in no time: for it will then neither stand still

nor be moved. It will not. Will tl'e one alſo be thus affected with reſpect

to other mutations? And when it is changed from being into the loſſ aſ

being, or from non-being into becoming Io be, does it not then become a

medium between certain motions and abidings? and then neither is nor is

not, nor becomes nor periſhcs? It appears ſo. And in the ſame manner,

when
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when it paſſes from one into many and from many into one, it is neither

one nor many, nor is it ſeparated nor collected. And in paſſing from

ſimilar to diſſimilar, and from diſſimilar to ſimilar, it is neither ſimilar nor

diſſimilar, nor is aſſimilated nor diſſimilated. And while it paſſes from

ſſ ſmall into great, and into equal or its contrary, it will neither be ſmall nor

great, nor unequal, nor increaſing, nor periſhing, nor equalized. It does

not appear that it can. But all theſe paſſions the one will ſuffer, if it is.

How ſhould it not?

But ſhould we not conſider what other things ought to ſuffer if the one

is? We ſhould. Let us relate, therefore, the one is, what other things

ought to ſuffer from the one. By all means. -Does it not follow that

becauſe other things are different from the one they are not the one: for

otherwiſe they would not be different from the one? Right. Nor yet are

others entirely deprived of the one, but participate it in a certain reſpect.

In what reſpect? Becauſe things different from the one are different, from

their having parts: for if they had not parts they wouldbe entirely one.

Right. But parts we have aſſerted belong to that which is a whole. We

have ſo. But it is neceſſary that a whole ſhould be one compoſed from many,

of which one the many are parts: for each of the parts ought not to be a

part of many, but of a whole. How ſo? If any thing ſhould be a part Of

many, among which it ſubſists itſelf, it would doubtleſs be a part of itſelf

(which is impoſſible), and of each one of the others; ſince it is a part of

all. For if it is not a part of one of theſe it will be a part of the others,

this being exceptedr'and ſo it will not be a part of each one: and not

being a part of each, it will be a part of no one of the many: and being a

part of no one of the many, it is impoſſible that it ſhould be any thing

belonging to all thoſe, of no one of which it is either a part or any thing

elſe. So it appears. A part, therefore, is neither a part of many nor of all;

but of one certain idea and of one Certain thing which we call a whole, and

which becomes one perfect thing from all: for a part indeed is a part of

this. Entirely ſo. If, therefore, other things have parts, they will alſo

participate of a whole and one. Certainly. One perfect whole, therefore,

poſſeſſing parts, muſt neceſſarily be different from the one. lt is neceſſary.

But the ſame reaſoning is true concerning each of the parts: for it is

neceſſary
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neceſſary that each of theſe ſhould participate of tbe one. For, if each of

theſe is a part, the very being each, in a certain reſpect, ſignifies one;

ſince it is distinguiſhed from others, and has a ſubſistence by itſelf, if it is

that which is called each. Right. But it participates of tbe one as it is

evidently ſomething different from tbe one; for otherwiſe it would not

participate, but would be tbe one 'ſit/dſ. But now it is impoſſible that any

thing can be tbe one except 'be one itſelf. Impoffible. But it is neceſſary

both to a whole and to a part to participate of tbe one : for a whole is one

certain thing and has parts. But each part whatever, which is a part of

the whole, is one part. It is ſo. Must not, therefore, thoſe which par

ticipate of 'be one participate it, as being different from tbe one? How

ſhould they not? But things different from lbe one will in a certain reſpect

be many; for if things different from tbe one were neither one nor more

than one, they would be nothing. They would. But ſince the things

which participate of one part and" one whole are more than one, is it not

neceſſary that theſe very things which participate of lbe one ſhould be in

finite in multitude? How? Thus : they are different from t/le one, nor are

they participantſis of tbe one, then when they have already 'participated of it.

Certainly. Are not 'thoſe multitudes in which t/ze one is not? Multitudes,

certainly. What then? If we ſhould be willing by cogitation to take

away the fleast quantity from theſe, would it not be neceſſary that this

quantity which is taken away ſhould be multitude, and not one, ſince_it

does not participate of lbe one? It is neceſſary. By- always ſurveying,

therefore, another nature of form, itſelf ſubſisting by itſelf, Will not any

quantity of it which we may behold be infinite in multitude? Entirely ſo.

And ſince every part becomes one, the parts will have bounds with reſpect

to each other, and to the whole; and the whole with reſpect to the parts.

'Perfectly ſo. It will happen, therefore, to things different from tbe one, as

it appears both from tbe one and from their communicating with each

other, >.that a certain ſomething different will take place in them; which

indeefl affords to them a bound towards each other, while in the mean

time'the nature of theſe cauſes' them .to become eſſentially connected with

infinity. It appears ſo. And thus things different from tbe one, both as

wholes and according to part-s, are infinite and participate of bound.

Entirely
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Entirely ſo. Are they not, therefore, ſimilar and diſſimilar, both to each

other and to themſelves? Why? Becauſe, ſo far as all of them are in a

certain reſpect infinite, according to their own nature, they all of them, in

conſequence of this, ſuffer that which is the ſame. How ſhould they not?

But ſo far as they ſuffer to be bounded and infinite, which are paffions

contrary to each other, they ſuffer theſe paſiions. Certainly. But things

contrary, as ſuch, are moſt diſſimilar. What then? According to each of

theſe paſſions, therefore, they are ſimilar to themſelves and to each other;

but, according to both, they are on both ſides most contrary and diſſimilar.

It appears ſo. And thus others will be the ſame with themſelves and with

each other, and ſimilar and diſſimilar. They will ſo. And again, they will be

the ſame and different from each other, will both be moved and stand still;

and it will not be difficult to find all kinds of contrary paffions ſuffered by

things different from the one, while they appear to be paſiive, in the man

ner we have related. You ſpeak rightly.

Shall we not, therefore, paſs by theſe things as evident, and again eon

ſidcr if the one is, whether things different from the one will ſubſist not in

this manner, or whether in this manner alone? Entirely ſo. Let us,

therefore, aſſert again from the beginning, the one it, What things diffe

rent from the one ought to ſuffer. Let us. Is, therefore, the one ſeparate

from others, and are others ſeparate from the one .? Why? Becauſe there

is no other different beſides theſe, viz. that which is different from the one,

and that which is different from others ; for all that can be ſpoken is aſiierted,

when we ſay the one and otherr. All, indeed. There is nothing elſe, there

fore, beſides theſe in which the one and other: can ſubſiſt after the ſame man

ner. Nothing. The one and others, therefore, are never in the ſame. It

does not appear that they are. Are they ſeparate, therefore? They are.

We have likewiſe aſſertcd that the truly one has not any parts. For how

can it? Neither, therefore, will the whole of the one be in otherr, nor the

parts of it, if it is ſeparate from otherr, 'and has no parts. How ſhould it

not be ſo? In no way, therefore, will other: participate of the one, ſince

they neither participate according to a certain part of it, nor according
to the whole. It does not appear that they can. vBy no means, therefore,

'are other: the one, nor have they any one in themſelves. They have not.

ſi Neither,
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Neither, then, are other things many; for, if they were many, each of them,

as being a part of a whole, would be one: but now things different from

tho one are neither one nor many, nor avwhole, nor parts, ſince they in no

reſpect participate of the one. Right. Othrrr, therefore, are neither two

nor three, nor is one contained in them, becauſe they are entirely deprived

of the one. So it is. Others, therefore, are neither ſimilars nor diffimilars,

nor the ſame with the one, nor are ſimilitude and diffimilitudc inherent in

them. For, if they Were ſimilar and diſſimilar, ſo far as they contained in

themſelves ſimilitude and diffimilitude, ſo far things different from the on:

would comprehend in themſelves two contrary ſpecies. So it appears. But

it is impoſſible for thoſe to participate of two' certain things which do not

participate of one. Impoſlible. Others, therefore, are neither ſimilars nor

diſſimilars, nor both. For, if they were things ſimilar or diſſimilar, they

would participate of one other fOrm; and if they were both, they would

participate of two contrary forms: but theſe things appear to be impoſſible.

True. Others, therefore, are neitherſame nor dtffirent, nor are moved nor

stand still, nor are generated nor destroyed, nor are greater, or leſſer, or

equal, nor do they ſuffer any thing elſe of this kind. For, if other: could

ſustain to ſuffer any ſuch affection, they would participate of one and two,

and of even and odd; all which it appears impoſſible for them to partici

pate, ſince they are entirely deprived of the one. All this is most true.

Hence, then, if the one is, the one is all things and nothing; and is ſimilarly

affected towards itſelf and towards others. Entirely ſo.

Let this then be admitted. But ſhould we not after this conſider what

ought to happen if the one is not? We ſhould. What then will be the

hypotheſis the one i: not .3 Will it differ from the hypotheſis that 'which

is not one is not .P it will indeed differ. Will it only differ, or is the hypo

theſis that which it not one is not, entirely contrary to the hypotheſis

'xthe one it not? 'Entirely contrary. But what, if any one ſhould ſay, if

,magnitude is not, 'or parvitude is not, or any thing elſe of this kind, would

Zhe not evince in each of theſe that he ſpeaks of that which it not as ſomething

[different ? Entirely ſo. Would he not, therefore, now evince that he

-calls that 'which it 'not different from others, when he ſkys the one iſ "Of 3

.and ſhould we understand that which he ſays? We ſhould understand. In

' the
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the first place, therefore, he ſpeaksof ſomething which may be known ; and

afterwards of ſomething different from others when he ſays the one, whether

he adds to it to he or not to he: for that which is ſaid not to be will be not

the leſs known, nor that it is ſomething different from others: is it not ſo?

lt is neceſſary it ſhould. Let us, therefore, relate from the beginning, ffthe

zone it not, what ought to be the conſequence. In the first place, therefore,

this as it appears ought to happen it, that either there ſhould be a ſcience of

it, or that nothing of what is pronounced can be known, when any one ſays

ffthe one it not. True. Must not this alſo happen, that either other things

must be different from it, or that it must be ſaid to be different from others ?

Entirely ſo. Divcrſity, therefore, beſides ſcience, is preſent with it; for,

when any one ſays that the one is different from others, he will not ſpeak of

the diverſity of others, but of the diverſity of the one. It appears ſo. And

beſides, that which is not, or non-being, will participate of that, and ofſhme

certain thing, and of this, and oft/uſe, and every thing of this kind. For

neither could the one be ſpoken of, nor things different from the one, nor

would any thing he preſent with it, nor could it be denominated any

thing, if it neither participatcd of ſome certain thing or things of this

kind. Right. But to he cannot be preſent with the one if it 'is not ;

though nothing hinders but it may participate of the many: but, indeed,

it is neceſſary that it ſhould, if the one is that, and is not ſomething

different from that. If, therefore, it is neither the one nor that, neither will

it be; but diſcourſe must take place about ſomething elſe, and it will be ne

ceſſary to pronounce nothing concerning it. But if the one is establiſhed as

that and not as another, it is neceſſary that it ſhould participate of that and

of many other things. Entirely ſo. Diſſimilitude, therefore, is preſent with

it as to other things 2 for other things being different from the one will alſo

be foreign from it. Certainly. But arc not things foreign various? How

ſhould they not? And are not things various diſiimilars? Diſſimilars. If,

therefore, they are diſſimilars to the one, it is evident they will be diſſimilars

to that which is diſſimilar. It is evident. Diffimilitude, therefore, will be pre

ſent with_ the one, according to which others will be diffimilars to it. It ap

pears ſo. But ifa diſlimilitudc with reſpect to other things belongs to it, must

not ſimilitude to itſelfbc preſent with it P How? lfthere be a diſlimilitude

of the one with reſpect to the one, diſcourſe would not take place about a

v0L. Ill. 2 c thing
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thing of this kind as of 'be one ; nor would the hypotheſis be about 'be one,

but about ſome-thing different from 'be one. Entirely ſo. But it ought not.

Certainly not. There ought, therefore, to be a ſimilitude of tbe one with

reſpect to itſelf. There ought. But neither is tbe one equal to others. For,

if it were equal, it would according to equality be ſimilar to them; but both

theſe are impoſſible, ſince t/ze- one is not. fmpoffible. But ſince it is not

equal to others, is it not neceſſary that others alſo ſhould not be equal to it?

It is neceſſary. But are not things which arc not equal unequal? Certainly.

And are not unequals unequal to that which is unequal? How ſhould they

not? Zbe one, therefore, will participate of inequality, according to which

others will be unequal to it. It will participate. But magnitude and par

vitude belong to inequality. They do. Do magnitude and parvitude, there

fore, belong to a- one of this kind? It appears they do. But magnitude and

Parvitude aue always ſeparated from each other. Entirely ſo. Something,

therefore, always ſubſists between them. Certainly. Can you aſſign any

thing elſe between theſe, except equality? Nothing elſe. With whatever,

therefore, there is magnitude and parvitude, with this equality alſo is pre

ſent, ſubſisting as a medium between theſe. It appears ſo. But to tbe one

w/zie/z i: not, equality, magnitude, and parvitude, as it appears, belong. So

it ſeems. But it ought likewiſe, in a certain reſpect, to participate of eſſence.

How ſo? Ought it to poſſeſs the properties which we have already de

ſeribed ? for, unleſs this is the caſe, We ſhall not ſpeak the truth when we ſay

ibe one i: not; but if this is true, it is evident that we have aſſerted things

which have a ſubſistence: is it not ſo? It is. But ſince we aſſert that we

ſpeak truly, it is likewiſe neceſſary to aſſert that we ſpeak of things which

exist. It is neceſſary. Tbe one, therefore, wbieb i: not, as it appears, is;

for ſit il not, while not being ', but remits ſomething of being in order

to not being, it will immediately become being. Entirely ſo. It ought,

therefore, to have, as the bond of not to be, to be t/mt 'wlzicb i: not ', if it is

about not to be : just as being ought to have as a bond not to be t/mt w/u'eb ir

' The original is un tom wray, and this is literally ii m' non-being. But the meaning of thi6

difficult paſſage is as follows: Any remiſſion of being is attended with non-being, which is the ſame

with ir not; and if any thing of i: be taken away, it not is immediately introduced, and ſo it will

immediately become i: not non-being, that is, it i: being.

3 For between un rim and man ov, ma' Po or muſt fuhſist as a medium- .

me,
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m, 1, lthat it may be perfectly tbnt wbicb ir. For thus, in'a most eminent,

degree, being will be and non-berng will not be being participating of eſſcncc,

in order that it may be bring; but of non-aſſente in order that it may obtain

to be non-being, if it is about perfectly to be: but non-being participating of

non-effl'ncr, in order that it may not be t/Iat wbic/i is not being; but partici

pating of eſſence, in order that it may obtain to be non-being, if it is to be

perfectly t/zat rw/zic/i i: not. Most truly ſo. Since, therefore, non-being is

preſent with being, and being with non-being, is it not neceſſary that 'be one

alſo, ſince it is not, ſhould participate of being, in order that it may not be?

It is neceſſary. Eſſencc, therefore, will appear with tbc one, if it is not.

So it ſeems. And non-affirm, ſince it is not. How ſhould it not? Can

any thing, therefore, which is affected in a certain manner, be not ſo affected

when not-changed from this habit? It cannot. Every thing, therefore,

ſignifies a certain mutation, which is affected and again not affected in ſome

particular manner. I-Iow ſhould it not? Is mutation a motion, or what

elſe do we call it? It is a motion. But has not tbe one appeared to be both

being and non-being ? Certainly. It has appeared, therefore, to be t/mr and

not tbus affected. It has. Tbc am', therefore, which is non-being appears to

be moved, ſince it poſſeſſes a mutation from being into non-being. It appears

ſo. But if it be no where among beings, as it i: not in conſequence of not

being, it cannot paſs elſewhere. For how can it? It will not, therefore,

be moved by tranſition. _ It will not. Neither will it revolve inſhme: for

it will never touch ſame, ſince/hine is being. But it is impoſſible that non

being can reſide in any being. Impoffible. T/ze one, therefore, wbicb ir not,

cannot revolve in that in which it is not. It cannot. Neither will tbe one

be altered from itſelf, either into being or non-being : for our diſcourſe would

no longer be concerning t/Ie one, ifit was altered from itſelf, but concern

ing ſomething different from this one. Right. But if it is neither altered, nor

revolves in ſhine, nor ſuffers tranſition, is there any way in which it can be

moved? How ſhould there? But that which is immovable must neceſſarily

I so To m or m man is the medium between 'to mar or and 'ro in' man ov: for T' In' mar [m is the

lame as To tri/a', and connects with 'ra mar or', and 70 m or with 'to In) man or. Thompſon had not

ſhe least glimpſe of this meaning, as may be ſeen from his verſion.

_2c a be
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be at rest,- and that which' is at rest must abide or stand still. It is neceſſary.

The one whirl: i: not, therefore, as it appears, both abides and is moved. It

appears ſo. But if it be moved, there is a great neceſſity that it ſhould be

altered ; for, ſo far as any thing is moved, it is no longer affected in the ſame

manner as before, but differentl'y. There is ſo. T/ie one, therefore, ſince

it is moved, is alſo altered. Certainly. But as again it is in no reſpect

moved, it will be in no reſpect altered. It will not. So far, therefore, as

Ilus-one which i: not is moved, it is altered; but ſo far as it is not moved it is

not altered. Certainly not. The one, therefore, 'whip/1 i: not, is both altered

and not altered. It appears ſo. < But is it not neceſſary that when any thing

is altered it ſhould become different from what it was before, and ſhould

ſuffer a diſſolution of its former habit; but that a nature which is not altered

ſhould neither be generated nor diſſolved? It is neceſſary. T/ze one, there.

fore, w/zic/z ir not, through being altered, will. be generated and diſſolved;

but at the ſame time, from its not ſuffering alteration, will not be ſubject to

either generation or corruption. And thus the one w/iic/z i: not will be gene

Jrated and diſſolved, and will neither be generated nor diſſolved. It will not.

. But let us again return to the beginning, and ſee whether theſe things

will appear to us in our ſubſequent diſcuffion as they do now, or otherwiſe.

It is neceſſary, indeed, ſo to do. Have we not already related, tile one

i: not, what ought to happen concerning it? Certainly. But when we ſay

it is not, do we ſignify any thing elſe than the abſence of eſſencc from that

which we fly is not? Nothing elſe. Whether, therefore, when we ſay

that any thing is not, do we ſay that in a certain reſpect it is not, and that

in a certain reſpect it is? Or does the term is not fimply ſignify that it is

in no reſpect any where, and that it does not any how participate ofeſſence,

ſince it is no' P It ſignifies, indeed, most ſimply. Neither therefore can that

which is not be, nor in any other reſpect participate of eſſence. It cannot.

But is to be generated and corrupted any thing elſe than for this to receive

eſſence and for that to loſe eſſence? It is nothing elſe. That therefore

with which nothing of eſſence is preſent, can neither receive nor loſe it.

How can it? T/ze one, therefore, ſince it in no reſpect is, can neither poſ

ſeſs, nor loſe, nor receive eſſence, in any manner whatever, It is proper

it
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it ſhould be ſo. The one whirl) is not, will neither therefore be corrupted

nor generated, ſince it in no reſpect participatcs of eſſence. It does not,

appear that it will. Neither, therefore, will it be in any reſpect altered;

for if it ſuffered this paſſion it would be generated and corrupted. True.

But if it is not altered, is it not alſo neceſſary that it ſhould not be move'd?

It is neceſſary, But that which in no reſpect iſ, we have likewiſe aſſerted,

cannot stand still; for that which stands ought always to be in a certain

ſame P How ſhould it not? And thus we must aſſert that non-being neither

at any time stands nor is moved. For indeed it does not. But likewiſe

nothing of beings is preſent with it; for this, through participating of being,

would participate of eſſence. It is evident. Neither magnitude, therefore,

nor parvitude, nor equality, belongs to it. Certainly not. Neither will

ſimilitude or diverſity, either with reſpect to itſelf or others, be preſent with

it. It does not appear that they will. But what, can other things be in any

reſpect preſiznt with it, if nothing ought to be preſent with it? They cannot.

Neither, therefore, are ſimilars nor diffimilars, norſame nor dffrent, dif

ferent from it. They are not. But what, can any thing be aſſerted of it,

or be with it, or can it be any certain thing, or this, or belong to this, or

that, or be with ſome other thing, or be formerly, or hereafter, or now

or can ſcience, or opinion, or ſenſe, or diſcourſe, or a name, or any thing

elſe belonging to beings, ſubſist about that which is not? There cannot.

T/ze one therefore 'which isjzot, will not in any reſpect ſubfist *any where.

So indeed it appears.

But let us again declare fftbc one is not, what other things ought to ſuffer.

Let us. But in a certain reſpect other: ought to ſubſist; for, unleſs otherr

have a being, we cannot diſcourſe concerning them. True. But if dif

eourfe is about ot/zerr, other: will be different : or do you not call other: and

dffrent the ſame? I do. But do we not ſay that dzfferent is different from

different, and other is other than another? Certainly. With reſpect to

others, therefore, if they are about to be others, there is ſomething than

which they will be others. It is neceſſary. But what will this be? For

they will not be different from t/ze one, ſince it is not. They will not. They

are different therefore from each other; for this alone remains to them, or
to be different from nothing. Right. i According to multitudes, therefore,

4. each
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each is different from each ; for they cannot be different according to

t/n one, ſmCe the one is not. But each maſs of theſe, as it appears, is inſi

nite in multitude. And though any one stiould aſſume that which appears

to be the least, like a dream in ſleep, on a ſudden, instead of that which

ſeemed to be one, man] would riſe to the view; and instead oſ that which

is ſmallest, a quantity perfectly great with reſpect to the multitude distri

buted from it. Most right. But among theſe maſſes or heaps, other: will

be mutually different from one another, if they are other: and 'be one is not.

Eminently ſo. \Vill there not then be many heaps, each of which will

appear to be one, but is not ſo ſince the one is not? There will ſo. There

will likewiſe appear to be a number of theſe, iſ each of theſe which are

many is one. Entirely ſo. But the even and odd which are among them

will not have a true appearance, ſince the one will not have a being. They

will not. But likewiſe that which is ſmallest, as we have ſaid, will appear

to be with them ; but this minimum will ſeem [0 be many things and

great, with reſpect to each of the things which are many and ſmall. How

ſhould itnot? And every ſmall heap will ſeem in the eye oſ opinion to be

equal to many ſmall heaps: for it will not appear to paſs from a greater

into a leſſer quantity, before it ſeems to arrive at ſomething between; and

this will be a phantaſm oſ equality. It is likely to be ſo. Will it not

alſo appear to be bounded with reſpect to another heap, itſelf with reſpect

to itſelf, at the ſame time neither having a beginning, nor middle, nor end?

How ſo? Becauſe, when any one apprehends by the dianoe'tic power ſome one

of theſe prior to the beginning, another beginning will alwaysappear, and after

the end another end will always be leſt behind; but in the middle there will

always be other things more inward than.the middle; and ſmaller, becauſe

each of them cannot receiverom one, .ſince.t/ze one i: not. This is most-true.

But every thing which any one mayapprehend by the dianoe'tic power, must I

think be broken to pieces and distributed ; ſor the bulk will in a certain reſpect

be apprehended without 'be one. Entirely ſo. But will not ſuch a heap, to him

- who beholds it aſar offand witha dull eye, neceſſarily appear to be one: but

to him who with an intellectual eye ſurveys it near and acutely, will not

each appear to be infinite in multitude, ſince it is deprived of 'be one, becauſe

it has no iſubſiſtence? It is neceſſary it ſhould be ſo in the highestdegree.

5 Each,
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Each, therefore, of other things ought to appear infinite and bounded, and

one and many, the one is not, and other things beſides the one have a ſub

ſistence. It ought to be ſo. Will they, therefore, appear to be ſimilars and

diſlimilars? But how ? Since to him who beholds other: at a distance, in

volved as it were in ſhadow, they all appear to be one, they will ſeem to

ſuffer ſhme and to be ſimilar. Entirely ſo. But to him who approaches

nearer they will appear to be many and different, and different from and

diffimilar to themſelves, through the phantaſm of diverſity. It is ſo. The

heaps, therefore, will neceſſarily appear to be ſimilar and diſſimilar to them

ſclves, and to each other. Entirely ſo. lVill they not alſo be the ſame and

different from each other, and in contact with, and ſeparate from, them

ſelves, and moved with all poſſible motions, and every'way abiding: like

wiſe generated and corrupted, and neither of theſe, and all of this kind,

which may be eaſily enumerated, if, though the one is not, the many have a

ſubſist-ence? All this is most true. _

Once more, therefore, returning again to the beginning, let us relate what

ought to happen to things different from the one, the one is not. Let us

relate. Does it not, therefore, follow that other: are not the one? How

ſhould it not be ſo? Nor yet are they many; for, in the man), the one alſo

would be inherent. For, if none of theſe is one, all are nothing; ſo that nei

ther can there be many. True. The one, therefore, not being inherent in

others, other: are neither many nor one. They are not. Nor will they ap

pear either to he one or many. Why not? Becauſe other: cannot in any

reſpect have any communication with things which are not, nor can any

thing of non-beings be preſent with otherr; for no part ſubſists with non

beings. True. Neither, therefore, is there any opinion of that which is

not, inherent in others, nor any phantaſm ; nor can that which is not become

in any reſpect the ſubject of opinion to others. It cannot. The one, there

fore, it is not, cannot by opinion be conceived to be any certain one of

others, nor yet many ; for it is impoffible to form an opinion of many with.

out the one. lt is impoſſible. If the one, therefore, is not, neither have other:

any ſubſiſtence; nor can the one or the man) be conceived by opinion. It

does not appear that they can. Neither, therefore, do ſimilars nor diſſimilars

ſubſist. They do not. Nor ſame nor different, nor things in contact, nor

ſuch
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ſuch as are ſeparate from each other, nor other things, ſuch as we have al

ready diſcuſſed, as appearing to ſubſist; for no particular of theſe will have

any existence, nor will others appear to be, the one i: not. True. If we

ſhould, therefore, ſummarily ſay, that the one i: not, nothing is, will not

our aſſertion be right? Entirely ſo. Let this then be aſſertcd by us, and this

alſo: that whether the one i: or it not, both itſelf, as it appears, and others,

both with reſpect to themſelves and to each other, are entirely all things,

and at the ſame time are not all, and appear to be, and at the ſame time do

not appear. It is most true.

THE END OF THE PAR'MENIDES.

THE


